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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The following tracts, having passed through various

editions at home and abroad, are now collected to meet

the wishes of those, who may incline to possess them in

a durable form. In common with all writings, which have

obtained a good degree of notice, they have been criti-

cized freely ; but as they have been published not to dic-

tate opinions, but to excite thought and inquiry, they

have not failed of their end, even when they have pro-

voked doubt or reply. They have, I think, the merit

of being earnest expressions of the writer's mind, and

of giving the results of quiet, long-continued thought.

Some topics will be found to recur often, perhaps the

reader may think too often; but it is in this way, that a

writer manifests his individuality, and he can in no other

do justice to his own mind. Men are distinguished from

one another, not merely by difference of thoughts, but

often more by the different degrees of relief or prominence,

which they give to the same thoughts. In nature, what

an immense dissimilarity do we observe in organized

bodies, which consist of the same parts or elements, but

in which these are found in great diversity of proportions

!

So, to learn what a man is, it is not enough to dissect his

mind, and see separately the thoughts and feelings which

successively possess him. The question is, what thoughts
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and feelings predominate, stand out most distinctly, and

give a hue and impulse to the common actions of his

mind ? What are his great ideas ? These form the man,

and by their truth and dignity he is very much to be

judged.

The following writings will be found to be distinguished

by nothing more, than by the high estimate which they

express of human nature. A respect for the human soul

breathes through them. The time may come for unfold-

ing my "V lews more fully on this and many connected top-

ics. As yet, I have given but fragments; and, on this

account, I have been sometimes misapprehended. The

truth is, that a man, who looks through the present dis-

guises and humbling circumstances of human nature,

and speaks with earnestness of what it was made for and

what it may become, is commonly set down by men of

the world as a romancer, and what is far worse, by the

religious, as a minister to human pride, perhaps as exalt-

ing man against God. A few remarks on this point seem,

therefore, a proper introduction to these volumes.

It is not, however, my purpose in this place to enter

far into the consideration of the greatness of human na-

ture, and of its signs and expressions in the inward and

outward experience of men. It will be sufficient here to

observe, that the greatness of the soul is especially seen

in the intellectual energy which discerns absolute, univer-

sal truth, in the idea of God, in freedom of will and moral

power, in disinterestedness and self-sacrifice, in the bound-

lessness of love, in aspirations after perfection, in desires

and affections, which time and space cannot confine, and

the world cannot fill. The soul, viewed in these lights,

should fill us with awe. It is an immortal germ, which

may be said to contain now within itself what endless

ages are to unfold. It is truly an image of the infinity

of God, and no words can do justice to its grandeur.
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There is, however, another and very different aspect of

our nature. When we look merely at what it now is, at

its present developement, at what falls under present con-

sciousness, we see in it much of weakness and limitation,

and still more, we see it narrowed and degraded by error

and sin. This is the aspect, under which it appears to

most men; and so strong is the common feeling of human
infirmity, that a writer, holding higher views, must state

them with caution, if he would be listened to without prej-

udice. My language, I trust, will be sufficiently meas-

ured, as my object at present is not to set forth the

greatness of human nature, but to remove difficulties in

relation to it, in the minds of religious people.

From the direction, which theology has taken, it has

been thought, that to ascribe any thing to man, was to

detract so much from God. The disposition has been, to

establish striking contrasts between man and God, and

not to see and rejoice in the likeness between them. It

has been thought, that to darken the creation, was the way
to bring out more clearly the splendor of the Creator.

The human being has been subjected to a stern criticism.

It has been forgotten, that he is as yet an infant, new to

existence, unconscious of his powers; and he has been

expected to see clearly, walk firmly, and act perfectly.

Especially in estimating his transgressions, the chief re-

gard has been had, not to his finite nature and present

stage of developement, but to the infinity of the beirg

against whom he has sinned ; so that God's greatness, in-

stead of being made a ground of hope, has been used to

plunge man into despair.

I have here touched on a great spring of error in re-

ligion, and of error among the most devout. I refer to

the tendency of fervent minds, to fix their thoughts ex-

clusively or unduly on God's infinity. It is said, in de-

votional writings, that exalted and absorbing views of

I
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God enter into the very essence of piety; that our grand

labor should be, to turn the mind from the creature to the

creator; that the creature cannot sink too low in our esti-

mation, or God fill too high a sphere. God, we are told,

must not be limited; nor are his rights to be restrained

by any rights in his creatures. These are made to min-

ister to their Maker's glory, not to glorify themselves.

They wholly depend on him, and have no power which

they can call their own. His sovereignty, awful and

omnipotent, is not to be kept in check, or turned from

its purposes, by any claims of his subjects. Man's place

is the dust. The entire prostration of his faculties is the

true homage, he is to offer God. He is not to exalt his

reason or his sense of right against the decrees of the

Almighty. He has but one lesson to learn, that he is

nothing, that God is All in All. Such is the common
language of theology.

These views are exceedingly natural. That the steady,

earnest contemplation of the Infinite One, should so daz-
zle the mind as to obscure or annihilate all things else,

ought not to surprise us. By looking at the sun, we lose

the power of seeing other objects. It was, I conceive,

one design of God in hiding himself so far from us, in

throwing around himself the veil of his works, to prevent
this very evil. He intended that our faculties should be
left at liberty to act on other things besides himself, that

the will should not be crushed by his overpowering great-
ness, that we should be free agents, that we should re-

cognise rights in ourselves and in others as well as in

the Creator, and thus be introduced into a wide and ever
enlarging sphere of action and duty. Still the idea of
the Infinite is of vast power, and the mind, in surrender-
ing itself to it, is in danger of becoming unjust to itself

and other beings, of losing that sentiment of self-respect,

which should be inseparable from a moral nature, of de
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grading the intellect by the forced belief of contradic-

tions which God is supposed to sanction, and of losing

that distinct consciousness of moral freedom, of power

over itself, without which the interest of life and the

sense of duty are gone.

Let it not be imagined from these remarks, that I would

turn the mind from God's Infinity. This is the grand

truth ; but it must not stand alone in the mind. The
finite is something real as well as the infinite. We must

reconcile the two in our theology. It is as dangerous

to exclude the former as the latter. God surpasses all

human thought
;
yet human thought, mysterious, unbound-

ed, "wandering through eternity," is not to be con-

temned. God's sovereignty is limitless ; still man has

rights. God's pov/er is irresistible ; still man is free. On
God, we entirely depend

; yet we can and do act from

ourselves, and determine our own characters. These an-

tagonist ideas, if so they may be called, are equally true,

and neither can be spared. It will not do for an impas-

sioned or an abject piety, to wink one class of them out

of sight. In a healthy mind they live together ; and the

worst error in religion has arisen from throwing a part

of them into obscurity.

In most religious systems, the tendency has been to

seize exclusively on the idea of the Infinite, and to sacri-

fice to this the finite, the created, the human. This I

have said is very natural. To the eye of sense, man is

such a mote in the creation, his imperfections and sins

arc so prominent in his history, the changes of his life

are so sudden, so awful, he vanishes into such darkness,

the mystery of the tomb is so fearful, all his outward

possessions are so fleeting, the earth which he treads on

so insecure, and all surrounding nature subject to such

fearful revolutions, that the reflective and sensitive mind

is prone to see Nothingness inscribed on the human be-
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ing and on all things that are made, and to rise to God

as the only reality. Another more influential feeling con-

tributes to the same end. The mind of man, in its pres-

ent infancy and blindness, is apt to grow servile through

fear, and seeks to propitiate the Divine Being by flattery

and self-depreciation. Thus deep are the springs of re-

ligious error. To admit all the elements of truth into oui

system, at once to adore the infinity of God and to give

due importance to our own free moral nature, is no very

easy work. But it must be done, Man's free activity is

as important to religion as God's infinity. In the king-

dom of Heaven, the moral power of the subject is as es-

sential as the omnipotence of the sovereign. The rights of

both have the same sacredness. To rob man of his dig-

nity is as truly to subvert religion, as to strip God of his

perfection. We must believe in man's agency as truly

as in the Divine, in his freedom as truly as in his de-

pendence, in his individual being as truly as in the great

doctrine of his living in God. Just as far as the desire

of exalting the Divinity obscures these conceptions, our

religion is sublimated into mysticism or degraded into

servility.

In the Oriental world, the human mind has tended

strongly to fix on the idea of the Infinite, the Vast, the

Incomprehensible. In its speculations it has started

from God. Swallowed up in his greatness, it has an-

nihilated the creature. Perfection has been thought

to lie in self-oblivion, in losing one's self in the Divinity,

in establishing exclusive communion with God, The
mystic worshipper fled from society to wildernesses,

where not even nature's beauty might divert the soul from

the Unseen. Living on roots, sleeping on the rocky

floor of his cave, he hoped to absorb himself in the One
and the Infinite. The more the consciousnessof the in-

dividual was lost, and the more the will and the intellect
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became passive or yielded to the universal soul, the

more perfect seemed the piety.

From such views naturally sprung Pantheism. No
being was at last recognised but God. He was pro-

nounced the only reality. The universe seemed a suc-

cession of shows, shadows, evanescent manifestations of

the One, Ineffable Essence. The human spirit was but an

emanation, soon to be reabsorbed in its source. God,

it was said, bloomed in the flower, breathed in the wind,

flowed in the stream, and thought in the human soul. All

our powers were but movements of one infinite force.

Under the deceptive spectacle of multiplied individuals

intent on various ends, there was but one agent. Life,

with its endless changes, was but the heaving of one and

the same eternal ocean.

This mode of thought naturally gave birth or strength

to that submission to despotic power, which has charac-

terized the Eastern world. The sovereign, in whom the

whole power of the state was centred, became an emblem
of the One, Infinite Power, and was worshipped as its

representative. An unresisting quietism naturally grew

out of the contemplation of God as the all-absorbing

and irresistible energy. Man, a bubble, arising out of

the ocean of the universal soul, and fated soon to

vanish in it again, had plainly no destiny to accomplish,

which could fill him with hope or rouse him to effort. In

the East the individual was counted nothing. In Greece

and Rome he was counted much, and he did much. In

the Greek and the Roman the consciousness of power was

indeed too little chastened by religious reverence. Their

gods were men. Their philosophy, though in a measure

borrowed from or tinctured with the Eastern, still spoke

of man as his own master, as having an independent

happiness in the energy of his own will. As far as they

thus severed themselves from God, they did themselves

VOL. I. h
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great harm ; but in their recognition, however imper-

fect, of the grandeur of the soul, lay the secret of their

vast influence on human affairs.

In all ages of the church, the tendency of the religious

mind to the exclusive thought of God, to the denial or

forgetfulness of all other existence and power, has come

forth in various forms-. The Catholic church, notwith-

standing its boasted unity, has teemed with mystics, who

have sought to lose themselves in God. It would seem

as if the human mind, cut oft' by this church from free,

healthful inquiry, had sought liberty in this vague con-

templation of the Infinite. In the class, just referred to,

were found many noble spirits, especially Fenelon, whose

quietism, with all its amiableness, we must look on as a

disease.

In Protestantism, the same tendency to exalt God and

annihilate the creature has manifested itself, though in

less pronounced forms. We see it in Quakerism, and

Calvinism, the former striving to reduce the soul to si-

lence, to suspend its action, that in its stillness God alone

may be heard ; and the latter, making God the only

power in the universe, and annihilating the free will, that

one will alone may be done in heaven and on earth,

Calvinism will complain of being spoken of as an ap-

proach to Pantheism. It will say, that it recognises dis-

tinct minds from the Divine. But what avails this, if it

robs these minds of self-determining force, of original

activity ; if it makes them passive recipients of the Uni-

versal Force ; if it sees in human action only the neces-

sary issues of foreign impulse. The doctrine, that God
is the only Substance, which is pantheism, differs little

from the doctrine, that God is the only active power of

the universe. For what is substance without power ?

'It is a striking fact, that the philosophy, which teaches

that matter is an inert substance, and that God is the
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force which pervades it, has led men to question, whether

any such thing as matter exists ; whether the powers of

attraction and repulsion, which are regarded as the in-

dwelling Deity, be not its whole essence. Take away
force, and substance is a shadow and might as well van-

ish from the universe. Without a free power in man,

he is nothing. The divine agent within him is every

thing. Man acts only in show. He is a phenomenal ex-

istence, under which the one Infinite power is manifested
;

and is this much better than Pantheism ?

One of the greatest of all errors, is the attempt to

exalt God, by making him the sole cause, the sole agent

in the universe, by denying to the creature freedom of will

and moral power, by making man a mere recipient and

transmitter of a foreign impulse. This, if followed out con-

sistently, destroys all moral connexion between God and his

creatures. In aiming to strengthen the physical, it rup-

tures the moral bond, which holds them together. To extin-

guish the free will is to strike the conscience with death,

for both have but one and the same life. It destroys re-

sponsibility. It puts out the light of the universe ; it

makes the universe a machine. It freezes the fountain

of our moral feelings, of all generous affection and lofty

aspirations. Pantheism, if it leave man a free agent, is

a comparatively harmless speculation ; as we see in the

case of Milton. The denial of moral freedom, could it

really be believed, would prove the most fatal of errors.

If Edwards's work on the will could really answer its

end, if it could thoroughly persuade men that they were

bound by an irresistible necessity, that their actions were

fixed links in the chain of destiny, that there was but one

agent, God, in the universe ; it Vv'ould be one of the most

pernicious books ever issued from our press. Happily

it is a demonstration which no man believes, which the

whole consciousness contradicts.
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It is a fact worthy of serious thought and full of solemn

instruction, that many of the worst errors have grown out

of the religious tendencies of the mind. So necessary

is it to keep watch over our whole nature, to subject the

highest sentiments to the calm, conscientious reason.

Men starting from the idea of God, have been so dazzled

by it, as to forget or misinterpret the universe. They

have come to see in him the only force in creation and in

other beings only signs, shadows, echoes of this. Ab-

solute dependence is the only relation to God, which

they have left to human beings. Our infinitely nobler

relations, those which spring from the power of free

obedience to a moral law, their theory dissolves. The
moral nature, of which freedom is the foundation and

essence, which confers rights and imposes duties, which is

the ground of praise and blame, which lies at the founda-

tion of self-respect, of friendship between man and man,

of spiritual connexion between man and his maker, which

is the spring of holy enthusiasm and heavenly aspira-

tion, which gives to life its interest, to creation its glory,

this is annihilated by the mistaken piety, which, to exalt

God, to make him All in All, immolates to him the powers

of the universe.

This tendency, as we have seen, gave birth in former

ages to asceticism, drove some of the noblest men into

cloisters or caverns, infected them with the fatal notion,

that there was an hostility between their relations to God
and their relations to his creatures, and of course per-

suaded them to make a sacrifice of the latter. To this we
owe systems of theology degrading human nature, de-

nying its power and grandeur, breaking it into subjection

to the priest through whom alone God is supposed to

approach the abject multitude, and placing human virtue

in exaggerated humiliations. The idea of God, the grand-
est of all, and which ought above all to elevate the soul.
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has too often depressed it and led good minds very far

astray, a consideration singularly fitted to teach us toler-

ant views of error, and to enjoin caution and sobriety in

religious speculation.

I hope, that I shall not be thought wanting in a just

tolerance, in the strictures now offered on those systems

of theology and philosophy, which make God the only
^

power in the universe and rob man of his dignity. Among

the authors of these, may be found some of the greatest

and best men. To this class belonged Hartley, whose

work on Man carries indeed the taint of materialism and

necessity, but still deserves to be reckoned among the

richest contributions ever made to the science of mind,

whilst it breathes the profoundest piety. Our own Ed-

wards was as eminent for religious as for intellectual

power. The consistency of great error with great virtue

is one of the lessons of universal history. But error is

not made harmless by such associations. The false the-

ories of which I have spoken, though not thoroughly be-

lieved, have wrought much evil. They have done much,

I think, to perpetuate those abject views of human nature,

which keep it where it is, which check men's aspirations,

and reconcile them to their present poor modes of thought

and action as the fi.xed unalterable laws of their being.

Many religious people fall into the error, which I have

wished to expose, through the belief that they thus glori-

fy the creator. "The glory of God," they say, "is our

chief end ;
" and this is accomplished as they suppose by

taking all power from man and transferring all to his

Maker. We have here an example of the injury done

by imperfect apprehension and a vague, misty use of

Scripture language. The " glory of God," is undoubt-

edly to be our end ; but what does this consist in ? It

means the shining forth of his perfection in his creation,

especially in his spiritual offspring ; and it is best pro-

6*
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moted by awakening in these their highest facuUies, by

bringing out in ourselves and others the image of God in

which all are made. An enlightened, disinterested hu-

man being, morally strong, and exerting a wide influence

by the power of virtue, is the clearest reflexion of the di-

vine splendor on earth, and we glorify God in proportion

as we form ourselves and others after this model. The

glory of the Maker lies in his work. We do not honor

him by breaking down the human soul, by connectmg it

with him only by a tie of slavish dependence. By making

Iirai the author of a mechanical universe, we ascribe to

him a low kind of agency. It is his glory that he creates

beings like himxself, free beings, not slaves ; that he

forms them to obedience, not by physical agency, but by

moral influences ; that he confers on them the reality, not

the show of power ; and opens to their faith and devout

strivings a futurity of progress and glory without end.

It is not by darkening and dishonoring the creature, that

we honor the creator. Those men glorify God most, who
look with keen eye and loving heart on his works, who
catch in all some glimpses of beauty and power, who have

a spiritual sense for good in its dimm.est manifestations,

and who can so interpret the world, that it becomes a

bright witness to the divinity.

To such remarks as these it is commonly objected, that

we thus obscure, if we do not deny, the doctrine of Entire

Dependence on God, a doctrine which is believed to be

eminently the foundation of religion. But not so. On the

contrary, the greater the creature, the more extensive is

his dependence ; the more he has to give thanks for, the

more he owes to the free gift of his Creator. No matter

what grandeur or freedom we ascribe to our powers, if we
maintain, as we ought, that they are bestowed, inspired,

sustained by God ; that he is their life ; that to him we
owe all the occasions and spheres of their action and all
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the helps and incitements by which they are perfected.

On account of their grandeur and freedom they are not

less his gifts ; and in as far as they are divine, their nat-

ural tendency is not towards idolatrous self-reliance, but

towards the grateful, joyful recognition of their adorable

source. The doctrine of dependence is in no degree im-

paired by the highest views of the human soul.

Let me farther observe, that the doctrine of entire de-

pendence is not, as is often taught, the fundamental doc-

trine of religion, so that to secure this, all other ideas

must be renounced. And this needs to be taught, because

nothing has been more common with theologians than to

magnify our dependence, at the expense of every thing el-

evated in our nature. Man has been stripped of free-

dom, and spoken of as utterly impotent, lest he should

trench on God's sole, supreme power. To eradicate this

error, it should be understood, that our dependence is not

our chief relation to God, and that it is not the ground of

religion, if by religion we understand the sentiment of

faith, reverence, and love tov/ards the Divinity. That

piety may exist, it is not enough to know that God alone

and constantly sustains all beings. This is not a founda-

tion for moral feelings towards him. The great question

on which religion rests, is, IVhat hind of a universe does

he create and sustain .'* Were a being of vast power to

give birth to a system of unmeasured, unmitigated evil,

dependence on him would be any thing but a ground of

reverence. We should hate it, and long to flee from it

into nonexistence. The great question, I repeat it, is,

what is the nature, the end, the purpose of the creation

which God upholds. On this and on the relations growing
out of this, religion wholly rests. True, we depend on
the Creator ; and so does the animal ; so does the clod ;

and were this the only relation, we should be no more
bound to worship than they. We sustain a grander rela-
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tion, that of rational, moral, free beings to a Spiritual

Father. We are not mere material substances, subjected

to an irresistible physical law, or mere animals subjected

to resistless instincts ; but are souls, on which a moral

law is written, in which a divine oracle is heard. Take

away the moral relation of the created spirit to the uni-

versal spirit, and that of entire dependence would remain

as it is now ; but no ground, and no capacity of religion

would remain ; and the splendor of the universe would

fade away.

, _We must start in religion from our own souls. In

these is the fountain of all divine truth. An outward rev-

elation is only possible and intelligible, on the ground of

conceptions and principles, previously furnished by the

soul. Here is our primitive teacher and light. Let us not

disparage it. There are, indeed, philosophical schools of

the present day, which tell us, that we are to start in all

our speculations from the Absolute, the Infinite. But we

rise to these conceptions from the contemplation of our

own nature ; and even if it were not so, of what avail

would be the notion of an Absolute, Infinite existence, an

Uncaused Unity, if stripped of all those intellectual and

moral attributes, which we learn only from our own souls.

What but a vague shadow, a sounding name, is the met-

aphysical Deity, the substance without modes, the being

without properties, the naked unity, which performs such

a part in some of our philosophical systems. The only

God, whom our thoughts can rest on, and our hearts can

cling to, and our consciences can recognise, is the God

whose image dwells in our own souls. The grand ideas

of Power, Reason, Wisdom, Love, Rectitude, Holiness,

Blessedness, that is, of all God's attributes, come from

within, from the action of our own spiritual nature. Many
indeed think that they learn God from marks of design

and skill in the outward world ; but our ideas of design
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and skill, of a determining cause, of an end or purpose,

are derived from consciousness, from our own souls.

Thus the soul is the spring of our knowledge of God.
These remarks might easily be extended, but these will

sufSee to show, that in insisting on the claims of our na-

ture to reverence, I have not given myself to a subject

of barren speculation. It has intimate connexions with

religion ; and deep injury to religion has been the conse-

quence of its neglect. I have also felt and continually

insisted, that a new reverence for man was essential to

the cause of social reform. As long as men regard one

another as they now do, that is as little better than the

brutes, they will continue to treat one another brutally.

Each will strive, by craft or skill, to make others his

tools. There can be no spirit of brotherhood, no true

peace, any farther than men come to understand their af-

finity with and relation to God and the infinite purpose

for which he gave them life. As yet these ideas are

treated as a kind of spiritual romance ; and the teacher,

who really expects men to see in themselves and one

another the children of God, is smiled at as a visionary.

The reception of this plainest truth of Christianity would

revolutionize society, and create relations among men not

dreamed of at the present day. A union would spring up,

compared with which our present friendships would seem
estrangements. Men would know the import of the word
Brother, as yet nothing but a v/ord to multitudes. None
of us can conceive the change of manners, the new cour-

tesy and sweetness, the mutual kindness, deference, and
sympathy, the life and energy of efforts for social meli-

oration, which are to spring up, in proportion as man
shall penetrate beneath the body to the spirit, and shall

learn what the lowest human being is. Then insults,

wrongs, and oppressions, now hardly thought of, will give

a deeper shock than we receive from crimes, which the
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laws punish with death. Then man will be sacred in

man's sight ; and to injure him will be regarded as open

hostility toward God. It has been under a deep feeling

of the intimate connexion of better and juster views of hu-

man nature with all social and religious progress, that I

have insisted on it so much in the following tracts, and I

hope that the reader will not think that I have given it

disproportioned importance.

I proceed to another sentiment, which is expressed so

habitually in these writings, as to constitute one of their

characteristics, and which is intimately connected with the

preceding topic. It is reverence for Liberty, for human
rights ; a sentiment, which has grown with my growth,

which is striking deeper root in my age, which seems to

me a chief element of true love for mankind, and which

alone fits a man for intercourse with his fellow-creatures.

I have lost no occasion for expressing my deep attach-

ment to liberty in all its forms, civil, political, religious,

to liberty of thought, speech, and the press, and of giving

utterance to my abhorrence of all the forms of oppression.

This love of freedom I have not borrowed from Greece

or Rome. It is not the classical enthusiasm of youth,

which, by some singular good fortune, has escaped the

blighting influences of intercourse with the world. Greece

and Rome are names of little weight to a Christian.

They are warnings rather than inspirers and guides. My
reverence for human liberty and rights has grown up in

a different school, under milder and holier discipline.

Christianity has taught me to respect my race, and to

reprobate its oppressors. It is because I have learned to

regard man under the light of this religion, that I cannot

bear to see him treated as a brute, insulted, wronged, en-

slaved, made to wear a yoke, to tremble before his broth-

er, to serve him as a tool, to hold property and life at his
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will, to surrender intellect and conscience to the priest,

or to seal his lips or belie his thoughts through dread of
the civil power. It is because I have learned the essen-
tial equality of men before the common Father, that I

cannot endure to see one man establishing his arbitrary

will over another by fraud, or force, or wealth, or rank,
or superstitious claims. It is because the human being
has moral powers, because he carries a law in his own
breast, and was made to govern himself, that I cannot en-
dure to see him taken out of his own hands and fashioned
into a tool by another's avarice or pride. It is because I

see in him a great nature, the divine image, and vast ca-
pacities, that I demand for him means of self-develope-

ment, spheres for free action ; that I call society not to

fetter, but to aid his growth. Without intending to dis-

parage the outward, temporal advantages of liberty, I

have habitually regarded it in a higher light, as the birth-

right of the soul, as the element, in which men are to put
themselves forth, to become conscious of v/hat they are,

and to fulfil the end of their being.

Christianity has joined with all history in inspiring me
with a peculiar dread and abhorrence of the passion for

power, for dominion over men. There is nothing in the
view of our divine teacher so hostile to his divine spirit,

as the lust of domination. This we are accustomed to re-

gard as eminently the sin of the Archfiend. "By this sin

fell the angels." It is the most Satanic of all human
passiony and it has inflicted more terrible evils on the

human family than all others. It has made the names of
king and priest the most appalling in history. There is

no crime, which has not been perpetrated for the strange
pleasure of treading men under foot, of fastening chains
on the body or mind. The strongest ties of nature have
been rent asunder, her holiest feelings smothered, par-
ents, children, brothers murdered, to secure dominion
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over man. The people have now been robbed of the

necessaries of life, and now driven to the field of slaugh-

ter like flocks of sheep, to make one man the master of

millions. Through this passion, government, ordained by

God, to defend the weak against the strong, to exalt

riorht above might, has up to this time been the great

wrong doer. Its crimes throw those of private men into

the shade. Its murders reduce to insignificance those

of the bandits, pirates, highwaymen, assassins, against

whom it undertakes to protect society. How harmless at

this moment are all the criminals of Europe, compared

with the Russian power in Poland. This passion for pow-

er, which in a thousand forms, with a thousand weapons,

is warring against human liberty, and which Christianity

condemns as its worst foe, I have never ceased to repro-

bate with whatever strength of utterance God has given

me. Power trampling on right, whether in the person

of king or priest, or in the shape of democracies, major-

ities and republican slaveholders, is the saddest sight to

him who honors human nature and desires its enlarge-

ment and happiness.

So fearful is the principle of which I have spoken, that

I have thought it right to recommend restrictions on pow-

er, and a simplicity in government, beyond what most

approve. Power, I apprehend, should not be suffered to

run into great masses. No more of it should be confided

to rulers, than is absolutely necessary to repress crime

and preserve public order. A purer age may warrant

larger trusts ; but the less of government now the better,

if society be kept in peace. There should exist, if possi-

ble, no office to madden ambition. There should be no

public prize tempting enough to convulse a nation. One
of the tremendous evils of the world, is the monstrous

accumulation of power in a few hands. Half a dozen

men may, at this moment, light the fires of war through
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the world, may convulse all civilized nations, sweep earth

and sea with armed hosts, spread desolation through the

fields and bankruptcy through cities, and make them-

selves felt by some form of suffering through every house-

hold in Christendom, Has not one politician recently

caused a large part of Europe to bristle with bayonets ?

And ought this tremendous power to be lodged in the

hands of any human being ? Is any man pure enough

to be trusted with it ? Ought such a prize as this to be

held out to ambition ? Can we wonder at the shameless

profligacy, intrigue, and the base sacrifices of public in-

terests, by which it is sought, and when gained, held fast

Undoubtedly great social changes are required to heal

this evil, to diminish this accumulation of power. Na-
tional spirit, which is virtual hostility to all countries but

our own, must yield to a growing humanity, to a new
knowledge of the spirit of Christ. Another important

step is, a better comprehension by communities, that gov-

ernment is at best a rude machinery, which can accom-

plish but very limited good, and which, when strained to

accomplish what individuals should do for themselves, is

sure to be perverted by selfishness to narrow purposes,

I
or to defeat through ignorance its own ends. Man is

too ignorant to govern much, to form vast plans for states

\ and empires. Human policy has almost always been in

! conflict with the great laws of social well being ; and the

less we rely on it the better. The less of power, given

to man over man, the better. I speak, of course, of

physical, political force. There is a power which cannot

be accumulated to excess, I mean moral power, that of

truth and virtue, the royalty of wisdom and love, of mag-
nanimity and true religion. This is the guardian of all

right. It makes those whom it acts on, free. It is might-

iest when most gentle. In the progress of society this

VOL. I. c
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is more and more to supersede the coarse workings of

government. Force is to fall before it.

It must not be inferred from these remarks, that I am
an enemy to all restraint. Restraint in some form or oth-

er, is an essential law of our nature, a necessary disci-

pline, running through life, and not to be escaped by any

art or violence. Where can we go, and not meet it ?

The powers of nature are, all of them, limits to human
power. A never-ceasing force of gravity chains us to the

earth. Mountains, rocks, precipices, and seas forbid our

advances. If we come to society, restraints multiply on

us. Our neighbour's rights limit our own. His property

is forbidden ground. Usage restricts our free action,

fixes our manners, and the language we must speak, and

the modes of pursuing our ends. Business is a restraint,

setting us wearisome tasks, and driving us through the

same mechanical routine day after day. Duty is a re-

straint, imposing curbs on passion, enjoining one course

and forbidding another, v/ith stern voice, with uncom-

promising authority. Study is a restraint, compelling us,

if we would learn any thing, to concentrate the forces of

thought, and to bridle the caprices of fancy. All law,

divine or human, is, as the name imports, restraint. No
one feels more than I do, the need of this element of hu-

man life. He, who would fly from it, must live in per-

petual conflict with nature, society, and himself

But all this does not prove, that liberty, free action,

is not an infinite good, and that we should seek and

guard it with sleepless jealousy. For if we look at the

various restraints of v.'hich I have spoken, we shall see

that liberty is the end and purpose of all. Nature's pow-

ers around us hem us in, only to rouse a free power with-

in us. It acts that we should react. Burdens press on

us, that the soul's elastic force should come forth. Bounds
are set, that we should clear them. The weight, which
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gravitation fastens to our limbs, incites us to borrow

speed from winds and steam, and we fly where we seem-

ed doom.ed to creep. The sea, which first stopped us,

becomes the path to a new hemisphere. The sharp

necessities of life, cold, hunger, pain, which chain man
to toil, wake up his faculties, and lit him for wider action.

Duty restrains the passions, only that the nobler faculties

and afiections may have freer play, may ascend to God,

and embrace all his works. Parents impose restraint, that

the child may learn to go alone, may outgrow authority.

Government is ordained, that the rights and freedom of

each and all may be inviolate. In study thought is con-

fined, that it may penetrate the depths of truth, may seize

on the great laws of nature, and take a bolder range.

Thus freedom, ever-expanding action, is the end of all

just restraint. Restraint, without this end, is a slavish

yoke. How often has it broken the young spirit, tamed

the heart and the intellect, and made social life a stand-

ing pool. We were made for free action. This alone is

life, and enters into all that is good and great Virtue

is free choice of the right ; love, the free embrace of

the heart
;
grace, the free motion of the limbs

; genius,

the free, bold flight of thought ; eloquence, its free and

fervent utterance. Let me add, that social order is better

preserved by liberty, than by restraint. The latter, unless

most wisely and justly employed, frets, exasperates, and

provokes secret resistance ; and still more, it is rendered

needful very much by that unhappy constitution of society,

which denies to multitudes the opportunities of free activi-

ty. A community, which should open a great variety of

spheres to its members, so that all might find free scope

for their powers, would need little array of force for re-

straint. Liberty would prove the best peace-officer. The
social order of Nev/ England, without a soldier and almost

without a police, bears loud witness to this truth. These
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views may suffice to explain the frequent recurrence of

this topic in the following tracts.

I will advert to one topic more, and do it briefly, that I

may not extend these remarks beyond reasonable bounds.

I have written once and again on War, a hackneyed

subject, as it is called, yet, one would think, too terrible

ever to become a commonplace. Is this insanity never to

cease ? At this moment, whilst I write, two of the freest

and most enlightened nations, having one origin, bound

together above all others by mutual dependence, by the

interweaving of interests, are thought by some to be on

the brink of war. False notions of national honor, as

false and unholy as those of the duellist, do most toward

fanning this fire. Great nations, like great boys, place

their honor in resisting insult and in fighting well. One

would think, the time had gone by, in which nations need-

ed to rush to arms, to prove that they were not cowards.

If there is one truth, which history has taught, it is, that

communities in all stages of society, from the most bar-

barous to the most civilized, have sufficient courage. No
people can charge upon its conscience, that it has not

shed blood enough in proof of its valor. Almost any

man, under the usual stimulants of the camp, can stand

fire. The poor wretch, enlisted from a dram-shop and

turned into the ranks, soon fights like a ''hero." Must

France, and England, and America, after so many hard-

fought fields, go to war to disprove the charge of wanting

spirit ? Is it not time, that the point of honor should

undergo some change, that some glimpses at least of

the true glory of a nation should be caught by rulers and

people ? "It is the honor of a man to pass over a trans-

gression," and so it is of states. To be wronged is no

disgrace. To bear wrong generously, till every means

of conciliation is exhausted ; to recoil with manly dread
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from the slaughter of our fellow-creatures ; to put con-

fidence in the justice, which other nations will do to our

motives ; to have that consciousness of courage, which

will make us scorn the reproach of cowardice ; to feel

that there is something grander than the virtue of sav-

ages ; to desire peace for the world as well as ourselves,

and to shrink from kindling a flame, which may involve

the world ; these are the principles and feelings, which do

honor to a people. Has not the time come, when a na-

tion professing these, may cast itself on the candor of

mankind ? Must fresh blood flow for ever, to keep clean

the escutcheon of a nation's glory ? For one, I look on

war with a horror, which no words can express. I have

long wanted patience to read of battles. Were the world

of my mind, no man would fight for glory ; for the name

of a commander, who has no other claim to respect, sel-

dom passes my lips, and the want of sympathy drives him

from my mind. The thought of man, God's immortal

child, butchered by his brother ; the thought of sea and

land stained with human blood by human hands, of wo-

men and children buried under the ruins of besieged

cities, of the resources of empires and the mighty pow-

ers of nature all turned by man's malignity into engines

of torture and destruction ; this thought gives to earth

the semblance of hell. I shudder as among demons. I

cannot now, as I once did, talk lightly, thoughtlessly of

fighting with this or that nation. That nation is no longer

an abstraction to me. It is no longer a vague mass. It

spreads out before me into individuals, in a thousand in-

teresting forms and relations. It consists of husbands

and wives, parents and children, who love one another as

I love my own home. It consists of afTectionate women
and sweet children. It consists of Christians, united

with me to the common Saviour, and in whose spirit

I reverence the likeness of his divine virtue. It con-
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sists of a vast multitude of laborers at the plough and in

the workshop, whose toils I sympathize with, whose bur-

den I should rejoice to lighten, and for whose elevation I

have pleaded. It consists of men of science, taste, ge-

nius, whose writings have beguiled my solitary hours,

and given life to my intellect and best affections. Here

is the nation which I am called to fight with, into whose

families I must send mourning, whose fall or humiliation

I must seek through blood. I cannot do it, without a

clear commission from God, I love this nation. Its men

and women are my brothers and sisters. I could not,

without unutterable pain, thrust a sword into their hearts.

If, indeed, my country were invaded by hostile armies,

threatening without disguise its rights, liberties, and dear-

est interests, I should strive to repel them, just as I

should repel a criminal, who should enter my house to

slay what I hold most dear, and what is intrusted to my
care. But I cannot confound with such a case the com-

mon instances of war. In general, v/ar is the work of

ambitious men, who.'5e principles have gained no strength

from the experience of public life, whose policy is colored

if not swayed by personal views or party interests, who
do not seek peace with a, single heart, who, to secure

doubtful rights, perplex the foreign relations of the state,

spread jealousies at home and abroad, enlist popular pas-

sions on the side of strife, commit themselves too far for

retreat, and are then forced to leave to the arbitration of

(he sword, what an impartial umpire could easily have

arranged. The question of peace and war, is too often

settled for a country by men, in whom a Christian, a lover

of his race, can put little or no trust; and at the bidding

of such men, is he to steep his hands in human blood ?

But this insanity is passing away. This savageness can-

not endure, however hardened to it men are by long use.
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The hope of waking up some from then- lethargy has in-

duced me to recur to this topic so often in my writings.

I might name other topics, which occupy a large space

in the following tracts, but enough has been said here.

I will only add, that I submit these volumes to the pub-

lic with a deep feeling of their imperfections. Indeed, on

such subjects as God, and Christ, and Duty, and Immor-

tality, and Perfection, how faint must all human utterance

be ! In another life, w^e shall look back on our present

words as we do on the lispings of our childhood. Still these

lispings conduct the child to higher speech. Still, amidst

our weakness, we may learn something, and make pro-

gress, and quicken one another by free communication.

We indeed know and teach comparatively little ; but the

known is not the less true or precious, because there is

an infinite unknown. Nor ought our ignorance to dis-

courage us, as if we were left to hopeless skepticism.

There are great truths, which every honest heart may be

assured of There is such a thmg, as a serene, immova-

ble conviction. Faith is a deep want of the soul. We
have faculties for the spiritual, as truly as for the outward

world. God, the foundation of all existence, may be-

come to the mind the most real of all beings. We can

and do see in virtue an everlasting beauty. The distinc-

tions of right and wrong, the obligations of goodness and

justice, the divinity of conscience, the moral connexion

of the present and future life, the greatness of the char-

acter of Christ, the ultimate triumphs of truth and love,

are to multitudes, not probable deductions, but mtuitions

accompanied with the consciousness of certainty,. They
shine with the clear, constant brightness of the lights of

heaven. The believer feels himself resting on an ever-

lasting foundation. It is to this power of moral or spirit-

ual perception, that the following writings are chiefly ad-
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dressed. I have had testmiony, that they have not been

wholly ineffectual, in leading some minds to a more living

and unfaltering persuasion of great moral truths. With-

out this, I should be little desirous to send them- out in

this new form. I trust that they will meet some wants.

Books which are to pass away, may yet render much ser-

vice, by their fitness to the intellectual struggles and mor-

al aspirations of the times in which they are written. If

in this or in any way I can serve the cause of truth,

humanity, and religion, I shall regard my labors, as hav-

ing earned the best recompence which God bestows on

his creatures.

W. E. C.

Boston, ^pril ISth, 1341.

P. S. I intended to say, that some of the following

tracts savour of the periods, in which they were written,

and give opinions which time has disproved. In the article

on Napoleon Bonaparte fears are expressed, vvhich have

in a good measure passed away. In the same Review, the

conqueror of Waterloo is spoken of as having only the

merit of a great soldier. No one then believed, that his

opponents were soon to acknowledge his eminence in

civil as in military affairs. The article is left as it was,

from the difficulty of remodelling it, and because it may
be useful as a record of past impressions.
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A Treatise on Christian Doctrine, compiled from the

Holy Scriptures alone. By John Milton. Translated from

the Original, by Charles R. Sumner, M. A., Librarian and

Historiographer to His Majesty, and Prebendary of Canterbury.

From the London Edition. Boston, 1825. 2 vols. 8vo.

The discovery of a work of Milton, unknown to his

own times, is an important event in literary history.

The consideration, that we of this age are the first

readers of this Treatise, naturally heightens our inter-

est in it ; for we seem in this way to be brought nearer

to the author, and to sustain the same relation which

his contemporaries bore to his writings. The work

opens with a salutation, which, from any other man,

might be chargeable with inflation ; but which we feel

to be the natural and appropriate expression of the

spirit of Milton. Endowed with gifts of the soul, which

I

have been imparted to few of our race, and conscious

of having consecrated them tlirough life to God and

mankind, he rose without effort or affectation to the
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Style of an Apostle :— "John Milton, to all the

Churches of Christ, and to all who profess

the Christian Faith throughout the world,

PEACE, AND the RECOGNITION OF THE TRUTH, AND

eternal SALVATION IN GoD THE FaTHER, AND IN

OUR Lord Jesus Christ." Our ears are the first to

hear this benediction, and it seems not so much to be

borne to us from a distant age, as to come immediately

from the sainted spirit, by which it was indited.

Without meaning to disparage the " Treatise on

Christian Doctrine," we may say, that it owes very

much of the attention, which it has excited, to the fame

of its author. We value it chiefly as showing us the

mind of Milton on that subject, which, above all others,

presses upon men of thouglit and sensibility. We want

to know in what conclusions such a man rested after

a life of extensive and profound research, of magnani-

mous efforts for freedom and his country, and of com-

munion with the most gifted minds of his own and for-

mer times. The book derives its chief interest from

its author, and accordingly there seems to be a pro-

priety in introducing our remarks upon it with some

notice of the character of Milton. We are not sure

that we could have abstained from this subject, even

if we had not been able to offer so good an apology for

attempting it. The intellectual and moral qualities of

a great man are attractions not easily withstood ; and

we can hardly serve others or ourselves more, than by

recalling to him the attention, which is scattered among
inferior topics.

In speaking of the intellectual qualities of Milton, we
may begin with observmg, that the very splendor of
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his poetic fame has tended to obscure or conceal the

extent of his mind, and the variety of its energies and

attainments. To many he seems only a poet, when in

truth he was a profound scholar, a man of vast compass

of thought, imbued thoroughly wuth all ancient and

modern learning, and able to master, to mould, to im-

pregnate with his own intellectual power, his great and

various acquisitions. He had not learned the superficial

doctrine of a later day, that poetry flourishes most in

an uncultivated soil, and that imagination shapes its

brightest visions from the mists of a superstitious age ;

and he had no dread of accumulating knowledge, lest

it should oppress and smother his genius. He was

conscious of that v/ithin him, which could quicken all

knowledge, and wield it with ease and m.ight ; which

could give freshness to old truths and harmony to dis-

cordant thoughts ; which could bind together, by living

ties and mysterious aflinities, the most remote discov-

eries, and rear fabrics of glory and beauty from the

rude materials, which other minds had collected. 3Iilton

had that universality which marks the highest order of

intellect. Though accustomed almost from infancy* to

drink at the fountains of classical literature, he had

nothing of the pedantry and fastidiousness, which dis-

dain all other draughts. His healthy mind delighted in

genius, on whatever soil, or in whatever age, it burst

forth and poured out its fulness. He understood too

well the rights, and dignity, and pride of creative ima-

gination, to lay on it the laws of the Greek or Roman
school. Parnassus was not to him the only holy ground

of genius. He felt, that poetry was as a universal pres-

ence. Great minds were everyv/here his kindred. He
felt the enchantment of Oriental fiction, surrendered

1#
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himself to the strange creations of " Araby the Blest,"*'

and dehghted still more in the romantic spirit of chiv-

alry, and in the tales of wonder in v/hich it was

embodied. Accordingly his poetry reminds us of the

ocean, which adds to its own boundlessness contribu-

tions from all regions under heaven. Nor was it only

in the department of imagination, that his acquisitions

Vv'ere vast. He travelled over the whole field of knowl-

edge, as far as it had then been explored. His various

philological attainments were used to put him in pos-

session of the wisdom stored in all countries, where the

intellect had been cultivated. The natural philosophy,

metaphysics, ethics, history, theology, and pohtical

science, of his own and former times, were familiar to

him. Never was there a more unconfined mind ; and

we would cite Milton as a practical example of the

benefits of that universal culture of intellect, which

forms one distinction of our times, but which some dread

as unfriendly to original thought. Let such remember,

that mind is in its own nature diffusive. Its object is

the universe, which is strictly one, or bound together

by infinite connexions and correspondences ; and accord-

ingly its natural progress is from one to another field

of thought ; and wherever original power, creative genius

exists, the mind, far from being distracted or oppressed

by the variety of its acquisitions, will see more and more

common bearings and hidden and beautiful analogies in

all the objects of knowledge, v/ill see mutual light shed

from truth to truth, and will compel, as with a kingly

power, whatever it understands, to yield some tribute

of proof, or illustration, or splendor, to whatever topic

it would unfold.

Milton's fame rests chiefly on his poetry, and to this

i
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we naturally give our first attention. By those who

are accustomed to speak of poetry as light reading,

Milton's eminence in this sphere may be considered

only as giving him a high rank among the contributors

to public amusement. Not so thought Milton. Of all

God's gifts of intellect, he esteemed poetical genius

the most transcendent. He esteemed it in himself as

a kind of inspiration, and wrote his great works with

something of the conscious dignity of a prophet. We
agree with Mihon in his estimate of poetry. It seems

to us the divinest of all arts ; for it is the breathing

or expression of that principle or sentiment, which is

deepest and sublimest in human nature ; we mean, of

that thirst or aspiration, to which no mind is wholly a

stranger, for something purer and lovelier, something

more powerful, lofty, and thrilling, than ordinary and

real life affords. No doctrine is more common among

Christians than that of man's immortality ; but it is not

so generally understood, that the germs or principles

of his whole future being are now wrapped up in his

soul, as the rudiments of the future plant in the seed.

As a necessary result of this constitution, the soul,

possessed and moved by these mighty though infant

energies, is perpetually stretching beyond what is pres-

ent and visible, struggling against the bounds of its

earthly prison-house, and seeking relief and joy in ima-

ginings of unseen and ideal being. This view of our

nature, w^hich has never been fully developed, and which

goes farther tow^ards explaining the contradictions of

human life than all others, carries us to the very foun-

dation and sources of poetry. He w^ho cannot interpret

by his own consciousness what we now have said, wants

the true key to works of genius. He has not penetrated
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those secret recesses of the soul, where poetry is boru

and nourished, and inhales immortal vigor, and wings

herself for her heavenward flight. In an intellectual

nature, framed for progress and for higher modes of

being, there must be creative energies, powers of origi-

nal and ever-growing thought ; and poetry is the form

in which these energies are chiefly manifested. It is

the glorious prerogative of this art, that it "makes all

things new" for the gratification of a divine instinct.

It indeed finds its elements in what it actually sees

and experiences, in the worlds of matter and mind ; but

h combines and blends these into new forms and ac-

cording to new afiinities ; breaks do^\Tl, if we may so

say, the distinctions and bounds of nature ; imparts to

material objects fife, and sentiment, and emotion, and

invests the mind v^ith the powers and splendors of the

outward creation ; describes the surrounding universe

in the colors which the passions throw over it, and

depicts the soul in those modes of repose or agitation,

of tenderness or sublime emotion, which manifest its

thirst for a more powerful and joyful existence. To
a man of a literal and prosaic character, the mind may

seem lawless in these workings ; but it observes higher

laws than it transgresses, the laws of the immortal

intellect ; it is trying and developing its best faculties ;

and in the objects which it describes, or in the emotions

which it awakens, anticipates those states of progressive

power, splendor, beauty, and happiness, for vv'hich it

was created.

We accordingly believe that poetry, far from injuring

society, is one of the great instruments of its refinement

and exaltation. It lifts the mind above ordinary life,

gives it a respite from depressing cares, and awakens
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the consciousness of its affinity with what is pure and

noble. In its legitimate and highest efforts, it has the

same tendency and aim with Christianity ; that is, to

spiritualize our nature. True, poetry has been made

the instrument of vice, the pander of bad passions ; but,

when genius thus stoops, it dims its fires, and parts

with much of its power ; and, even when poetry is en-

slaved to licentiousness or misanthropy, she cannot

wholly forget her true vocation. Strains of pure feel-

ing, touches of tenderness, images of innocent happi-

ness, sympathies with suffering virtue, bursts of scorn

or indignation at the hollowness of the world, passages

true to our moral nature, often escape in an immoral

work, and show us how hard it is for a gifted spirit

to divorce itself wholly from what is good. Poetry has

a natural alliance with our best affections. It delights

in the beauty and sublimity of the outward creation and

of the soul. It indeed portrays, with terrible energy,

the excesses of the passions ; but they are passions which

show a mighty nature, which are full of power, which

command awe, and excite a deep though shuddering

sympathy. Its great tendency and purpose is, to carry

the mind beyond and above the beaten, dusty, weary

walks of ordinary life ; to lift it into a purer element
;

and to breathe into it m.ore profound and generous emo-

tion. It reveals to us the loveliness of nature, brings

back the freshness of early feeling, revives the relish

of simple pleasures, keeps unquenched the enthusiasm

which warmed the spring-time of our being, refines

youthful love, strengthens our interest in human nature

by vivid delineations of its tenderest and loftiest feel-

ings, spreads our sympathies over all classes of society,

knits us by new ties with universal being, and, through
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the brightness of hs prophetic visions, helps faith to lay

hold on the future hfe.

"We are aware, that it is objected to poetry, that it

gives wrong views and excites false expectations of life,

peoples the mind v/ith shadows and illusions, and builds

up imagination on the ruins of wisdom. That there is

a wisdom, against which poetry wars, the wisdom of the

senses, which makes physical comfort and gratification

the supreme good, and wealth the chief interest of life,

we do not deny ; nor do we deem it the least service

v.hich poetry renders to m.ankind, that it redeems them

from the thraldom of this earthborn prudence. But,

passing over this topic, we would observe, that the com-

plaint against poetry, as abounding in illusion and de-

ception, is in the main groundless. In many poems

there is more of truth than in many histories and philo-

sophic theories. The fictions of genius are often the

vehicles of the sublimest verities, and its flashes often

open new regions of thought, and throw new light on

the mysteries of our being. In poetry, vdien the letter

is falsehood, the spirit is often profoundest wisdom.

x\nd, if truth thus dwells in the boldest fictions of the

poet, much more may it be expected in his dehneations

of life ; for the present life, which is the first stage of

the immortal mind, abounds in the materials of poetry,

and it is the high office of the bard to detect this divine

element among the grosser labors and pleasures of our

earthly being. The present life is not w^holly prosaic,

precise, tame, and finite. To the gifted eye it abounds

in the poetic. The affections which spread beyond

ourselves and stretch far into futurity ; the workings of

mighty passions, which seem to arm the soul with an

almost superhuman energy ; the innocent and irrepres-
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sible joy of infancy ; the bloom, and buoyancy, and daz-

zling hopes of youth ; the throbbings of the heart, when
it first wakes to love, and dreams of a happiness too

vast for earth ; woman, with her beauty, and grace, and

gentleness, and fulness of feeling, and depth of afTec-

tlon, and blushes of purity, and the tones and looks

which only a mother's heart can inspire ;
— these are all

poetical. It is not true, that the poet paints a life which

does not exist. He only extracts and concentrates,

as it were, life's ethereal essence, arrests and conden-

ses its volatile fragrance, brings together its scattered

beauties, and prolongs its more refined but evanescent

joys. And in this he does well ; for it is good to feel

that hfe is not Vv^holly usurped by cares for subsistence,

and physical gratifications, but admits, in measures

which may be indefinitely enlarged, sentiments and

delights worthy of a higher being. This power of po-

etry to refine our views of hfe and happiness, is more

and more needed as society advances. It is needed to

withstand the encroachments of heartless and artificial

manners, which make civilization so tame and uninter-

esting. It is needed to counteract the tendency of phys-

ical science, which, being now sought, not, as formerly,

for intellectual gratification, but for multiplying bodily

comforts, requires a new developement of imagination,

taste, and poetry, to preserve men from sinking into

an earthly, material. Epicurean life. — Our remarks in

vindication of poetry have extended beyond our original

design. They have had a higher aim than to assert

the dignity of Milton as a poet, and that is, to endear

and recommend this divine art to all who reverence

and would cultivate and refine their nature.
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In delineating Milton's character as a poet, we are

saved the necessity of looking far for its distinguishing

attributes. His name is almost identified with sublimity.

He Is in truth the subllmest of men. He rises, not

by effort or discipline, but by a native tendency and

a godlike instinct, to the contemplation of objects of

grandeur and awfulness. He always moves with a

conscious energy. There is no subject so vast or ter-

rific, as to repel or intimidate him. The overpowering

grandeur of a theme kindles and attracts him. He
enters on the description of the infernal regions with a

fearless tread, as if he felt v/lthin himself a power to

erect the prison-house of fallen spirits, to encircle them

with flames and horrors worthy of their crimes, to call

forth from them shouts which should " tear hell's con-

cave," and to embody in their Chief an Archangel's

energies, and a Demon's pride and hate. Even the

stupendous conception of Satan seems never to oppress

his faculties. This character of power runs through

all jMIlton's works. His descriptions of nature show a

free and bold hand. He has no need of the minute^

graphic skill, which we prize in Cowper or Crabbe.

With a few strong or delicate touches, he impresses,

as it were, his own mind on the scenes which he would

describe, and kindles the imagination of the gifted read-

er to clothe them with the same radiant hues under

which they appeared to his own.

This attribute of power is universally felt to charac-

terize Milton. His sublimity is in every man's mouth.

Is it felt that his poetry breathes a sensibility and ten-

derness hardly surpassed by its sublimity ? We appre-

hend, that the grandeur of Mlhon's mind has thrown

some shade over his milder beauties ; and this it has
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done, not only by being more striking and imposing,

but by the tendency of vast mental energy to give a

certain calmness to the expression of tenderness and

deep feeling. A great mind is the master of its own

enthusiasm, and does not often break out into those

tumults, which pass with many for the signs of profound

emotion. Its sensibiHty, though more intense and en-

during, is more self-possessed, and less perturbed, than

that of other men, and is therefore less observed and

felt, except by those who understand, tlirough their own

consciousness, the workings and utterance of genuine

feeling. We might quote pages in illustration of the

quahties here ascribed to IMilton. Turn to " Comus,"

one of his earliest productions. What sensibility breathes

in the descriptions of the benighted Lady's singing, by

Comus and the Spirit

!

'' Comus.— Can any mortal mixture of earth's mould
Breathe such divine enchanting ravishment ?

Sure something holy lodges in that breast.

And with these raptures moves the vocal air

To testify his hidden residence :

How sweetly did they float upon the wings
Of silence, through the empty-vaulted night,

At every fall smoothing the raven down
Of darkness till it smiled ! I have oft heard
My mother Circe with the Sirens three.

Amidst the flowery-kirtled Naiades,
Culling their potent herbs, and baleful drugs,
Who, as they sung, would take the prison'd soul

And lap it in Elysium ; Scylla wept,
x4nd chid her barking waves into attention,

And fell Charybdis murmur'd soft applause :

Yet they in pleasing slumber lull'd the sense,
And in sweet madness robb'd it of itself

;

But such a sacred and home-felt delight,

Such sober certainty of waking bliss,

I never heard till now." Lines 244-264.

VOL. I. 2
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"Spirit.— At last a soft and solemn-breathing sound

Rose like a steam of rich distill 'd perfumes,

And stole upon the air, that even Silence

Was took ere she was 'ware, and wish'd she might

Deny her nature, and be never more,

Stillto be so displaced. I was all ear,

And took in strains that might create a soul

Under the ribs of death." Lines 555-563.

In illustration of IMilton's tenderness, we will open

almost at a venture.

'•' Now Morn, her rosy steps in th' eastern clime

Advancing, sow'd the earth with orient pearl,

When Adam waked, so custom'd, for his sleep

Was aery-light, from pure digestion bred.

And tem.perate vapors bland, which th' only sound

Of leaves and fuming rills, Aurora's fan,

Lightlv dispersed, and the shrill matin song

Of birds on every bough ; so much the more
His wonder was to find unwaken'd Eve
With tresses discomposed, and glowing cheek,

As through unquiet rest : He, on his side

Leaning half-raised, with looks of cordial love

Hung over her enamour'd, and beheld

Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep,

Shot forth peculiar graces ; then with voice

Mild, as when Zephyrus on Flora breathes.

Her hand soft touching, whisper'd thus : Awake,
My fairest, my espoused, m.y latest found.

Heaven's last best gift, my ever new delight.

Awake ! the morning shines, and the fresh field

Calls us ; we lose the prime, to mark how spring

Our tender plants, how blovvS the citron grove,

What drops the myrrh, and what the balmy reed,

How nature paints her colors, how the bee

Sits on the bloom extracting liquid sweet."

Par. Lost, B. V. lines 1 -25.

" So cheer'd he his fair spouse, and she was cheer'd,

But silently a gentle tear let fall

From either eye, and wiped them with her hair

;

Two other precious drops that ready stood,
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Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell

Kiss'd, as the gracious signs of sweet remorse,

And pious awe that fear'd to have offended."

Par. Lost, B. V. lines 129-135.

From this very imperfect view of the quahties of

Milton's poetry, we hasten to his great work, " Para-

dise Lost," perhaps the noblest monument of human

genius. The two first books, by universal consent,

stand preeminent in sublimity. Hell and hell's king

have a terrible harmony, and dilate into new grandeur

and awfulness, the longer we contem.plate them. From

one element, " solid and liquid fire," the poet has framed

a world of horror and suffering, such as imagination had

never traversed. But fiercer flames than those which

encompass Satan, burn in his own soul. Revenge,

exasperated pride, consuming wrath, ambition, though

fallen, yet unconquered by the thunders of the Omnip-

otent, and grasping still at the empire of the universe,

— these form a picture more sublime and terrible than

hell. Hell yields to the spirit which it imprisons. The
intensity of its fires reveals the intenser passions and

more vehement will of Satan ; and the ruined archangel

gathers into himself the sublimity of the scene which

surrounds him. This forms the tremendous interest of

these wonderful books. We see mind triumphant over

the most terrible powers of nature. We see unutterable

agony subdued by energy of soul. We have not indeed

in Satan those bursts of passion, which rive the soul,

as well as shatter the outward frame, of Lear. But we
have a depth of passion which only an archangel could

manifest. The all-enduring, all-defying pride of Satan,

assuming so majestically hell's burning throne, and

coveting the diadem which scorches his thunder-blasted
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brow, is a creation requiring in its author almost the

spiritual energy with which he invests the fallen seraph.

Some have doubted whether the moral eifect of such

delineations of the storms and terrible w^orkings of the

soul is good ; whether the interest felt in a spirit so

transcendently evil as Satan, favors our sympathies

widi virtue. But our interest fastens, in this and like

cases, on what is not evil. We gaze on Satan with

an awe not unmixed with mysterious pleasure, as on a

miraculous manifestation of the power of mind. What
chains us, as with a resistless spell, in such a character,

is spiritual might made visible by the racking pains

which it overpowers. There is something kindhng and

ennobling in the consciousness, however awakened, of

the energy which resides in mind ; and many a virtuous

man has borrowed new strength from the force, con-

stancy, and dauntless courage of evil agents.

Milton's description of Satan attests in various ways

the power of his genius. Critics have often observed,

that the great difficulty of his work vvas, to reconcile

the spiritual properties of his supernatural beings with

the human modes of existence, which he is obliged to

ascribe to them. The difficulty is too great for any

genius Vv'holly to overcome, and we must acknowledge

that our enthusiasm is in some parts of the poem checked

by a feeling of incongruity between the spiritual agent,

and his sphere and mode of agency. But we are visited

with no such chilling doubts and misgivings in the

description of Satan in hell. Imagination has here

achieved its highest triumph, in imparting a character

of reality and truth to its most daring creations. That

world of horrors, though material, is yet so remote from

our ordinary nature, tliat a spiritual being, exiled from
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heaven, finds there an appropriate home. There is,

too, an indefiniteness in the description of Satan's per-

son, which excites without shocking the imagination,

and aids us to reconcile, in our conception of him., a

human form with his superhuman attributes. To the

production of this effect, much depends on the first

impression given by the poet ; for this is apt to fohow

us tlirough the v.-hole work ; and here we think Milton

eminently successful. The first glimpse of Satan is

given us in the following lines, which, whilst too indefi-

nite to provoke, and too sublime to allow, the scrutiny

of the reason, fill the imagination of the reader with a

form which can hardly be effaced.

"Thus Satan, talking to his nearest mate
With head uplift above the wave, and eyes

That sparkling blazed ; his other parts besides

Prone on the flood, extended long and large,

Lay floating many a rood."

Par. Lost, B. I. lines 192- 196.

"Forthwith upright he rears from off the pool

His mighty stature ; on each hand the flames,

Driven backward, slope their pointing spires, and, roU'd

In billows, leave i' the midst a horrid vale."

Lines 221 -224.

We have more which we would gladly say of the

delineation of Satan ; especially of the glimpses vdiich

are now and then given of his deep anguish and de-

spair, and of the touches of better feelings which are

skilfully thrown into the dark picture, both suited and

designed to blend, with our admiration, dread, and ab-

horrence, a measure of that sympathy and interest, with

which every living, thinking being ought to be regarded,

and without which ail other feelings tend to sin and

pain. But there is another topic which we cannot leave

2*
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untouched. From hell we flee to Paradise,

lovely as hell Is terrible, and which, to those who do not

know the universality of true genius, will appear doubly

wonderful, when considered as the creation of the same

mind, which had painted the infernal world.

Paradise and its inhabitants are in sweet accord-

ance, and together form a scene of tranquil bliss, which

calms and soothes, whilst it dehghts, the imagination.

Adam and Eve, just moulded by the hand and quick-

ened by the breath of God, reflect in their countenances

and forms, as well as minds, the intelhgence, benignity,

and happiness of their Author. Their new existence

has the freshness and peacefulness of the dewy morning, i

Their souls, unsated and untainted, And an innocent
'

joy in the youthful creation, which spreads and smiles

around them. Their mutual love is deep, for it is

the love of young, unworn, unexhausted hearts, which

meet in each other the only hum.an objects on whom
to pour forth their fulness of afiection ; and still it is

serene, for it is the love of happy beings, who know not

suffering even by name, whose innocence excludes not

only the tumults but the thought of jealousy and shame,

who, " imparadised in one another's arms," scarce

dream of futurity, so blessed is their present being.

We will not say that we envy our first parents ; for we

feel that there may be higher happiness than theirs, a

happiness won thirough struggle with inward and out-

w^ard foes, the happiness of pov/er and m.oral victory,

the happiness of disinterested sacrifices and wide-spread

love, the happiness of boundless hope, and of " thoughts

which wander through eternity." Still there are times,

when the spirit, oppressed with pain, w^orn with toil,

tired of tumult, sick at the sight of guilt, wounded in.
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its love, baffled in its hope, and trembling in its faith,

almost longs for the '' wings of a dove, that it might fly

away " and take refuge amidst the " shady bowers," the

'^vernal airs," the " roses without thorns," the quiet,

the beauty, the loveliness of Eden. It is the contrast

of this deep peace of Paradise with the storms of hfe,

which gives to the fourth and fifth books of this poem

a charm so irresistible, that not a few would sooner

relinquish the two first books, with all their sublimity,

than part with these. It has sometimes been said,

that the English language has no good pastoral poetry.

We would ask, in what age or country has the pas-

toral reed breathed such sweet strains as are borne to

us on ''the odoriferous wings of gentle gales" from

Milton's Paradise ?

We should not fulfil our duty, were we not to say one

word on what has been justly celebrated, the harmony

of Milton's versification. His numbers have the prime

charm of expressiveness. They vary with, and answer

to, the depth, or tenderness, or sublimity of his concep-

tions, and hold intimate alliance with the soul. Like

Michael Angelo, in v/hose hands the marble was said

to be flexible, he bends cur language, which foreigners

reproach with hardness, into whatever forms the subject

demands. All the treasures of sweet and solemn sound

are at his command. Words, harsh and discordant in

the writings of less gifted men, flow through his poet-

ry in a full stream of harmony. This power over lan-

guage is not to be ascribed to Milton's musical ear. It

belongs to the soul. It is a gift or exercise of genius,

which has power to impress itself on Avhatever it touches,

and finds or frames, in sounds, motions, and material

forms, correspondences and harmonies with its own
fervid thoughts and feelings.
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We close om* remarks on Milton's poetry with observ

ing, that it is characterized by seriousness. Great and

various as are its merits, it does not discover all the

variety of genius, which v.e find in Shakspeare, whose

imagination revelled equally in regions of mirth, beau-

ty, and terror, now evoking spectres, now sporting

with fairies, and now "ascending the highest heaven

of invention." Milton v.'as cast on times too solemn

and eventful, was called to take part in transactions

too perilous, and had too perpetual need of the pres-

ence of high thoughts and motives, to indulge himself

in light and gay creations, even had his genius been

more flexible and sportive. But Milton's poetry, though

habitually serious, is always healthful, and bright, and

vigorous. It has no gloom. He took no pleasure in

drawing dark pictures of life ; for he knev; by expe-

rience, that there is a power in the soul to transmute

calamity into an occasion and nutriment of moral power

and triumphant virtue. We find nowhere in his writ-

ings that whining sensibihty and exaggeration of mor-

bid feeling, which makes so m.uch of modern poetry

effeminating. If he is not gay, he is not spirit-broken.

His " L' Allegro " proves, that he understood thoroughly

the bright and joyous aspects of nature ; and in his

" Penseroso," w^here he was tempted to accumulate

images of gloom, we learn, that the saddest views which

he took of creation, are such as inspire only pensive

musing or lofty contemplation.

From Milton's poetry, we turn to his prose. We
rejoice that the dust is beginning to be wiped from

his prose writings, and that the public are now learn-

ing, what the initiated have long kno^vn, that these
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contain passages hardly inferior to his best poetry,

and that they are throughout marked with the same

vigorous mind which gave us "Paradise Lost." The

attention to these works has been discouraged by some

objections, on which we shall bestow a few remarks.

And first, it is objected to his prose writings, that

the style is difficult and obscure, abounding in involu-

tions, transpositions, and Latinisms ; that his protracted

sentences exhaust and weary the mind, and too often

yield it no better recompense than confused and indis-

tinct perceptions. We mean not to deny that these

charges have some grounds ; but they seem to us much

exaggerated ; and, when we consider that the difficulties

of Milton's style have almost sealed up his prose writ-

ings, we cannot but lament the fastidiousness and effem-

inacy of modern readers. We know that simpHcity and

perspicuity are important qualities of style ; but there

are vastly nobler and more important ones, such as

energy and richness, and in these Milton is not sur-

passed. The best style is not that which puts the reader

most easily and in the shortest tinie in possession of a

wi'iter's naked thoughts ; but that which is the truest

image of a great intellect, which conveys fully and car-

ries farthest into other souls the conceptions and feel-

ings of a profound and lofty spirit. To be universally

intehigible is not the highest merit. A great mind can-

not, without injurious constraint, shrink itself to the

grasp of common passive readers. Its natural movement

is free, bold, and majestic, and it ought not to be re-

quired to part with these attributes, that the multitude

may keep pace with it. A full mind will naturally

overflow in long sentences, and, in the moment of inspi-

ration, when thick-coming thoughts and images crowd
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upon it, will often pour them forth in a splendid con-

fusion, dazzling to common readers, but kindling to

congenial spirits. There are writings which are clear

tlirough their shallowness. We must not expect in the

ocean the transparency of the calm inland stream. For

ourselv^es, we love what is called easy reading perhaps

too well, especially in our hours of relaxation ; but we

love, too, to have our faculties tasked by master spirits.

We delight in long sentences, in which a great truth,

instead of being broken up into numerous periods, is

spread out in its full proportions, is irradiated with

variety of illustration and imagery, is set forth in a

splendid affluence of language, and flows, like a full

stream, w^ith a majestic harmony which fills at once the

ear and the soul. Such sentences are worthy and noble

manifestations of a great and far-looking mind, v/hich

grasps at once vast fields of thought, just as the natural

eye takes in at a moment wide prospects of grandeur

and beauty. We would not indeed have all composi-

tions of this character. Let abundant provision be

made for the common intellect. Let such writers as

Addison, an honored name, ''bring down philosophy

from heaven to earth." But let inspired genius fulfil

its higher function of hfting the prepared mind from

earth to heaven. Impose upon it no strict lav/s, for it

is its own best law. Let it speak in its own language,

in tones which suit its own ear. Let it not lay aside

its natural port, or dwarf itself that it may be compre-

hended by the surrounding multitude. If not under-

stood and relished now, let it place a generous con-

fidence in other ages, and utter oracles which futurity

will expound. \Ye are led to these remarks, not merely

for IMilton's justification, but because our times seem
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to demand them. Literature, we fear, is becoming too

popular. The whole community is now turned into

readers, and in this we heartily rejoice ; and we rejoice

too that so much talent is employed in making knowl-

edge accessible to all. We hail the general diffusion

of intelligence as the brightest feature of the present

age. But good and evil are never disjoined ; and one

bad consequence of the multitude of readers is, that

men of genius are too anxious to please the multitude,

and prefer a present shout of popularity to that less

tumultuous, but deeper, more thrilling note of the trump

of Fame, which resounds and grows clearer and louder

through all future ages.

We now come to a much m.ore serious objection to

Milton's prose writings, and that is, that they are dis-

figured by party spirit, coarse invective, and contro-

versial asperity ; and here we are prepared to say, that

there are passages in these vv^orks which every admirer

of his character must earnestly desire to expunge. Mil-

ton's alleged virulence was manifested toward private

and public foes. The first, such as Salmasius and

Morus, deserved no mercy. They poured out on his

spotless character torrents of calumny, charging him

with the blackest vices of the heart and the foulest enor-

mities of the life. It ought to be added, that the man-

ners and spirit of Milton's age justified a retaliation on

such offenders, which the more courteous, and, we will

hope, more Christian spirit of the present times will not

tolerate. Still we mean not to be his apologists. Mil-

ton, raised as he was above his age, and fortified with

the consciousness of high virtue, ought to have been,

both to his own and future times, an example of Chris-

tian equanimity. In regard to the public enemies whom
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he assailed, we mean the despots in church and state,

and the corrupt institutions which had stirred up a civil

war, the general strain of his writings, though strong

and stern, must exalt him, notwithstanding his occa-

sional violence, among the friends of civil and religious

liherty. That liberty was in peril. Great evils w^ere

struggling for perpetuity, and could only be broken down

by great power. Milton felt that interests of infinite

moment were at stake ; and w^ho w411 blame him for

binding himself to them with the whole energy of his

great mind, and for defending them with fervor and

vehemence } We must not mistake Christian benevo-

lence, as if it had but one voice, that of soft entreaty

It can speak in piercing and awful tones. There is

constantly going on in our world a conflict between good

and evil. The cause of human nature has always to

wrestle with foes. All improvement is a victory won

by struggles. It is especially true of those great pe-

riods which have been distinguished by revolutions in

government and religion, and from which we date the

most rapid movements of the human mind, that they

have been signalized by conflict. Thus Christianity

convulsed the world and grew up amidst storms ; and

the Reformation of Luther was a signal to universal

war ; and Liberty in both worlds has encountered op-

position, over which she has triumphed only through

her own immortal energies. At such periods, men,

gifted with great power of thought and loftiness of sen-

timent, are especially summoned to the conflict with

evil. They hear, as it were, in their own magnanimity

and generous aspirations, the voice of a divinity ; and

thus commissioned, and burning with a passionate devo-

tion to truth and freedom, they must and will speak with
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an indignant energy, and they ought not to be measured

by the standard of ordinary minds in ordinary times.

Men of natural softness and timidity, of a sincere but

effeminate virtue, will be apt to look on these bolder,

hardier spirits, as violent, perturbed, and uncharitable
;

and the charge will not be wholly groundless. But that

deep feeling of evils, which is necessary to effectual con-

flict with them, and which marks God's most powerful

messengers to mankind, cannot breathe itself in soft and

tender accents. The deeply moved soul will speak

strongly, and ought to speak so as to move and shake

nations.

We have offered these remarks as strongly apphcable

to Milton. He reverenced and loved human nature,

and attached himself to its great interests w^ith a fervor

of which only such a mind was capable. He lived in

one of those solemn periods which determine the char-

acter of ages to come. His spirit was stirred to its

very centre by the presence of danger. He hved in

the midst of the battle. That the ardor of liis spirit

sometimes passed the bounds of wisdom and charity,

and poured forth unwarrantable invective, we see and

lament. But the purity and loftiness of his mind break

forth amidst his bitterest invectives. We see a noble

nature still. We see, that no feigned love of truth and

freedom was a covering for selfishness and mahgnity.

He did indeed love and adore uncorrupted religion,

and intellectual liberty, and let his name be enrolled

among their truest champions. Milton has told us, in

his own noble style, that he entered on his principal

controversy with Episcopacy reluctantly, and only

through a deep conviction of duty. The introduction

to the second book of his '' Reason of Church Gov-
vol. I. 3
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ernment" shows us the workings of his mind on this

subject, and is his best vindication from the charge wo
are now repelhng. He says

;

*' Surely to every good and peaceable man, it must in

nature needs be a hateful thing, to be the displeaser and
molester of thousands ; much better would it like him,
doubtless, to be the messenger of gladness and content-

ment, which is his chief intended business to all mankind,
but that they resist and oppose their own true happiness.

But when God commands to take the trumpet, and blow
a dolorous or a jarring blast, it lies not in man's will v/hat

he shall say, or what he shall conceal This I

foresee, that should the church be brought under heavy
oppression, and God have given me ability the while to

reason against that man that should be the author of so

foul a deed, or should she, by blessing from above on the

industry and courage of faithful men, change this her dis-

tracted estate into better days, without the least further-

ance or contribution of those {ew talents which God at

that present had lent me ; I foresee what stories I should

hear within myself, all my life after, of discourage and re-

proach. 'Timorous and ungrateful, the church of God is

now again at the foot of her insulting enemies, and thou

bewailest ; what matters it for thee or thy bewailing ?

When time was, thou couldst not find a syllable of all that

thou hast read or studied, to utter in her behalf. Yet ease

and leisure was given thee for thy retired thoughts, out

of the sweat of other men. Thou hadst the diligence,

the parts, the language of a man, if a vain subject were
to be adorned or beautified ; but when the cause of God
and his church was to be pleaded, for which purpose that

tongue was given thee which thou hast, God listened if

be could hear thy voice among his zealous servants, but
A\ou wert dumb as a beast ; from henceforward be that

which thine own brutish silence bath made thee.'

But now, by this little diligence, mark what a privilege I

have gained with good men and saints, to claim my right

of lamenting the tribulations of the church, if she should
isufier, when others, that have ventured nothing for her
sake, have not the honor to be admitted mourners. But,
if she lift up her drooping' head and prosper, among those
that have something morf3 than wished her welfare, I have
my charter and freehold of rejoicing to me and my heirs.
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** Concerning therefore this wayward subject against

prelaty, the touching whereof is so distasteful and disquiet-

ous to a number of men, as by what liath been said I may
deserve of charitable readers to be credited, that neither

envy nor gall hath entered me upon this controversy, but

the enforcement of conscience only, and a preventive fear

lest the omitting of this duty should be against me, when
I would store up to myself the good provision of peaceful

hours."— Vol. I. jjp. 133-141.*

He then goes on to speak of his consciousness of

possessing great poetical powers, which he was most

anxious to cultivate. Of these he speaks thus mag-

nificently ;
—

"These abilities, wheresoever they be found, are the

inspired gift of God rarely bestowed, but yet to some,
though most abuse, in every nation ; and are of power,
— to imbreed and cherish in a great people the seeds of

virtue, and public civility, to allay the perturbations of

the mind, and set the aflections in right tune; to celebrate

in glorious and lofty hymns the throne and equipage of

God's ahnightiness, and v/hat he works, and what he suf-

fers to be wrought with high providence in his church
;

to sing victorious agonies of martyrs and saints, the deeds
and triumphs of just and pious nations, doing valiantly

through faith against the enemies of Christ ; to deplore

the general relapses of kingdoms and states from justice

and God's true worship ; lastly, whatsoever in religion is

holy and sublime, in virtue amiable or grave, whatsoever
hath passion or admiration in all the changes of that

which is called fortune from without, or the wily subtilties

and refluxes of man's thoughts from within ; all these

things with a solid and treatable smoothness to paint out

and describe."— Vol. 1. })p. 145, 146.

He then gives intimations of his having proposed to

himself a great poetical work, "a work," he says,

—

" Not to be raised from the heat of youth, or the vapors
of wine, like that which flows at waste from the pen of

* From the introduction to the second book of The Reason of Church

Government," &c. Vol. I. pp. 137, &c. of " A Selection from the English

Prose Works of John Milton, Boston, 1826," to which all our references

are made.
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some vulgar amourist, or the trencher fury of a rhyming

parasite, nor to be obtained by the invocation of dame
Memory and her syren daughters, but by devout prayer

to that eternal Spirit, who can enrich with al! utterance

and knowledge, and sends out his seraphim, with the hal-

lowed hre of his altar, to touch and purify the lips of

whom he pleases."— Vol. I. p. 148.

He then closes with a passage, showing from what

principles he forsook these dehghtful studies for con-

troversy ;
—

" I trust hereby to make it manifest with what small

willingness I endure to interrupt the pursuit of no less

hopes than these, and leave a calm and pleasing solitari-

ness, fed with cheerful and confident thoughts, to embark
in a troubled sea of noises and hoarse disputes, put from
beholding the bright countenance of truth in the quiet and
still air of delightful studies But were it the

meanest underservice, if God by his secretary conscience

enjoin it, it were sad for me if I should draw back ; for

me especially, now when all men offer their aid to help,

ease, and lighten the difficult labors of the church, to

whose service, by the intentions of my parents and friends,

I was destined of a child, and in mine own resolutions,

till coming to some maturity of years, and perceiving

what tyranny had invaded the church, that he who would
take orders must subscribe slave, and take an oath withal,

which unless he took with a conscience that would retch,

he must either strait perjure or split his faith, I thought

it better to prefer a blameless silence before the sacred
oflice of speaking, bought and begun v/ith servitude and
forswearing."— Vol. 1. p. 149.

These passages, replete with Milton's genius and

greatness of soul, show us the influences and motives

under which his prose works were WTitten, and help us

to interpret passages, which, if taken separately, might

justify us in ascribing to him a character of excessive

indignation and scorn.

Milton's most celebrated prose work is his " i\.reopa-

gitica, or a Speech for the Liberty of Unlicensed Print-

ing," a noble work indeed, a precious manual of free-
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dom, ail arsenal of immortal weapons for the defence

of man's highest prerogative, intellectual liberty. His

"Reformation in England" and "Reason of Church

Government" are the most important theological trea-

tises pubhshed during his life. They v>ere his earhest

prose compositions, and thrown ofl' whh much haste,

and on these accounts are more chargeable with defects

of style, than any other of his writings. But these, with

all their defects, abound in strong and elevated thought,

and in power and felicity of expression. Their great

blemish is an inequality of style, often springing from

the conflict and opposition of the impulses under which

he wrote. It is not uncommon to find, in the same

sentence, his afHuent genius pouring forth magnificent

images and expressions, and suddenly his deep scorn for

his opponents, suggesting and throwing into the midst

of this splendor sarcasms and degrading comparisons

altogether at variance with the general strain. From
this cause, and from negligence, many powerful passages

in his prose writings are marred by an incongruous mix-

ture of unworthy allusions and phrases. In the close

of his first work, that on " Reformation in England,"

he breaks out into an invocation and prayer to the Su-

preme Being, from which we extract a passage contain-

ing a remarkable intimation of his having meditated

some great poetical enterprise from his earliest years,

and giving full promise of that grandeur of thought and

language which characterizes " Paradise. Lost." Hav-

ing "lifted up his hands to that eternal and propitious

Throne, where nothing is readier than grace and refuge

to the distresses of mortal suppliants," and besought

God to perfect the work of civil and religious deliver-

ance begun in England, he proceeds thus ;
—

•

3*
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"Then, amidst the hymns and hallelujahs of sahifs,

some one may perhaps be heard offering at high strains in

new and lofty measures, to sing and celebrate thy divine

mercies, and marvellous judgments in this land throughout

all awes, whereby this great and warlike nation, instructed

and inured to the fervent and continual practice of trutfc

and righteousness, and casting far from her the rags of hei

old vices, may press on hard to that high and happy

emulation to be found the soberest, wisest, and mosf

Christian people at that da)'-, when Thou, the eterna.1 and

shortly expected King, shalt open the clouds to judge the

several kingdoms of the world, and, distributing national

honors and rewards to rehgious and just commonwealths,
shalt put an end to all earthly tyrannies, proclaiming thy

universal and mild monarcliy tiirough heaven and earth ;

where they undoubtedly, that by their labors, counsels,

and prayers, have been earnest for the common good of

religion and their country, shall receive, above the inferior

orders of the blessed, the regal addition of principalities^

legions, and thrones into their glorious titles, and, in

supereminence of beatific vision, progressing the dateless

and irrevoluble circle of eternity, shall clasp inseparable

hands with joy and bliss, in ovcrmeasure for ever."

Vol. I. pp. GO, 70.

We have not time to speak of Milton's political

treatises. We close otir brief remarks on his prose

writings, with recommending them to all who can enjoy

great beauties in the neighbourhood of great faults, and

who would learn the compass, energy, and richness of

our language ; and still more do we recommend them to

those, who desire to nourish in their breast magnanimi-

ty of sentiment and an unquenchable love of freedom.

They bear the impress of that seal by which genius dis-

tinguishes its productions fi'om works of learning and

taste. The great and decisive test of genius is, that it

calls forth power in the souls of others. It not merely

gives knowledge, but breathes energy. There are

authors, and among these Milton holds the highest
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rank, in approaching whom we are conscious of an

access of intellectual strength. A "virtue goes out"

from them. We discern more clearly, not merely be-

cause a new light is thrown over objects, but because

our own vision is strengthened. Sometimes a single

word, spoken by the voice of genius, goes far into the

heart. A hint, a suggestion, an undefined delicacy of

expression, teaches more than we gather from volumes

of less gifted men. The vv'orks which we should chiefly

study, are not those which contain the greatest fund of

knowledge, but which raise us into sympathy with the

intellectual energy of the author, and through which

a great mind multiplies itself, as it were, in the reader.

Milton's prose works are imbued as really, if not as

thoroughly, as his poetry, with this quickening power,

and they will richly reward those who are receptive of

this influence.

Vie now leave the writings of ^Milton to ofl^er a few

remarks on his moral qualities. His moral character

was as strongly marked as his intellectual, and it may

be expressed in one word, magnanimity. It was in

harmony with his poetry. He had a passionate love

of the higher, more commanding, and majestic virtues,

and fed his youthful mind with m.editations on the per-

fection of a human being. In a letter written to an

Italian friend before his thirtieth year, and translated

by Hayley, we have this vivid picture of his aspirations

after virtue ;
—

*'As to other points, what God may have determined

for me I know not ; but this I know, that if he ever in-

stilled an intense love of moral beauty into the breast of

any man, he has instilled it into mine. Ceres, in the fa-

ble, pursued not her daughter with a greater keenness of
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inquiry, than I day and night the idea of perfection.

Hence, wherever I find a man despising the false esti-

mates of the vulgar, and daring to aspire, in sentiment,

language, and conduct, to vrhat the highest wisdom,
through every age, has taught us as most excellent, to

him I unite myself by a sort of necessary attachment
;

and if I am so influenced by nature or destiny, that by
no exertion or labors of my own I may exalt myself to this

summit of worth and honor, yet no powers of heaven or

earth will hinder me from looking v/ith reverence and af-

fection upon those, who have thoroughly attained this glo-

ry, or appeared engaged in the successful pursuit of it."

His " Comus " was written in his twenty-sixth year,

and on reading this exquisite work our admiration is

awakened, not so much by observing how the whole

spirit of poetry had descended on him at that early age,

as by witnessing how his whole youthful soul was pene-

trated, awed, and lifted up by the austere charms, " the

radiant light," the invincible power, the celestial peace

of saintly virtue. He reverenced moral purity and ele-

vation, not only for its own sake, but as the inspirer of

intellect, and especially of the higher efforts of poetry.

" I was confirmed," he says, in his usual noble style,—
" I was coniirme'd in this opinion ; that he who would

not be frustrate of his hope to write well hereafter in lau-

dable things, ought himself to be a true poem ; that is,

a composition and pattern of the best and honorablest

things; not presuming to sing of high praises of heroic

men or famous cities, unless he have in himself the expe-

rience and the practice of all that which is praiseworthy.'^

Vol. I. pp. 237, 238.

We learn from his works, that he used his multifari-

ous reading to build up within himself this reverence]

for virtue. Ancient history, the sublime musings of

Plato, and the heroic self-abandonment of chivalry,

joined their influences with prophets and apostles, in]

binding him '' everlastingly in willing homage" to thej
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great, the honorable, and the lovely in character. A
remarkable passage to this effect, we quote from his

account of his youth ;
—

'^ I betook me among those lofty fables and romances,
which recount, in solemn cantos, the deeds of knighthood
founded by our victorious kings, and from hence had in

renown over all Christendom. There I read it in the oath
of every knight, that he should defend to the expense of
his best blood or of his life, if it so befell him, the honor
and chastity of virgin or matron ; from whence even then
I learned what a noble virtue chastity sure must be, to

the defence of which so many worthies by such a dear ad-
venture of themselves, had sworn So that even
these, books which to many others have been the fuel of
wontonness and loose living, I cannot think how, unless

by divine indulgence, proved to me so many incitements,

as you have heard, to the love and steadfast observation
of virtue."— Fo/. /. pp. 238, 239.

All Milton's habits were expressive of a refined and

self-denying character. When charged by his unprin-

cipled slanderers with licentious habits, he thus gives

an account of his morning hours ;
—

"Those morning haunts are where they should be, at

home ; not sleeping, or concocting the surfeits of an ir-

regular feast, but up and stirring, in winter often ere the
soLmd of any bell awake men to labor, or devotion ; in

summer as oft with the bird that first rouses, or not much
tardier, to read good authors, or cause them to be read,

till the attention be weary or memory have its full fraught;

then with useful and generous labors preserving the body's
health and hardiness, to render lightsome, clear, and not

lumpish obedience to the mind, to the cause of religion,

and our country's liberty, when it shall require firm hearts

in sound bodies to stand and cover their stations, rather
than to see the ruin of our protestation, and the enforce-
ment of a slavish life." — Vol. J. p. 233.

We have enlarged on the strictness and loftiness of

Milton's virtue, not only from our interest in the sub-
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ject, but that we may put to shame and silence, those

men who make genius an apology for vice, and take

the sacred fire, kindled by God within them, to inflame

men's passions, and to minister to a vile sensuality.

We see Milton's greatness of mind in his fervent

and constant attachment to liberty. Freedom, in all

its forms and branches, was dear to him, but especially

freedom of thought and speech, of conscience and wor-

ship, freedom to seek, profess, and propagate truth.

The liberty of ordinary politicians, which protects

men's outward rights, and removes restraints from the

pursuit of property and outward good, fell very short

of that for which Milton lived, and was ready to die.

The tyranny which he hated most was that, which

broke the intellectual and moral power of the com-

munity. The worst feature of the institutions which

he assailed was, that they fettered the mind. He felt

within himself, that the human mind had a principle of

perpetual growth, that it was essentially difiusive and

made for progress, and he wished every chain broken,

that it might run the race of truth and virtue with

increasing ardor and success. This attachment to a

spiritual and refined freedom, which never forsook him

in the hottest controversies, contributed greatly to pro-

tect his genius, imagination, taste, and sensibility, from

the withering and polluting influences of public station,

and of the rage of parties. It threw a hue of poetry

over politics, and gave a sublime reference to his service

of the commonwealth. The fact that Milton, in that

stormy day, and amidst the trials of public oflice, kept

his high faculties undepraved, was a proof of no com-

mon greatness. Politics, however they make the in-

tellect active, sagacious, and inventive, within a cer-
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tain sphere, generally extinguish its thirst for universal

truth, paralyze sentiment and imagination, corrupt the

jSimplicity of the mind, destroy that confidence in hu-

[man virtue, which lies at the foundation of philanthropy

;and generous sacrifices, and end in cold and prudent

selfishness. Milton passed through a revolution, v.hich,

iin its last stages and issue, was peculiarly fitted to damp
'enthusiasm, to scatter the visions of hope, and to infuse

doubts of the reahty of virtuous principle ; and yet the

I
ardor, and moral feeling, and enthusiasm of his youth

came forth unhurt, and even exalted, from the trial.

Before quitting the subject of Milton's devotion to

liberty, it ought to be recorded, that he wrote his cele-

brated " Defence of the People of England," after

being distinctly forewarned by his physicians, that the

efiect of this exertion would be the utter loss of sight.

His reference to this part of his history, in a short

poetical effusion, is too characteristic to be withheld. It

is inscribed to Cyriac Skinner, the friend to whom he

appears to have confided his lately discovered '' Trea-

tise on Clii'istian Doctrine."

" Cyriac, this three years day these eyes, though clear,

To outward view, of blemish or of spot.

Bereft of light, their seeing have forgot.

Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear
Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year,
Or man, or woman. Yet I argue not
Against Heaven's hand or will, nor bate a jot

Of heart or hope, but still bear up and steer
Right onward. What supports me, dost thou ask ^

The conscience. Friend, to have lost them overplied
In Liberty's defence, my noble task,

Of which all Europe rings from side to side.

This thought might lead me through the world's vain
mask.

Content though blind, had I no better guide."

Sonnet XXII
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We see Milton's magnanimity in the circumstances

under which " Paradise Lost" was written. It was not

in pros}ierity, in honor, and amidst triumphs, but in

disappointment, desertion, and in w^hat the world calls

disgrace, that he composed that work. The cause, with

which he had identified himself, had failed. His friends

were scattered ; hberty was trodden under foot ; and

her devoted champion was a by-word among the tri-

umphant royalists. But it is the prerogative of true

greatness to glorify itself in adversity, and to meditate

and execute vast enterprises in defeat. Milton, fallen

in outward condition, afilicted with blindness, disap-

pointed in his best hopes, apphed himself with charac-

teristic energy to the subhmest achievement of intellect,

solacing himself with great thoughts, with splendid crea-

tions, and w^ith a prophetic confidence, that, hovrever

neglected in his own age, he was framing in his works a

bond of union and fellowship with the illustrious spirits

of a brighter day. We delight to contemplate him in

his retreat and last years. To the passing spectator,

he seemed fallen and forsaken, and his blindness was

reproached as a judgment fi'om God. But though

sightless, he lived in light. His inward eye ranged

through universal nature, and his imagination shed on

it brighter beams than the sun. Heaven, and hell, and

paradise were open to him. He visited past ages, and

gathered round him ancient sages and heroes, prophets

and apostles, brave knights and gifted bards. As he

looked forward, ages of liberty dawned and rose to his

view, and he felt that he was about to bequeath to them

an inheritance of genius, " which would not fade away,"

and was to live in the memory, reverence, and love, of

remotest generations.
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We have enlarged on Milton's character, not only

from the pleasure of paying that sacred debt which the

mind owes to him who has quickened and delighted it,

but from an apprehension that Milton has not yet reaped

his due harvest of esteem and veneration. The mists

which the prejudices and bigotry of Johnson spread

over his bright name, are not yet wholly scattered, though

fast passing away. We wish not to disparage Johnson.

We could find no pleasure in sacrificing one great man

to the manes of another. But we owe it to Milton and

to other illustrious names, to say, that Johnson has

failed of the highest end of biography, which is to give

immortality to virtue, and to call forth fervent admira-

tion towards those who have shed splendor on past ages.

We acquit Johnson, however, of intentional misrepre-

sentation. He did not, and could not, appreciate Milton.

We doubt whether two other minds, having so little in

common as those of which we are now speaking, can be

found in the higher walks of hterature. Johnson was

great in his own sphere, but that sphere was compara-

tively '' of the earth," whilst Milton's w^as only inferior

to that of angels. It was customary, in the day of

Johnson's glory, to call him a giant, to class him-with a

mighty, but still an earth-born race. Milton we should

rank among seraphs. Johnson's mind acted cliiefly on

man's actual condition, on the realities of life, on the

springs of human action, on the passions which now

agitate society, and he seems hardly to have dreamed

of a higher state of the human mind than was then ex-

hibited. Milton, on the other hand, burned with a deep,

yet calm love of moral grandeur and celestial purity.

He thought, not so much of what man is, as of what he

might become. His own mind was a revelation to him

VOL. I. 4
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of a higher condition of humanity, and to promote this

he thirsted and toiled for freedom, as the element for the

growth and improvement of his nature. — In religion

Johnson was gloomy and inclined to superstition, and

on the subject of government leaned towards absolute

power ; and the idea of reforming either, never entered

his mind but to disturb and provoke it. The church

and the civil pohty, under which he lived, seemed to him

perfect, unless he may have thought that the former

would be improved by a larger infusion of Romish rites

and doctrines, and the latter by an enlargement of the

royal prerogative. Hence a tame acquiescence in the

present forms of religion and government marks his

w^orks. Hence we find so little in his writings which is

electric and soul-kindling, and which gives the reader a

consciousness of being made for a state of loftier thought

and feeling than the present. iMilton's whole soul, on the

contrary, revolted against the maxims of legitimacy,

hereditary faith, and servile reverence for established

power. He could not brook the bondage to which m^en

had bowed for ages. " Reformation " was the first word

of public warning which broke from his youthful lips,

and the hope of it was the solace of his declining years.

The difference between ]Milton and Johnson may be

traced, not only in these great features of mind, but in

their whole characters. INIilton was refined and spirit-

ual in his habits, temperate almost to abstemiousness,

and refreshed himself after intellectual effort by music.

Johnson inclined to more sensual delights. Milton was

exquishely alive to the outward creation, to sounds,

motions, and forms, to natural beauty and grandeur.

Johnson, through defect of physical organization, if not

through deeper deficiency, had little susceptibility of
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these pure and delicate pleasures, and would not have

exchanged the Strand for the vale of Tempe or the

gardens of the Hesperides. How could Johnson be

just to I^Iilton ! The comparison, which we have in-

stituted, has compelled us to notice Johnson's defects.

But we trust we are not blind to his merits. His stately

march, his pomp and power of language, his strength

of thought, his reverence for virtue and religion, his

vigorous logic, his practical wisdom, his insight into the

cprings of human action, and the solemn pathos which

occasionally pervades his descriptions of life and his

references to his own history, command our willmg

admiration. That he wanted enthusiasm and creative

imagination and lofty sentiment, was not his fault.

We do not blame him for not being Milton. We love

intellectual power in all its forms, and delight in the

variety of mind. We blame him only that his passions,

prejudices, and bigotry engaged him in the unworthy

task of obscuring the brighter glory of one of the most

gifted' and virtuous men. We would even treat what

we deem the faults of Johnson with a tenderness ap-

proaching respect ; for they were results, to a degree

which man cannot estimate, of a diseased, irritable,

nervous, unhappy physical temperament, and belonged

to the body more than to the mind. We only ask the

friends of 'genius not to put their faith in Johnson's

delineations of it. His biographical works are tinged

with his notoriously strong prejudices, and, of all his

" Lives," we hold that of I^Jiltcn to be the most apoc-

rvphal.
' We here close our general remarks on iMiUon s in-

tellectual and moral qualities. We venerate him as a

man of genius, but still more as a man of magnanimity
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and Christian virtue, who regarded genius and poetry

as sacred gifts, imparted to him, not to amuse men or

to build up a reputation, but that he might quicken and

call forth what was great and divine in his fellow-crea-

tures, and might secure the only true fame, the admi-

ration of minds which his writings w-ere to kindle and

exalt.

We come now to the examination of the newly dis-

covered " Treatise on Christian Doctrine. '' This

work, we have said, owes its chief interest to the char-

acter of its author. From its very nature, it cannot

engage and fix general attention. It consists very

much of collections of texts of Scripture, which, how-

ever exciting in their proper places, are read with little

thought or emotion when taken from their ordinary

connexion, and marshalled under systematic heads.

Milton aims to give us the doctrines of revelation in

its own words. We have them in a phraseology long

familiar to us, and we are disappointed ; for w^e expected

to see them, not in the language of the Bible, but as

existing in the mind of Milton, modified by his peculiar

intellect and sensibility, combined and embodied with

his various knowledge, illustrated by the analogies,

brightened by the new lights, and clodied with the

associations, with which they were surrounded by this

gifted man. We hoped to see these doctrines as they

were viewed by Milton in his moments of solemn feel-

ing and deep contemplation, when they pervaded and

moved his whole soul. Still there are passages in

which Milton's mind is laid open to us. We refer

to the parts of the work, where the peculiarity of his

opinions obliges him to state his reasons for adopting
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them ; and these we value highly for the vigor and in-

dependence of intellect with which they are impressed.

The work is plain and unambitious in style. Its char-

acteristics are a calm earnestness, and that profound

veneration for Scripture, which certain denominations

of Christians, who have httle congeniality with Milton,

seem to claim as a monopoly.

His introduction is worthy every man's attention, as

a deliberate, mild assertion of the dearest right of hu-

man nature, that of free inquiry.

*' If I communicate the result of my inquiries to the
world at large ; if, as God is my witness, it be with a
friendly and benignant feeling towards mankind, that I

readily give as wide a circulation as possible to what I

esteem my best and richest possession, I hope to meet
with a candid reception from all parties, and that none at

Jeast will take unjust offence, even though many things
should be brought to light, which will at once be seen to

differ from certain received opinions. I earnestly beseech
all lovers of truth, not to cry out that the church is thrown
into confusion by that freedom of discussion and inquiry,

which is granted to the schools, and ought certainly to be
refused to no believer, since we are ordered to prove all

ihiuffs, and since the daily progress of the light of truth is

productive, far less of disturbance to the church, than of

illumination and edification."— Vol. I. pp. 5, 6.

" It has also been my object to make it appear from the
opinions I shall be found to have advanced, whether new
or old, of how much consequence to the Christian religion

is the liberty, not only of winnowing and sifting every
doctrine, but also of thinking and even writing respect-
ing it, according to our individual faith and persuasion

;

an inference which will be stronger in proportion to the
weight and importance of those opinions, or rather in pro-
portion to the authority of Scripture, on the abundant
testimony of which they rest. Without this hberty there
is neither religion nor gospel, — force alone prevails, by
which it is disgraceful for the Christian religion to be
supported. Without this liberty we are still enslaved,
not indeed, as formerly, under the divine law, but, what

4*
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is worst of all, under the law of man, or, to speak more
truly, under a barbarous tyranny."— Vol. J. pp. 7, 8.

On that great subject, the character of God, Milton

has given nothing particularly worthy of notice, except

that he is more disposed, than Christians in general, to

conceive of the Supreme Being under the forms and

affections of human nature.

" If God habitually assign to himself the members and
form of man, why should we be afraid of attributing to

him what he attributes to himself, so long as what is im-

perfection and weakness, when viewed in reference to

ourselves, be considered as most complete and excellent

whenever it is imputed to God."— Vol. J. p. 23.

Milton is not the first Christian who has thought to

render the Supreme Being more interesting by giving

him human shape. We doubt the wisdom of this expe-

dient. To spiritualize our conceptions of him seems

to us the true process for strengthening our intimacy

with him ; for in this way only can we think of him as

immediately present to our minds. As far as we give

him a material form, we must assign to him a place, and

that place will almost necessarily be a distant one, and

thus we shall remove him from the soul, which is his

true temple. Besides, a definite form clashes with

God's infinity, which is his supreme distinction and on

no account to be obscured ; for, strange as it may seem

to those who know not their own nature, this incom-

prehensible attribute is that which above all things

constitutes the correspondence or adaptation, if we
may so speak, of God to the human mind.

In treating of God's efficiency, Milton strenuously

maintains human freedom, in opposition to the Cal-

vinistic doctrine of predestination. He maintains, that

God's decrees do not encroach on moral liberty ; for
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our free agency is the very object decreed and predes-

tined by the Creator. He maintains, that some of the

passages of Scripture, which speak of election, are to

be understood of an election to outward privileges, not

to everlasting life ; and that in other texts, which relate

to the future state, the election spoken of is not an

arbitrary choice of individuals, but of that class or

descriptions of persons, be it large or small, who shall

comply with the prescribed terms of salvation ; in other

words, it is a conditional, not an absolute election, and

such that every individual, if he will, may be included

in it. Milton has so far told us truth. "We wish that

we could add, that he had thrown new light on free

agency. This great subject has indeed baffled as yet

the deepest thinkers, and seems now to be consigned,

with other subhme topics, under the sweeping denomi-

nation of *' metaphysics," to general neglect. But let

it not be given up in despair. The time is coming,

when the human intellect is to strike into new fields,

and to view itself and its Creator and the universe

from new positions, and w^e trust, that the darkness

which has so long hung over our moral nature will be

gradually dispersed. This attribute of free agency,

through which an intelligent being is strictly and prop-

erly a cause, an agent, an originator of moral good or

moral evil, and not a mere machine, determined by out-

ward influences, or by a secret, yet resistless efficiency

of God, which virtually makes Him the author and sole

author of all human actions,— this moral freedom, which

is the best image of the creative energy of the Deity,

seems to us the noblest object of philosophical inves-

tigation. However questioned and darkened by a host

of metaphysicians, it is recognised in the common con-
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scionsness of every human being. It is the ground of

responsibihty, the fountain of moral feeling. It is in-

volved in all moral judgments and affections, and thus

gives to social life its whole interest ; whilst it is the

chief tie between the soul and its Creator. The fact

that philosophers have attempted to discard free agency

from their explanations of moral phenomena, and to

subject all human action to necessity, to mechanical

causes, or other extraneous influences, is proof enough,

that the science of the mind has as yet penetrated little

beneath the surface, that the depths of the soul are still

unexplored.

Milton naturally passes from his chapter on the Su-

preme Being, to the consideration of those topics which

have always been connected with this part of theology
;

we mean, the character of Jesus Christ, and the nature

of the Holy Spirit. All our readers are probably

aware, that Milton has here declared himself an Anti-

trinitarian, and strenuously asserted the strict and

proper unity of God. His chapter on " The Son of

God " is the most elaborate one in the work. His

''Prefatory Remarks" are highly interesting, as joining

with a manly assertion of his right, an affectionate desire

to conciliate the Christians from whom he differed.

" I cannot enter upon subjects of so much difficulty as

the Son of God and the Holi/ Spirit, without again pre-

mising a few introductory words. If indeed I were a
member of the Church of Rome, which requires implicit

obedience to its creed on all points of faith, I should have
acquiesced from education or habit in its simple decree
and authority, even though it denies that the doctrine of
the Trinity, as now received, is capable of being proved
from any passage of Scripture. But since I enroll my-
self among the number of those who acknowledge the

Word of God alone as the rule of faith, and freely ad-
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vance what appears to me much more clearly deducible

from the Holy Scriptures than the commonly received

opinion, I see no reason why any one, who belongs to the

same Protestant or Reformed Church, and professes to

acknowledge the same rule of faith as myself, should take

offence at my freedom, particularly as I impose my au-
thority on no one, but merely propose what I think more
worthy of belief than the creed in general acceptation.

I only entreat, that my readers will ponder and examine
my statements in a spirit which desires to discover noth-

ing but the truth, and with a mind free from prejudice.

For, without intending to oppose the authority of Scrip-

ture, which I consider inviolably sacred, I only take upon
myself to refute human interpretations as often as the oc-

casion requires, conformably to my right, or rather to ray

duty, as a man. If indeed those, with whom I have to

contend, were able to produce direct attestation from
Heaven to the truth of the doctrine which they espouse, it

would be nothing less than impiety to venture to raise, I

do not say a clamor, but so much as a murmur against it.

But, inasmuch as they can lay claim to nothing more
than human powers, assisted by that spiritual illumination

which is common to all, it is not unreasonable that they

should on their part allow the privileges of diligent re-

search and free discussion to another inquirer, who is

seekinsf truth through the same means and in the sameCo
way as themselves, and whose desire of benefiting man-
kind is equal to their own." — Vol. I. pp. 103- 105.

Milton teaches, that the vSon of God is a distinct

being from God, and inferior to him, that he existed

before the world was made, that he is the first of the

creation of God, and that afterwards all other things

were made by him, as the instrument or minister of his

Father. He maintains, in agreement with Dr. Clarke,

that the Holy Spirit Is a person, an intelhgent agent,

but created and Inferior to God. This opinion of Mil-

ton Is the more remarkable, because he admits, that,

before the time of Christ, the Jews, though accustomed

to the phrase. Holy Spirit, never attached to it the
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idea of personality, and that, both in the Old and the

New Testament, it is often used to express God him-

self, or his power and agency. It is strange, that, after

these concessions, he could have found a difficulty in

giving a figurative interpretation to the few passages

in the New Testament, which speak of the Holy Spirit

as a person.

We are unable within our limits to give a sketch of

Milton's strong reasoning against the supreme divinity

of Jesus Christ. We must, however, pause a moment

to thank God that he has raised up this illustrious ad-

vocate of the long obscured doctrine of the Divine

Unity. We can now bring forward the three greatest

and noblest minds of modern times, and, we may add,

of the Christian era, as witnesses to that Great Truth,

of which, in an humbler and narrower sphere, we de-

sire to be the defenders. Our Trinitarian adversaries

are perpetually ringing in our ears the names of Fathers

and Reformers. We take Milton, Locke, and Newton,

and place them in our front, and want no others to

oppose to the whole array of great names on the oppo-

site side. Before these intellectual suns, the stars of

self-nam.ed Orthodoxy " hide their diminished heads.

To these eminent men God communicated such un-

usual measures of light and mental energy, that their

names spring up spontaneously, when we think or

would speak of the greatness of our nature. Their

theological opinions were the fruits of patient, profound,

reverent study of the Scriptures. They came to this

work with minds not narrowed by a technical, profes-

sional education, but accustomed to broad views, to the

widest range of thought. They were shackled by no

party connexions. They were warped by no clerical
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ambition, and subdued by no clerical timidity. They
came to this subject in the fulness of their strength,

with free minds open to truth, and with unstained

(purity of life. They came to it in an age, when the

'doctrine of the Trinity was instilled by education, and

• upheld by the authority of the church, and by penal

I

laws. And what did these great and good men, whose

! intellectual energy and love of truth have made them

the chief benefactors of the human mind, what, we ask,

did they discover in the Scriptures ? a triple divinity ?

three infinite agents ? three infinite objects of worship ?

three persons, each of whom possesses his own distinct

offices, and yet shares equally in the godhead with the

rest ? No ! Scripture joined with nature and with

that secret voice in the heart, which even idolatry could

not always stifle, and taught them to bow reverently

before the One Infinite Father, and to ascribe to him

alone, supreme, self-existent divinity. — Our principal

object in these remarks has been to show, that, as far

as great names are arguments, the cause of Anti-trini-

tarianism, or of God's proper Unity, is supported by

the strongest. But we owe it to ti'uth to say, that we

put little trust in these fashionable proofs. The chief

use of great names in rehgious controversy is, to

balance and neutralize one another, that the unawed

and unfettered mind may think and judge with a due

self-reverence, and with a solemn sense of accountable-

ness to God alone.

We have called Milton an Anti-trinitarian. But

we have no desire to identify him with any sect. His

mind was too independent and universal to narrow itself

to human creeds and parties. He is supposed to have

separated himself, in his last years, from all the denomi-
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nations around him ; and, were he now living, we are

not sure that he would find one, to which he would be

strongly attracted. He would probably stand first

among that class of Christians, more numerous tlian is

supposed, and, we hope, increasing, who are too jealous

of the rights of the mind, and too dissatisfied with the

clashing systems of the age, to attach themselves closely

to any party ; in whom the present improved state of

theology has created a consciousness of defect, rather

than the triumph of acquisition ; who, how^ever partial |

to their own creed, cannot persuade themselves, that

it is the ultimate attainment of the human mind, and

that distant ages will repeat its articles as reverently

as the Catholics do the decrees of Trent ; who contend

earnestly for free inquiry, not because all who inquire

will think as they do, but because some at least may be

expected to outstrip them, and to be guides to higher

truth. With this nameless and spreading class we

have strong sympathies. We want new light, and care

not whence it comes ; we want reformers worthy of the

name ; and we should rejoice in such a manifestation

of Christianity, as would throw all present systems into

obscurity.

We come now to a topic on which Milton will proba-

bly startle a majority of readers. He is totally opposed,

as were most of the ancient philosophers, to the doc-

trine of God's creating the universe out of nothing.

He maintains, that there can be no action without a

passive material on which the act is exerted, and that
|

accordingly the w^orld was framed out of a preexistent

matter. To the question, What and whence is this

primary matter ? he answers. It is from God, '^ an efflux I

of the Deity." " It proceeded from God," and conse-
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quently no additional existence was produced by crea-

tion, nor is matter capable of annihilation. A specimen

of his speculations on this subject, is given in the fol-

lowing quotation.

** It is clear then, that the world was framed out of mat-
ter of some kind or other. For, since action and passion

are relative terms, and since, consequently, no agent can
act externally, unless there be some patient, such as mat-
ter, it appears impossible that God could have created this

world out of nothing ; not from any defect of power on
his part, but because it was necessary that something
should have previously existed capable of receiving pas-

sively the exertion of the divine efficacy. Since, there-

fore, both Scripture and reason concur in pronouncing
that all these things were made, not out of nothinff, but

out of matter, it necessarily follows, that matter must
either have always existed independently of God, or have
originated from God at some particular point of time.

That matter should have been always independent of God,
(seeing that it is only a passive principle, dependent on
the Deity, and subservient to him ; and seeing, moreover,
that as in number, considered abstractly, so also in time
or eternity, there is no inherent force or efficacy,) that

matter, I say, should have existed of itself from all eter-

nity, is inconceivable. If, on the contrary, it did not

exist from all eternity, it is difficult to understand from
whence it derives its origin. There remains, therefore,

but one solution of the difficulty, for which moreover we
have the authority of Scripture, namely, that all things are

of God." — Vol. I. pp. 236, 237.

This doctrine naturally led Milton to another ; viz.

that there is no ground for the supposed distinction

between body and soul; for, if matter is an '' efflux of

the Deity," it is plainly susceptible of intellectual func-

tions. Accordingly our author affirms,—
" That man is a living being, intrinsically and properly

one and individual, not compound or separable, not ac-
cording to the common opinion, made up and framed of
two distinct and different natures, as of soul and body,

VOL. I. 5
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— but the whole man is soul, and the soul man ; that is

to say, a body, or substance, individual, animated, sensi-

tive, and rational."— Vol. J. pp. 250, 251.

We here learn that a passage in " Paradise Lost,"

which we have admired as poetry, was deemed by Mil-

ton sound philosophy.

'' O Adam, One Almighty is, from whom
All things proceed, and up to him return,

If not depraved from good, created all

Such to perfection, one first matter all,

Indued with various forms, various degrees

Of substance, and, in things that live, of life :

But more refined, more spirituous, and pure,

As nearer to him placed or nearer tending.

Each in their several active spheres assigned.

Till body up to spirit work, in bounds
Proportioned to each kind. So from the root

Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence the leaves

More aery, last the bright consummate flower

Spirits odorous breathes ; flowers and their fruit,

Man's nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed.

To vital spirits aspire, to animal.

To intellectual.''— Par. Lost. B. V. lines 469-435.

These speculations of Milton will be received in this

age with more favor, or with less aversion, than in his

own ; for, from the time of Locke, the discussions of

philosophers have tended to unsettle our notions of mat-

ter, and no man is hardy enough now to say what it

is, or what it may not be. The idealism of Berkeley,

though it has never organized a sect, has yet sensibly

influenced the modes of thinking among metaphysicians;

and the coincidence of this system with the theory of

certain Hindoo philosophers may lead us to suspect,

that it contains some great latent truth, of which the

European and Hindoo intellect, so generally at vari-

ance, have caught a glimpse. Matter is indeed a Pro-

teus, which escapes us at the moment we hope to seize
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it. Priestley was anxious to make the soul material

;

but, for this purpose, he was obhged to change matter

from a substance into a power, that is, into no matter

at all ; so that he destroyed, in attempting to diffuse it.

We have thrown out these remarks, to rescue Milton's

memory from the imputation, which he was the last

man to deserve, of irreverence towards God ; for of this

some will deem him guilty in tracing matter to the

Deity as its fountain. Matter, which seems to common

people so intelligible, is still wrapped in mystery. We
know it only by its relation to mind, or as an assem-

blage of powers to awaken certain sensations. Of its

relation to God, we may be said to know nothing. Per-

haps, as knowledge advances, we shall discover, that

the Creator is bound to his works by stronger and more

intimate ties, than we now imagine. We do not then

quarrel with such suggestions as Milton's, though we

cannot but wonder at the earnestness with which he fol-

lows out such doubtful speculations.

Milton next proceeds to the consideration of man's

state in Paradise, and, as marriage was the only social

relation then subsisting, he introduces here his views of

that institution, and of polygamy and divorce. These

views «how, if not the soundness, yet the characteristic

independence of his mind. No part of his book has

given such offence as his doctrine of the lawfulness of

polygamy, and yet nowhere is he less Hable to reproach.

It is plain that his error v/as founded on his reverence

for Scripture. He saw that polygamy was allowed to

the best men in the Old Testament, to patriarchs be-

fore the law, who, he says, were the objects of God's

special favor, and to eminent individuals in subsequent

ages ; and, finding no prohibition of it in the New Tes-
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lament, he believed, that not only holy men would be

traduced, but Scripture dishonored, by pronouncing it

morally evil. We are aware that some will say, that

the practice is condemned in the New Testament ; and

we grant that it is censured by implication in these

words of Christ, " Whosoever shall put away his wife,

except it be for fornication, and shall marry another,

committeth adultery."* But we believe it to be an

indisputable fact, that, although Christianity was first

preached in Asia, which had been from the earliest

ages the seat of polygamy, the Apostles never de-

nounced it as a crime, and never required their con-

verts to put away all wives but one. ^' What then ?
"

some may say. " Are you too the advocates of the

lawfulness of polygamy ? " We answer, No. We con-

sider our rehgion as decidedly hostile to this practice
;

and we add, what seems to us of great importance,

that this hostility is not the less decided, because no

express prohibition of polygamy is found in the New
Testament ; for Christianity is not a system of precise

legislation, marking out with literal exactness every

thing to be done, and every thing to be avoided ; but an

inculcation of broad principles, which it intrusts to in-

dividuals and to society to be applied according to their

best discretion. It is through this generous peculiarity,

that Christianity is fitted to be a universal religion.

Through this, it can subsist and blend itself with all

stages of society, and can live in the midst of abuses,

which it silently and powerfully overcomes, but against

which it would avail little, vvere it immediately to lift

up the voice of denunciation. We all know that long-

cherished corruptions, which have sent their roots

* Matt. xix. 9.
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through the whole frame of a community, cannot be

torn up at once, without dissoh^ing society. To Chris-

tianity is committed the sublime office of eradicating all

the errors and evils of the world ; but this it does by a

process corresponding with man's nature, by working a

gradual revolution in the mind, which, in its turn, works

a safe and efiectual revolution in manners and life. No
argument, therefore, in favor of a practice, can be ad-

duced from the fact, that it is not explicitly reprobated

in the New Testament. For example, Christianity

went forth into communities, where multitudes were

held in slavery, and all ranks were ground and op-

pressed by despotism ; abuses on which the spirit of

our religion frowns as sternly as on any which can be

named. Yet Christianity did not command the master

to free his slaves, or the despot to descend from his

absolute throne ; but satisfied itself with proclaiming

sublime truths in regard to God's paternal character

and administration, and broad and generous principles

of action, leaving to these the work of breaking every

j
chain, by a gradual, inward, irresistible influence, and

of asserting the essential equality and unahenable rights

of the whole human race. — We cannot leave this topic,

without adding, that not only Milton's error on poly-

gamy, but many other noxious mistakes, have resuhed

from measuring Christianity by the condition of the

primitive church, as if that were the standard of faith

and practice, as if every thing allowed then were wise

and good, as if the religion were then unfolded in all

its power and extent. The truth is, that Christianity

was then in its infancy. The Apostles communicated its

great truths to the rude minds of Jews and Heathens
;

but the primitive church did not, and could not, under-

5#
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Stand all that was involved in those principles, all the

applications of which they are susceptible, all the influ-

ences they were to exert on the human mind, all the

combinations they were to form with the new truths

which time was to unfold, all the new lights in which

they were to be placed, all the adaptations to human

nature and to more advanced states of society, which

they were progressively to manifest. In the first age,

the religion was admniistered w^ith a wise and merciful

conformity to the capacities of its recipients. With
the progress of intelligence, and the developement of

the moral faculties, Christianity is freeing itself, and

ought to be freed, from the local, temporary, and acci-

dental associations of its childhood. Its great princi-

ples are coming forth more distinctly and brightly, and

condemning abuses and errors, which have passed cur-

rent for ages. This great truth, for such we deem it,

that Christianity is a growing hght, and that it must

be more or less expounded by every age for itself, was

not sufficiently apprehended by Milton ; nor is it now
understood as it will be. For want of apprehending

it, Christianity is administered now, too much as it was

in ages, when nothing of our literature, philosophy,

and spirit of improvement existed ; and consequently

it does not, we fear, exert that entire and supreme

sway over strong and cultivated minds, which is its

due, and which it must one day obtain.

Milton has connected with polygamy the subject of

divorce, on which he is known to have differed from

many Christians. He strenuously maintains in the work

under review, and more largely in other treatises, that

the violation of the marriage bed is not the sole ground]

of divorce, but that ''the perpetual interruption of
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peace and afiectlon, by mutual differences and unkind-

nessj is a sufficient reason " for dissolving the conjugal

relation. On this topic we cannot enlarge.

We now arrive at that part of Milton's work, in

which his powerful mind might have been expected to

look beyond the prevalent opinions of his day, but in

which he has followed the beaten road, almost without

deviation, seldom noticing difficulties, and hardly seem-

ing to know their existence. We refer to the great sub-

jects of the moral condition of mankind, and of redemp-

tion by Jesus Christ. The doctrine of original sin he

has assumed as true, and his faith in it was evidently

strengthened by his doctrine of the identity of the soul

with the body, in consequence of which he teaches, that

souls are propagated from parents to children, and not

immediately derived from God, and that they are born

with an hereditaiy taint, just as the body contracts

hereditary disease. It is humbling to add, that he sup-

ports this doctrine of the propagation of sin by physical

contagion, on the ground that it relieves the Creator

from the charge of originating the corruption, w^hich we

are said to bring into life ; as if the infinitely pure and

gooc' God could, by a covert agency, infect with moral

evil the passive and powerless mind of the infant, and

then absolve himself of the horrible w^ork by imputing

it to instruments of his own ordination ! Milton does

not, how^ever, believe in total depravity, feeling that this

would free men from guilt, by taking away all power
;

and he therefore leaves us a portion of the divine image,

not enough to give us a chance of virtue, but enough

to take aw^ay excuse from sin. Such are the " tender

mercies " of theology ! With respect to Christ's media-

tion, he supposes, that Christ saves us by bearing our
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punishment, and in this way satisfying God's justice

His views indeed are not expressed with much pre-

cision, and seem to have been formed without much in-

vestigation. On these great subjects, of human nature

and redemption, we confess, we are disappointed in

finding the spirit of IMikon satisfying hself with the de-

grading notions which prevailed around him. But we

remember, that it is the order of Providence, that 'the

greatest minds should sympathize much with their age,

and that they contribute the more to the progress of

mankind, by not advancing too fast and too far beyond

their contemporaries. In this part of his work, Milton

maintains, that the death threatened to sin extends

equally to body and soul, which indeed he was bound

to do, as he holds the soul and body to be one ; and

he then proceeds to defend, with his usual power, the

necessary inference, that all consciousness is suspended

between death and the resurrection. We have no faith

in this doctrine ; but we respect the courage with which

he admits and maintains whatever can be fairly de-

duced from his opinions.

Having concluded the subject of redemption, he

passes to what he calls " man's renovation, or the

change whereby the sinner is brought into a state of

grace ;
" and here, though he is not always perspicuous,

yet he seldom deviates from what was then the beaten

road. We owe it, however, to Milton, to say, that,

although he sometimes approached, he never adopted

Calvinism. All the distinguished articles of that creed,

total depravity, election and reprobation, Christ dying

for the elect only, irresistible grace, the perseverance

of the saints, and justification by mere faith, all are de-

nied and opposed by him, and some with great streng'h.
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Swayed as Milton was by the age in which he hved,

his spirit could not be subdued to the heart-w^ithering

faith of the Genevan school.

We now come to a subject in which Milton was

deeply interested ; we mean Christian Liberty, under

w^hich head may be included the discipline of the

church, the power of ministers, and the rights of the

people. To vindicate the liberty of Christians, and to

secure them from all outward impositions and ordi-

nances, he maintains that the whole Mosaic law is

abolished, so that no part is binding on Christians ; a

doctrine which may startle many, who believe that the

moral precepts of that law are as binding now as ever.

But such persons differ little in reality from Milton,

whose true meaning is, that these precepts bind Chris-

tians, not through the authority of Moses, which is

wholly done aw^ay, but only because they are taken up

and incorporated into Christianity, which is our only

law, and which has set forth w^hatever was permanently

valuable in Judaism, in a more perfect form, and with

more powerful sanctions.

As another branch of the liberty of Christians, he

maintains, as w^e may well suppose, the right of every

believer to consult the Scriptures and to judge of them

for himself. Not satisfied with this, he takes the ground

of Quakerism, and maintains that the Christian, in

addition to the Scriptures, has an inward guide, with

which no human authority should interfere.

" Under the gospel we possess, as it were, a twofold

Scripture, one external, which is the written word, and
the other internal, which is the Holy Spirit, written in the

hearts of believers, according to the promise of God, and
with the intent that it should by no means be neglected."
'-— Vol. II. p. 172. "The external scripture has
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been liable to frequent corruption, and in some instances

has been corrupted, through the number, and occasion-

ally the bad faith, of those by whom it has been handed

down, the variety and discrepancy of the original manu-
scripts, and the additional diversity produced by subse-

quent transcripts and printed editions. But the Spirit

which leads to truth cannot be corrupted, neither is it

easy to deceive a man v/ho is really spiritual."

—

p. 173.

"It is difficult to conjecture the purpose of Providence

in committing the vvritings of the New Testament to such

uncertain and variable guardianship, unless it were to

teach us, by this very circumstance, that the Spirit which
is given to us is a more certain guide than Scripture,

whom, therefore, it is our duty to follow."

—

p. 174.
" Hence it follows, that when an acquiescence in hu-

man opinions or an obedience to human authority in mat-
ters of religion is exacted, in the name either of the

church or of the Christian magistrate, from those who
are themselves led individually by the Spirit of God, this

is in effect to impose a yoke, not on man, but on the

Holy Spirit itself "—^j. 176.

This, in words, is genuine Quakerism ; but whether

Milton understood by the Holy Spirit that immediate

revelation, wbich forms the leading doctrine of that

creed, we doubt. To this doctrine it may be objected,

and we think Milton must have felt the objection, that it

disparages and discourages our faculties, and produces

inaction of mind, leading men to expect from a sudden

flash from Heaven, the truth which we are taught to

seek by the right use of our own powers. We imagine

that Milton beheved, that the Holy Spirit works with

and by our own understandings, and, instead of super-

seding reason, invigorates and extends it. But this is

not the only place where his precise views are obscured

by general expressions, or by rapid and superficial no-

tices of subjects.

In Milton's views of the church and the ministry,

J
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we have other proofs of his construing the Scriptures

in the manner most favorable to Christian hberty.

1 He teaches, that the universal church has no head but

Christ, and that the power arro£;ated by popes, coun-

cils, and bishops, is gross usurpation. In regard to

partiaalar churches, he is a strict Congregationalist.

Each church, he says, is competent to its own govern-

ment, and connected w^ith others only by the bond of

1 charity. No others are authorized to interfere with any

I

of its concerns, but in the way of brotherly counsel.

"Every church consisting of the above parts," i. e.

, Vi^ell instructed believers, " however small its numbers,
; is to be considered as in itself an integral and perfect

church, so far as regards its religious rights ; nor has it

any superior on earth, whether individual, or assembly,
or convention, to whom it can be lawfully required to

render submission ; inasmuch as no believer out of its

pale, nor any order or council of men whatever, has a
greater right than itself, to expect a participation in the

written word and the promises, in the presence of Christ,

in the presiding influence of the Spirit, and in those
gracious gifts which are the reward of united prayer."

Vol. lip. 194.

The choice of the minister, he says, belongs to the

people. The minister, if possible, should serve the

church gratuitously, and live by the labor of his own

hands. This unpaid service he pronounces more noble

and consonant to our Lord's example and that of the

Apostles. In accordance with these views, he favors

the idea of a church consisting of few members.

" All that pertains to the worship of God and the

salvation of believers, all, in short, that is necessary to

constitute a church, may be duly and orderly transacted

I
in a particular church, within the walls of a private house,

I and where the numbers assembled are inconsiderable.
' Nay, such a church, when in compliance with the in-
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terested views of its pastor it allows of an increase of

numbers beyond what is convenient, deprives itself in a

great measure of the advantages to be derived from meet-

ing in common."— Vol. II. j). 194.

He maintains, that ministers are not to monopolize

pubhc instruction, or the administration of the ordi-

nances ; but that all Christians, having sufficient gifts,

are to participate in these services.

" The custom of holding assemblies is to be maintained,

not after the present mode, but according to the apostoli-

cal institution, whi^h did not ordain that an individual,

and he a stipendiary, should have the sole right of speak-

ing from a higher place, but that each believer in turn

should be authorized to speak, or prophesy, or teach, or

exhort, according to his gifts ; insomuch that even the

weakest among the brethren had the privilege of asking

questions, and consulting the elders and more experienced

members of the congregation."— Vol. 11. p. 203. "Any
believer is competent to act as an ordinary minister, ac-

cording as convenience may require, provided only he be
endowed with the necessary gifts ; these gifts constitut-

ing his mission."

—

p. 153. " If therefore it be com-
petent to any believer whatever to preach the gospel, pro-

vided he be furnished with the requisite gifts, it is also

competent to him to administer the rite of baptism ; inas-

much as the latter office is inferior to the former."

—

p.
157. " With regard to the Lord's supper also, it has been
shown, in the preceding chapter, that all are entitled to

participate in that rite, but that the privilege of dispensing

the elements is confined to no particular man, or order of

men."

—

p. 158.

We entirely accord with the spirit of freedom which

these passages breathe ; but from some of the particular

views we dissent. The great error of Milton lies in

supposing that the primitive church was meant to be a

model for all ages. But can we suppose that the church

at its birth, when it was poor, persecuted, hemmed in

by Judaism and Heathenism, supplied imperfectly with
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written rules and records, dependent for instruction

chiefly on inspired teachers, and composed of converts

who had grown up and been steeped in Jewish and

Heathen errors, can we imagine, that in these circum-

stances the church took a form which it ought to retain

as sacred and unalterable, in its triumphs, and pros-

perity, and diffusion, and in ages of greater light and

refinement ? We know that in the first ages there were

no ministers with salaries, or edifices for pubhc wor-

ship. Christians met in private houses, and sometimes

in the obscurest they could find. On these occasions,

the services were not monopohzed by an individual,

but shared by the fraternity ; nor is there a hint in the

New Testament that the administration of the Lord's

supper and baptism was confined to the minister. But

in all this we have no rule for the present day. Indeed

it seems to us utterly repugnant to the idea of a uni-

versal rcHgion, intended for all ages and nations, and

for all the progressive states of society to the end of

the world, to suppose that in its infancy it estabhshed

an order of w^orship, instruction, and discipline, w"hich

was to remain inviolable in all future times. This doc-

trine of an inflexible form seems to us servile, supersti-

tious, and disparaging to Christianity. Our religion is

too spiritual and inward, and cares too little about its

exterior, to bind itself in this everlasting chain. The
acknowledged indefiniteness of the New Testament, in

regard to this subject, is no mean proof of the enlarged

and prospective wisdom of its Founder. We beheve,

that, with the dift\ision of liberal view^s, the question

will arise, whether our rehgion cannot be taught and

administered in methods and forms more adapted, than

those which now prevail, to its spirit and great design,

VOL. I. 6
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to the principles of human nature, and to the condition

and wants of society. Among the changes which may-

grow from this discussion, we do not anticipate the

adoption of Milton's plan of sentencing ministers to

earn their bread by the sweat of their brow ; for we think

that we see reasons, in the general spread of knowledge,

for enlarging their means and opportunities of study and

intellectual culture, that they may meet the increasing

demand for more enlightened inculcation of Christian

truth. At the same time, it seems to us not unlikely,

that, in conformity to Milton's suggestion, public instruc-

tion, instead of continuing to be a monopoly of ministers,

may be extended freely to men of superior intelligence

and piety, and that the results of this arrangement may
be, the infusion of new life, power, and practical wis-

dom into religious teaching, and the substitution of a

more natural, free, and various eloquence, for the tech-

nical and monotonous mode of treating subjects, which

clings so often and so obstinately to the performances

of the pulpit.— Again, we do not expect, among the

changes of forms and outward worship, that Christians,

to meet our author's views, will shut their churches and

meet in private houses ; for large rehgious edifices, and

laige congregations, seem to us among the important

means of collecting, and interesting in Christianity, the

mass of the community. But perhaps narrower asso-

ciations for religious improvement may be formed, in

which the formalities of public worship will be relaxed,

and Christians may reap the benefits of the more fa-

miliar and confidental meetings of the primitive con-

verts. It is indeed a great question, how the public

administration of Christianity, including modes of dis-

cipline, instruction, and worship, may be rendered more
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impressive and effectual. This field is almost untrodden

;

but, if we read aright the signs of the times, the day

for exploring it draws nigh.

We have said, that, whilst we dissent from some of

Milton's views on the subject of our present remarks,

we agree in their spirit. It was evidently the aim of all

his suggestions, to strip the clergy, as they are called,

of that peculiar, artificial sanctity, with which supersti-

tion had long arrayed them, and which had made their

simple, benignant office, one of the worst instruments

of ambition and despotism. We beheve, that this insti-

tution will never exert its true and full power on the

church and on the world, until the childish awe, with

which it has been viewed, shall be exchanged for en-

lightened esteem, and until men, instead of expecting

from it certain mysterious, undefined influences, shall

see in it a rational provision for promoting virtue and

happiness, not by magic, but according to the fixed

laws of human nature.

The remainder of the '' Treatise on Christian Doc-
trine " furnishes topics on which w^e should wilhngly

remark ; but we have only time to glance at the opinions

in which Milton differs from the majority. He rejects

infant baptism, and argues against it with his usual

earnestness and strength. He not only affirms, with

many other Christians, that the fourth commandment,

relating to the Sabbath, is abolished with the rest of

the Mosaic system, but maintains, what few have done,

that under the gospel no time is appointed for pubhc

worship, but that the observance of the first day of the

week rests wholly on expediency, and on the agree-

ment of Christians. He believes, that Christ is to

appear visibly for the judgment of the world, and that
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he will reign a thousand years on earth, at the end of

which period Satan will assail the church with an in-

numerable confederacy, and be overwhelmed with ever-

lasting ruin. He speaks of the judgment as beginning

with Christ's second advent, and as comprehending his

wiiole government through the millennium, as w^ell as

the closing scene, wdien sentence will be pronounced

on evil angels, and on the whole human race. We have

now given, we beheve, all the peculiarities of Milton's

faith. As for that large part of his work, in which

he has accumulated scriptural proofs of doctrines and

duties in which all Christians are agreed, its general

tenor may be understood without farther remarks.

It may now be asked. What is the value of this book ^

We prize it chiefly as a testimony to Milton's profound

reverence for the Christian religion, and an assertion

of the freedom and rights of the mind. We are obhged

to say, that the w^ork throws little new light on the

great subjects of which it treats. Some will say, that

this ought not to surprise us ; for new light is not to

be looked for in the department of theology. But, if

this be true, our religion may be charged with the want

of adaptation to our nature in an essential point ; for

one of the most striking features of the human mind is

its thirst for constantly enlarging knowledge, and its

proneness to lose its interest in subjects vvhich it has

exhausted. The chief cause of Milton's failure was,

that he sought truth too exclusively in the past, and

among the dead. He indeed called no man master,

and disclaimed the authority of Fathers, and was evi-

dently dissatisfied with all the sects which had preceded

or were spread around him. Still he believed in the

perfection of the primitive church, and that Christiani-
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ty, instead of being carried forward, was to be carried

back to its original purity. To use liis own striking

language, " the lovely form of Truth," which Christians

at first embraced, "had been hewn into a thousand

pieces, like the mangled body of Osiris, and scattered

to the four winds ;
" and consequently he believed, that

the great duty of her friends was, "to gather up limb

by limb, and bring together every joint and member."

In conformity v/ith this doctrine, he acted too much as

an eclectic theologian, culhng something from almost

every sect, and endeavouring to form an harmonious

system from materials " gathered from the four winds."

He would have done better, had he sought truth less

in other minds, and more in the comm^union of his own

soul with Scripture, nature, God, and itself. The fact

is, that the church, from its beginning, had been im-

perfect in knowledge and practice, and our business

is, not to rest in the past, but to use it as a means of

a purer and brighter futurity. Christianity began to

be corrupted at its birth, to be debased by earthly

mixtures, as soon as it touched the earth. The seeds

of that corruption, which grew and shot up into the

overshadowing despotism of Papal Rome, v/ere sown

in the age of the Apostles, as we learn in the Epistles
;

and we infer from the condition of the world, that

nothing but a stupendous moral miracle, subverting all

the laws of the human mind, could have prevented their

developement. Who, that understands human nature,

does not laiow, that old associations are not broken up

in a moment ; that, to minds plunged in a midnight

of error, truth must gradually open like the dawning

day ; that old views will mingle wuth the new ; that

old ideas, which we wish to banish, will adhere to

6*
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the old words to which they were formerly attached

;

and that the sudden and entire eradication of long-

rooted errors would be equivalent to the creation of

a new intellect ? How long did the Apostles, under

Christ's immediate tuition, withstand his instructions !

Even Peter, after the miraculous illumination of the

day of Pentecost, remained ignorant, until the mes-

sage from Cornelius, of that glorious feature of Chris-
j

tianity, the abolition of the Jewish peculiarity, and

the equal participation of the Gentiles with the Jews

in the blessings of the Messiah. As soon as Chris-

tianity was preached, it was blended with Judaism,

which had power to neutralize the authority of Paul in

many churches. In like manner, it soon began to be

" spoiled " of its simpHcity, ''by philosophy and science

falsely so called," and to be encumbered by Pagan

ceremonies. The first Christians were indeed brought

into " wonderful light," if their Christian state be com-

pared with the darkness from which they had emerged
;

but not if compared with the perfection of knowledge

to wdiich Christ came to exalt the human race. The
earhest Fathers, as we learn from their works, were

not receptive of large communications of truth. Their

WTitings abound in puerihties and marks of childish

creduhty, and betray that indistinctness of vision,

whxh is experienced by men who issue from thick

darkness into the light of day. In the ages of bar-

barism which followed the fall of the Roman empire,

Christianity, though it answered wise purposes of Provi-

dence, was more and more disfigured and obscured.

The Reformation w^as indeed a glorious era, but

glorious for its reduction of Papal and clerical power,

and for the partial liberation of the mind, rather than
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for immediate improvements of men's apprehensions

of Christianity. Some of the Reformers invented or

brought back as injurious errors as those they over-

threw. Luther's consubstantiation differed from the

Pope's transubstantiation by a syllable, and that was

all the gain ; and we may safely say, that transub-

stantiation was a less monstrous doctrine than the five

points of Calvin. How vain, therefore, was Milton's

search for "the mangled Osiris," for "the lovely form

and immortal features of Truth," in the history of the

church !

Let us not be misunderstood, as if we would cut off

the present age from the past. We mean not, that

Milton should have neglected the labors of his pre-

decessors. He beheved justly, that all the periods and

generations of the human family are bound together

by a sublime connexion, and that the wisdom of each

age is chiefly a derivation from all preceding ages, not

excepting the most ancient, just as a noble stream,

through its whole extent and in its widest overflowings,

still holds communication with its infant springs, gush-

ing out perhaps in the depths of distant forests, or on

the heights of solitary mountains. We only mean to

say, that the stream of religious knowledge is to swell

and grow through its whole course, and to receive new

contributions from gifted minds in successive genera-

tions. We only regret, that Milton did not draw more

from the deep and full fountains of his own soul. We
wash only to teach, that antiquity was the infancy of

our race, and that its acquisitions, instead of being

rested in, are to bear us onward to new heights of truth

and virtue. We mean not to complain of Milton for

not doing more. He rendered to mankind a far greater
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service than that of a teacher of an improved theology

He taught and exemphfied that spirit of intellectual

freedom, through which all the great conquests of

truth are to be achieved, and by which the human mind

is to attain to a new consciousness of its sublime facul-

ties, and to invigorate and expand itself for ever.

We here close our remarks on Milton. In offering

this tribute, we have aimed at something higher than

to express and gratify our admiration of an eminent

man. We believe, that an enlightened and exalted

mind is a brighter manifestation of God than the out-

ward universe ; and we have set forth, as we have been

able, the praises of an illustrious servant of the Most

High, that, through him, glory may redound to the

Father of all spirits, the Fountain of all wisdom and

magnanimous virtue. And still more ; we believe that

the sublime hitelligence of Milton was imparted, not

for his own sake only, but to awaken kindred virtue

and greatness in other souls. Far from regarding

him as standing alone and unapproachable, we believe

that he is an illustration of what all, who are true

to their nature, will become in the progress of their

being ; and we have held him forth, not to excite an

ineffectual admiration, but to stir up our own and

others' breasts to an exhilarating pursuit of high and

ever-growing attainments in intellect and virtue.
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ON THE LIFE AND CHARACTER

OF

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.

1827-28.

The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte by Sir Walter Scott

lias been anticipated with an eagerness, proportioned

to the unrivalled powers of the author, and to the

wotiderful endowments and fortunes of the hero. That

the general expectation has been satisfied, we cannot

affirm. But few will deny, that the writer has given

us a monument of his great talents. The rapidity

with which such a work has been thrown off astonishes

tis. We think, hov/ever, that the author owed to him-

self, and to the pubhc, a more deliberate execution of

this important undertaking. He should either have

abandoned it, or have bestowed on it the long and

patient labor which it required. The marks of negli-

gence and haste, which are spread through the work,

are serious blemishes, and, to more fastidious readers,

inexpiable defects. It wants compression and selec-

tion throughout. Many passages are encumbered with

verbiage. jNIany thoughts are weakened by useless
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expansion and worse than useless repetition. Compari-

sons are accumulated to excess, and, whilst many are

exquisite, perhaps as many are trite and unworthy of

history. The remarks are generally just, but obvious.

We state these defects plainly, that we may express

the more freely our admiration of the talents, which

have executed so rapidly a work so extensive and va-

rious, so rich in information, so fresh and vivid in de-

scription, and furnishing such abundant specimens of a

free, graceful, and vigorous style.

The work has the great merit of impartiality. It is

probably inaccurate in many of its details, but singu-

larly free from prejudice and passion. Not a kw, who

considered that the author was both a Briton and a

friend of the principles and policy of Pitt, were ex-

pecting from his pen a discolored delineation of the

implacable foe of England and of that great minister.

But the rectitude of his mind, and his reverence for

historical truth, have effectually preserved him from

abusing the great power, conferred on him by his

talents, over public opinion. We think, that his laud-

able fear of wronging the enemy of his country, joined

to an admiration of the dazzling quahties of Napoleon,

has led him to soften unduly the crimes of his hero,

and to give more favorable impressions than truth will

warrant.

But enough of the author, who needs not our praise,

and can suffer little by our censure. Our concern is

with his subject. A just estimate of the late Emperor

of France seems to us important. That extraordinary

man, having operated on the world with unprecedented

power during his hfe, is now influencing it by his

character. That character, we apprehend, is not
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viewed as it should be. The kind of admiration which

it inspires, even in free countries, is a bad omen. The
greatest crime against society, that of spoihng it of its

rights and loading it with chains, still fails to movo
that deep abhorrence, which is its due ; and w^hich, if

really felt, would fix on the usurper a brand of indelible

mfamy. Regarding freedom as the chief interest of

human nature, as essential to its intellectual, moral,

and religious progress, we look on men, who have

signalized themselves by their hostility to it, with an

indignation at once stem and sorrowful, which no glare

of successful war, and no admiration of the crowd, can

induce us to suppress. We mean then to speak freely

of Napoleon. But, if we know ourselves, w^e could on

RO account utter one unjust reproach. We speak the

more freely, because conscious of exemption from every

feehng like animosity. We war not with the dead. We
would resist only what we deem the pernicious influence

of the dead. We would devote ourselves to the cause

of freedom and humanity, a cause perpetually betrayed

by the admiration lavished on prosperous crime and all-

grasping ambition. Our great topic will be the Char-

acter of Napoleon ; and with this w^e shall naturally

intersperse reflections on the great interests which he

perpetually influenced.

We begin with observing, that it is an act of justice

to Bonaparte to remember, that he grew up under

disastrous influences, in a troubled day, when men's

minds were convulsed, old institutions overthrown, old

opinions shaken, old restraints snapped asunder ; when

the authority of religion was spurned, and youth aban-

doned to unw^onted license ; when the imagination was

made feverish by visions of indistinct good, and the
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passions swelled, by the sympathy of millions, to a

resistless torrent. A more dangerous school for the

character cannot well be conceived. That all-seeing

Being, who knows the trials of his creatures and the

secrets of the heart, can alone judge to what degree

crimes are extenuated by circumstances so inauspicious.

This we must remember in reviewing the history of

men, who were exposed to trials unknown to ourselves.

But, because the turpitude of an evil agent is diminished

by infelicities of education or condition, we must not

therefore confound the immutable distinctions of right

and wi'ong, and witliliold our reprobation from atroci-

ties which have spread misery and slavery far and

wide.

It is also due to Napoleon to observe, that there has

always existed, and still exists, a mournful obtuseness

of moral feeling in regard to the crimes of mihtary

and pohtical life. The wrong-doing of public men on

a large scale has never drawn upon them that sincere,

hearty abhorrence, which visits private vice. Nations

have seemed to court aggression and bondage, by their

stupid, insane admiration of successful tyrants. The

wrongs, from which men have suffered most, in body

and mind, are yet unpunished. True ; Christianity

has put into our lips censures on the aspiring and the

usurping. But these reproaches are as yet little more

than sounds, and unmeaning commonplaces. They are

repeated for form's sake. When we read or hear them,

we feel that they want depth and strength. They are

not inward, solemn, burning convictions, breaking from

the indignant soul with a tone of reahty, before which

guilt would cower. The true moral feeling in regard

to the crimes of public men is almost to be created.
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We believe, then, that such a character as Bonaparte's

is formed with very Httle consciousness of its turpitude
;

and society, which contributes so much to its growth,

is responsible for its existence, and merits in part the

misery wiiich it spreads.

Of the early influences, under which Bonaparte was

formed, we know little. He was educated in a military

school, and this, we apprehend, is not an institution to

form much delicacy, or independence of moral feeling
;

for the young soldier is taught, as his first duty, to

obey his superior without consulting his conscience
;

to take human life at another's bidding ; to perform

that deed, which above all others requires deliberate

conviction, without a moment's inquiry as to its justice ;

and to place himself a passive instrument in hands,

which, as all history teaches, often reek with blood

causelessly shed.

His first political association was with the Jacobins,

the most sanguinary of all the factions which raged in

France, and whose sway is emphatically called "the

reign of terror." The service, which secured his com-

mand in Italy, was the turning of his artillery on the

people, who, however dangerous when acting as a

mob, happened in the present case to understand their

rights, and were directing their violence against mani-

fest usurpation.

His first campaign was in Italy, and we have still a

vivid recollection of the almost rapturous admiration,

with which we followed his first triumphs ; for then we

were simple enough to regard him as the chosen guar-

dian of liberty. His pecuhar tactics were not then un-

derstood ; the secret of his success had not reached us

VOL. I. 7
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and his rapid victories stimulated the imagination to

invest him with the mysterious powers of a hero of

romance. We confess, that we cannot now read the

history of his Italian wars without a quickened move-

ment in the veins. The rapidity of his conceptions ;

the inexhaustibleness of his invention ; the energy of

his will ; the decision which suffered not a moment's

pause between the purpose and its execution ; the pres-

ence of mind, which, amidst sudden reverses and on

the brink of ruin, devised the means of safety and suc-

cess ; these commanding attributes, added to a courage,

which, however suspected afterwards, never faltered

then, compel us to bestow, what indeed we have no

desire to withhold, the admiration which is due to su-

perior power.

Let not the friends of peace be offended. We have

said, and we repeat it, that we have no desire to with-

hold our admiration from the energies, which war often

awakens. Great powers, even in their perversion, at-

test a glorious nature, and we may feel their grandeur,

whilst we condemn, with our whole strength of mora

feeling, the evil passions by which they are depraved.

We are willing to grant that war, abhor it as we may,

often developes, and places in strong hght, a force of

intellect and purpose, which raises our conceptions of

the human soul. There is perhaps no moment in life,

in which the mind is brought into such intense action,

in which the will is so strenuous, and in which irrepres-

sible excitement is so tempered with self-possession, as

in the hour of battle. Still the greatness of the war-

rior is poor and low compared with the magnanimity

of virtue. It vanishes before the greatness of principle.

The martyr to humanity, to freedom, or religion ; tho
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unshrinking adherent of despised and deserted truth,

who, alone, unsupported, and scorned, with no crowd

to infuse into him courage, no variety of objects to

draw his thoughts from himself, no opportunity of effort

or resistance to rouse and nourish energy, still yields

himself calmly, resolutely, with invincible philanthropy,

to bear prolonged and exquisite suffering, which one

retracting word might remove,— such a man is as su-

perior to the warrior, as the tranquil and boundless

heavens above us, to the low earth we tread beneath

our feet.

We have spoken of the energies of mind called forth

by war. If we may be allowed a short digression,

wdiich however bears directly on our main subject, the

merits of Napoleon, we would observe, that military

talent, even of the highest order, is far from holding

the first place among intellectual endowments. It is

one of the lower forms of genius ; for it is not conver-

sant with the highest and richest objects of thought.

We grant that a mind, which takes in a wide country

at a glance, and understands, almost by intuition, the

positions it affords for a successful campaign, is a com-

prehensive and vigorous one. The general, who dis-

poses his forces so as to counteract a greater force ;

who supplies by skill, science, and invention, the want

of numbers ; who dives into the counsels of his enemy,

and who gives unity, energy, and success to a vast

variety of operations, in the midst of casualties and

obstructions which no wisdom could foresee, manifests

great power. But still the chief work of a general is

to apply physical force ; to remove physical obstruc-

tions ; to avail himself of physical aids and advantages
;

to act on matter ; to overcome rivers, ramparts, moun-
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tains, and human muscles ; and these are not the

highest objects of mind, nor do they demand intelli-

gence of the highest order ; and accordingly nothing

is more common than to find men, eminent in this

department, who are wanting in the noblest energies

of the soul ; in habits of profound and liberal thinking,

in imagination and taste, in the capacity of enjoying

works of genius, and in large and original views of

human nature and society. The office of a great

general does not differ widely from that of a great

mechanician, whose business it is to frame new com-

binations of physical forces, to adapt them to new cir-

cumstances, and to remove new obstructions. Accord-

ingly great generals, away from the camp, are often

no greater men than the mechanician taken from his

workshop. In conversation they are often dull. Deep
and refined reasonings they cannot comprehend. We
know that there are splendid exceptions. Such was

Cesar, at once the greatest soldier and the most saga-

cious statesman of his age, whilst, in eloquence and

literature, he left behind him almost all, who had de-

voted themselves exclusively to these pursuits. But

such cases are rare. The conqueror of Napoleon, the

hero of Waterloo, possesses undoubtedly great mili-

tary talents ; but we do not understand, that his most

partial admirers claim for him a place in the highest

class of minds. We will not go down for illustration

to such men as Nelson, a man great on the deck, but

debased by gross vices, and who never pretended to

enlargement of intellect. To institute a comparison

in point of talent and genius between such men and

Milton, Bacon, and Shakspeare, is almost an insult on

these illustrious names. Who can think of these truly
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great intelligences ; of the range of their minds through

heaven and earth; of their deep intuition into the soul
;

of their new and glowing combinations of thought ; of

the energy with which they grasped, and subjected to

their main purpose, the infinite materials of illustration

which nature and hfe afford,— who can think of the

forms of transcendent beauty and grandeur which they

created, or which were rather emanations of their own
minds ; of the calm wisdom and fervid imagination

which they conjoined ; of the voice of power, in which

" though dead, they still speak," and awaken intellect,

sensibility, and genius in both hemispheres, — who can

think of such men, and not feel the immense inferiority

of the most gifted warrior, whose elements of thought

are physical forces and physical obstructions, and

whose employment is the combination of the lowest

class of objects, on which a powerful mind can be em-

ployed.

We return to Napoleon. His splendid victories in

Italy spread his name like hghtning through the civil-

ized vrorld. Unhappily they emboldened him to those

unprincipled and open aggressions, to the indulgence

of that lawless, imperious spirit, which marked his fu-

ture course, and kept pace with his growing power.

In his victorious career, he soon came in contact with

states, some of which, as Tuscany and Venice, had

aclmowledged the French Repubhc, whilst others, as

Parma and Modena, had observed a strict neutrality.

The old-fashioned laws of nations, under which such

states would have found shelter, seemed never to have

crossed the mind of the young victor. Not satisfied

with violating the neutrality of all, he seized the port

of Leghorn, and ruined the once flourishing commerce
7*
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of Tuscany ; and, having exacted heavy tribute from

Parma and Modena, he compelled these powers to

surrender, what had hitherto been held sacred in the

utmost extremities of war, some of their choicest pic-

tures, the chief ornaments of their capitals. We are

sometimes told of the good done by Napoleon to Italy.

But we have heard his name pronounced as indignant-

ly there as here. An Italian cannot forgive him for

robbing that country of its noblest works of art, its

dearest treasures and glories, which had made it a land

of pilgrimage to men of taste and genius from the

whole civilized world, and which had upheld and sol-

aced its pride under conquest and humiliation. From

this use of power in the very dawn of his fortunes, it

might easily have been foretold, what part he would

act in the stormy day which was approaching, when

the sceptre of France and Europe was to be offered

to any strong hand, which should be daring enough to

grasp it.

Next to Italy, Egypt became the stage for the dis-

play of Napoleon ; Egypt, a province of the Grand

Signior, with whom France was in profound peace,

and who, according to the long established relations of

Europe, was her natural ally. It would seem that this

expedition was Bonaparte's own project. His motives

are not very distinctly stated by his biographer. We
doubt not that his great aim was conspicuousness. He
chose a theatre where all eyes could be turned upon

him. He saw that the time for usurpation had not yet

come in France. To use his ovra language, "the fruit

was not yet ripe." He wanted a field of action which

would draw upon him the gaze of the world, and from

which he might return at the favorable moment for the
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prosecution of his enterprises at home. At the same

time he undoubtedly admitted into his mind, which

success had already intoxicated, some vague, wild hope

of making an impression on the Eastern world, w^hich

might place its destinies at his command, and give him

a throne more enviable than Europe could bestow. His

course in the East exhibited the same lawlessness, the

same contempt of all restraints on his power, which w^e

have already noted. No means, which promised suc-

cess, were thought the worse for their guilt. It was

not enough for him to boast of his triumphs over the

cross, or to profess Mahometanism. He claimed inspi-

ration, and a commission from God, and was anxious

to join the character of prophet to that of hero. This

was the beginning of the great weaknesses and errors

into which he was betrayed by that spirit of self-exag-

geration, which, under the influence of past success and

of unbounded flattery, was already growing into a kind

of insanity. In his own view he was fit to be a compeer

with Mahomet. His greatness in his own eyes made
him blind to the folly of urging his supernatural claims

on the Turk, w^ho contemned, even more than he

abhorred, a Frank ; and who would sooner have sold

himself a slave to Christians, than have acknowledged

a renegade Christian as a sharer of the glories of

Mahomet. It was not enough for Bonaparte, on this

expedition, to insult God, to show an impiety as foolish

as it was daring. He proceeded to trample on the

sentiments and dictates of humanity with equal har-

dihood. The massacre of Jaffa is universally known.

Twelve hundred prisoners, and probably more, who
had surrendered themselves to Napoleon, and were ap-

parently admitted to quarter, were two days afterwards
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marched out of the fort, divided into small bodies, and

then deliberately shot, and, in case the musket was not

effectual, were despatched by bayonets. This was an

outrage, which cannot be sheltered by the laws and

usages of war, barbarous as they are. It was the deed

of a bandit and savage, and ought to be execrated by

good men, who value and would preserve the mitiga-

tions which Christianity has infused into the conduct

of national hostilities.

The next great event in Bonaparte's history was the

usurpation of the supreme power of the state, and the

estabhshment of military despotism over France. On
the particulars of this criminal act we have no desire

to enlarge, nor are we anxious to ascertain, whether

our hero, on this occasion, lost his courage and self-

possession, as he is reported to have done. We are

more anxious to express our convictions of the turpi-

tude of this outrage on liberty and justice. For this

crime but one apology can be offered. Napoleon, it

is said, seized the reins, when, had he let them slip,

they would have fallen into other hands. He enslaved

France at a moment, when, had he spared her, she

would have found another tyrant. Admitting the truth

of the plea, what is it but the reasoning of the high-

wayman, who robs and murders the traveller, because

the booty was about to be seized by another hand, or

because another dagger was ready to do the bloody

deed ? We are aware that the indignation, with which

we regard this crime of Napoleon, will find a response

in few breasts ; for to the multitude a throne is a temp-

tation which no virtue can be expected to withstand.

But moral truth is immovable amidst the sophistry,

ridicule, and abject reasonings of men, and the time
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will come, when It will find a meet voice to give it

utterance. Of all crimes against society, usurpation

is the blackest. He who lifts a parricidal hand against

his country's rights and freedom ; who plants his foot

on the necks of thirty millions of his fellow-creatures ;

who concentrates in his single hand the powders of a

mighty empire ; and who wields its powers, squanders

its treasures, and pours forth its blood like water, to

make other nations slaves and the world his prey, —

•

this man, as he unites all crimes in his sanguinary

career, so he should be set apart by the human race

for their unmingled and unmeasured abhorrence, and

should bear on his guilty head a mark as opprobrious

as that which the first murderer wore. We cannot

think with patience of one man fastening chains on a

whole people, and subjecting millions to his single will

;

of whole regions overshadowed by the tyranny of a

frail being like ourselves. In anguish of spirit we
exclaim. How long will an abject world kiss the foot

which tramples it ? How long shall crime find shelter

in its very aggravations and excess ?

Perhaps it may be said, that our indignation seems

to light on Napoleon, not so much because he was a

despot, as because he became a despot by usurpation ;

that we seem not to hate tyranny itself, so much as a

particular mode of gaining it. We do indeed regard

usurpation as a crime of peculiar blackness, especially

when committed, as in the case of Napoleon, in the

name of hberty. All despotism, however, whether

usurped or hereditary, is our abhorrence. We regard

it as the most grievous wrong and insult to the hu-

man race. But towards the hereditary despot we have

more of compassion than indignation. Nursed and
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brought up in delusion, worshipped from his cradle,

never spoken to in the tone of fearless truth, taught

to look on the great mass of his fellow-beings as an

inferior race, and to regai'd despotism as a law of

nature and a necessary element of social hfe ; such

a prince, whose education and condition almost deny

him the possibility of acquiring healthy moral feeling

and manly virtue, must not be judged severely. Still,

in absolving the despot from much of the guilt which

seems at first to attach to his unlawful and abused

power, we do not the less account despotism a wrong

and a curse. The time for its fail, we trust, is coming.

It cannot fall too soon. It has long enough wrung

from the laborer his hard earnings ; long enough

squandered a nation's wealth on its parasites and min-

ions ; long enough warred against the freedom of the

mind, and arrested the progress of truth. It has filled

dungeons enough with the brave and good, and shec

enough of the blood of patriots. Let its end come.

It cannot come too soon.

We have now followed Bonaparte to the moment of

possessing himself of the supreme power. Those who

were associated with him in subverting the government

of the Directory, essayed to lay restraints on the First

Consul, who was to take their place. But he indig-

nantly repelled them. He held the sword, and, with

this, not only intimidated the selfish, but awed and

silenced the patriotic, who saw too plainly, that it could

only be wrested from him by renewing the horrors of

the Revolution. — We now proceed to consider some of

the means, by which he consolidated his power, and

raised it into the imperial dignity. We consider these

as much more important illustrations of his character
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than his successive campaigns, to which according!}'

we shall give little attention.

One of his first measures for giving stability to his

power was certainly a wise one, and was obviously

dictated by his situation and character. Having seized

the first dignity in the state by military force, and

leaning on a devoted soldiery, he was under no neces-

sity of binding himself to any of the parties which had

distracted the country, a vassalage to which his domi-

neering spirit could ill have stooped. Pohcy and his

love of mastery pointed out to him an indiscriminate

employment of the leading men of all parties ; and not

a (ew of these had become so selfish and desperate

in the disastrous progress of the Revolution, that they

were ready to break up old connexions, and to divide

tlie spoils of the Repubhc with a master. Accordingly

he adopted a system of comprehension and lenity, from

which even the emigrants were not excluded, and had

the satisfaction of seeing ahnost the whole talent, which

1 the Revolution had quickened, leagued in the execution

of his plans. Under the able men, whom he called to

I his aid, the finances and the war department, which

had fallen into a confusion that threatened ruin to the

State, were soon restored to order, and means and

forces provided for retrieving the recent defeats and

disgraces of the French armies.

This leads us to mention another and most impor-

tant and effectual means by which Napoleon secured

and enlarged his power. We refer to the brilliant

campaign immediately following his elevation to the

Consulate, and which restored to France the ascen-

dency which she had lost during his absence. On his

success at this juncture his future fortunes wholly de-
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pended. It was in this campaign that he proved him-

self the worthy rival of Hannibal. The energy which

conducted an army, with its cavalry, artillery, and sup-

plies, across the Alps, by untried paths, which only the

chamois hunter, born and bred amidst glaciers and

everlasting snows, had trodden, gave the impression,

which of all others he most desired to spread, of his

superiority to nature, as well as to human opposition.

This enterprise was in one view a fearful omen to

Europe. It showed a power ov^er the minds of his

soldiers, the effects of which were not to be calculated.

The conquest of St. Bernard by a French army was

the boast of the nation ; but a still more wonderful

thing was, the capacity of the general to inspire into

that army the intense force, confidence, resolution, and

patience, by which alone the work could be accom-

phshed. The victory of Marengo, gained by one of

the accidents of war in the moment of apparent defeat

and ruin, secured to Bonaparte the dominion which he

coveted. France, who, in her madness and folly, had

placed her happiness in conquest, now felt that the

glory of her arms was safe only in the hands of the

First Consul ; whilst the soldiery, who held the sceptre

in their gift, became more thoroughly satisfied, that

triumph and spoils waited on his standard.

Another important and essential means of securing,

and building up his power, was the system of espionage,

called the Police, which, under the Directory, had

received a developement worthy of those friends of

freedom, but which was destined to be perfected by the

wisdom of Napoleon. It would seem as if despotism,

profiting by the experience of ages, had put forth her

whole skill and resources in forming the French po-
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lice, and had framed an engine, never to be surpassed,

for stifling the faintest breathings of disaffection, and

chaining every free thought. This system of espionage,

(we are proud that we have no Enghsh word for the

infernal machine,) had indeed been used under all

tyrannies. But it wanted the craft of Fouche, and

the energy of Bonaparte, to disclose all its powers. In

the language of our author, " it spread through all the

ramifications of society ;
" that is, every man, of the least

importance in the community, had the eye of a spy

upon him. He was watched at home as well as abroad,

in the boudoir and theatre, in the brothel and gaming-

house ; and these last-named haunts furnished not a

few ministers of the Argus-eyed Police. There was

an ear open through all France to catch the whispers

of discontent; a power of evil, which aimed to rival, in

omnipresence and invisibleness, the benignant agency

of the Deity. Of all instruments of tyranny, this is

the most detestable. It chills social intercourse ; locks

up the heart ; infects and darkens men's minds with

mutual jealousies and feai's ; and reduces to system a

wary dissimulation, subversive of force and manliness

of character. We find, however, some consolation in

leai'ning that tyrants are the prey of distrust, as well

as the people over whom they set this cruel guard ; that

tyrants cannot confide in their own spies, but must keep

watch over the machinery which we have described, lest

it recoil upon themselves. Bonaparte at the head of

an army is a dazzling spectacle ; but Bonaparte, head-

ing a horde of spies, compelled to doubt and fear these

base instruments of his power, compelled to divide them

into bands, and to receive daily reports from each, so

that, by balancing them against each other and sifting

VOL. I. 8
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their testimony, he might gather the truth ; Bonaparte,

thus employed, is any thing but imposing. It requires

no great elevation of thought to look down on such an

occupation with scorn ; and we see, in the anxiety and

degradation which it involves, the beginning of that

retribution which tyranny cannot escape.

Another means by w^hich the First Consul protected

his power can excite no wonder. That he should fetter

the press, should banish or imprison refractory editors,

should subject the journals and more important works

of literature to jealous superintendence, these were

things of course. Free writing and despotism are such

implacable foes, that we hardly think of blaming a ty-

rant for keeping no terms with the press. He cannot

do it. He might as reasonably choose a volcano for

the foundation of his throne. Necessity is laid upon

him, unless he is in love with ruin, to check the bold

and honest expression of thought. But the necessity is

his own choice ; and let infamy be that man's portion,

who seizes a power which he cannot sustain, but by

dooming the mind through a vast empire to slavery,

and by turning the press, that great organ of truth, into

an instrument of public delusion and debasement.

We pass to another means of removing obstructions

to his power and ambition, still worse than the last.

We refer to the terror which he spread by his severities,

just before assuming the imperial power. The murder

of the Duke d'Enghien was justified by Napoleon as a

method of striking fear into the Bourbons, who, as he

said, were plotting his death. This may have been one

jnotive ; for we have reason to think that he was about

ihat time threatened with assassination. But we be-

lieve still more, that he intended to awe into acqui-
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escence the opposition, which, he knew, would be

awakened in many breasts, by the prostration of the

forms of the repubhc, and the open assumption of the

imperial dignity. There were times when Bonaparte

disclaimed the origination of the murder of the Duke
d'Enghien. But no other could have originated it.

It bears internal marks of its author. The boldness,

decision, and overpowering rapidity of the crime, point

unerringly to the soul where it was conceived. We be-

lieve that one great recommendation of this murder was,

that it would strike amazement and terror into France

and Europe, and show that he was prepared to shed

any blood, and to sweep before him every obstruction,

in his way to absolute power. Certain it is, that the

open murder of the Duke d'Enghien, and the justly

suspected assassinations of Pichegru and Wright, did

create a dread, such as had not been felt before ; and,

whilst on previous occasions some faint breathings of

liberty were to be heard in the legislative bodies, only

one voice, that of Carnot, was raised against investing

Bonaparte with the imperial crown, and laying France,

an unprotected victim, at his feet.

There remain for our consideration other means em-

ployed by Bonaparte for building up and estabhshing

his power, of a different character from those we have

named, and which on this account we cannot pass

without notice. One of these was the Concordat

which he extorted from the Pope, and which professed

to reestablish the Catholic religion in France. Our
religious prejudices have no influence on our judgment

of this measure. We make no objections to it, as the

restoration of a worship which on many accounts we
condemn. We view it now simply as an instrument of
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policy, and, in this light, it seems to us no proof of thej

sagacity of Bonaparte. It helps to confirm in us anl

impression, which other parts of his history give usJ

that he did not understand the peculiar character of

his age, and the peculiar and original pohcy which it

demanded. He always used commonplace means of

power, although the unprecedented times in which he

lived, required a system, which should combine untried

resources, and touch new springs of action. Because

old governments had found a convenient prop in reli-

gion. Napoleon imagined that it was a necessary appen-

dage and support of his sway, and resolved to restore

it. But at this moment there were no foundations in

France for a religious establishment, which could give

strength and a character of sacredness to the supreme

power. There was comparatively no faith, no devout

feeling, and still more, no superstition to supply the

place of these. The time for the reaction of the re-

ligious principle had not yet arrived ; and a more hkely

means of retarding it could hardly have been devised,

than the nursing care extended to the church by Bona-

parte, the recent Mussulman, the known despiser of

the ancient faith, who had no worship at heart but the

worship of himself. Instead of bringing religion to the

aid of the state, it was impossible that such a man

should touch it, without loosening the faint hold which

it yet retained on the people. There were none so

ignorant as to be the dupes of the First Consul in this

particular. Every man, woman, and child knew that

he was playing the part of a juggler. Not one religious

association could be formed with his character or gov-

ernment. It was a striking proof of the self-exagger-

ating vanity of Bonaparte, and of his ignorance of the
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higher principles of human nature, that he not only

hoped to revive and turn to his account the old rehgion,

but imagined, that he could, if necessary, have created

a new one. " Had the Pope never existed before, he

should have been made for the occasion," was the

speech of this political charlatan ; as if religious opin-

ion and feeling were things to be manufactured by a

consular decree. Ancient legislators, by adopting and

sympathizing with popular and rooted superstitions,

were able to press them into the service of their insti-

tutions. They were wise enough to build on a pre-

.existing faith, and studiously to conform to it. Bona-

parte, in a country of infidelity and atheism, and whilst

unable to refrain from sarcasms on the system which

he patronized, was weak enough to believe that he

might make it a substantial support of his government.

He undoubtedly congratulated himself on the terms,

which he exacted from the Pope, and which had never

been conceded to the most powerful monarchs ; for-

getting that his apparent success was the defeat of his

plans ; for, just as far as he severed the church from

the supreme pontiff, and placed himself conspicuously at

its head, he destroyed the only connexion which could

give it influence. Just so far its power over opinion

and conscience ceased. It became a coarse instru-

ment of state, contemned by the people, and serving

only to demonstrate the aspiring views of its master.

Accordingly the French bishops in general refused to

hold their dignities under this new head, preferred exile

to the sacrifice of the rights of the church, and left

behind them a hearty abhorrence of the Concordat

among the more zealous members of their communion.

Happy would it have been for Napoleon, had he left

8*
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the Pope and the church to themselves. By occasion-

ally recognising and employing, and then insulting and

degrading, the Roman pontiff, he exasperated a large

part of Christendom, fastened on himself the brand of

impiety, and awakened a religious hatred which con-

tributed its full measure to his fall. |

As another means employed by Bonaparte for giving

strength and honor to his government, we may name

the grandeur of his public works, which he began in

his consulate and continued after his accession to the

imperial dignity. These dazzled France, and still im-

press travellers with admiration. Could we separate

these from his history, and did no other indication of

his character survive, w^e should undoubtedly honor

him with the title of a beneficent sovereign ; but, con-

nected as they are, they do little or nothing to change

our conceptions of him as an all-grasping, unprincipled

usurper. Paris was the chief object of these labors

;

and surely we cannot wonder, that he who aimed at

universal dominion, should strive to improve and adorn

the metropolis of his empire. It is the practice of

despots to be lavish of expense on the royal residence

and the seat of government. Travellers in France,

as in other countries of the continent, are struck and

pained by the contrast between the magnificent capital

and the mud-walled village and uninteresting province.

Bonaparte had a special motive for decorating Paris,

for " Paris is France," as has often been observed ;

and, in conciliating the vanity of the great city, he

secured the obedience of the whole country. The

boasted internal improvements of Napoleon scarcely

deserve to be named, if we compare their influence

with the operation of his public measures. The con-
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scrlption, which drew from agriculture its most effective

laborers, and his continental system, which sealed up

every port and annihilated the commerce of his empire,

drained and exhausted France to a degree, for which

his artificial stimulants of industry, and his splendid

projects, afforded no compensation. Perhaps the most

admired of all his pubUc works is the road over the

Simplon, to which all travellers concur in giving the

epithet, stupendous. But it ought not to amaze us,

that he, who was aspiring at unhmited dominion, should

establish communications between the different prov-

inces of his empire. It ought not to amaze us, that

he, who had scaled the glaciers of St. Bernard, should

covet some easier passage for pouring his troops into

Italy ; nor is it very w^onderful, that a sovereign, w*ho

commanded the revenues of Europe, and who hved in

an age when civil engineering had been advanced to a

perfection before unknown, should accomplish a bolder

enterprise than his predecessors. We would add, that

Napoleon must divide wuth Fabbroni the glory of the

road over the Simplon ; for the genius, which contrived

and constructed, is more properly its author, than the

will which commanded it.

There is however one great work, which gives Bona-

parte a fair claim on the gratitude of posterity and en-

titles him to an honorable renown. We refer to the

new code of laws, which w^as given to France under

his auspices. His participation in this work has indeed

been unwarrantably and ridiculously magnified. Be-

cause he attended the meetings of the commissioners

to whom it was assigned, and made some useful and

sagacious suggestions, he has been praised, as if he

had struck out, by the miraculous force of his genius,
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a new code of laws. The truth is, that he employed

for this work, as he should have done, the most emi-

nent civilians of the empire ; and it is also true, that

these learned men have little claim to originality ; for,

as our author observes, the code " has few peculiarities

making a difference between its principles and those

of the Roman law." In other words, they preferred

wisdom to novelty. Still Bonaparte deserves great

praise for his interest in the work, for the impulse he

gave to those to whom it was committed, and for the

time and thought, which, amidst the cares of a vast

empire, he bestowed upon it. That his ambition in-

cited him to this labor, we doubt not. He meant to

entwine the laurels of Justinian with those of Alex-

ander. But w^e will not quarrel with ambition, when

it is wise enough to devote itself to the happiness of

mankind. In the present case, he showed that he

understood something of true glory ; and we prize the

instance more, because it stands almost alone in his

history. We look on the conqueror, the usurper, the

spoiler of kingdoms, the insatiable despot, with disgust,

and see in all these characters an essential vulgarness

of mind. But, when we regard him as a Fountain of

Justice to a vast empire, we recognise in him a resem-

blance to the just and benignant Deity, and cheerfully

accord to him the praise of bestowing on a nation one

of the greatest gifts, which it is permitted to man to

confer. It was however the misery of Bonaparte, a

curse brought on him by his crimes, that he could

touch nothing without leaving on it the polluting mark

of despotism. His usurpation took from him the power

of legislating with magnanimity, where his own interest

was concerned. He could provide for the administra-
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tioii of justice between man and man, but not between

the citizen and the ruler. Political offences, the very

class which ought to be submitted to a jury, w^ere de-

nied that mode of trial. Juries might decide on other

criminal questions ; but they were not to be permitted to

interpose between the despot and the ill-fated subjects,

who might fall under his suspicion. These were ar-

raigned before "special tribunals, invested with a half

military character," the ready ministers of nefarious

prosecutions, and only intended to cloak by legal forms

the murderous purpose of the tyrant.

We have thus considered some of the means by

which Bonaparte consolidated and extended his power.

We now see him advanced to that imperial throne, on

which he had long fixed his eager eye. We see France

alternately awed and dazzled by the influences we have

described, and at last surrendering, by public, deliber-

ate acts, without a struggle or a show of opposition,

her rights, liberties, interests, and power to an absolute

master and to his posterity for ever. Thus perished

the name and forms of the Repubhc. Thus perished

the hopes of philanthropy. The air, which a few

years ago resounded with the shouts of a great people

casting away their chains, and claiming their birth-

right of freedom, now rung with the servile cries of

long life to a blood-stained usurper. There were in-

deed generous spirits, true patriots, like our own La
Fayette, still left in France. But, few and scattered,

they w^ere left to shed in secret the tears of sorrowful

and indignant despair. By this base and disastrous

issue of their revolution, the French nation not only

renounced their own rights, but brought reproach on
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the cause of freedom, which years cannot wash away.

This is to us a more painful recollection, than all the

desolations which France spread through Europe, and

than her own bitter sufierings, when the hour of retri-

bution came upon her. The fields which she laid

waste are again waving with harvest ; and the groans

which broke forth through her cities and villages, when

her bravest sons perished by thousands and ten thou-

sands on the snows of Russia, have died away, and her

wasted population is renewed. But the wounds which

she inflicted on freedom by the crimes perpetrated in

that sacred name, and by the abject spirit with which

that sacred cause was deserted, are still fresh and

bleeding. France not only subjected herself to a ty-

rant, but what is worse, she has given tyranny every-

where new pleas and arguments, and emboldened it to

preach openly, in the face of heaven, the impious doc-

trines of absolute power and unconditional submission.

Napoleon was now Emperor of France ; and a man

unacquainted with human nature would think, that such

an empire, whose bounds now extended to the Rhine,

might have satisfied even an ambitious man. But Bona-

parte obeyed that law of progress, to which the high-

est minds are peculiarly subjected ; and acquisition

inflamed, instead of appeasing, the spirit of domin-

ion. He had long proposed to himself the conquest

of Europe, of the world ; and the title of Emperor

added intenseness to this purpose. Did we not fear,

that by repetition we might impair the conviction which

we are most anxious to impress, we would enlarge on

the enormity of the guilt involved in the project of

universal empire. Napoleon knew distinctly the price,

which he must pay for the eminence which he coveted.
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He knew that the path to it lay over wounded and

slaughtered milhons, over putrefying heaps of his fel-

low-creatures, over ravaged fields, smoking ruins, pil-

laged cities. He knew that his steps would be followed

by the groans of widowed mothers and famished or-

phans ; of bereaved friendship and despairing love ; and

that, in addition to this amount of misery, he would

create an equal amount of crime, by multiplying indefi-

nitely the instruments and participators of his rapine

and fraud. He knew the price, and resolved to pay it.

But we do not insist on a topic, which few, very few

as yet, understand or feel. Turning then for the pres-

ent from the moral aspect of this enterprise, we will

view it in another light, which is of great importance

to a just estimate of his claims on admiration. We
will inquire into the nature and fitness of the measures

and pohcy which he adopted, for compassing the sub-

jugation of Europe and the world.

We ^re aware, that this discussion may expose us to

the charge of great presumption. It may be said that

men, having no access to the secrets of cabinets, and

no participation in public affairs, are not the best judges

of the policy of such a man as Napoleon. This we ai'e

not anxious to disprove. We do not deny the disad-

vantages of our position, nor shall we quarrel with our

readers for questioning the soundness of our opinions.

But we will say, that though distant, we have not been

indifferent observers of the great events of our age,

and that, though conscious of exposure to many errors,

we have a strong persuasion of the substantial correct-

ness of our views. We express then, without reserve,

our belief, that the policy of Napoleon was wanting in

sagacity, and that he proved himself incapable, as we
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before suggested, of understanding the character and

answering the demands of his age. His system was a

repetition of old means, when the state of the world

was new. The sword and the pohce, which had sufficed

him for enslaving France, were not the only powers

required for his designs against the human race. Other
;

resources were to be discovered or created ; and the

genius for calhng them forth did not, we conceive, be-

long to Napoleon.

The circumstances, under which Napoleon aspired

to universal empire, differed in many respects from

those, under which former conquerors were placed. It

was easy for Rome, when she had subdued kingdoms,

to reduce them to provinces and to govern them by

force ; for nations at that period were bound together

by no tie. They had litde communication with each

other. Differences of origin, of religion, of manners,

of language, of modes of warfare ; differences aggra-

vated by long and ferocious wars, and by the 'general

want of civilization, prevented joint action, and almost

all concern for one another's fate. Modern Europe, on

the other hand, was an assemblage of civihzed states,

closely connected by commerce, by literature, by a

common faith, by interchange of thoughts and improve-

ments, and by a policy which had for ages proposed, as

its chief object, the establishment of such a balance of

power as would secure national independence. Under

these influences the human mind had made great pro-

gress ; and in truth the French revolution had resulted

from an unprecedented excitement and developement of

men's faculties, and from the extension of power and

intelligence through a vastly wider class, than had par-

ticipated in them at any former period. The very
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power, which Napoleon was wielding, might be traced

to an enthusiasm essentially generous, and manifesting

a tendency of the civilized world to better institutions.

It is plain, that the old plans of conquest, and the

maxims of comparatively barbarous ages, did not suit

such a state of society. An ambitious man was to

make his way, by allying himself with the new move-

ments and excitements of the world. The existence

of a vast maritime power like England, which, by its

command of the ocean and its extensive commerce, was

brought into contact with every community, and which

at the same time enjoyed the enviable preeminence

of possessing the freest institutions in Europe, was of

itself a sufficient motive for a great modification of the

policy, by which one state was now to be placed at the

head of the nations. The peculiar character and influ-

ence of England, Bonaparte seemed indeed never able

to comprehend ; and the violent measures, by which

he essayed to tear asunder the old connexions of that

country v.ith the continent, only gave them strength,

by adding to the ties of interest those of sympathy, of

common suffering, and common danger.

Force and corruption were the great engines of

I Napoleon, and he phed them without disguise or re-

; serve, not caring how far he insulted, and armed against

! himself, the moral and national feelings of Europe.

iHis great reliance was on the military spirit and energy

jof the French people. To make France a nation of

'soldiers w^as the first and main instrument of his policy
;

land here he was successful. The revolution indeed

ihad in no small degree done this work to his hands.

I

To complete it, he introduced a national system of

I

education, having for its plain end to train the w^hole

! VOL. I. 9
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youth of France to a military life, to familiarize the

mind to this destination from its earliest years, and to

associate the idea of glory almost exclusively with arms.

The conscription gave full efficacy to this system ; for,

as every young man in the empire had reason to an-

ticipate a summons to the army, the first object in

education naturally was, to fit him for the field. The
public honors bestowed on mihtary talent, and a rig-

orous impartiality in awarding promotion to merit, so

that no origin, however obscure, w^as a bar to what

were deemed the highest honors of Europe, kindled

the ambition of the whole people into a flame, and

directed it exclusively to the camp. It is true, the

conscription, which thinned so terribly the ranks of her

youth, and spread anxiety and bereavement through

all her dwelhngs, was severely felt in France. But

Napoleon knew the race whom it was his business to

manage ; and by the glare of victory, and the title of

the Grand Empire, he succeeded in reconciling them

for a time to the most painful domestic privations, and

to an unexampled waste of life. Thus he secured,

what he accounted the most important instrument of

dominion, a great military force. But, on the other

hand, the stimulants, which, for this purpose, he was

forced to apply perpetually to French vanity, the osten-

tation with which the invincible power of France was

trumpeted to the world, and the haughty, vaunting style

which became the most striking characteristic of that

intoxicated people, were perpetual irritations of the

national spirit and pride of Europe, and implanted a

deep hatred towards the new and insulting empire,

which waited but for a favorable moment to repay

with interest the debt of humiliation.
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The condition of Europe forbade, as we believe, the

estabhshment of universal monarchy by mere physical

force. The sword, however important, was now to play

but a secondary part. The true course for Napoleon

seems to us to have been indicated, not only by the

state of Europe, but by the means which France in the

beginning of her revolution had found most eftectual.

He should have identified himself with some great in-

terests, opinion, or institutions, by which he might have

bound to himself a large party in every nation. He
should have contrived to make at least a specious cause

against all old establishments. To contrast himself

most strikingly and most advantageously with former

governments, should have been the key of his policy.

He should have placed himself at the head of a new

order of things, which should have worn the face of an

improvement of the social state. Nor did the subver-

sion of republican forms prevent his adoption of this

course, or of some other which would have secured to

him the sympathy of multitudes. He might still have

drawn some broad lines between his own administra-

tion and that of other states, tending to throw the old

dynasties into the shade. He might have cast away the

ancient pageantry and forms, distinguished himself by

the simplicity of his establishments, and exaggerated

the relief which he gave to his people, by saving them

the burdens of a wasteful and luxurious court. He
might have insisted on the great benefits that had ac-

crued to France from the establishment of uniform laws,

which protected alike all classes of men ; and he might

have virtually pledged himself to the subversion of the

feudal inequahties which still disfigure Europe. He
might have insisted on the favorable changes to be
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introduced into property, by abolishing the entails

which fettered it, the rights of primogeniture, and the

exclusive privileges of a haughty aristocracy. He
might have found abuses enough against which to array

himself as a champion. By becoming the head of new

institutions, which would have involved the transfer of

power into new hands, and would have offered to the

people a real improvement, he might everywhere have

summoned to his standard the bold and enterprising,

and might have disarmed the national prejudices to

wnich he fell a prey. Revolution was still the true

instrument of power. In u word, Napoleon lived at

a period, when he could only establish a durable and

universal control tlirough principles and institutions of

some kind or other, to which he would seem to be de-

voted.

It was impossible, however, for such a man as Na-

poleon, to adopt, perhaps to conceive, a system such

as has now been traced ; for it was wholly at war with

that egotistical, self-relying, self-exaggerating principle,

which was the most striking feature of his mind. He
imagined himself able, not only to conquer nations,

but to hold them together by the awe and admiration

which his own character would inspire ; and this bond

he preferred to every other. An indirect sway, a con-

trol of nations by means of institutions, principles, or

prejudices, of which he was to be only the apostle and

defender, was utterly inconsistent with that vehemence

of will, that passion for astonishing mankind, and that

persuasion of his own invincibleness, which were his

master feelings, and which made force his darling in-

strument of dominion. He chose to be the great, pal-

pable, and sole bond of his empire ; to have his image
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reflected from every establishment ; to be the centre, in

which every ray of glory should meet, and from which

every impulse should be propagated. In consequence

of this egotism, he never dreamed of adapting himself

to the moral condition of the world. The sword was

his chosen weapon, and he used it without disguise.

He insulted nations as well as sovereigns. He did not

attempt to gild their chains, or to fit the yoke gently

to their necks. The excess of his extortions, the

audacity of his claims, and the insolent language in

which Europe Avas spoken of as the vassal of the great

empire, discovered, that he expected to reign, not only

without linking himself with the interests, prejudices,

and national feelings of men, but by setting all at

defiance.

It would be easy to point out a multitude of instances

in which he sacrificed the only policy by which he could

prevail, to the persuasion, that his own greatness could

more than balance whatever opposition his violence

might awaken. In an age in which Christianity was

exerting some power, there was certainly a degree of

deference due to the moral convictions of society. But

Napoleon thought himself more than a match for the

moral instincts and sentiments of our nature. He
thought himself able to cover the most atrocious deeds

by the splendor of his name, and even to extort ap-

plause for crimes by the brilliancy of his success. He
took no pains to conciliate esteem. In his own eyes

he was mightier than conscience ; and thus he turned

against himself the power and resentment of virtue,

in every breast where that divine principle yet found

a home.

Through the same blinding egotism, he was anxious

9*
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to fill the thrones of Europe with men bearing his own

name, and to multiply everywhere images of himself.

Instead of placing over conquered countries efficient

men, taken from themselves, who, by upholding better

institutions, would carry with them large masses of the

people, and who would still, by their hostihty to the old

dynasties, link their fortunes with his own, he placed

over nations such men as Jerome and Murat. He
thus spread a jealousy of his power, whilst he rendered

it insecure ; for as none of the princes of his creation,

however well disposed, were allowed to identify them-

selves with their subjects, and to take root in the public

heart, but were compelled to act, openly and without

disguise, as satellites and prefects of the French em-

peror ; they gained no hold on their subjects, and could

bring no strength to their master in his hour of peril.

In none of his arrangements did Napoleon think of se-

curing to his cause the attachment of nations. Aston-

ishment, awe, and force w^ere his weapons, and his

own great name the chosen pillar of his throne.

So far was Bonaparte from magnifying the contrast

and distinctions between himself and the old dynasties

of Europe, and from attaching men to himself by new

principles and institutions, that he had the great weak-

ness, for so w^e view it, to revive the old forms of mon-

archy, and to ape the manners of the old court, and

thus to connect himself with the herd of legitimate

sovereigns. This was not only to rob his government

of that imposing character which might have been given

to it, and of that interest which it might have inspired

as an improvement on former institutions, but was to

become competitor in a race in which he could not but

be distanced. He could mdeed pluck crowns from the
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heads of monarchs ; but he could not by any means

infuse their blood into his veins, associate with himself

the ideas which are attached to a long line of ancestry,

or give to his court the grace of manners, which belongs

to older establishments. His true pohcy was, to throw

contempt on distinctions, which he could not rival ; and,

had he possessed the genius and spirit of the founder

of a new era, he would have substituted for a crown,

and for other long worn badges of power, a new and

simple style of grandeur, and new insignia of dignity,

more consonant with an enlightened age, and worthy

of one who disdained to be a vulgar king. By the

policy which he adopted, if it be worthy of that name,

he became a vulgar king, and showed a mind incapable

of answering the wants and demands of his age. It is

well known, that the progress of intelligence had done

much in Europe, to weaken men's reverence for pagean-

try and show. Nobles had learned to lay aside their

trappings in ordinary life, and to appear as gentlemen.

Even ro3^alty had begun to retrench its pomp ; and, in

the face of all this improvement, Bonaparte stooped

from his height, to study costumes, to legislate about

court dresses and court manners, and to outshine his

brother monarchs in their own line. He desired to add

the glory of master of ceremonies to that of conqueror

of nations. In his anxiety to belong to the caste of

kings, he exacted scrupulously the observance and eti-

quette with which they are approached. Not satisfied

with this approximation to the old sovereigns, with

whom he had no common interest, and from whom he

could not have removed himself too far, he sought to

ally himself by marriage with the royal families in

Europe, to ingraft himself and his posterity on an old
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imperial tree. This v/as the very way to turn back

opinion into its old channels ; to carry back Europe

to its old prejudices ; to facihtate the restoration of its

old order ; to preach up legitimacy ; to crush every

hope that he was to work a beneficent change among

nations. It may seem strange that his egotism did not

preserve him from the imitation of antiquated monarchy.

But his egotism, though excessive, was not lofty, nor

was it seconded by a genius, rich and inventive, except

in war.

We have now followed Napoleon to the height of his

power, and given our views of the policy by which he

hoped to make that power perpetual and unbounded.

His fall is easily explained. It had its origin in that

spirit of self-reliance and self-exaggeration, of which

we have seen so many proofs. It began in Spain.

That country was a province in reality. He wanted

to make it one in name ; to place over it a Bonaparte
;

to make it a more striking manifestation of his power.

For this purpose, he "kidnapped" its royal family,

stirred up the unconquerable spirit of its people, and,

after shedding on its plains and mountains the best

blood of France, lost it for ever. Next came his expe-

dition against Russia, an expedition against which his

wisest counsellors remonstrated, but which had every

recommendation to a man who regarded himself as

an exception to his race, and able to triumph over the

laws of nature. So insane were his self-confidence and

impatience of opposition, that he drove by his outrages

Sweden, the old ally of France, into the arms of Rus-

sia, at the very moment that he was about to throw

himself into the heart of that mighty empire. On his
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Russian campaign we have no desire to enlarge. Of

all the mournful pages of history, none are more sad

than that which records the retreat of the French army

from Moscow. We remember, that, when the intelli-

gence of Napoleon's discom.fiture in Russia first reached

this country, we were among those who exulted in it,

thinking only of the results. But, when subsequent and

minuter accounts brought distinctly before our eyes

that unequalled army of France, broken, famished,

slaughtered, seeking shelter under snowdrifts, and per-

ishing by intense cold, we looked back on our joy with

almost a consciousness of guilt, and expiated by a

sincere grief our insensibility to the sufferings of our

fellow-creatures. We understand that many interesting

notices of Napoleon, as he appeared in this disastrous

campaign, are given in the Memoirs of Count Segur,

a book, from which we have been repelled by the sor-

rows and miseries which it details. We can conceive

(ew subjects more worthy of Shakspeare than the mind

of Napoleon, at the moment, when his fate was sealed
;

when the tide of his victories was suddenly stopped and

rolled backwards ; when his dreams of invincibleness

were broken as by a peal of thunder ; when the word,

which had awed nations, died away on the bleak waste,

a powerless sound ; and when he, whose spirit Europe

could not bound, fled in fear from a captive's doom.

The shock must have been tremendous to a mind so

imperious, scornful, and unschooled to humiliation.

The intense agony of that moment when he gave the

unusual orders, to retreat ; the desolateness of his soul,

when he saw his brave soldiers and his chosen guards

sinking in the snows, and perishing in crowds around

him ; his unwillingness to receive the details of his
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losses, lest self-possession should fail him ; the levity

and badinage of his interview with the Abbj de Pradt

at Warsaw, discovering a mind laboring to throw off an

insupportable weight, wrestling with itself, struggling

against misery ; and, though last not least, his uncon-

querable purpose, still clinging to lost empire as the

only good of life ; these workings of such a spirit would

have furnished to the great dramatist a theme, worthy

of his transcendent powers.

By the irretrievable disasters of the Russian cam-

paign, the empire of the w^orld was effectually placed

beyond the grasp of Napoleon. The tide of conquest

had ebbed, never to return. The spell which had

bound the nations was dissolved. He was no longer

the Invincible. The weight of mihtary power, which

had kept down the spirit of nations, was removed, and

their long-smothered sense of wrong and insult broke

forth like the fires of a volcano. Bonaparte might still,

perhaps, have secured the throne of France ; but that

of Europe was gone. This, however, he did not, could

not, would not understand. He had connected with

himself too obstinately the character of the world's

master, to be able to rehnquish it. Amidst the dark

omens which gathered round him, he still saw, in his

past wonderful escapes, and in his own exaggerated

energies, the means of rebuilding his fallen power.

Accordingly the thought of abandoning his pretensions

does not seem to have crossed his mind, and his irrep-

arable defeat was only a summons to new exertion. —
We doubt, indeed, whether Napoleon, if he could have

understood fully his condition, would have adopted a

different course. Though despairing, he would pro-

bably have raised new armies, and fought to the last.
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To a mind, which has placed its whole happiness in

having no equal, the thought of descending to the level

even of kings is intolerable. Napoleon's mind had

been stretched by such ideas of universal empire, that

France, though reaching from the Rhine to the Pyre-

nees, seemed narrow to him. He could not be shut

up in it. Accordingly, as his fortunes darkened, we
see no signs of relenting. He could not wear, he said,

" a tarnished crown," that is, a crown no brighter than

those of Austria and Russia. He continued to use a

master's tone. He showed no change, but such as

opposition works in the obstinate ; he lost his temper

and grew sour. He heaped reproaches on his marshals

and the legislative body. He insulted Metternich, the

statesman, on whom, above all others, his fate depended.

He irritated Murat by sarcasms, which rankled within

him, and accelerated, if they did not determine, his

desertion of his master. It is a striking example of

retribution, that the very vehemence and sternness of

his will, which had borne him onward to dominion,

now drove him to the rejection of terms which might

have left him a formidable power, and thus made his

ruin entire. Refusing to take counsel of events, he

persevered in fighting with a stubborness, which re-

minds us of a spoiled child, w^ho sullenly grasps w^hat

he knows he must relinquish, struggles without hope,

and does not give over resistance, until his little fingers

are one by one unclenched from the object on w^hich

he has set his heart. Thus fell Napoleon. We shall

follow^ his history no farther. His retreat to Elba,

his irruption into France, his signal overthrow, and

his banishment to St. Helena, though they add to the

romance of his history, throw no new light on his char-
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acter, and would of course contribute nothing to our

present object. There are indeed incidents in this por-

tion of his life, which are somewhat inconsistent with

the firmness and conscious superiority which belonged

to him. But a man, into whose character so much

impulse, and so httle principle entered, must not be ex-

pected to preserve unblemished, in such hard reverses,

the dignity and self-respect of an emperor and a hero.

In the course of these remarks, our views of the

Conqueror, of the First Consul, and of the Emperor,

have been given plainly and freely. The subject, how-

ever, is so important and interesting, that we have

thought it worth our while, though at the hazard of

some repetition, to bring together, m a narrower com-

pass, what seem to us the great leading features of the

intellectual and moral character of Napoleon Bona-

parte.

His intellect was distinguished by rapidity of thought.

He understood by a glance what most men, and supe-

rior men, could learn only by study. He darted to a

conclusion rather by intuition than reasoning. In war,

which was the only subject of which he was master,

he seized in an instant on the great points of his own

and his enemy's positions ; and combined at once the

movements, by .which an overpowering force might be

thrown with unexpected fury on a vulnerable part of

the hostile line, and the fate of an army be decided in

a day. He understood war as a science ; but his mind

was too bold, rapid, and irrepressible, to be enslaved

by the technics of his profession. He found the old

armies fighting by rule, and he discovered the true

characteristic of genius, which, without despising rules.
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knows when and how to break them. He understood

thoroughly the immense moral power, which is gained

by origlnahty and rapidity of operation. He astonished

and paralyzed his enemies by his unforeseen and im-

petuous assaults, by the suddenness with which the

storm of battle burst upon them ; and, whilst giving

to his soldiers the advantages of modern disciphne,

breathed into them, by his quick and decisive move-

ments, the enthusiasm of ruder ages. This power of

disheartening the foe, and of spreading through his own

ranks a confidence, and exhilarating courage, which

made war a pastime, and seemed to make victory sure,

distinguished Napoleon in an age of uncommon mili-

tary talent, and was one main instrument of his future

power.

The wonderful effects of that rapidity of thought by

which Bonaparte was marked, the signal success of his

new mode of warfare, and the almost incredible speed

with w^hich his fame was spread through the nations, had

no small agency in fixing his character and determinmg

for a period the fate of empires. These stirring influ-

ences infused a new consciousness of his ow^n might.

They gave intensity and audacity to his ambition ;

gave form and substance to his indefinite visions of

glory, and raised his fiery hopes to empire. The burst

of admiration, which his early career called forth, must

in particular have had an influence, in imparting to

his ambition that modification by which it was charac-

terized, and which contributed ahke to its success and

to its fall. He began with astonishing the world, with

producing a sudden and universal sensation, such as

modern times had not witnessed. To astonish as well

as to sway by his energies, became the great aim of his

VOL. I. 10
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life. Henceforth, to rule was not enough for Bona-

parte. He wanted to amaze, to dazzle, to overpower

men's souls, by striking, bold, magnificent, and unan-

ticipated results. To govern ever so absolutely would

not have satisfied him, if he must have governed si-

lently. He wanted to reign through wonder and awe,

by the grandeur and terror of his name, by displays

of power which would rivet on him every eye, and

make him the theme of every tongue. Power was his

supreme object, but a power which should be gazed at

as well as felt, which should strike men as a prodigy,

which should shake old thrones as an earthquake, and,

by the suddenness of its new creations, should awaken

something of the submissive wonder which miraculous

agency inspires.

Such seems to us to have been the distinction, or

characteristic modification of his love of fame. It was

a diseased passion for a kind of admiration, which,

from the principles of our nature, cannot be enduring,

and which demands for its support perpetual and more

stimulating novelty. Mere esteem he would have

scorned. Calm admiration, though universal and en-

during, would have been insipid. He wanted to elec-

trify and overwhelm. He lived for efTect. The world

was his theatre, and he cared little what part he

played, if he might walk the sole hero on the stage,

and call forth bursts of applause, which would silence

all other fame. In war the triumphs which he coveted

were those, in which he seemed to sweep away his foes

like a whirlwind ; and the immense and unparalleled

sacrifices of his own soldiers, in the rapid marches and

daring assaults to which he owed his victories, in no

degree diminished their worth to the victor. In peace,
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he delighted to hurry through his dominions ; to muhi-

ply himself by his rapid movements ; to gather at a

glance the capacities of improvement which every im-

portant place possessed ; to suggest plans which would

s'larde by their originality and vastness ; to project in

an instant, works which a life could not accomplish,

and to leave behind the impression of a superhuman

energy.

Our sketch of Bonaparte would be imperfect indeed,

if we did not add, diat he was characterized by nothing

more strongly than by the spirit of self-exaggeration.

The singular energy of his intellect and will, through

which he had mastered so many rivals and foes, and

overcome what seemed insuperable obstacles, inspired a

consciousness of being something more than man. His

strong original tendencies to pride and self-exaltation,

fed and pampered by strange success and unbounded

applause, swelled into an almost insane conviction of

superhuman greatness. In his own view, he stood

apart from other men. He was not to be measured

by the standard of humanity. He was not to be re-

tarded by difficulties to which all others yielded. He
v.as not to be subjected to laws and obligations which

all others were expected to obey. Nature and the

human will were to bend to his power. He was the

child and favorite of fortune, and, if not the lord, the

chief object of destiny. His history shows a spirit of

self-exaggeration, unrivalled in enlightened ages, and

which reminds us of an Oriental king to whom incense

had been burnt from his birth as to a deity. This

was the chief source of his crimes. He wanted the

sentiment of a common nature with his fellow-beings.

He liad no sympathies with his race. That feeling of
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brotherhood, which is developed in truly great souls

with peculiar energy, and through which they give up

themselves wIDIng victims, joyful sacrifices, to the in-

terests of mankind, was wholly unknown to him. His

heart, amidst its wild beatings, never had a throb of

disinterested love. The ties which bind man to man

he broke asunder. The proper happiness of a man,

which consists in the victory of moral energy and so-

cial affection over the selfish passions, he cast away

for the lonely joy of a despot. With powers, which

might have made him a glorious representative and min-

ister of the beneficent Divinity, and with natural sen-

sibilities which might have been exalted into sublime

virtues, he chose to separate himself from his kind, to

forego their love, esteem, and gratitude, that he might

become their gaze, their fear, their wonder ; and, for

this selfish, solitary good, parted with peace and Imper-

ishable renown.

This insolent exaltation of himself above the race to

which he belonged, broke out in the beginning of his

career. His first success in Italy gave him the tone of |

a master, and he never laid it aside to his last hour.

One can hardly help being struck with the natural

manner with which he arrogates supremacy in his con-

versation and proclamations. We never feel as if he

were putting on a lordly air. In his proudest claims,

he speaks from his own mind, and in native language.

His style is swollen, but never strained, as if he were

conscious of playing a part above his real claims.

Even when he was foolish and impious enough to

arrogate miraculous powers and a mission from God,

his language showed that he thought there was some-

thing in his character and exploits to give a color to
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his blasphemous pretensions. The empire of the world

seemed to him to be in a measure his due, for noth-

ing short of it corresponded with his conceptions of

himself ; and he did not use mere verbiage, but spoke

a language to which he gave some credit, when he

called his successive conquests "the fulfilment of his

destiny."

This spirit of self-exaggeration wrought its own mis-

ery, and drew down upon him terrible punishments ; and

this it did by vitiating and perverting his high powers.

First, it diseased his fine intellect, gave imagination the

ascendency over judgment, turned the inventiveness and

fruitfulness of his mind into rash, impatient, restless en-

ergies, and thus precipitated him into projects, which,

as the wisdom of his counsellors pronounced, were

fraught with ruin. To a man, whose vanity took him

out of the rank of human beings, no foundation for

reasoning was left. All things seemed possible. His

genius and his fortune w^ere not to be bounded by the

barriers, which experience had assigned to human

powers. Ordinary rules did not apply to him. He
even found excitement and motives in obstacles, before

which other men would have wavered ; for these would

enhance the glory of triumph, and give a new thrill to

the admiration of the world. Accordingly he again

and again plunged into the depths of an enemy's coun-

try, and staked his whole fortune and power on a single

battle. To be rash was indeed the necessary result

of his self-exalting and self-relying spirit ; for to dare

w^hat no other man would dare, to accomplish what no

other man would attempt, was the very way to display

himself as a superior being in his own and others' eyes.

— To be impatient and restless was another necessary

10*
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issue of the attributes we have described. The calm-

ness of wisdom was denied him. He, who was next

to omnipotent in his own eyes, and who delighted to

strike and astonish by sudden and conspicuous opera-

tions, could not brook delay or wait for the slow opera-

tions of time. A work, which was to be gradually ma-

tured by the joint agency of various causes, could not

suit a man, who wanted to be felt as the great, perhaps

only, cause ; who wished to stamp his own agency in

the most glaring characters on whatever he performed
;

and who hoped to rival, by a sudden energy, the steady

and progressive works of nature. Hence so many of

his projects were never completed, or only announced.

They swelled, hov\^ever, the tide of flattery, which as-

cribed to him the completion of what was not yet be-

gun, whilst his resdess spirit, rushing to new enterprises,

forgot its pledges, and left the promised prodigies of his

creative genius to exist only in the records of adulation.

— Thus the rapid and inventive intellect of Bonaparte

was depraved, and failed to achieve a growing and

durable greatness. It reared, indeed, a vast and im-

posing structure, but disproportioned, disjointed, with-

out strength, without foundations. One strong blast was

enough to shake and shatter it, nor could his genius up-

hold it. Happy would it have been for his fame, had

he been buried in its ruins !

One of the striking properties of Bonaparte's char-

acter was decision, and this, as we have already seen,

was perverted, by the spirit of self-exaggeration, into

an inflexible stubbornness, which counsel could not

enlighten, nor circumstances bend. Having taken the

first step, he pressed onward. His purpose he wished

others to regard as a law of nature, or a decree of
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destiny. It must be accomplished. Resistance but

strengthened it ; and so often had resistance been over-

borne, that he felt as if his imconquerable will, joined

to his matchless intellect, could vanquish all things. On
such a mind the warnings of human wisdom and of

Providence were spent in vain ; and the Man of Des-

tiny lived to teach others, if not himself, the weakness

and folly of that all-defying decision, which arrays the

purposes of a mortal with the immutableness of the

counsels of the Most High.

A still more fatal influence of the spirit of self-

exaggeration, which characterized Bonaparte, remains

to be named. It depraved to an extraordinary degree

his moral sense. It did not obliterate altogether the

ideas of duty, but by a singular perversion, it impelled

him to apply them exclusively to others. It never

seemed to enter his thought, that he was subject to

the great obligations of morality, which all others are

called to respect. He was an exempted being. What-

ever stood in his way to empire, he was privileged to

remove. Treaties only bound his enemies. No nation

had rights but his own France. He claimed a mono-

poly in perfidy and violence. He was not naturally

cruel ; but, when human life obstructed his progress,

it was a lawful prey, and murder and assassination oc-

casioned as little compunction as war. The most lu-

minous exposition of his moral code was given in his

counsels to the King of Holland. '' Never forget, that,

in the situation to which my political system and the

interests of my empire have called you, your first duty

is towards ME, your second towards France. All

your other duties, even those towards the people whom
I have called you to govern, rank after these." To
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his own mind he was the source and centre of duty.

He was too pecuhar and exaked, to be touched by that

vulgar stain, called guilt. Crimes ceased to be such,

when perpetrated by himself. Accordingly he always

speaks of his transgressions as of indifferent acts. He
never imagined that they tarnished his glory, or dimin-

ished his claim on the homage of the world. In St.

Helena, though talking perpetually of himself, and often

reviewing his guilty career, we are not aware that a sin-

gle compunction escapes him. He speaks of his hfe

as calmly as if it had been consecrated to duty and

beneficence, whilst in the same breath he has the au-

dacity to reproach unsparingly the faithlessness of al-

most every individual and nation, with whom he had

been connected. We doubt whether history furnishes

so striking an example of the moral blindness and ob-

duracy, to which an unbounded egotism exposes and

abandons the mind.

His spirit of self-exaggeration was seen in his open-

ness to adulation. Policy indeed prompted him to put

his praises into the mouths of the venal slaves, who
administered his despotism. But flattery would not

have been permitted to swell into exaggerations, now-

nauseous, now ludicrous, and now impious, if, in the

bosom of the chief, there had not lodged a flatterer

who sounded a louder note cf praise than all around

him. He was remarkably sensitive to opinion, and re-

sented as a wrong the suppression of his praises. The
press of all countries was watched, and free states were

called upon to curb it for daring to take hberties with

his name. Even in books pubhshed in France on

general topics, he expected a recognition of his au-

thority. Works of talent were suppressed, when their
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authors refused to offer incense at the new shrine.

He resolved, indeed, to stamp his name on the Htera-

ture, as on the legislation, policy, warfare of his age,

and to compel genius, whose pages survive statues,

columns, and empires, to take a place among his tribu-

taries.

We close our view of Bonaparte's character, by

saying, that his original propensities, released from re-

straint, and pampered by indulgence, to a degree seldom

allowed to mortals, grew up into a spirit of despotism

as stern and absolute as ever usurped the human heart.

The love of power and supremacy absorbed, consumed

him. No other passion, no domestic attachment, no

private friendship, no love of pleasure, no rehsh for

letters or the arts, no human sympathy, no human weak-

ness, divided his mind with the passion for dominion

and for dazzling manifestations of his power. Before

this, duty, honor, love, humanity, fell prostrate. Jose-

phine, we are told, was dear to him ; but the devoted

wife, who had stood firm and faithful in the day of his

doubtful fortunes, was cast off in his prosperity, to make

room for a stranger, who might be more subservient to

his power. He was affectionate, we are told, to his

brothers and m.other ; but his brothers, the moment
they ceased to be his tools, were disgraced ; and his

mother, it is said, was not allowed to sit in the presence

of her imperial son.* He was sometimes softened, w^e

are told, by the sight of the field of battle strewn with

the w^ounded and dead. But, if the Moloch of his am-

bition claimed new heaps of slain to-morrow, it was

* See " America/' page 57. We should not give this very unamiable

trait of Napoleon's domestic character, but on authority which w^e cannot

question
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never denied. With all his sensibility, he gave millions

to the sword, with as little compunction as he would

have brushed away so many insects, which had infested

his march. To him all human will, desire, power,

were to bend. His superiority none might question.

He insulted the fallen, who had contracted the guilt

of opposing his progress ; and not even woman's love-

liness, and the dignity of a queen, could give shelter

from his contumely. His alhes were his vassals, nor

was their vassalage concealed. Too lofty to use the

arts of conciliation, preferring command to persuasion,

overbearing, and ail-grasping, he spread distrust, exas-

peration, fear, and revenge through Europe ; and, when

the day of retribution came, the old antipathies and

mutual jealousies of nations were swallowed up in one

burning purpose to prostrate the common tyrant, the

universal foe.

Such was Napoleon Bonaparte. But some will say,

he was still a great man. This we mean not to deny.

But we would have it understood, that there are various

kinds or orders of greatness, and that the highest did

not belong to Bonaparte. There are different orders

of greatness. Among these the first rank is unquestion-

ably due to moral greatness, or magnanimity ; to that

sublime energy, by which the soul, smitten with the

love of virtue, binds itself indissolubly, for life and for

death, to truth and duty ; espouses as its own the hiter-

ests of human nature ; scorns all meanness and defies

all peril; hears in its own conscience a voice louder than

threatenings and thunders ; withstands all the powers

of the universe, which would sever it from the cause

of freedom and religion ; reposes an unfaltering trust

in God in the darkest hour, and is ever " ready to be
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offered up " on the altar of its country or of mankind.

Of this moral greatness, which throws all other forms

of greatness into obscurity, we see not a trace in Na-

poleon. Though clothed wnh the power of a god, the

thought of consecrating himself to the introduction of a

new^ and higher era, to the exahation of the character

and condition of his race, seems never to have dawned

on his mind. The spirit of disinterestedness and self-

sacrifice seems not to have waged a moment's war with

self-will and ambition. His ruling passions, indeed,

were singularly at variance with magnanimity. Moral

greatness has too much simplicity, is too unostentatious,

too self-subsistent, and enters into others' interests with

too much heartiness, to live an hour for what Napoleon

always lived, to make itself the theme, and gaze, and

wonder of a dazzled world. — Next to moral, comes

intellectual greatness, or genius in the highest sense of ^

that word ; and by this we mean that sublime capacity

of thought, through which the soul, smitten with the

love of the true and the beautiful, essays to compre-

hend the universe, soars into the heavens, penetrates

the earth, penetrates itself, questions the past, antici-

pates the future, traces out the general and all-compre-

hending laws of nature, binds together by innumerable

affinities and relations all the objects of its knowledge,

rises from the finite and transient to the infinite and

the everlasting, frames to itself from its own fulness

lovelier and sublimer forms than it beholds, discerns

the harmonies between the world within and the world

without us, and finds in every region of the universe

types and interpreters of its own deep mysteries and

glorious inspirations. This is the greatness which be-

longs to philosophers, and to the master spirits in
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poetry and the fine arts.—Next comes the greatness

of action ; and by this we mean the sublime power of

conceiving bold and extensive plans ; of constructing

and bringing to bear on a mighty object a complicated

machinery of means, energies, and arrangements, and

of accomplishing great outward effects. To this head

belongs the greatness of Bonaparte, and that he pos-

sessed it, we need not prove, and none will be hardy

enough to deny. A man, who raised himself from ob-

scurity to a throne, who changed the face of the world,

who made himself felt through powerful and civilized

nations, who sent the terror of his name across seas

and oceans, whose will was pronounced and feared as

destiny, whose donatives were crowns, whose ante-

chamber was thronged by submissive princes, who

broke down the awful barrier of the Alps and made

them a highway, and whose fame was spread beyond

the boundaries of civilization to the steppes of the Cos-

sack, and the deserts of the Arab ; a man, who has left

this record of himself in history, has taken out of our

hands the question, whether he shall be called great.

All must concede to him a subhme power of action, an

energy equal to great effects.

We are not disposed, however, to consider him as

preeminent even in this order of greatness. War was

his chief sphere. He gained his ascendency in Europe

by the sword. But war is not the field for the highest

active talent, and Napoleon, we suspect, was conscious

of this truth. The glory of being the greatest general

of his age would not have satisfied him. He would

have scorned to take his place by the side of Marlbo-

rough or Turenne. It was as the founder of an empire,

which threatened for a time to comprehend the world,
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and which demanded other talents besides that of war,

that he challenged unrivalled fame. And here w^e ques-

tion his claim. Here we cannot award him suprem-

acy. The project of universal empire, however impos-

ing, was not original. The revolutionary governments

of France had adopted it before ; nor can we consider

it as a sure indication of greatness, when we remember

that the weak and vain mind of Louis the Fourteenth

was large enough to cherish it. The question is ; Did

Napoleon bring to this design the capacity of advancing

it by bold and original conceptions, adapted to an age

of civihzation, and of singular intellectual and moral ex-

citement ? Did he discover new foundations of power ?

Did he frame new bonds of union for subjugated na-

tions ? Did he discover, or originate, some common
interests by which his empire might be held together .''

Did he breathe a spirit which could supplant the old

national attachments, or did he invent any subsUtutes

for those vulgar instruments of force and corruption,

which any and every usurper would have used ? Never

in the records of time did the w^orld furnish such ma-

terials to w^ork with, such means of modeUing nations

afresh, of building up a new power, of introducing a

new era, as did Europe at the period of the French

Revolution. Never w^as the human mind so capable

of new impulses. And did Napoleon prove himself

equal to the condition of the world ? Do we detect one

original conception in his means of universal empire ?

Did he seize on the enthusiasm of his age, that pow^er-

ful principle, more efficient than arms or pohcy, and

bend it to his purpose ? What did he do but follow

the beaten track ? but apply force and fraud in their

very coarsest forms ? Napoleon showed a vulgar mind,

VOL. I. 11
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when he assumed self-interest as the sole spring of hu-

man action. With the sword in one hand and bribes

in the other, he imagined himself absolute master of

the human mind. The strength of moral, national,

and domestic feehng, he could not comprehend. The
finest, and, after all, the most powerful elements in

humaji nature hardly entered into his conceptions of

it ; and how then could he have established a durable

power over the human race ? We want little more to

show his want of originality and comprehensiveness, as

the founder of an empire, than the simple fact, that he

chose as his chief counsellors Talleyrand and Fouche,

names which speak for themselves. We may judge

of the greatness of the master spirit, from the minds

which he found most congenial with his own. In war,

Bonaparte was great ; for he was bold, original, and

creative. Beyond the camp he indeed showed talent,

but not superior to that of other eminent men.

There have been two circumstances, which have

done much to disarm or weaken the strong moral re-

probation with which Bonaparte ought to have been

regarded, and w^hich we deem worthy of notice. We
refer to the Avrongs which he is supposed to have suf-

fered at St. Helena, and to the unw^orthy use which

the AUied Powers have made of their triumph over

Napoleon. First, his supposed wrongs at St. Helena

have excited a sympathy in his behalf, which has

thrown a veil over his crimes. We are not disposed

to deny, that an unwarrantable, because unnecessary,

severity was exercised towards Bonaparte. We think

it not very creditable to the British government, that

it tortured a sensitive captive by refusing him a title
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which he had long worn. We think, that not only reh-

gion and humanity, but self-respect forbids us to inflict

a single useless pang on a fallen foe. But we should

be weak indeed, if the moral judgments and feelings,

with w^hich Napoleon's career ought to be reviewed,

should give place to sympathy with the sufferings by

which it was closed. With regard to the scruples,

which not a few have expressed, as to the right of

banishing him to St. Helena, we can only say, that

our consciences are not yet refined to such exquisite

delicacy, as to be at all sensitive on this particular.

We admire nothing more in Bonaparte, than the effron-

tery with which he claimed protection from the laws

of nations. That a man, vrho had set these laws at

open defiance, should fly to them for shelter ; that the

oppressor of the world should claim its sympathy as

an oppressed man, and that his claim should find ad-

vocates ; these things are to be set down among the

extraordinary events of this extraordinary age. Truly,

the human race is in a pitiable state. It may be

trampled on, spoiled, loaded like a beast of burden,

made the prey of rapacity, insolence, and the sword
;

but it must not touch a hair, or disturb the pillow, of

one of its oppressors, unless it can find chapter and

verse in the code of national law, to authorize its rude-

ness towards the privileged oflender. For ourselves, we
should rejoice to see every tyrant, whether a usurper

or hereditary prince, fastened to a lonely rock in the

ocean. Whoever gives* clear, undoubted proof, that

he is prepared and sternly resolved to make the earth

a slaughterhouse, and to crush every will adverse to

his own, ought to be caged like a wild beast ; and to

require mankind to proceed against him according to
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vvritten laws and precedents, as if he were a private

citizen in a quiet court of justice, is just as rational as

to require a man, in imminent peril from an assassin, to

wait and prosecute his murderer according to the most

protracted forms of law. There are great solemn rights

of nature, which precede laws, and on which law is

founded. There are great exigencies in human affairs,

which speak for themselves, and need no precedent to

teach the right path. There are awful periods in the

history of our race, which do not belong to its ordinary-

state, and which are not to be governed and judged by

ordinary rules. Such a period was that, when Bona-

parte, by infraction of solemn engagements, had thrown

himself into France, and convulsed all Europe ; and

they, who confound this with the ordinary events of

history, and see in Bonaparte but an ordinaiy foe to

the peace and independence of nations, have certainly

very different intellects from our own.

We confess, too, that we are not only unable to see

the WTong done to Napoleon in sending him to St.

Helena, but that we cannot muster up much sympathy

for the inconveniences and privations which he endured

there. Our sympathies in this particular are wayward

and untractable. When we would carry them to that

solitary island, and fasten them on the illustrious vic-

tim of British cruelty, they will not tarry there, but

take their flight across the Mediterranean to Jaffa, and

across the Atlantic to the platform where the Duke

d'Enghien was shot, to the prison of Toussaint, and

to fields of battle where thousands at his bidding lay

weltering in blood. When we strive to fix our thoughts

upon the sufferings of the injured hero, other and more

terrible sufferings, of which he was the cause, rush
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upon US ; and his complaints, however loud and angry,

are drowned by groans and execrations, which fill our

ears from every region v.hich he traversed. We have

no tears to spare for fallen greatness, when that great-

ness was founded in crime, and reared by force and

perfidy. We reserve them for those on whose ruin it

rose. We keep our sympathies for our race, for human
nature in its humbler forms, for the impoverished peas-

ant, the widowed mother, the violated virgin ; and are

even perverse enough to rejoice, that the ocean has a

prison-house, w^here the author of those miseries may
be safely lodged. Bonaparte's history is to us too sol-

emn, the wrongs for which humanity and freedom ar-

raign him are too flagrant, to allow us to play the

part of sentimentalists around his grave at St. Helena.

We leave this to the more refined age in w^hich we
live ; and w^e do so in the hope, that an age is coming

of less tender mould, but of loftier, sterner feeling,

and of deeper sympathy with the whole human race.

Should our humble page then live, we trust with an

undoubting faith, that the uncompromising indignation,

with which we plead the cause of our oppressed and

insulted nature, w^ill not be set down to the account of

vindictiveness and hardness of heart.

We observed, that the moral indignation of many

towards Bonaparte had been impaired or turned away,

not only by his supposed WTongs, but by the unworthy

use which his conquerors m.ade of their triumph. We
are told, that, bad as was his despotism, the Holy Al-

liance is a worse one ; and that Napoleon was less a

scourge, than the present coalition of the continental

monarchs, framed for the systematic suppression of

freedom. By such reasoning, his crimes are cloaked,

11*
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and his fall is made a theme of lamentation. It is not

one of the smallest errors and sins of the iVlIied Sov-

ereigns, that they have contrived, by their base policy,

to turn the resentments and moral displeasure of men

from the usurper upon themselves. For these sover-

eigns we have no defence to offer. "We yield to none

in detestation of the Holy Alliance, profanely so called.

To us its doctrines are as false and pestilent, as any

broached by Jacobinism. The Allied Monarchs are

adding to the other wrongs of despots, that of flagrant

ingratitude ; of ingratitude to the generous and brave

nations, to whom they owe their thrones, whose spirit of

independence and patriotism, and whose hatred of the

oppressor, contributed more than standing armies to

raise up the fallen, and to strengthen the falling, mon-

archies of Europe. Be it never forgotten in the records

of despotism, let history record it on her most durable

tablet, that the first use made by the principal conti-

nental sovereigns of their regained or confirmed power,

was, to conspire against the hopes and rights of the

nations by whom they had been saved ; to combine

the military power of Europe against free institutions,

against the press, against the spirit of liberty and pa-

triotism which had sprung up in the glorious struggle

with Napoleon, against the right of the people to exert

an influence on the governments by which their dearest

interests were to be controlled. Never be it forgotten,

that such was the honor of sovereigns, such their re-

quital for the blood which had been shed freely in their

defence. Freedom and humanity send up a solemn and

prevailing cry against them, to that tribunal, where kings

and subjects are soon to stand as equals.

But still we should be strangely blind, if we were
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not to feel, that the fall of Napoleon was a blessing

to the world. Who can look, for example, at France,

and not see there a degree of freedom, which could

never have grown up under the terrible frown of the

usurper ? True, Bonaparte's hfe, though it seemed a

charmed one, must at length have ended ; and we are

told, that then his empire would have been broken, and

that the general crash, by some inexplicable process,

w^ould have given birth to a more extensive and durable

liberty, than can now be hoped. But such anticipa-

tions seem to us to be built on a strange inattention to

the nature and inevitable consequences of Napoleon's

power. It was wholly a military power. He was lit-

erally turning Europe into a camp, and drawing its

best talent into one occupation, war. Thus Europe

w^as retracing its steps to those ages of calamity and

darkness, when the only law was the sword. The
progress of centuries, which had consisted chiefly in

the substitution of intelligence, public opinion, and other

mild and rational influences, for brutal force, was to

be reversed. At Bonaparte's death, his empire must,

indeed, have been dissolved ; but military chiefs, like

Alexander's lieutenants, would have divided it. The
sword alone would have shaped its future communi-

ties ; and, after years of desolation and bloodshed,

Europe would have found, not repose, but a respite,

an armed truce, under warriors, whose only title to

empire would have been their own good blades, and

the weight of whose thrones would have been upheld

by military force alone. Amidst such convulsions,

during which the press would have been everywhere

fettered, and the military spirit would have triumphed

over and swallowed up the spirit and glory of letters
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and liberal arts, we greatly fear, that the human in-

tellect would have lost its present impulse, its thirst

for progress, and would have fallen back towards bar-

barism. Let not the friends of freedom bring dishon-

or on themselves or desert their cause, by instituting

comparisons betw^een Napoleon and legitimate sover-

eigns, which may be construed into eulogies on the

former. For ourselves, we have no sympathy with

tyranny, whether it bear the name of usurpation or le-

gitimacy. We are not pleading the cause of the Allied

Sovereigns. In our judgment, they have contracted

the very guilt against which they have pretended to

combine. In our apprehension, a conspiracy against

the rights of the human race is as foul a crime, as

rebellion against the rights of sovereigns ; nor is there

less of treason in warring against public freedom, than

in assailing royal power. Still we are bound in truth

to confess, that the Allied Sovereigns are not to be

ranked with Bonaparte, whose design against the in-

dependence of nations and the liberties of the world,

in this age of civilization, liberal thinking, and Chris-

tian knowledge, is in our estimation the most nefarious

enterprise recorded in history.

The series of events, which it has been our province

to review, offers subjects of profound thought and sol-

emn instruction to the moralist and politician. We
have retraced it with many painful feelings. It shows

us a great people, who had caught some indistinct

glimpses of freedom, and of a nobler and a happier

political constitution, betrayed by their leaders, and

brought back, by a military despot, to heavier chains

than they had broken. We see with indignation one
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man, a man like ourselves, subjecting whole nations

to his absolute rule. It is this wrong and insult to

our race which has chiefly moved us. Had a storm, of

God's ordination, passed over Europe, prostrating its

capitals, sweeping off its villages, burying millions in

ruins, we should have wept, we should have trembled.

But in this there would have been only wretchedness.

Now we also see debasement. To us there is some-

thing radically and increasingly shocking, in the thought

of one man's will becoming a law to his race ; in the

thought of multitudes, of vast communities, surrender-

ing conscience, intellect, their affections, their rights,

their interests to the stern mandate of a fellow-creature.

When we see one word of a frail man on the throne

of France tearing a hundred thousand sons from their

homes, breaking asunder the sacred ties of domestic

life, sentencing myriads of the young to make murder

their calling and rapacity their means of support, and

extorting from nations their treasures to extend this

ruinous sway, we are ready to ask ourselves. Is not this

a dream ? And, when the sad reahty comes home to

us, we blush for a race which can stoop to such an

abject lot. At length, indeed, we see the tyrant

humbled, stripped of power ; but stripped by those who,

in the main, are not unwilling to play the despot on a

narrower scale, and to break down the spirit of nations

under the same iron sway.

How is it, that tyranny has thus triumphed ? that

the hopes with which we greeted the French revolu-

tion have been crushed ? that a usurper plucked up the

last roots of the tree of hberty, and planted despotism

in its place ? The chief cause is not far to seek, nor

can It be too often urged on the friends of freedom.
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France failed through the want of that moral prepara-

tion for liberty, without which the blessing cannot be

secured. She w^as not ripe for the good she sought.

She was too corrupt for freedom. France had indeed

to contend with great political ignorance ; but had not

ignorance been re-inforced by deep moral defect, she

might have won her way to free institutions. Her

character forbade her to be free ; and it now seems

strange that we could ever have expected her to se-

cure this boon. How could we beheve, that a liberty,

of which that heartless scoffer, Voltaire, was a chief

apostle, could have triumphed } Most of the preachers

of French liberty had thrown off all the convictions

which ennoble the mind. Man's connexion with God
they broke, for they declared that there w^as no God
in whom to trust in the great struggle for liberty.

Human immortality, that truth w^hich is the seed of

all greatness, they derided. To their philosophy, man

was a creature of chance, a compound of matter, an

ephemeron, a worm, who was soon to rot and perish

for ever. What insanity was it to expect, that such

men were to work out the emancipation of their race !

that in such hands the hopes and dearest rights of

humanity were secure ! Liberty was tainted by their

touch, polluted by their breath, and yet we trusted that

it was to rise in health and glory from their embrace.

We looked to men, who openly founded morality on

private interest, for the sacrifices, the devotion, the

heroic virtue, which Freedom always demands from her

assertors.

The great cause of the discomfiture of the late

European struggle for liberty, is easily understood by

an American, who recurs to the history of his own
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revolution. This issued prosperously, because it was

begun and was conducted under the auspices of private

and public virtue. Our liberty did not come to us by

accident, nor was it the gift of a few leaders ; but its

seeds were sown plentifully in the minds of the whole

people. It was rooted in the conscience and reason

of the nation. It was the growth of deliberate convic-

tions and generous principles liberally diffused. We
had no Paris, no metropolis, which a few leaders

swayed, and which sent forth its influences, like " a

mighty heart," through dependent and subservient prov-

inces. The country was all heart. The Hving princi-

ple pervaded the community, and every village added

strength to the solemn purpose of being free. We
have here an explanation of a striking fact in the his-

tory of our revolution ; we mean the want or absence

of that description of great m.en, whom we meet in

other countries ; men, who, by their distinct and single

agency, and by their splendid deeds, determine a na-

tion's fate. There was too much greatness in the

American people, to admit this overshadowing great-

ness of leaders. Accordingly the United States had

no liberator, no political saviour. Washington indeed

conferred on us great blessings. But Washington was

not a hero, in the common sense of that word. We
never spoke of him as the French did of Bonaparte,

never talked of his eagle-eyed, irresistible genius, as

if this were to work out our safety. We never lost

our self-respect. We felt that, under God, we were to

be free through our own courage, energy, and wisdom,

under the animating and guiding influences of this

great and good mind. Washington served us chiefly

by his sublime moral quahties. — To him belonged the
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proud distinction of being the leader in a revolution,

without awakening one doubt or solicitude as to the

spotless purity of his purpose. His was the glory of

being the brightest manifestation of the spirit which

reigned in his country ; and in this way he became

a source of energy, a bond of union, the centre of an

enlightened people's confidence. In such a revolution

as that of France, Washington w^ould have been noth-

ing ; for that sympathy, which subsisted between him

and his fellow-citizens, and w^hich was the secret of his

power, would have been wanting. By an instinct which

is unerring, w^e call Washington, with grateful rever-

ence, the Father of his country, but not its Saviour.

A people, which wants a saviour, which does not pos-

sess an earnest and pledge of freedom in its own heart,

is not yet ready to be free.

A great question here offers itself, at which we can

only glance. If a moral preparation is required for

freedom, how, it is asked, can Europe ever be free ?

How, under the despotisms which now crush the con-

tinent, can nations grow ripe for liberty ? Is it to be

hoped, that men will learn, in the school of slavery,

the spirit and virtues, which, we are told, can alone

work out their deliverance ? In the absolute govern-

ments of Europe, the very instruments of forming an

enlightened and generous love of freedom are bent

into the service of tyranny. The press is an echo of

the servile doctrines of the court. The schools and

seminaries of education • are employed to taint the

young mind with the maxims of despotism. Even

Christianity is turned into a preacher of legitimacy,

and its temples are desecrated by the abject teaching

of unconditional submission. How then is the spirit
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of a wise and moral freedom to be generated and dif-

fused ? We have stated the difficulty in its full force
;

for nothing is gained by winking out of sight the tre-

mendous obstacles, with which liberal principles and

institutions must contend. We have not time at pres-

ent to answer the great question now proposed. We
will only say, that we do not despair ; and we will

briefly suggest what seems to us the chief expedient,

by which the cause of freedom, obstructed as it is,

must now be advanced. In despotic countries, those

men whom God has inspired with lofty sentiments and

a thirst for freedom (and such are spread through all

Europe,) must, in their individual capacity, communi-

cate themselves to individual minds. The cause of

liberty on the continent cannot now be forwarded by

the action of men in masses. But in every country

there are those who feel their degradation and their

wrongs, who abhor tyranny as the chief obstruction

of the progress of nations, and who are willing and

prepared to suffer for liberty. Let such men spread

around them their own spirit, by every channel which

a jealous despotism has not closed. Let them give

utterance to sentiments of magnanimity in private con-

ference, and still more by the press ; for there are

modes of clothing and expressing kindling truths, which,

it is presumed, no censorship would dare to pro-

scribe. Let them especially teach that great truth,

which is the seminal principle of a virtuous freedom,

and the very foundation of morals and religion ; we
mean, the doctrine, that conscience, the voice of God
in every heart, is to be listened to above all other

guides and lords ; that there is a sovereign w^ithin us,

clothed with more awful powers and rights than any

VOL. I. 12
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outward king ; and that he alone is worthy the name

of a man, who gives himself up solemnly, deliberately,

to obey this internal guide through peril and In death.

This is the spirit of freedom ; for no man is wholly and

immutably free but he who has broken every outward

yoke, that he may obey his own deliberate conscience.

This is the lesson to be taught alike in republics and

despotisms. As yet it has but dawned on the world.

Its full application remains to be developed. They

who have been baptized, by a true experience, into

this vital and all-comprehending truth, must every-

I

where be its propagators ; and he, who makes one

' convert of it near a despot's throne, has broken one

link of that despot's chain. It is chiefly in the diffusion

of this loftiness of moral sentiment that we place our

hope of freedom ; and we have a hope, because we

know that there are those who have drunk into this

truth, and are ready, when God calls, to be its martyrs.

We do not despair, for there is a contagion, we would

rather say, a divine power, in sublime moral principle.

This is our chief trust. We have less and less hope

from force and bloodshed, as the instruments of work-

ing out man's redemption from slavery. History shows

us not a few princes, who have gained or strengthened

thrones by assassination or war. But freedom, wliich

is another name for justice, honor, and benevolence,

scorns to use the private dagger, and wields with trem-

bling the public sword. The true conspiracy before

which tyranny is to fall, is that of virtuous, elevated

minds, which shall consecrate themselves to the work

of awakening in men a consciousness of the rights,

powers, purposes, and greatness of human nature ;

which shall oppose to force, the heroism of intellect
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and conscience, and the spirit of self-sacrifice. We
believe, that, at this moment, there are virtue and wis-

dom enough to shake despotic thrones, were they as

confiding as they should be, in God and in their own
might, and were they to pour themselves through every

channel into the public mind.

We close our present labors, with commending to

the protection of Almighty God the cause of human

freedom and improvement. We adore the wisdom

and goodness of his providence, which has ordained,

that liberty shall be wrought ought by the magnanimity,

courage, and sacrifices of men. We bless him for the

glorious efforts which this cause has already called

forth ; for the intrepid defenders who have gathered

round it, and whose fame is a most precious legacy of

past ages ; for the toils and sufferings by which it has

been upheld ; for the awakening and thrilling voice

which comes to us from the dungeon and scaffold,

where the martyrs of liberty have pined or bled. We
bless him, that even tyranny has been overruled for

good, by exciting a resistance, which has revealed to us

the strength of virtuous principle in the human soul.

We beseech this Great and Good Parent, from whom
all pure influences proceed, to enkindle, by his quick-

ening breath, an unquenchable love of virtue and free-

dom In those favored men, whom he halh enriched and

signalized by eminent gifts and powers, that they may

fulfil the high function of inspiring their fellow-beings

with a consciousness of the birthright and destination

of human nature. Wearied with violence and blood,

we beseech him to subvert oppressive governments,

by the gentle, yet awful, power of truth and virtue
;

by the teachings of uncorrupted Cliristlanlty ; by the
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sovereignty of enlightened opinion ; by the triumph of

sentiments of magnanimity ; by mild, rational, and pu-

rifying influences, which will raise the spirit of the en-

slaved, and which sovereigns will be unable to with-

stand. For this peaceful revolution we earnestly pray.

If, however, after long, forbearing, and unavailing ap-

pHcations to justice and humanity, the friends of free-

dom should be summoned, by the voice of God with-

in, and by his providence abroad, to vindicate their

rights with other arms, to do a sterner work, to repef

despotic force by force, may they not forget, even

in this hour of provocation, the spirit which their high

calling demands. Let them take the sword with awe,

as those on whom a holy function is devolved. Let

them regard themselves as ministers and delegates of

Him, whose dearest attribute is Mercy. Let them not

stain their sacred cause by one cruel deed, by the in-

fliction of one needless pang, by shedding without cause

one drop of human blood.
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PART II.

In a former number of our work,* we reviewed the

life and character of Napoleon Bonaparte. We resume

the subject, not for the purpose of speaking more large-

ly of the individual, but that we m.ay consider more

distinctly the principle of action which governed him,

and of which he was a remarkable manifestation.

Power was the idol to which Bonaparte sacrificed

himself. To gain supremacy and unhmited sway, to

subject men to his will, was his chief, settled, unrelent-

ing purpose. This passion drew and converted into

itself the whole energy of his nature. The love of

power, that common principle, explains, in a great de-

gree, his character and life. His crimes did not spring

from any impulse peculiar to himself. With all his

contempt of the human race, he still belonged to it.

It is true both of the brightest virtues and the blackest

vices, though they seem to & t apart their possessors

from the rest of mankind, that the seeds of them are

sown in every human breast. The man, who attracts

and awes us by his intellectual and moral grandeur, is

only an example and anticipation of the improvements,

for which every mind was endowed with reason and

conscience ; and the worst man has become such by

the perversion and excess of desires and appetites

•Christian Examiner, Vol. IV. No. V.
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which he shares with his whole race. Napoleon haa

no element of character which others do not possess.

It was his misery and guilt that he was usurped and

absorbed by one passion ; that his whole mind shot up

into one growth ; that his singular strength of thought

and will, which, if consecrated to virtue, would have

enrolled him among the benefactors of mankind, was

enslaved by one lust. He is not to be gazed on as a

miracle. He was a manifestation of our own nature.

He teaches on a large scale what thousands teach on

a narrow one. He shows us the greatness of the ruin

which is wrought, when the order of the mind is sub-

verted, conscience dethroned, and a strong passion left

without restraint to turn every inward and outward re-

source to the accomplishment of a selfish purpose.

The influence of the love of power on human affairs is

rio constant, unbounded, and tremendous, that we think

this principle of our nature worthy of distinct considera-

tion, and shall devote to it a few pages, as a fit sequel to

our notice of Bonaparte.

The passion for power is one of the most universal
;

nor is it to be regarded as a crime in all its forms.

Sweeping censures on a natural sentiment cast blame on

the Creator. This principle shows itself in the very

dawn of our existence. The child never exults and re-

joices more, than when it becomes conscious of power

by overcoming difficulties, or compassing new ends.

All our desires and appetites lend aid and energy to

this passion, for all find increase of gratification, in pro-

portion to the growth of our strength and influence.

We ought to add, that this principle is fed from nobler

sources. Power is a chief element of all the command-
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ing qualities of our nature. It enters into all the higher

virtues ; such as magnanimity, fortitude, constancy.

It enters into intellectual eminence. It is power of

thought and utterance which immortalizes the products

of genius. Is it strange that an attribute, through

which all our passions reach their objects, and which

characterizes w-hatever is great or admirable in man.

should awaken intense desire, and be sought as one of

the chief goods of life ?

This principle, we have said, is not in all its forms

a crime. There are indeed various kinds of power,

which it is our duty to covet, accumulate, and hold

fast. First, there is inward power, the most precious

of all possessions
;
power over ourselves

;
powder to

withstand trial, to bear suffering, to front danger
;
power

over pleasure and pain ; power to follow our convic-

tions, however resisted by menace or scorn ; the pow-

er of calm reliance in seasons of darkness and storms.

Again, there is a power over outward things ; the pow-

er by W'hich the mind triumphs over matter, presses into

its service the subtilest and strongest elements, makes

the W'inds, fire, and steam hs ministers, rears the city,

opens a path through the ocean, and makes the wilder-

ness blossom as the rose. These forms of pow-er, es-

pecially the first, are glorious distinctions of our race,

nor can we prize them too highly.

There is another pov/er, which is our principal con-

cern in the present discussion. We mean powder over

our fellow-creatures. It is this which ambition chiefly

covets, and w^hich has instigated to more crime, and

spread more misery, than any other cause. We are

not however to condemn even this universally. There

is a truly noble sway of man over man ; one, which it
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is our honor to seek and exert ; which is earned by

well-doing ; which is a chief recompense of virtue.

We refer to the quickening influence of a good and

great mind over other minds, by which it brings thera

into sympathy with itself. Far from condemning this,

we are anxious to hold it forth as the purest glory

which virtuous ambition can propose. The power

of awakening, enlightening, elevating our fellow-crea-

tures may, with peculiar fitness, be called divine ; for

there is no agency of God so beneficent and sublime

as that which he exerts on rational natures, and by

w^hich he assimilates them to himself. This sway over

other souls is the surest test of greatness. We admire,

indeed, the energy which subdues the material creation,

or developes the physicial resources of a state. But

it is a nobler might which calls forth the intellectual

and moral resources of a people, which communicates

new impulses to society, throws into circulation new

and stirring thoughts, gives the mind a new conscious-

ness of its faculties, and rouses and fortifies the will to

an unconquerable purpose of well-doing. This spirit-

ual power is worth all other. To improve man's out-

ward condition is a secondary agency, and is chiefly

important as it gives the means of inward growth. The

most glorious minister of God on earth is he, who

speaks wuth a life-giving energy to other minds, breath-

ing into them the love of truth and virtue, strengthening

them to suffer in a good cause, and lifting them above

the senses and the world.

We know not a more exhilarating thought, than that

this power is given to men ; that we can not only

change the face of the outward world, and by virtuous

discipline improve ourselves, but that we may become
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springs of life and light to our fellow-beings. We are

thus admitted to a fellowship with Jesus Christ, whose

highest end was, that he might act with a new and

celestial energy on the human mind. We rejoice to

think, that he did not come to monopolize this divine

sway, to enjoy a solitary grandeur, but to receive

others, even all who should obey his religion, into

the partnership of this honor and happiness. Every

Christian, in proportion to his progress, acquires a

measure of this divine agency. In the humblest con-

ditions, a power goes forth from a devout and disinter-

ested spirit, calling forth silently moral and religious

sentiment, perhaps in a child, or some other friend,

and teaching, without the aid of words, the loveliness

and peace of sincere and single-hearted virtue. In the

more enhghtened classes, individuals now and then rise

up, who, through a singular force and elevation of soul,

obtain a sway over men's minds to which no limit

can be prescribed. They speak with a voice which

is heard by distant nations, and which goes down to

future ages. Their names are repeated with venera-

tion by millions ; and millions read in their lives and

writings a quickening testimony to the greatness of

the mind, to its moral strength, to the reality of dis-

interested virtue. These are the true sovereigns of

the earth. They share in the royalty of Jesus Christ.

They have a greatness which will be more and more

felt. The time is coming, its signs are visible, when

this long mistaken attribute of greatness will be seen

to belong eminently, if not exclusively, to those, who,

by their characters, deeds, sufferings, writings, leave

imperishable and ennobling traces of themselves on the

human mind. Among these legitimate sovereigns of
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the world, will be ranked the philosopher, who pene-

trates the secrets of the universe, and of the soul ; who
opens new fields to the intellect ; w^ho gives it a new
consciousness of its own powers, rights, and divine

original ; w^ho spreads enlarged and liberal habits of

thought ; and who helps men to understand, that an

ever-growing knowledge is the patrimony destined for

them by the " Father of their spirits." Among them

will be ranked the statesman, who, escaping a vulgar

policy, rises to the discovery of the true interest of a

state ; who seeks without fear or favor the common
good ; who understands that a nation's mind is more

valuable than its soil ; who inspirits a people's enter-

prise, without making them the slaves of wealth ; who
is mainly anxious to originate or give stability to insti-

tutions by which society may be carried forward ; who
confides with a sublime constancy in justice and virtue,

as the only foundation of a wise policy and of public

prosperity ; and, above all, who has so drunk into the

spirit of Christ and of God, as never to forget, that

his particular country is a member of the great human

family, bound to all nations, by a common nature, by

a common interest, and by indissoluble laws of equity

and charity. Among these will be ranked, perhaps on

the highest throne, the moral and religious Reformer,

who truly merits that name ; who rises above his times
;

who is moved by a holy impulse to assail vicious estab-

lishments, sustained by fierce passions and inveterate

prejudices ; who rescues great truths from the corrup-

tions of ages ; who, joining calm and deep thought to

profound feeling, secures to religion at once enlight-

ened and earnest conviction ; who unfolds to men higher

forms of virtue than they have yet attained or conceived;
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who gives brighter and more thrilling views of the per-

fection for which they were framed, and inspires a vic-

torious faith in the perpetual progress of our nature.

There is one characteristic of this power which be-

longs to truly great minds, particularly deserving notice.

Far from enslaving, it makes more and more free, those

on whom it is exercised ; and in this respect it differs

wholly from the vulgar sway which ambition thirsts for.

It awakens a kindred power in others, calls their facul-

ties into new life, and particularly strengthens them to

follow their own deliberate convictions of truth and du-

ty. It breathes conscious energy, self-respect, moral

independence, and a scorn of every foreign yoke.

There is another power over men, very different

from this ; a power, not to quicken and elevate, but to

crush and subdue ; a power which robs men of the free

use of their nature, takes them out of their own hands,

and compels them to bend to another's will. This is

the sway which men grasp at most eagerly, and which it

is our great purpose to expose. To reign, to give laws,

to clothe their own wills with omnipotence, to annihi-

late all other wills, to spoil the individual of that self-

direction which is his most precious right,— this has

ever been deemed by multitudes the highest prize for

competition and conflict. The most envied men are

those, who have succeeded in prostrating multitudes,

in subjecting whole communities, to their single will.

It is the love of this power, in all its forms, which we

are anxious to hold up to reprobation. If any crime

should be placed by society beyond pardon, it is this.

This power has been exerted most conspicuously

and perniciously by two classes of men ; the priest or

minister of religion, and the civil ruler. Both rely on
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the same instrument ; that is, pain or terror ; the first

calling to his aid the fires and torments of the future

world, and practising on the natural dread of invisible

powers ; and the latter availing himself of chains, dun-

geons, and gibbets in the present life. Through these

terrible applications, man has, in all ages and in almost

every country, been made, in a greater or less degree,

a slave and machine ; been shackled in all his faculties,

and degraded into a tool of others' wills and passions.

The influence of almost every political and religious

institution has been to make man abject in mind, fear-

ful, servile, a mechanical repeater of opinions which

he dares not try, and a contributor of his toil, sweat,

and blood, to governments which never dreamed of the

general weal as their only legitimate end. On the im-

mense majority of men, thus wronged and enslaved,

the consciousness of their own nature has not yet

dawned ; and the doctrine, that each has a mind, worth

more than the material world, and framed to grow

for ever by a self-forming, self-directing energy, is still

a secret, a mystery, notwithstanding the clear annun-

ciation of it, ages ago, by Jesus Christ. We know
not a stronger proof of the intenseness and nefarious-

ness of the love of power, than the fact of its having

virtually abrogated Christianity, and even turned into

an engine of dominion, a revelation which breathes

throughout the spirit of freedom, proclaims the essen-

tial equaUty of the human, race, and directs its most

solemn denunciations against the passion for rule and

empire.

That this power, which consists in force and com-

pulsion, in the imposition on the m.any of the will and

judgment of one or a few, is of a low order, when
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compared with the quickening influence over others,

of which we have before spoken, we need not stop to

prove. But the remark is less obvious, though not less

true, that it is not only inferior in kind, but in amount

or degree. This may not be so easily acknowledged.

He, whose will is passively obeyed by a nation, or

whose creed implicitly adopted by a spreading sect,

may not easily believe, that his power is exceeded,

iiot only in kind or quality, but in extent, by him who

wields only the silent, subtile influence of moral and

intellectual gifts. But the superiority of moral to ar-

bitrary sway in tliis particular, is proved by its effects.

Moral power is creative ; arbitrary power wastes away

the spirit and force of those on whom it is exerted.

And is it not a mightier work to create than to destroy ^

A higher energy is required to quicken than to crush ;

to elevate than to depress ; to warm and expand than

to chill and contract. Any hand, even the weakest,

may take away life ; another agency is required to

kindle or restore it. A vulgar incendiary may destroy

in an hour a magnificent structure, the labor of ages.

Has he energy to be compared with the creative intel-

lect, in which this work had its origin ? A fanatic of

ordinary talent may send terror through a crowd ;
and

by the craft, which is so often joined with fanaticism,

may fasten on multitudes a debasing creed. Has he

power to be compared with him, who rescues from

darkness one only of these enslaved minds, and quick-

ens it to think justly and nobly in relation to God,

duty, and immortality > The energies of a single soul,

awakened, by such an influence, to the free and full

use of its powers, may surpass, in their progress, the

intellectual activity of a whole community, enchained

VOL. I. 13
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and debased by fanaticism or outward force. Arbitrary

power, whether civil or religious, if tried by the only

fair test, that is, by its effects, seems to have more

affinity with weakness than strength. It enfeebles and

narrows what it acts upon. Its efficiency resembles

that of darkness and cold in the natural world. True

power is vivifying, productive, builds up, and gives

strength. We have a noble type and manifestation of

it in the sun, which calls forth and diffuses motion, life,

energy, and beauty. He who succeeds in chaining

men's understandings, and breaking their wills, may

indeed number millions as his subjects. But a weak,

puny race are the products of his sway, and they can

only reach the stature and force of men by throwing

ofi' his yoke. He who, by an intellectual and moral

energy, awakens kindred energy in others, touches

springs of infinite might, gives impulse to faculties to

which no bounds can be prescribed, begins an action

which will never end. One great and kindling thought

from a retired and obscure man. may live when thrones

are fallen, and the memory of those who filled them

obliterated, and, like an undying fire, may illuminate

and quicken all future generations.

We have spoken of the inferiority and worthlessness

of that dominion over others, which has been coveted

so greedily in all ages. We should rejoice could w^e

convey some just idea of its moral turpitude. Of all

injuries and crimes, the most flagrant is chargeable on

him who aims to establish dominion over his brethren.

He wars with what is more precious than life. He
would rob men of their chief prerogative and glory ;

we mean, of self-dominion, of that empire which is given

to a rational and moral being over his own soul and his
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own life. Such a being is framed to find honor and

happiness in forming and swaying himself, in adopt-

ing as his supreme standard his convictions of truth

and duty, in unfolding his powers by free exertion, in

acting from a principle within, from his growling con-

science. His proper and noblest attributes are self-

government, self-reverence, energy of thought, energ)'

in choosing the right and the good, energy in casting

off all other dominion. He was created for empire in

his own breast, and woe, woe to them who would pluck

from him this sceptre ! A mind, inspired by God with

reason and conscience, and capable, through these

endowments, of progress in truth and duty, is a sacred

thing ; more sacred than temples made with hands,

or even than this outward universe. It is of nobler

lineage than that of w-hich human aristocracy makes its

boast. It bears the hneaments of a Divine Parent. It

has not only a physical, but moral connexion with the

Supreme Being. Through its self-determining power,

it is accountable for its deeds, and for whatever it

becomes. Responsibility, that which above all things

makes existence solemn, is laid upon it. Its great end

is to conform itself, by its own energy, and by spiritual

succours which its own prayers and faithfulness secure,

to that perfection of wisdom and goodness, of which

God is the original and source, w^hich shines upon us

from the whole outw^ard world, but of which the in-

telligent soul is a truer recipient and a brighter image,

even than the sun with all his splendors. From these

view^s we learn, that no outrage, no injury, can equal

that, w^iich is perpetrated by him, who would break

down and subjugate the human mind ; who would rob

men of self-reverence ; who would bring them to stand
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more in awe of outward authority, than of reason and

conscience in their own souls ; who would make him-

self a standard and law for his race, and shape, by

force cr terror, the free spirits of others after his own
judgment and will.

All excellence, w^hether intellectual or moral, in-

•volves, as its essential elements, freedom, energy, and

moral independence, so that the invader of these, wheth-

er from the throne or the pulpit, invades the most sa-

cred interest of the human race. Intellectual excel-

lence imphes and requires these. This does not con-

sist in passive assent even to the highest truths ; or in

the most extensive stores of knowledge acquired by an

implicit faith, and lodged in the inert memory. It hes

in force, freshness, and independence of thought ; and

is most conspicuously manifested by him, who, loving

truth supremely, seeks it resolutely, follows the light

without fear, and modifies the views of others by the

patient, strenuous exercise of his own faculties. To a

man thus intellectually free, truth is not, vvhat it is to

passive multitudes, a foreign substance, dormant, life-

less, fruitless, but penetrating, prolific, full of vitality,

and ministering to the health and expansion of the soul.

And what we have said of intellectual excellence is

still more true of moral. This has its foundation and

root in freedom, and cannot exist a moment without it.

The very idea of virtue is, that it is a free act, the

product or result of the mind's self-determining power.

It is not good feeling, infused by nature or caught by

sympathy ; nor is it good conduct into which v/e have

slidden through imitation, or w'hich has been forced

upon us by another's will. We ourselves are its authors

'n a high and peculiar sense. We indeed depend on
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God for virtue ; for our capacity of moral action is

wholly his gift and inspiration, and without his per-

petual aid this capacity would avail nothing. But his

aid is not compulsion. He respects, he cannot violate,

that moral freedom which is his richest gift. To the

individual, the decision of his own character is left.

He has more than kingly power in his own soul. Let

him never resign it. Let none dare to interfere with it.

Virtue is self-dominion, or, what is the same thing, it

is self-subjection to the principle of duty, that highest

law in the soul. If these views of intellectual and mor-

al excellence be just, then to invade men's freedom is

to aim the deadliest blow at their honor and happi-

ness ; and their worst foe is he w^ho fetters their reason,

who makes his will their law, who makes them tools,

echoes, copies of himself.

Perhaps it may be objected to the representation of

virtue as consisting in self-dominion, that the Scriptures

speak of it as consisting in obedience to God. But

these are perfectly compatible and harmonious views
;

for genuine obedience to God is the free choice and

adoption of a law, the great principles of which our

own minds approve, and our own consciences bind on

us ; which is not an arbitrary injunction, but an emana-

tion and expression of the Divine Mind : and which is

intended throughout to give energy, dignity, and en-

largement to our best powers. He, and he only, obeys

God virtuously and acceptably, who reverences right,

not power ; who has chosen rectitude as his supreme

rule ; who sees and reveres in God the fulness and

brightness of moral excellence, and who sees in obe-

dience the progress and perfection of his own nature.

That subjection to the Deity, which, we fear, is too

13*
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common, in which the mind smTenders itself to mere

power and will, is any thing but virtue. We fear that it

is disloyalty to that moral principle, which is ever to be

reverenced as God's vicegerent in the rational soul.

Perhaps some m.ay fear, that, in our zeal for the

freedom and independence of the individual mind, we
unsettle government, and almost imply that it is a

wrong. Far from it. We hold government to be an

essential means of our intellectual and moral education,

and v/ould strengthen it by pointing out its legitimate

functions. Government, as far as it is rightful, is the

guardian and friend of freedom, so that in exalting

the one we enforce the other.. The highest aim of all

authority is to confer liberty. This is true of domestic

rule. The great, we may say the single object of pa-

rental government, of a wise and virtuous education, is,

to give the child the fullest use of his own powers ; to

give him inward force ; to train him up to govern him-

self. The same is true of the authority of Jesus Christ.

He came, indeed, to rule mankind ; but to rule them,

not by arbitrary statutes, not by force and menace,

not by mere will, but by setting before them, in precept

and hfe, those everlasting rules of recthude, which

Heaven obeys, and of which every soul contains the

living germs. He came to exert a moral power ; to

reign by the manifestation of celestial virtues ; to awaken
the energy of holy purpose in the free mind. He came
to publish liberty to the captives ; to open the prison

door ; to break the power of the passions ; to break the

yoke of a ceremonial religion which had been imposed

in the childhood of the race ; to exalt us to a manly

homage and obedience of our Creator. Of civil govern-

raent, too, the great end is to secure freedom. Its
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proper, and highest function is, to watch over the

hberties of each and all, and to open to a community

the widest field for all its powers. Its very chains and

prisons have the general freedom for their aim. They
are just, only when used to curb oppression and WTong

;

to disarm him who has a tyrant's heart, if not a tyrant's

power, who wars against others' rights, who, by invad-

ing property or life, would substitute force for the reign

of equal laws. Freedom, w^e repeat it, is the end of

government. To exalt men to self-rule is the end of

all other rule ; and he, who would fasten on them his ar-

bitrary will, is their worst foe.

We have aimed to show the guilt of the love of power

and dominion, by showing the ruin which it brings on

the mind, by enlarging on the preciousness of that in-

ward freedom which it invades and destroys. To us,

this view is the most impressive ; but the guilt of this

passion may also be discerned, and by some more

clearly, in its outward influences ; in the desolation,

bloodshed, and w^oe, of which it is the perpetual cause.

We owe to it almost all the miseries of war. To spread

the sway of one or a few^, thousands and millions have

been turned into machines under the name of soldiers,

armed with instruments of destruction, and then sent

to reduce others to their own lot by fear and pain, by

fire and sword, by butchery and pillage. And is it

light guilt, to array man against his brother ; to make

murder the trade of thousands ; to drench the earth

v/ith human blood ; to turn it into a desert ; to scatter

famihes hke chaff; to make mothers widows, and chil-

dren orphans ; and to do all this for the purpose of

spreading a still gloomier desolation, for the purpose of

subjugating men's souls, turning them into base para-
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sites, extorting from them a degrading homage, hum-

bling them in their own eyes, and breaking them to

servility as the chief duty of hfe ? When the passion

for power succeeds, as it generally has done. In estab-

lishing despotism, it seems to make even civilization

a doubtful good. Whilst the monarch and his court

are abandoned to a wasteful luxury, the peasantry,

rooted to the soil and doomed to a perpetual round of

labors, are raised but little above the brute. There

are parts of Europe, Christian Europe, in which the

peasant, through whose sweat kings and nobles riot

in plenty, seems to enjoy less, on the v/hole, than the

untamed Indian of our forests. Chained to one spot,

living on the cheapest vegetables, sometimes unable

to buy salt to season his coarse fare, seldom or never

tasting animal food, having for his shelter a mud-walled

hut floored with earth or stone, and subjected equally

with the brute to the rule of a superior, he seems to

us to partake less of animal, intellectual, and moral

pleasures, than the free wanderer of the woods, whose

steps no man fetters ; whose wigwam no tyrant violates
;

whose chief toil is hunting, that noblest of sports ; who

feasts on the deer, that most luxurious of viands ; to

whom streams, as well as woods, pay tribute ; whose

adventurous life gives sagacity ; and in whom peril

nourishes courage and self-command. We are no ad-

vocates for savage life. We know that its boasted

freedom is a delusion. The single fact, that human

nature in this wild state makes no progress, is proof

enough that it wants true liberty. We mean only to

say, that man, in the hands of despotism, is sometimes

degraded below the savage ; that it were better for him

to be lawless, then to live under lawless sway.
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It is the part of Christians to look on the passion

for power and dominion with strong abhorrence ; for

it is singularly hostile to the genius of their religion.

Jesus Christ always condemned it. One of the striking

marks of his moral greatness, and of the originality of

his character, was, that he held no fellowship and made

no compromise with this universal spirit of his age, but

withstood it in every form. He found the Jews intoxi-

cating themselves with dreams of empire. Of the proph-

ecies relating to the Messiah, the most familiar and

dear to them were those, which announced him as a

conqueror, and which were construed by their worldli-

ness into a promise of triumphs to the people from

whom he was to spring. Even the chosen disciples of

Jesus looked to him for this good. " To sit on his

right hand and on his left," or, in other words, to hold

the most commanding station in his kingdom, was not

only their lurking wish, but their open and im.portunate

request. But there was no passion on which Jesus

frowned more severely than on this. He taught, that,

to be great in his kingdom, men must serve, instead of

ruling, their brethren. He placed among them a child

as an emblem of the humility of his religion. His most

terrible rebukes fell on the lordly, aspiring Pharisee.

In his own person, he was mild and condescending,

exacting no personal service, living with his disciples

as a friend, sliaring their wants, sleeping in their fish-

ing-boat, and even washing their feet ; and in all this,

he expressly proposed himself to them as a pattern,

knowing well, that the last triumph of disinterestedness

is to forget our own superiority, in our sympathy, soli-

citude, tenderness, respect, and self-denying zeal for

those who are below us. We cannot indeed wonder
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that the lust of power should be encountered by the

sternest rebukes and menace of Christianity, because

it wages open w^ar with the great end of this religion,

which is the elevation of the human mind. No corrup-

tion of this rehgion is more palpable and more enor-

mous, than that which turns it into an instrument of

dominion, and which makes it teach, that man's pri-

mary duty is to give himself a passive material into the

hands of his minister, priest, or king.

The subject which we now discuss is one in which

all nations have an interest, and especially our own
;

and we should fail of our main purpose, were we not

to lead our readers to apply it to ourselves. The pas-

sion for ruling, though most completely developed in

despotisms, is confined to no forms of government. It

is the chief peril of free states, the natural enemy of

free institutions. It agitates our own country, and still

throws an uncertainty over the great experiment we

are making here in behalf of liberty. We will try then,

in a few words, to expose its influences and dangers,

and to abate that zeal with which a participation in

office and power is sought among ourselves.

It is the distinction of republican institutions, that

whilst they compel the passion for power to moderate

its pretensions, and to satisfy itself with more limit-

ed gratifications, they tend to spread it more widely

through the community, and to make it a universal

principle. The doors of office being open to all, crowds

burn to rush in. A thousand hands are stretched out

to grasp the reins which are denied to none. Perhaps,

in this boasted and boasting land of liberty, not a few,

if called to state the chief good of a republic, would

place it in this ; that every man is eligible to every
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office, and that the highest places of power and trust

are prizes for universal competition. The superiority

i attributed by many to our institutions is, not that they

secure the greatest freedom, but give every man a

chance of ruhng ; not that they reduce the power of

government within the narrowest limits which the safety

of the state admits, but throw it into as many hands

as possible. The despot's great crime is thought to

be, that he keeps the delight of dominion to himself,

that he makes a monopoly of it, whilst our more gener-

ous institutions, by breaking it into parcels, and inviting

the multitude to scramble for it, spread this joy more

widely. The result is, that political ambition infects

our country, and generates a feverish restlessness and

discontent, which, to the monarchist, may seem more

than a balance for our forms of liberty. The spirit

of intrigue, which in absolute governments is con-

fined to courts, walks abroad through the land ; and,

as individuals can accomplish no political purposes

single-handed, they band themselves into parties, osten-

sibly framed for public ends, but aiming only at the

acquisition of power. The nominal sovereign, that is,

the people, like all other sovereigns, is courted and

flattered, and told that it can do no wrong. Its pride

is pampered, its passions inflamed, its prejudices made

inveterate. Such are the processes, by which other

repubhcs have been subverted, and he must be blind

who cannot trace them among ourselves. We mean

not to exaggerate our dangers. We rejoice to know,

that the improvements of society oppose many checks

to the love of power. But every wise man, who sees

its workings, must dread it as our chief foe.

This passion derives strength and vehemence in our
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country from the common idea, that poHtical power is

the highest prize which society has to offer. We know

not a more general delusion, nor is it the least danger-

ous. Instilled, as it is, in our youth, it gives infinite

excitement to political ambition. It turns the active

talent of the country to public station as the supreme

good, and makes it restless, intriguing, and unprin-

cipled. It calls out hosts of selfish competitors for

comparatively few places, and encourages a bold, un-

blushing pursuit of personal elevation, which a just

moral sense and self-respect in the community would

Af wn upon and cover with shame. This prejudice has

come down from past ages, and is one of their worst

bequests. To govern others has always been thought

the highest function on earth. We have a remarkable

proof of the strength and pernicious influence of this

persuasion, in the manner in which history has been

written. Who fill the page of history ? Political and

military leaders, who have hved for one end, to subdue

and govern their fellow-beings. These occupy the fore-

ground, and the people, the human race, dwindle into

insignificance, and are almost lost behind their masters.

The proper and noblest object of history is, to record

the vicissitudes of society, its spirit in different ages,

the causes which have determined its progress and

decline, and especially the manifestations and growth

of its highest attributes and interests, of intelligence,

of the religious principle, of moral sentiment, of the

elegant and useful arts, of the triumphs of man over

nature and himself. Instead of this, we have records

of men in power, often weak, oftener wicked, who did

little or nothing for the advancement of their age, who

were in no sense its representatives, whom the accident
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of birth perhaps raised to influence. We have the quar-

rels of courtiers, the intrigues of cabinets, sieges and

battles, royal births and deaths, and the secrets of a

palace, that sink of lewdness and corruption. These

are the staples of history. The inventions of printing,

of gunpowder, and the mariner's compass, were too

mean affairs for history to trace. She was bovring be-

fore kings and warriors. She had volumes for the plots

and quarrels of Leicester and Essex in the reign of

Elizabeth, but not a page for Shakspeare ; and if Ba-

con had not filled an office, she would hardly have re-

corded his name, in her anxiety to preserve the deeds

and sayings of that Solomon of his age, James the

First.

We have spoken of the supreme importance which is

attached to rulers and government, as a prejudice ; and

we think, that something may be done towards abating

the passion for power, by placing this thought in a

clearer light. It seems to us not very difficult to show,

that to govern men is not as high a sphere of action as

has been commonly supposed, and that those, who have

obtained this dignity, have usurped a place beyond

their due in history and men's minds. We apprehend,

indeed, that w^e are not alone in this opinion ; that a

change of sentiment on this subject has commenced

and must go on ; that men are learning, that there are

higher sources of happiness and more important agents

in human affairs than political rule. It is one mark of

the progress of society, that it brings down the public

man and raises the private one. It throws power into

tlie hands of untitled individuals, and spreads it through

all orders of the community. It multiphes and distrib-

utes freely means of extensive influence, and opens

VOL. I. 14
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new channels, by which the gifted mind, in whatever

rank or condition, may communicate itself far and wide.

Through the difiusion of education and printing, a pri-

vate man may now speak to multitudes, incompara-

bly more numerous than ancient or modern eloquence

ever electrified in the popular assembly or the hall of

legislation. By these instruments, truth is asserting her

sovereignty over nations, without the help of rank,

office, or sword ; and her faithful ministers will become

more and more the lawgivers of the world.

We mean not to deny, we steadily affirm, that govern-

ment is a great good, and essential to human hap-

piness ; but it does its good chiefly by a negative in-

fluence, by repressing injustice and crime, by securing

property from invasion, and thus removing obstructions

to the free exercise of human powers. It confers little

positive benefit. Its office is, not to confer happiness,

but to give men opportunity to work out happiness for

themselves. Government resembles the wall which sur-

rounds our lands ; a needful protection, but rearing no

harvests, ripening no fruits. It is the individual who
must choose whether the enclosure shall be a paradise

or a waste. How little positive good can govern-

ment confer ! It does not till our fields, build our

houses, weave the ties which bind us to our families,

give disinterestedness to the heart, or energy to the

intellect and will. All our great interests are left to

ourselves ; and governments, when they have interfered

with them, have obstructed, much more than advanced

them. For example, they have taken religion into their

keeping only to disfigure it. So education, in their

hands, has generally become a propagator of servile

maxims, and an upholder of antiquated errors. In like
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manner they have paralyzed trade by their nursing

care, and muhiplied poverty by expedients for its re-

lief. Government has ahnost always been a barrier

against which intellect has had to struggle ; and society

has made its chief progress by the minds of private in-

dividuals, who have outstripped their rulers, and gradu-

ally shamed them into truth and wisdom.

Virtue and intelligence are the great interests of a

community, including all others, and w^orth all others
;

and the noblest agency is that by which they are ad-

vanced. Now we apprehend, that political power is

not the most effectual instrument for their promotion,

and accordingly we doubt whether government is the

only or highest sphere for superior minds. Virtue, from

its very nature, cannot be a product of what may be

called the direct operation of government ; that is, of

legislation. Laws may repress crime. Their office

is to erect prisons for violence and fraud. But moral

and rehgious w^orth, dignity of character, loftiness of

sentiment, all that makes man a blessing to himself

i and society, lies beyond their province. Virtue is of

I
the soul, where laws cannot penetrate. Excellence is

I something too refined, spiritual, celestial, to be pro-

I duced by the coarse machinery of government. Human
! legislation addresses itself to self-love, and works by

outward force. Its chief instrument is punishment.

I

It cannot touch the springs of virtuous feelings, of

I
great and good deeds. Accordingly, rulers, with all

j

their imagined omnipotence, do not dream of enjoining

I
by statute, philanthropy, gratitude, devout sentiment,

I magnanimity, and purity of thought. Virtue is too high

I
a concern for government. It is an inspiration of God,

not a creature of law ; and the agents whom God chiefly
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honors in its promotion, are those, who, through ex-

perience as well as meditation, have risen to generous

conceptions of it, and who show it forth, not in empty-

eulogies, but in the language of deep conviction, and in

Hves of purity.

Government, then, does little to advance the chief

interest of human nature by its direct agency ; and

what shall we say of its indirect ? Here we wish not

to offend ; but w^e must be allowed to use that plainness

of speech which becomes Christians and freemen. We
do fear then, that the indirect influence of government

is on the whole adverse to virtue ; and in saying this,

we do not speak of other countries, or of different

political institutions from our ow^n. We do not mean

to say, what all around us would echo, that monarchy-

corrupts a state, that the air of a court reeks wi'th in-

fection, and taints the higher classes with a licentious-

ness which descends to their inferiors. We speak of

government at home ; and we ask w^ise men to say,

whether it ministers most to vice or virtue. We fear,

that here, as elsewhere, pohtical power is of corrupting

tendency ; and that, generally speaking, public men

are not the most effectual teachers of truth, disinter-

estedness, and incorruptible integrity to the people.

An error prevails in relation to political concerns,

which necessarily makes civil institutions demoraHzing.

It is deeply rooted, the growth of ages. We refer to

the belief, that public men are absolved in a measure

from the everlasting and immutable obligations of mor-

ality ; that political power is a prize, which justifies

arts and compliances that would be scorned in private

life ; that management, intrigue, hollow pretensions, and

appeals to base passions, deserve slight rebuke when
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employed to compass political ends. Accordingly the

laws of truth, justice, and philanthropy, have seldom

been applied to pubhc as to private concerns. Even

those individuals, who have come to frown indignantly

on the machinations, the office seeking, and the sacri-

fices to popularity, which disgrace our internal condi-

tion, are disposed to acquiesce in a crooked or ungen-

erous pohcy towards foreign nations, by which great

advantages may accrue to their own country. Now

the great truth, on which the cause of virtue rests, is,

that rectitude is an eternal, unalterable, and universal

law, binding at once heaven and earth, the perfection

of God's character, and the harmony and happiness of

the rational creation ; and in proportion as poHtical in-

stitutions unsetde this great conviction,— in proportion

as they teach that truth, justice, and philanthropy are

local, partial obligations, claiming homage from the weak,

but shrinking before the powerful,— in proportion as

they thus insult the awful and inviolable majesty of the

Eternal Law, — in the same proportion they undermine

the very foundation of a people's virtue.

In regard to the other great interest of the communi-

ty, its intelligence, government may do much good by

a direct influence ; that is, by instituting schools or ap-

propriating revenue for the instruction of the poorer

classes. Whether it w^ould do wisely in assuming to

itself, or in taking from individuals, the provision and

care of higher hterary institutions, is a question not

easily determined. But no one will doubt, that it is a

noble function, to assist and develope the intellect in

those classes of the community, whose hard condition

exposes them to a merely animal existence. Still the

agency of government in regard to knowledge is ne-

14*
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cessarily superficial and narrow. The great sources of

intellectual power and progress to a people are its

strong and original thinkers, be they found where they

may. Government cannot, and does not, extend the

bounds of knowledge ; cannot make experiments in the

laboratory, explore the laws of animal or vegetable

nature, or establish the principles of criticism, morals,

and rehgion. The energy, Vv^hich is to carry forward

the intellect of a people, belongs chiefly to private

individuals, who devote themselves to lonely thought,

who worship truth, who originate the views demanded

by their age, who help us to throw off the yoke of

estabhshed prejudices, who improve old modes of edu-

cation or invent better. It is true that great men at

the head of affairs may, and often do, contribute much
to the growth of a nation's mind. But it too often

happens that their station obstructs rather than aids

their usefulness. Their connexion with a party, and

the habit of viewing subjects in reference to personal

aggrandizement, too often obscure the noblest intellects,

and convert into patrons of narrow views and temporary

interests, those, who, in other conditions, would have

been the lights of their age, and the propagators of

everlasting truth.— From these views of the limited

influence of government on the most precious interests

of society, we learn that political power is not the

noblest power, and that, in the progress of intelli-

gence, it will cease to be coveted as the chief and most

honorable distinction on earth.

If we pass now to the consideration of that interest,

over which government is expected chiefly to watch,

and on which it is most competent to act with power,

we shall not arrive at a result very different from what
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we have just, expressed. We refer to property, or

wealth. That the influence of political institutions on

this great concern is important, inestimable, we mean

not to deny. But, as we have already suggested, it

is chiefly negative. Government enriches a people

by removing obstructions to their powers, by defending

them from v/rong, and thus giving them opportunity

to enrich themselves. Government is not the spring of

the wealth of nations, but their own sagacity, industry,

enterprise, and force of character. To leave a people

to themselves, is generally the best service their rulers

can render. Time was, when sovereigns fixed prices

and wages, regulated industry and expense, and im-

agined that a nation would starve and perish, if it were

not guided and guarded like an infant. But we have

learned, that men are their own best guardians, that

property is safest under its owner's care, and that, gen-

erally speaking, even great enterprises can better be

accomplished by the voluntary association of individ-

uals, than by the state. Indeed, we are met at every

stage of this discussion by the truth, that political

power is a weak engine compared with individual in-

telligence, virtue and effort ; and we are the more

anxious to enforce this truth, because, through an

extravagant estimate of government, men are apt to

expect from it what they must do for themselves, and

to throw upon it the blame which belongs to their own

feebleness and improvidence. The great hope of so-

ciety is individual character. Civilization and political

institutions are themselves sources of not a few evils,

which nothing but the intellectual and moral energy

of the private citizen can avert or relieve. Such, for

example, are the monstrous inequalities of property, the
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sad contrasts of condition, which disfigure a large city
;

which laws create and cannot remove ; which can only

be mitigated and diminished by a principle of moral

restraint in the poorer classes, and by a wise benefi-

cence in the rich. The great lesson for men to learn

is, that their happiness is in their own hands ; that it

is to be wrought out by their own faithfulness to God
and conscience ; that no outward institutions can sup-

ply the place of inward principle, of moral energy,

whilst this can go far to supply the place of almost

every outward aid.

Our remarks will show, that our estimate of political

institutions is more moderate than the prevalent one,

and that we regard the power, for which ambition has

woven so many plots and shed so much blood, as des-

tined to occupy a more and more narrow space, among

the means of usefulness and distinction. There is,

however, one branch of government, which we hold

in high veneration, w^hich we account an unspeakable

blessing, and which, for the world, we would not say

a word to disparage ; and we are the more disposed to

speak of it, because its relative importance seems to us

little understood. We refer to the Judiciary, a depart-

ment worth all others in the state. Whilst politicians

expend their zeal on transient interests, which perhaps

derive their chief importance from their connexion with

a party, it is the province of the Judge to apply those

solemn and universal laws of rectitude, on which the

security, industry, and prosperity of the individual and

the state essentially depend. From his tribunal, as

from a sacred oracle, go forth the responses of justice.

To us there is nothing in the whole fabric of civil in-

stitutions so interesting and imposing, as this impartial
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and authoritative exposition of the principles of moral

legislation. The administration of justice in this coun-

try, where the Judge, without a guard, without a sol-

dier, without pomp, decides upon the dearest interests

of the citizen, trusting chiefly to the moral sentiment of

the community for the execution of his decrees, is the

most beautiful and encouraging aspect, under which

our government can be viewed. We repeat it, there

is nothing In pubhc affairs so venerable as the voice

of Justice, speaking through her delegated ministers,

reaching and subduing the high as well as the low,

setting a defence around the splendid mansion of wealth

and the lowly hut of poverty, repressing wrong, vindicat-

ing innocence, humbling the oppressor, and publishing

the rights of human nature to every human being. We
confess, that we often turn with pain and humiliation

from the hall of Congress, where we see the legislator

forgetting the majesty of his function, forgetting his

relation to a vast and growing community, and sacri-

ficing to his party or to himself the pubhc weal ; and

it comforts us to turn to the court of justice, v/here the

dispenser of the laws, shutting his ear against all sohci-

tations of friendship or interest, dissolving for a time

every private tie, forgetting public opinion, and with-

standing public feeling, asks only what Is right. To
our courts, the resorts and refuge of weakness and

innocence, w^e look with hope and joy. We boast,

with a virtuous pride, that no breath of corruption has

as yet tainted their pure air. To this department of

government, we cannot ascribe too much importance.

Over this, w^e cannot watch too jealously. Every en-

croachment on its independence we should resent, and

repel, as the chief w-rong our country can sustain.
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Woe, woe to the impious hand, which would shake

this most sacred and precious column of the social

edifice.

In the remarks which we have now submitted to our

readers, we have treated of great topics, if not worthily,

yet, we trust, with a pure purpose. We have aimed to

expose the passion for dominion, the desire of ruling

mankind. We have labored to show the superiority

of moral power and influence to that sway which has

for ages been seized with eager and bloody hands.

We have labored to hold up to unmeasured repro-

bation, him who would establish an empire of brute

force over rational beings. We have labored to hold

forth, as the enemy of his race, the man, who, in any

way, would fetter the human mind, and subject other

wills to his own. In a word, we have desired to awaken

others and ourselves to a just self-reverence, to the

free use and expansion of our highest powers, and

especially to that moral force, that energy of holy,

virtuous purpose, without which we are slaves amidst

the freest institutions. Better gifts than these we can-

not suppHcate from God ; nor can we consecrate our

lives to nobler acquisitions.



REMARKS

ON THE CHARACTER AND WRITINGS

OF

FENELON.

Selections from the Writings of Fenelon ; with an Ap-

pendix, containing a Memoir of his Life. By a Lady. Bos-

ton : Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins. 1829.

We perform a very gratifying duty, in introducing

and recommending to our readers the book which

stands at the head of this article. An attractive and

quickening work on practical religion we regard as a

valuable accession to our hterature. Indeed any thing

written with power on Christian morals and theology

is most welcome. It is too true, and a sad truth, that

rehgious books are preeminently dull. If we wished

to impoverish a man's intellect, we could devise few

means more effectual, than to confine him to what is

called a course of theological reading. The very sub-

ject, to which, above all others, the writer should bring

his whole strength of thought and feeling, which allies

itself to our noblest faculties, to which reason, imagina-

tion, taste, and genius should consecrate their noblest

efforts, is of all subjects treated most weakly, tamely,
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and with least attraction. Of course there are splondm

exceptions, but we speak of the immense majority of

theological books. It is wonderful how men can think

and write upon religion to so little effect. That a

theme so vast, so sublime as Christianity, embracing

God and man, earth and heaven, time and eternity,

connected intimately with all human history, deriving

lights from all human experience, admitting application

to the whole of human hfe, and proposing as Its great

end the everlasting progress of the soul,— that such

a subject should be treated so monotonously as to be

proverbially dull, that its professed explorers should

be able to plant their footsteps so exactly in the track

of their predecessors, that the boundlessness of the field

should so seldom tempt an adventurous spirit from the

beaten way, is wonderful, and might seem a miracle

to a man unacquainted with the vassalage which has

broken down the mind In the department of religion.

It is true, that those who write on this topic are ac-

customed to call it sublime ; but they make hs sublim-

ity cold and barren, like that of mountain-tops wTapped

in everlasting snows. We write this, not in severit}^,

but in sorrow of heart ; for we despair of any great pro-

gress of the human character or of society, until the

energies of the mind shall be bent, as they seldom have

been, on those most important subjects and interests of

the human mind, morals and religion.

As a striking proof of the poverty of religious lit-

erature, and of the general barrenness of the Intellect

when employed In this field, we may refer to the small

amount of original and productive thought in the English

Church since the days of Barrow and Taylor. Could

our voice be heard in England, we would ask impartial
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and gifted men, more familiar with their country's

history than ourselves, to solve the problem, how a

Protestant Establishment, so munificently endowed with

the means of improvement, should have done so little,

in so long a period, for Christianity, should have pro-

duced so few books to interest the higher order of

minds. Let not these remarks be misunderstood, as

if we were wanting in respect and gratitude to a church,

which, with all its defects, has been the bulwark of

Protestantism, which has been illustrated by the piety

and virtues of such men as Bishops Wilson, Berkeley,

and Heber, and in which have sprung up so many
institutions, consecrated to humanity, and to the dif-

fusion of the Christian faith. We mean not to deny

it the honor of having fostered talent in various forms

and directions. Among the English clergy we find

profound and elegant scholars ; we find the names of

those giants in ancient learning, Bentley and Parr, and

a crowd of proficients in pohte literature, of whom Hurd

and Jortin are honorable representatives. We speak

only of the deficiency of their contributions to moral

and religious science. With the exception of Claike

and Butler, we could not easily name any of the

Establishment, since the time above specified, who

have decidedly carried forward the human intellect.

The latter of these is indeed a great name, notwith-

standing the alleged obscurities of his style, and worthy

to be enrolled among the master-spirits of the human

race. In regard to commentators, whose function, as

commonly executed, holds a second rank in theology,

the English Church, since the time of Hammond, has

produced none of much value, except Bishop Pearce.

We presume that she will not lay claim to the heretical

VOL. I. 15
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Locke, who carried into the interpretation of the Scrip-

tures the same force of thought, as into the philosophy

of the mind ; or to Whitby, whose strenuous Arminian-

ism, as Orthodoxy w^ould reproachingly say, tapered off

into that most suspicious form of Christianity, Unitarian-

ism. We have not yet named two of the most illustrious

intellectual chiefs of the church, Warburton and Hors-

ley. Their great powers we most readily own ; but

Warburton is generally acknowledged to have wasted his

mind, and has left no impression of himself on later

times ; whilst Horsley, though he has given us striking,

if not judicious, sermons, in a style of unusual vigor,

cannot be said to have communicated, in any respect, a

new impulse to thought, and in Biblical criticism, to

which he was zealously devoted, he is one of the last

authorities on which a sound mind would lean. To
Bishops Lowth and Sherlock we cheerfully acknowledge

our obligations ; and we question whether the latter has

even yet received his due praise. We have not for-

gotten, though we have not named, Tillotson, Seeker,

and Porteus. They are all worthy of remembrance,

especially Seeker, the clear and wise expounder of

Christian ethics ; but they added little or nothing to

the stock which they received. It may be thought, that

we have not been just to the Establishment, in passing

over Paley. He has our sincere admiration. On one

great topic, which indeed has been worthily treated by

many of the clergy, we mean that of Christian evidence,

he has shed new light. By felicity of arrangement and

illustration, he has given an air of novelty to old argu-

ments, whilst he has strengthened his cause by impor-

tant original proofs. His Horce, Paulince is one of the

few books destined to live. Paley saw what he did
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see, through an atmosphere of light. He seized on the

strong points of his subject with an intuitive sagacity,

and has given his clear, bright thoughts, in a style which

has made them the property of his readers almost as

perfectly as they were his own. In what then did he

fail ? We have said, that he was characterized by the

distinctness of his vision. He was not, we think, equal-

ly remarkable for its extent. He was popular, rath-

er than philosophical. He was deficient in that in-

tellectual thirst, which is a chief element of the philoso-

phical spirit. He had no irrepressible desire to sound

the depths of his own nature, or to ascend to wide

and all-reconciling views of the works and ways of

God. Moral philosophy he carried backward ; nor had

he higher claims in rehgious, than in ethical science.

His sermons are worthy of all praise, not indeed for

their power over the heart, but for their plain and strong

expositions of duty, and their awakening appeals to the

conscience.

We leave this topic with observing, that, in the no-

blest branch of history, we mean Christian or eccle-

siastical history, the English Church has not furnished

a single distinguished name. We have one mournful

and decisive proof of this deficiency. The vast ma-

jority of English readers learn what they know of the

progress and fortunes of their religion, from its foe

and insulter, from Gibbon, the apostle of unbelief. The

history of Christianity, the most important and subhme

theme in this province of literature, has as yet found no

writer to do it justice, none to be compared with the

great names in civil history. The mightiest revolution

in the records of our race remains to be worthily told.

We doubt, indeed, whether the true character, style,
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and extent of the work which is needed, are as yet

comprehended. That the same rigorous impartiahty,

the same spirit of philosophical research into causes and

effects, is to be carried into religious as into civil his-

tory, is imperfectly understood. The records of par-

ticular sects and churches, instead of exhausting this

great subject, are perhaps subordinate parts. We want

to know the great conflict between Christianity and

Heathenism, and the action and reaction of these sys-

tems on one another. We want to know the influences

of Christianity on society, politics, manners, philoso-

phy, and literature, and the modifications which it has

received in return from all these mighty agents. We
know not where history can find a nobler field for its

graphic powers, than in the chivalrous ages of Chris-

tianity ; nor can it find, in its whole range over the past,

a subject so fitted, as tlie spread and fortunes of this

religion, to its great end, which is, to throw light on the

nature and powers of man, and to carry us deep into

the human soul. When is this greatest and most lament-

able chasm in our hterature to be supplied ?

We have cited the English Church as a proof of the

unproductiveness of the intellect in religion, and of

the barreimess of theological literature. Had we time

we might find corroborations in other sects. In truth,

a paralyzing influence has been working mightily for

ages in the Christian world, and we ought not to won-

der at its results. Free action has been denied to the

mind, and freedom is an essential condition of growth

and power. A fettered limb moves slowly and operates

feebly. The spirit pines away in a prison ; and yet

to rear prison-walls round the mind has been the chief

toil of ages. The mischiefs of this intellectual bond
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age are as yet, we conceive, but imperfectly known,

and need to be set forth witli a new eloquence. If,

as we believe, progress be the supreme law of the

soul and the very aim of its creation, then no wrong

can be inflicted on it so grievous, as to bind it down

everlastingly to a fixed, unvarying creed, especially if

this creed was framed in an age of darkness, crime,

and pohtical and rehgious strife. This tyranny is pre-

eminently treason against human nature. If growth be

the supreme law and- purpose of the mind, then the

very truth, which was suited to one age, may, if made

the limit of future ones, become a positive evil
;

just

as tlie garment, in which childhood sports with ease

and joy, would irritate and deform the enlarging frame.

God, having framed the soul for expansion, has placed

it in the midst of an unlimited universe to receive

fresh impulses and impressions without end ; and man,

" dressed in a httle brief authority," would sever it

from this sublime connexion, and would shape it after

his own ignorance or narrow vievv's. The effects are

as necessary as they are mournful. The mind, in pro-

portion as it is cut off from free communication with

nature, with revelation, with God, with itself, loses its

life, just as the body droops, when debarred from the

fresh air and the cheering light of heaven. Its vision

is contracted, its energies blighted, its movement con-

strained. It finds health only in action. It is perfect,

only in as far as it is self-formed.— Let us not be mis-

apprehended. We mean not to deny that the mind

needs the aid of human instruction, from the cradle to

the grave ; but this it needs as a material to act upon,

and not as a lesson to be mechanically learned. The

great aim of instruction should be to give the mind the

15*
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consciousness and free use of its own powers. The

less of instruction the better, if it only propose to en-

gender a slavish dependence and an inert faith. The

soul often owes its best acquisitions to itself. They

come to it from glimpses of its own nature which it

cannot trace to human teaching, from the whispers of a

divine voice, from stirrings and aspirations of its own

unfolding and unbounded energies, from the indistinct

dawning of new truths, or from the sudden brightening

of old truths, which, if left to act freely, work a mighty

revolution within. Against these inspirations, if so they

may be called, which belong to the individual, and

which are perpetually bursting the limits of received

ideas, the spirit of religious tyranny wages its chief and

most unrelenting war. It dreads nothing so much as

a mind, in which these diviner motions manifest them-

selves in power. That it should have so succeeded in

checking and stifling them, is one of the very mourn-

ful reflections forced on us by human history. We
have here one great cause of the sterility of theologi-

cal literature. Religion, by being imposed as a yoke,

has subdued the faculties, which it was meant to quick-

en ; and, what is most worthy of remark, like all odier

yokes, it has often excited a mad resistance, which

has sought compensation for past restraints in licentious-

ness, and disgraced the holy name of freedom, by at-

taching it to impiety and shameless excess.

A great subject has led us far from our author. We
return to him with pleasure. We welcome, as we have

said, a book from Fenelon ; and we do so, because, if

not a profound, he was an original thinker, and because,

though a Catholic, he was essentially free. He wrote

from his own mind, and seldom has a purer mind taber-
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nacled In flesh. He professed to believe in an infallible

church ; but he hstened habitually to the voice of God
within him, and speaks of this in language so strong,

as to have given the Quakers some plea for ranking

him among themselves. So little did he confine him-

self to established notions, that he drew upon himself

the censures of his church, and, like some other Chris-

tians whom we could name, has even been charged with

a refined Deism. His works have the great charm of

coming fresh from the soul. He wrote from experi-

ence, and hence, though he often speaks a language

which must seem almost a foreign one to men of the

world, yet he always speaks in a tone of reahty. That

he has excesses we mean not to deny ; but they are of

a kind which we regard with more than indulgence,

almost with admiration. Common fanaticism we cannot

away with ; for it is essentially vulgar, the working of

animal passions, sometimes of sexual love, and oftener

of earthly ambition. But when a pure mind errs, by

aspiring after a disinterestedness and purity not grant-

ed to our present infant state, we almost reverence its

errors ; and still more, we recognise in them an essen-

tial truth. They only anticipate and claim too speedily

the good for which man was made. They are the mis-

apprehensions of the inspired prophet, who hopes to

see in his own day, what he was appointed to promise

to remoter ages.

Fenelon saw far into the human heart, and especially

into the lurkings of self-love. He looked with a pier-

cing eye through the disguises of sin. But he knew sin,

not, as most men do, by bitter experience of its power,

so much as by his knowledge and experience of virtue.

Deformity was revealed to him by his refined percep-
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tions and intense love of moral beauty. The light,

which he carried with him into the dark corners of the

human heart, and by which he laid open its most hidden

guilt, was that of celestial goodness. Hence, though

the severest of censors, he is the most pitying. Not

a tone of asperity escapes him. He looks on human

error with an angel's tenderness, w^ith tears which an

angel might shed, and thus reconciles and binds us to

our race, at the very moment of revealing its corrup-

tions.

That Fenelon's views of human nature were dark,

too dark, we learn from almost every page of his writ-

ings ; and at this we cannot wonder. He was early

thrown into the very court, from which Rochefoucauld

drew his celebrated Maxims, perhaps the spot, above

all others on the face of the earth, distinguished and

disgraced by selfishness, hypocrisy, and intrigue. When
we think of Fenelon in the palace of Louis the Four-

teenth, it reminds us of a seraph sent on a divine com-

mission into the abodes of the lost ; and when we rec-

ollect, that in that atmosphere he composed his Te-

lemachus, we doubt whether the records of the world

furnish stronger evidence of the power of a divine vir-

tue, to turn temptation into glory and strength, and to

make even crowned and prosperous vice a means of

triumph and exaltation. — Another cause of Fenelon's

unjust views of human life may be found, w^e think, in

his profession. All professions tend to narrow and ob-

scure the intellect, and none more than that of a priest.

We know not indeed a nobler or more useful function

than that of the Christian minister ; but superstitious

notions and an imagined sanctity have severed him
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more or less from his race, especially in a church which

dooms him to celibacy, and from this unnatural, insulat

ed position, it is impossible for him to judge justly of

his kind. — We think, too, that Fenelon'was led astray

by a very common error of exalted minds. He applied

too rigorous and unvarying a standard to the multitude.

He leaned to the error of expecting the strength of man-

hood in the child, the harvest in seed-time. On this

subject, above all others, we feel that we should speak

cautiously. We know that there is a lenity towards

human deficiencies full of danger ; but there is, too, a

severity far more common, and perhaps more ruinous.

Human nature, as ordinarily exhibited, merits rebuke
;

but whoever considers the sore trials, the thick dark-

ness, the impetuous w^ill, the strong passions, under

which man commences his moral probation, will temper

rebuke with pity and hope. There is a wisdom, pei*-

haps the rarest and sublimest attainment of the intel-

lect, which is at once liberal and severe, indulgent and

unbending ; which makes merciful and equitable allow-

ance for the innocent infirmities, the necessary errors,

the obstructions and temptations of human beings, and

at die same time asserts the majesty of virtue, strength-

ens the sense of accountableness, binds on us self-denial,

and points upward, with a never-ceasing importunity, to

moral perfection, as the great aim and only happiness

of the human soul. W^e will not say that Fenelon was

a stranger to this broad, comprehensive wisdom, but

we cannot name it as his chief distinction.

We have said, that we welcome the book under con-

sideration, because it came from so pure and gifted a

mind. We add, that we do not welcome it the less

for coming from a Catholic. Perhaps we prize it die
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more ; for we wish that Protestantism may grow wiser

and more tolerant, and we know not a better teacher of

these lessons than the character of Fenelon. Such a

man is enough to place within the pale of our charity,

the whole body to which he belonged. His virtue is

broad enough to shield his whole church from that

unmeasured, undistinguishing reprobation, with which

Protestant zeal has too often assailed it. Whoever

remembers, that the Catholic communion numbers in

its ranks more than one hundred millions of souls, prob-

ably more than all other Christian churches together,

must shudder at the sentence of proscription, which

has sometimes been passed on this immense portion of

human beings. It is time that greater justice were

done to this ancient and wide-spread community. The

CathoHc Church has produced some of the greatest and

best men that ever lived, and this is proof enough of

its possessing all the means of salvation. Who, that

hears the tone of contempt, in which it is sometimes

named, would suspect that Charlemagne, Alfred, Ra-

phael, Michael Angelo, Tasso, Bossuet, Pascal, Des

Cartes, were Cathohcs ? Some of the greatest names

in arts and arms, on the throne and in the pulpit, were

worn by Catholics. To come down to our own times,

has not the metropolis of New England witnessed a sub-

hme example of Christian virtue in a Catholic bishop ?

Who, among our religious teachers, would solicit a com-

parison between himself and the devoted Cheverus ?

This good man, whose virtues and talents have now

raised him to high dignities in church and state, who

now wears in his own country the joint honors of an

archbishop and a peer, lived in the midst of us, de-

voting his days and nights, and his whole heart, to the
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service of a poor and uneducated congregation. We
saw him declining, in a great degree, the society of the

cultivated and refined, that he might be the friend of the

ignorant and friendless ; leaving the circles of polished

life, which he would have graced, for the meanest hov-

els ; bearing, with a father's sympathy, the burdens and

sorrows of his large spiritual family ; charging himself

alike with their temporal and spiritual concerns ; and

never discovering, by the faintest indication, that he

felt his fine mind degraded by his seemingly humble

office. This good man, bent on his errands of mercy,

was seen in our streets under the most burning sun of

summer, and the fiercest storms of winter, as if armed

against the elements by the power of charity. He has

left us, but not to be forgotten. He enjoys among us

what to such a man must be dearer than fame. His

name is cherished where the great of this world are

unknown. It is pronounced with blessings, with grate-

ful tears, with sighs for his return, in many an abode

of sorrow and want ; and how can we shut our hearts

against this proof of the power of the Catholic religion

to form good and great men ?

These remarks, w^e trust, will not be perverted.

None will suspect us of Catholic partialities. Of all

Protestants, we have fewest sympathies with the Rom-
ish Church. We go farther than our brethren, in re-

jecting her mysteries, those monuments of human weak-

ness ; and as to her claims to infallibility, we repel

them with an indignation not to be understood by sects,

which, calling themselves Protestant, renounce in words,

but assert in practice, a Popish immunity from error,

a Popish control over the faith of their brethren. To
us, the spiritual tyranny of Popery is as detestable as
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Oriental despotism. When we look back on the history

of Papal Rome, we see her, in the days of her power,

stained with the blood of martyrs, gorged with rapine,

drunk with luxury and crime. But what then ? Is it

righteous to involve a whole church in guilt, which,

after all, belongs to a powerful few ? Is it righteous to

forget, that Protestantism too has blood on her robes ?

Is it righteous to forget, that Time, the greatest of re-

formers, has exerted his silent, purifying power on the

Catholic as well as on ourselves ? Shall we refuse to

see, and to own with joy, that Christianity, even under

Papal corruptions, puts forth a divine power ? that men

cannot wholly spoil it of its celestial efficacy ? that,

even under its most disastrous eclipse, it still sheds

beams to guide the soul to heaven ? that there exists

in human nature, when loyal to conscience, a power

to neutralize error, and to select and incorporate with

itself what is pure and ennobling in the most incongru-

ous system ? Shall we shut our eyes on the fact, that

among the clergy of the Romish Church have risen up

illustrious imiiators of that magnanimous Apostle, be-

fore whom Felix trembled ; men, who, in the presence

of nobles and kings, have bowed to God alone, have

challenged for his law uncompromising homage, and

rebuked, in virtue's own undaunted tone, triumphant

guilt .'' Shall we shut our eyes on the fact, that, from

the bosom of this corrupt church, have gone forth mis-

sionaries to the east and the west, whose toils and

martyrdom will not be dimmed by comparison with

what is most splendid in Protestant self-sacrifice ? We
repeat it, not boastingly, but from deep conviction,

that we are exceeded by no sect in earnestness of de-

sire for the subversion of the usurped power of the
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Catholic Church, of its false doctrines, and of its child-

ish ceremonies so often substituted for inward virtue.

We believe that these have wrought, and still work,

great evil. Still we see, and delight to see, among

those who adhere to them, the best attributes of men
and Christians. Still we are accustomed to refresh our

piety by books which Catholics have written. Still we
find one of our highest gratifications in those works

of art, in which Catholic genius has embodied its sub-

lime and touching conceptions of the form and counte-

nance of Jesus, has made us awed witnesses of his

miracles and cross, companions of his apostles, and

admirers, with a tender reverence, of the meek, celestial

beauty of his sainted mother. With these impressions,

and this experience, we cannot but lift up our voices

against Protestant as well as Papal intolerance. We
would purify Protestantism from the worst stain and

crime of Rome, her cruel bigotry, her nefarious spirit

of exclusion.

It would give us pleasure to enlarge on the char-

acter of Fenelon, had we not proposed to ourselves

another and still more important object in this review.

But, in truth, this grateful duty has been so faithfully

performed in the Memoir added to the Selections, that

our readers will have no cause to complain of our de-

clining it. This sketch of Fenelon overflows with fer-

vent yet discriminating admiration, and gives utterance

to affectionate reverence, with a calmness which wins

our confidence. It is not easy to make extracts where

the whole is so interesting. But as some of our readers

may know Fenelon only by name, and as we wish all to

know and love him, we insert a few passages.

VOL. I. 16
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'* Fenelon, by mixing with all ranks and conditions, by

associating with the unfortunate and the sorrowful, by as-

sistinfT the weak, and by that union of mildness, of ener-

gy, and of benevolence, which adapts itself to every char-

acter, and to every situation, acquired the knowledge of

the moral and physical ills which afflict human nature. It

was by this habitual and immediate communication with

all classes of society, that he obtained the melancholy

conviction of the miseries which distress the greater part

of mankind ; and to the profound impression of this truth,

through his whole life, we must ascribe that tender com-
miseration for the unfortunate, which he manifests in all

his writings, and which he displayed still more powerfully

in all his actions."— pp. ^63, ^64.

"In the course of his walks, he would often join the

peasants, sit down with them on the grass, talk with them,

and console them. He visited them in their cottages,

seated himself at table with them, and partook of their

humble meals. By such kindness and familiarity, he won
their affections, and gained access to their minds. As
they loved him as a father and friend, they delighted to

listen to his instructions, and to submit to his guidance.

Long after his death, the old people who had the happi-

ness of seeing him on these occasions, spoke of him with

the most tender reverence. ' There,' they would say, ' is

the chair on which our good Archbishop used to sit in the

midst of us ; v/e shall see him no more,' and then their

tears would flow.

"The diocese of Cambrai was often the theatre of

war, and experienced the cruel ravages of retreating and

conquering armies. But an extraordinary respect was
paid to Fenelon by the invaders of France. The Eng-
lish, the Germans, and the Dutch rivalled the inhabitants

of Cambrai in their veneration for the Archbishop. All

distinctions of religion and sect, all feelings of hatred and

jealousy that divided the nations, seemed to disappear in

the presence of Fenelon. Military escorts were offered

him, for his personal security, but these he declined, and

traversed the countries desolated by war, to visit his

flock, trusting in the protection of God. In these visits,

his way was marked by alms and benefactions. While
he was among them, the people seemed to enjoy peace in

*he midst of war.
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*' He brought together into his palace the wretched in-

habitants of the country, whom the war had driven from
their homes, and took care of them, and fed them at his

own table. Seeing one day that one of these peasants

ate nothing, he asked him the reason of his abstinence.

'Alas ! my Lord,' said the poor man, 'in making my
escape from my cottage, I had not time to bring oif my
cow, which was the support of my family. The enemy
will drive her away, and I shall never find another so

good.' Fenelon, availing himself of his privilege of safe

conduct, immediately set out accompanied by a single

servant, and drove the cow back himself to the peasant.
" ' This,' said Cardinal Maury, ' is perhaps the finest

act of Fenelon's life.' He adds, 'Alas! for the man
who reads it without being affected.' Another anecdote,

showing his tenderness to the poor, is thus related of him.

A literary man, whose library was destroyed by fire, has

been deservedly admired for saying, ' 1 should have pro-

fited but little by my books, if they had not taught me
how to bear the loss of them.' The remark of Fenelon,
who lost his in a similar way, is still more simple and
touching. ' I would much rather they were burned, than

the cottage of a poor peasant.'

"The virtues of Fenelon give his history the air of

romance ; but his name will never die. Transports of

joy were heard at Cambrai when his ashes were discov-

ered, which, it was thought, had been scattered by the

tempest of the Revolution ; and to this moment the Flem-
ings call him ' The Good Archbishop.'"

—

pp. 274, 275.

The ^lemoir closes in this touching strain ;
—

" Vv^'hen we speak of the death of Fenelon, we realize

the truth of what we all acknowledge, though few feel,

that the good man never dies; that, to use the words of

one of our eloquent divines, ' death was but a circum-

stance in his being.' Wc may say, as we read his writ-

ings, that we are conscious of his immortality; he is with

us ; his spirit is around us ; it enters mto and takes

possession of our souls. He is at this time, as he was
when living in his diocese, the familiar friend of the poor

and the sorrowful, the bold reprover of vice, and the gen-

tle guide of the wanderer ; he still says to all, in the words
of his Divine Master, ' Come to me, all ye that are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest,'
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" In the houses of the unlearned, where the names of

Louis the Fourteenth and Bossuet have never entered,

except as connected with Fenelon's, where not a word of

his native tongue would be understood, his spirit has en-

tered as a minister of love and wisdom, and a well-worn

translation of his ' Reflections,' with a short Memoir of his

life, is laid upon the precious word of God. What has

thus immortalized Fenelon ? For what is he thus cherish-

ed in our hearts ? Is it his learning ? his celebrity ? his

eloquence ? No. It is the spirit of Christian love, the

spirit of the Saviour of mankind, that is poured forth

from all his writings ; of that love that conquers self,

that binds us to our neighbour, that raises us to God.
This is Fenelon 's power, it is this that touches our souls.

We feel that he has entered into the full meaning of that

sublime passage in St. John, and made it the motto of his

life. ' Beloved, let us love one another ; for love is of

God ; and every one that loveth, is born of God, and
knoweth God. He that loveth not, knoweth not God

;

for God is love."— pp. 282, 283.

The translator has received and will receive the

thanks of many readers for giving them an opportunity

of holding communion with the mind of Fenelon. Her

selections are judicious, and she has caught much of

that simplicity which is the charm of Fenelon's style.

A want of coherence in the thoughts may sometimes

be observed ; and this, we suppose, is to be ascribed in

part to the author, whose writings seem to be natural

breathings of the soul, rather than elaborate works

of art ; but still more to the translator, whose delicate

task of selecting only what would suit and edify the

Protestant mind, must have compelled her to make

omissions and sudden transitions, not very favorable

to order and connexion.

We now come to our principal object. We propose

to examine the most distinguishing views, or system of
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Fenelon. We say, his '' system," for, though he seems

to write from immediate impulse, his works possess

that unity which belongs to the productions of all su-

perior minds. However he may appear to give his

thoughts without elaboration or method, yet one spirit

pervades them. We hear everywhere the same mild

and penetrating voice, and feel ourselves always in the

presence of the same strongly marked mind. What
then were Fenelon's most characteristic views ? — It

may be well to observe, that our principal aim in this

inquiry, is, to secure our readers against what we deem
exceptionable in his system. We believe, as we have

said, that he is not free from excess. He is sometimes

unguarded, sometimes extravagant. He needs to be

read v.ith caution, as do all who write from their own

deeply excited minds. He needs to be received with

deductions and explanations ; and to furnish these is

our present aim. We fear that the very excellences of

Fenelon may shield his errors. Admiration prepares

tlie mind for belief; and the moral and religious sensi-

bility of the reader may lay him open to impressions,

which, whilst they leave his purity unstained, may en-

gender causeless solicitudes, and repress a just and

cheerful interest in the ordinary pleasures and labors

of hfe.

What then are Fenelon's characteristic views ? We
begin with his views of God, which very much de-

termine and color a rehglous system ; and these are

simple and affecting. He seems to regard God but in

one light, to think of him but in one character. God
always comes to him as the father, as the pitying and

purifying friend, of the soul. This spiritual relation

of the Supreme Being is, in the book before us, his

16*
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all-comprehending, all-absorbing attribute. Our author

constantly sets before us God as dwelling in the human

mind, and dwelling there, to reprove its guilt, to speak

to it with a still voice, to kindle a celestial ray in its

darkness, to distil upon it his grace, to call forth its

love towards himself, and to bow it, by a gentle, ra-

tional sway, to chosen, cheerful, entire subjection to

his pure and righteous will. Fenelon had fully received

the Christian doctrine of God. He believed in him as

the Universal Father, as loving every soul, loving tlie

guiltiest soul, and striving with it to reclaim it to him-

self. This interest of the Creator in the lost and dark-

ened mind, is the thought which predominates hi the

writings of this excellent man. God's care of the out-

ward world, of men's outward interests, of the concerns

of nations, seems scarcely to enter his mind. It is of

God, present to the soul, as a reprover, enlightener,

purifier, and guide to perfection, that he loves to speak,

and he speaks with a depth of conviction and tender-

ness, to which, one would think, every reader must

respond.

We have seen the predominant view of the Supreme

Being in the writings which we are examining. He is

a spiritual father, seeking the perfection of every soul

which he has made.— Another great question, carrying

us still more deeply into Fenelon's mind, now presents

itself. In what did he suppose this perfection of the

human soul to consist ? His views on this subject may
be expressed in two words, self-crucifixion and love to

God. Through these human perfection is to be souglit.

In these, and especially in the last, it consists. x\c-

cording to Fenelon, we are placed between two miglity

attractions, self and God ; and the only important ques-
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tion for every human being is, to which of these hos-

tile powers he will determine or surrender his mind ?

His phraseology on this subject is various, and indeed

his writings are, in a great measure, expansions of this

single view. He lays open the perpetual coUisions be-

tween the principle of selfishness and the principle of

rehgious love, and calls us with his whole strength of

persuasion, to sacrifice the first, to cherish and enthrone

the last. This is his great aim. This he urges in a

diversity of forms, some of which may be repeated, as

helps to a better apprehension of his doctrine. Thus

he calls us "to die to ourselves and to live to God ;

"

— ''to renounce our ow^n w^ills and to choose the will of

God as our only rule ;
"— " to renounce our own glory

and to seek the glory of God;"— "to distrust our-

selves and to put our whole trust in God;"— "to

forget ourselves and to give our thoughts to God ;

"

— " to renounce ease and to labor for God;"— "to

sacrifice pleasure and to suffer for God;"— "to si-

lence our own passions and to listen to the voice of

God;"— " to crucify self-love and to substitute for it

the love of God;"— "to surrender our plans and to

leave all things to God." These passages give us Fene-

lon's theory of perfection. Self, as he teaches, is the

great bai'rier between the soul and its Maker, and self

is to vanish more and more from our thoughts, desires,

hopes, trust, and complacency, and God to become all

in all. Our own interests, pleasures, plans, advance-

ment, all are to be swallowed up in an entire and un-

reserved devotion to the will of God.

Such is the doctrine of Fenelon, and it is essentially

just. Self-crucifixion or self-sacrifice, and love to God,

including love to his creatures, are the chief elements
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of moral perfection. The pure and noble mind of Fen-

elon recognised as by instinct, and separated from all

inferior adjuncts, these essential constituents or attri-

butes of Christian virtue ; and there are passages in

which he sets before us their deep and silent work-

ings in the heart, and their beautiful manifestations in

tlie life, with a delicacy, power, and truth, which can

hardly be surpassed.

Still we think that Fenelon's exposition of his views
^

is open to objection. We think that his phraseology,

notwithstanding its apparent simplicity, is often obscure
;

that he has not set the due bounds to his doctrines
;

and especially that refined minds, thirsting for perfec-

tion, may be led astray by his peculiar mode of exhibit-

ing it. Our objections we will now state more fully.

We have said that self-crucifixion and love to God
are, in Fenelon's system, the two chief constituents or

elements of virtue and perfection. To these we will

give separate attention, although in truth they often co-

alesce, and always imply one another. We begin witli

self-crucifixion, or what is often called self-sacrifice,

and on this we chiefly difler from the expositions of our

author. Perhaps the word self occurs more frequently

*han any other in Fenelon's writings, and he is par-

ticularly inclined to place it in contrast with and in

opposition to God. According to his common teaching,

God and self are hostile influences, having nothing in

common ; the one, the concentration of all evil, the

other of all good. Self is the principle and the seat of

all guilt and misery. He is never weary of pouring

reproach on self, and, generally speaking, sets no hmits

to the duty of putting it to a painful death. Now lan-

guage like this has led men to very injurious modes of
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regarding themselves and their own nature, and mado

them forgetful of what they owe to themselves. It has

thrown a cloud over man's condition and prospects. It

has led to self-contempt, a vice as pernicious as pride.

A man, when told perpetually to crucify himself, is apt

to include under this v.crd his vrhole nature, and we

fear that, under this teaching, our nature is repressed,

its growth stinted, its free movements chained, and of

course its beauty, grace, and power impaired. We
mean not to charge on Fenelon the error of which we

have spoken, or to hold him responsible for its effects.

But we do think that it finds shelter under his phrase-

ology, and we deem it so great, so pernicious, as to

need a faithful exposition. Men err in nothing more

than in disparaging and wronging their own nature.

None are just to themselves. The truth on this great

subject is indeed so obscured, that it may startle as

il
a paradox. A human being, justly viewed, instead cf

I being bound to general self-crucifixion, cannot rever-

i ence and cherish himself too much. This position, we

know, is strong. But strong language is needed to en-

counter strong delusion. We would teach, that great

limitations must be set to the duty of renouncing or

denying ourselves, and that no self-crucifixion is vir-

tuous, but that which concuis with, and promotes, self-

respect. We will unfold our meaning, beginning with

positions, which we presume will be controverted by

none.

If we first regard man's highest nature, we shall see

at once, that to crucify or renounce this, so far from

being a duty, would be a crime. The mind, which is

our chief distinction, can never be spoken or thought

of too reverently. It is God's highest work, his mirror
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and representative. Its superiority to the outward uni-

verse is mournfully overlooked, and is yet most true.

This preeminence we ascribe to the mind, not merely

because it can comprehend the universe which cannot

comprehend itself, but for still higher reasons. We be-

lieve, that the human mind is akin to that intellectual

energy which gave birth to nature, and consequently that

it contains w^ithin itself the seminal and prolific principles

from which nature sprung. We believe, too, that the

highest purpose of the universe is to furnish materials,

scope, and excitements to the mind, in the work of

assimilating itself to the Infinite Spirit ; that is, to min-

ister to a progress w^ithin us, which nothing w^ithout us

can rival. So transcendent is the m.ind. No praise can

equal God's goodness in creating us after his own spirit-

ual likeness. No imagination can conceive of the great-

ness of the gift of a rational and moral existence. Far

from crucifying this, to unfold it must ever be the chief

duty and end of our being, and the noblest tribute we

can render to its Author.

We have spoken of the mind, that highest part of

ourselves, and of the guilt we should incur by crucify-

ing or renouncing it. But the duty of self-crucifixion

requires still greater limitations. Taking human nature

as consisting of a body as well as mind, as including

animal desire, as framed to receive pleasure through

the eye and ear and all the organs of sense, in this

larger view, we cannot give it up to the immolation

which is sometimes urged. We see in the mixed con-

stitution of man a beautiful whole. We see in the

lowest as well as highest capacity an important use
;

and in every sense an inlet of pleasure not to be dis-

dained. Still more, we believe, that he, in whom the
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physical nature is unfolded most entirely and harmo-

niously, who unites to greatest strength of limbs the

greatest acuteness of the senses, may, if he will, derive

important aids to the intellect and moral powers from

these felicities of his outward frame. We believe, too,

that, by a beautiful reaction, the mind, in proportion

to its culture and moral elevation, gives vigor and

grace to the body, and enlarges its sphere of action

and enjoyment. Thus, human nature, viewed as a

whole, as a union of the worlds of matter and mind,

is a work worthy of a divine author, and its universal

developement, not its general crucifixion, is the lesson

of wisdom and virtue.

We go still farther. The desire of our own indi-

vidual interest, pleasure, good, the principle which is

ordinarily denominated self-love or self-regard, is not

to be warred against and destroyed. The tendency of

this to excess is indeed our chief m^oral danger. Self-

partiality, in some form or other, enters into and con-

stitutes chiefly, if not wholly, every sin. But excess

is not essential to self-regard, and this principle of our

nature is the last which could be spared. Nothing is

plainer than that to every being his own welfare is

more specially committed than that of any other, and

that a special sensibility to it is imperiously demanded

by his present state. He alone knows his own wants

and perils, and the hourly, perpetual claims of his par-

ticular lot ; and were he to discard the care of himself

for a day, he would inevitably perish. It is a remark

of great importance, that the moral danger, to which

we are exposed by self-love, arises from the very in-

dispensableness of this principle, from the necessity of

its perpetual exercise ; for, according to a known law
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of the mind, every passion, unless carefully restrained,

gains strength by frequency of excitement and action.

The tendency of self-love to excess results from its

very importance, or from the need in which we stand

of its unceasing agency, and is therefore no reason for

its extermination, and no reproach on human nature.

This tendency, however, does exist. It is strong. It

is fearful. It is our chief peril. It is the precipice,

on the edge of which we always tread. It is the great

appointed trial of our moral nature. To this tendency,

unresisted, tamely obeyed, we owe the chief guilt and

misery of the present state, the extinction of charity,

a moral death more terrible than all the calamities of

life. This truth Fenelon felt and taught as few have

done, and in his powerful warnings against this peril

the chief value of his WTitings lies. He treats with ad-

mirable acuteness the windings of self-partiality, shows

how it mixes with the best motives, and how it feeds

upon, and so consumes, our very virtues. All this is

true. Still, self-love is an essential part of our nature,

and must not and cannot be renounced.

The strong tendency of this principle to excess, of

which we have now spoken, explains the strong lan-

guage, in which Fenelon and others have pointed out

our danger from this part of our constitution. But it

has also given rise to exaggerated views and modes of

expression, which have contributed, perhaps, as much
as any cause, to the universal want of a just self-respect.

Self-love, from its proneness to excess and its constant

movements, has naturally been the object of greater at-

tention than any other principle of action ; and men,

regarding it not so much in its ordinary operations as in

ts encroachments and its triumphs over other senti-
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ments, have come to consider it as the chief constitu-

ent of human nature. Philosophers, "falsely so call-

1 ed," have labored to resolve into it all our affections,

;
to make it the sole spring of life, so that the whole

1 mind, according to their doctrine, may be considered

as one energy of self-love. If to these remarks we
add, that this principle, as its name imports, has self or

{ the individual for its object, we have the explanation of

I
a very important fact in the present discussion. We

j
learn how it is, that self-love has come to be called by

I the name of self, as if it constituted the whole individu-

al, and to be considered as entering into and forming

I
human nature as no other principle does. A man's self-

love, especially when unrestrained, is thus thought to be

and is spoken of as himself; and hence the duty of cru-

cifying or renouncing himself has naturally been urged

by Fenelon, and a host of writers, in the broadest and

most unqualified terms.

Now it is not true that self-love is our only principle,

or that it constitutes ourselves any more than other

principles, and the WTong done to our nature by such

modes of speech needs to be resisted. Our nature has

other elements or constituents, and vastly higher ones,

to wliich self-love was meant to minister, and which are

at war with its excesses. For example, we have rea-

son, or intellectual energy, given us for the pursuit and

acquisition of truth ; and this is essentially a disinterested

principle ; for truth, which is its object, is of a univer-

sal, impartial nature. The great province of the intel-

lectual faculty is, to acquaint the individual with the laws

and order of the divine system ; a system, which spreads

infinitely beyond himself, of which he forms a very small

part, which embraces innumerable beings equally fa-

VOL. I. 17
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vored by God, and which proposes as its sublime and

beneficent end, the ever-growing good of the whole.

Again, human nature has a variety of affections, corre-

sponding to our domestic and most common relations ; af-

fections, which in multitudes overpower self-love, which

make others the chief objects of our care, which nerve

the arm for ever-recurring toil by day, and strength-

en the wearied frame to forego the slumbers of night.

Then there belongs to every man the general sentiment

of humanity, which responds to all human sufferings, to

a stranger's tears and groans, and often prompts to great

sacrifices for his relief. Above all there is the moral

principle, that which should especially be called a man's

self, for it is clothed with a kingly authority over his

whole nature, and was plainly given to bear sway over

every desire. This is eminently a disinterested prin-

ciple. Its very essence is impartiality. It has no re-

spect of persons. It is the principle of justice, taking

the rights of all under its protection, and frowning on

the least wrong, however largely it may serve ourselves.

This moral nature especially delights in, and enjoins, a

universal charity, and makes the heart thrill with exult-

ing joy, at the sight or hearing of magnanimous deeds,

of perils fronted, and death endured, in the cause of hu-

manity. Now these various principles, and especially

the last, are as truly ourselves as self-love. When a

man thinks of himself, these ought to occur to him as his

chief attributes. He can hardly injure himself more,

than by excluding these from his conception of himself,

and by making self-love the great constituent of his

nature.

We have urged these remarks on the narrow sense

often given to the word self^ because we are persuaded,
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that it leads to degrading ideas of human nature, and

to the pernicious notion, that we practise a virtuous

self-sacrifice in holding it in contempt. We would have

it understood, that high faculties form this despised

self, as truly as low desires ; and we would add, that,

when these are faithfully unfolded, this self takes rank

among the noblest beings in the universe. To illus-

trate this tho'ight, we ask the reader's attention to an

important, but much neglected view of virtue and re-

ligion. These are commonly spoken of in an abstract

manner, as if they were distinct from ourselves, as if

they were foreign existences, which enter the human
mind, and dwell there in a kind of separation from it-

self. Now religion and virtue, wherever they exist, are

the mind itself, and nothing else. They are human na-

ture, and nothing else. A good man's piety and vir-

tue are not distinct possessions ; they are himself, and

all the glory which belongs to them belongs to himself.

What is religion ? Not a foreign inhabitant, not some-

thing alien to our nature, which comes and takes up its

abode in the soul. It is the soul itself, lifting itself up

to its Maker. What is virtue ? It is the soul, hstening

to, and revering, and obeying a law which belongs to its

very essence, the law of duty. We sometimes smile,

when we hear men decrying human nature, and in the

same breatliing exalting rehgion to the skies ; as if re-

ligion were any thing more than human nature, acting in

obedience to its chief law. Religion and virtue, as far

as we possess them, are ourselves ; and the homage

which is paid to these attributes, is in truth a tribute to

the soul of man. Self-crucifixion then, should it ex-

clude self-reverence, would be any thing but virtue.

We would briefly suggest another train of thought
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leading to the same result. Self-crucifixion, or self-

renunciation, is a work, and a work requires an agent.

By whom then is it accomplished ? We answer, by the

man himself, who is the subject of it. It is he who is

summoned to the effort. He is called by a voice with-

in, and by the law of God, to put forth power over him-

self, to rule his own spirit, to subdue every passion.

Now this inward power, which self-crucifixion supposes

and demands, is the most signal proof of a high nature

which can be given. It is the most illustrious power

which God confers. It is a sovereignty worth more than

that over outward nature. It is the chief constituent

of the noblest order of virtues ; and its greatness, of

course, demonstrates the greatness of the human mind,

which is perpetually bound and summoned to put it

forth. But this is not all. Self-crucifixion has an ob-

ject, an end ; and what is it ? Its great end is, to give

liberty and energy to our nature. Its aim is, not to

break down the soul, but to curb those lusts and pas-

sions, ^' which war against the soul," that the moral and

intellectual faculties may rise into new life, and may

manifest their divine original. Self-crucifixion, justly

viewed, is the suppression of the passions, that the

power and progress of thought, and conscience, and

pure love, may be unrestrained. It is the destruction

of the brute, that the angel may unfold itself within.

It is founded on our godlike capacities, and the ex-

pansion and glory of these is its end. Thus the very

duty, which by some is identified with self-contempt,

implies and imposes self-reverencCc It is the belief

and the choice of perfection as our inheritance and our

end.

We have thus shown under what great limitations,
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self-crucifixion, or self-renunciation, is to be understood,

and how remote it is from self-contempt. Our pur-

pose was, after closing this discussion, to give a rational

interpretation of the phrases in which Fenelon has en-

joined this duty. But our hmits allow us just to glance

at one or two of these. Perhaps he calls upon us to

do nothing so often as ''to renounce our own wills."

This is a favorite phrase ; and what does it imply ? that

we are to cease to will ? Nothing less. The truth is,

that the human will is never so strenuous, as in this act

which is called the renunciation of itself, and by nothing

does it more build up its own energy. The phrase

means, that we should sacrifice inclination at the least

suggestion of duty. But who does not know, that the

mind never puts forth such strength of purpose or will,

as in overcoming desire ? And what is the highest end

and benefit of this warfare with desire ? It is, that the

mind may accumulate force of moral purpose, that the

will may more sternly,* unconquerably resolve on the

hardest duties and sublimest virtues to which God may
call us.

Once more, we are again and again exhorted by Fene-

lon to " forget ourselves." And what means this ?

Self-oblivion, hterally understood, is an impossibility.

We may as easily annihilate our being as our self-

consciousness. Self-remembrance is in truth a duty,

needful to the safety of every hour, and especially neces-

sary to the great work of life, which is the conforming

of ourselves, of our whole nature, to the will of God.

There is no danger of our thinking of ourselves too

much, if we will think justly ; that is, if we will view

ourselves as what we are, as moral beings, accountable

to a Divine Lawgiver, framed to dehght in and to seek

17*
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virtue, framed for an ever-spreading philanthropy, called

to sympathize with, and to suffer for, others, and, through

this path, to ascend to our Original. There are, how-

ever, senses, in which we cannot too much forget our-

selves. Our improvements of whatever kind, our good

deeds, our virtues, whenever they are seized upon and

magnified by self-love, or so recalled as to hft us above

others, and to stifle that sense of deficiency and thirst

for progress, by which alone w^e can be carried forward,

these we cannot too earnestly drive from our thoughts.

Our distinctions, w^hether of mind, body, or condition,

when they minister to vanity or pride, when they weaken

the consciousness of a common nature with the human

race, narrow our sympathies, or deprave our judgments,

these we cannot be too solicitous to forget. Our pleas-

ures, when they are so exaggerated by the imagination

as to distract and overwhelm the sense of duty, should

be forced to quit their grasp on our minds. Such parts

or constituents of ourselves we are to forget. Our mor-

al, intellectual, immortal nature v/e cannot remember

too much. Under the consciousness of it we are al-

ways to live.

According to the views now given, self-crucifixion is

the subjection or sacrifice of the inferior to the higher

principles of our nature. It is the practical recogni-

tion of the supremacy and dignity of our rational and

moral powers. No duty involves a more reverential

view and care of ourselves. We have been the more

solicitous to give this view of self-renunciation, because

its true spirit is often mistaken, because it is often so

set forth as to degrade, instead of exalting, the mind.

In truth, we feel more and more the importance of

bringing men to juster conceptions of the inward gift?
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With which God has enriched them. We desire noth-

ing so much, as to open their eyes to their own spiritu-

al possessions. We feel indeed the difficulties of the

subject. We know, that we have to combat with a se-

cret incredulity in many minds. We know, that the

clearest expositions will be imperfectly understood by

those, who have nothing in their experience to inter-

pret what we utter. The mind, we are aware, can be

clearly revealed to itself, only by its own progress. Its

capacities of thought, of action, of endurance, of tri-

umphing over pleasure and pain, of identifying itself

with other beings, of seeking truth without prejudice

and without fear, of uniting itself with God, of sacri-

ficmg life to duty, these immortal energies can only be

felt to be real, and duly honored, by those in whom
they are gradually and steadily unfolded. Still we do

not despair of meeting some response, though faint, in

multitudes. Such a spirit, as God has breathed into

men, cannot easily exist, without giving some signs of

its divine original. In most men, there are some reve-

lations of their own nature, some beams of a light which

belongs not to the earth, some sympathies with what

is good and great in character, some perceptions of

beauty, some gushings from the deep fountain of love

in the soul, some thirstings for a purer happiness, some

experience of the peculiar joy of a disinterested deed,

some dim conceptions at least of their intimate relations

to God. Most men understand through experience

these testimonies to the secret wealth and immortal des-

tination of the soul ; whilst, in not a few, such a meas-

ure of intellectual and moral power has been called

forth, that nothing is needed but a wise direction of

their thoughts upon themselves, to open to them the
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magnificent prospect of their own spiritual energy, and

of the unbounded good into which it may be unfolded.

For such we have written. We regard nothing so im-

portant to a human being, as the knowledge of his own

mind, and of its intimate connexion with the Infinite

Mind. Faith in what man contains as a germ in his own

breast, faith in w-hat he may become, in what he was

framed to be, in that state of power, light, purity, joy,

to which Jesus Christ came to exalt him, this faith

seems to us the quickening, saving, renovating principle,

which God sent his Son to revive in the soul, and hap-

py are they who can spread its empire in the world.

We have finished our remarks on the first element of

perfection, according to Fenelon, self-crucifixion. We
proceed to the second, love to God. On this topic we
intended to enlarge, but have left ourselves Httle room.

We are happy to say, that we have less to object to

Fenelon's expositions under this head, than under the

former. Of the grandeur and the happiness of this

principle he speaks truly, worthily, in the penetrating

language of calm and deep conviction. In one particu-

lar, we think him defective. He has not stated, and

in truth, very few do state, with sufficient strength and

precision, the moral foundation and the moral nature of

religion. He has not taught, wuth sufficient clearness,

the great truth, that love to God is, from beginning

to end, the love of virtue. He did not sufficiently feel,

that religion is the expansion and most perfect form

of the moral faculty of man. He sometimes teaches,

that, to do God's will, we must renounce ourselves and

silence reason ; as if the divine will were not in accord-

ance with our faculties ; as if it were something dark
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and mysterious ; as if, to follow it, we must quench the

light of our own minds. Now the truth is, that the

divine will is in harmony with our nature. It is God's

approbation and injunction of that moral rectitude, of

which the great lines are written on the human soul,

and to which reason and conscience, even when they

fail to secure obedience, do yet secretly, and in no

small degree, respond. The human mind and the di-

vine law are not distinct and disconnected things. If

man were not a law^ to himself, he could not receive

the revelation of a law from Heaven. Were not the

principle of duty an essential part of his mind, he could

be bound to no obedience. Religion has its foundation

in our moral nature, and is indeed its most enlarged

and glorious form, and we lament that this great truth

does not shine more brightly in the pages of Fenelon.

We intended to give to it a particular discussion ; but

as w^e cannot do it justice in the present article, we
prefer to dismiss it, and to offer a few miscellaneous

remarks on that sentiment of love towards God, on

which our author so perpetually insists.

We are aware that to some men Fenelon may seem

an enthusiast. Some may doubt or deny the possibili-

ty of that strong, deep, supreme affection towards the

Supreme Being, with which Fenelon's book overflows.

We wonder at this skepticism. We know no property

of human nature more undoubted, than its capacity and

fulness of affection. We see its love overflowing in

its domestic connexions, in friendships, and especially

in its interest in beings separated by oceans and the

lapse of ages. Let it not be said, that the afiections,

to which we here refer, have fellow-beings for their

objects, and do not therefore prove our capacity of re-
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liglous attachment. The truth is, that one spirit runs

through all our affections, as far as they are pure ; and

love to mankind, directed ainght, is the germ and ele-

ment of love to the Divinity. Whatever is excellent

and venerable in human beings, is of God, and in at-

taching ourselves to it we are preparing our hearts for

its Author. Whoever sees and recognises the moral

dignity of impartial justice and disinterested goodness

in his fellow-creatures, has begun to pay homage to the

attributes of God. The first emotion awakened in the

soul, w^e mean filial attachment, is the dawning of love

to our Father in Heaven. Our deep Interest in the

history of good and great men, our veneration towards

enlightened legislators, our sympathy with philanthro-

pists, our delight in mighty efforts of intellect conse-

crated to a good cause, all these sentiments prove our

capacity of an affectionate reverence to God ; for he is

at once the insplrer and the model of this intellectual

and moral grandeur In his creatures. We even think,

that our love of nature has an afnnity with the love of

God, and was meant as a preparation for it ; for d e

harmonies of nature are only his wisdom made visible
;

the heavens, so sublime, are a revelation of his Immen-

sity ; and the beauty of creation images to us his over-

flowing love and blessedness. To us, hardly any thing

seems plainer, than that the soul was made for God.

Not only its human affections guide it to him ; not only

its deeps wants, its dangers, and helplessness, guide it

to him ; there are still higher indications of the end for

which it was made. It has a capacity of more than

human love, a principle or power of adoration, which

cannot bound itself to finite natures, which carries up

the thoughts above the visible universe, and which, in
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approaching God, rises into a solemn transport, a min-

gled awe and joy, prophetic of a higher hfe ; and a

brighter signatm-e of our end and happiness cannot be

conceived.

We are aware that it may be objected, that many and

great obstructions to a supreme love of God belong to

our very constitution and condition, and that these go

far to disprove the doctrine of our being framed for

religion as our chief good. But this argument does

not move us. We learn from every survey of man's

nature and history, that he is ordained to approach the

end of his creation through many and great obstruc-

tions ; that effort is the immutable law of his being
;

that a good, in proportion to its grandeur, is encom-

passed wuth hardship. The obstructions to rehgion are

not greater than those to knowledge ; and accordingly

history gives as dark views of human ignorance, as of

human guilt. Yet who, on this ground, denies that

man w'as formed for know^ledge, that progress in truth

is the path of nature, and that he has impulses which

are to carry forward his intellectual powers without end.^

It is God's pleasure, in his provisions for the mind, as

well as for the body, to give us in a rude state the ma-

terials of good, and to leave us to frame from them,

amidst much conflict, a character of m.oral and religious

. excellence ; and in this ordination w^e see his wise be-

nevolence ; for by this we may rise to the unutterable

happiness of a free and moral union with our Creator.

We ought to add, that the obstructions to the love of

God do not lie wholly in ourselves. Perhaps the great-

est is a false theology. This interposes thick clouds

between the soul and its Maker. It darkens and dis-

honors God and his works, and leaves nothing to sustain

our trust and love.
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The motives, which are most commonly urged for

cherishing supreme affection towards God, are drawn

from our frailty and weakness, and from our need of

more than human succour in the trials of life and in the

pains of death. But religion has a still higher claim.

It answers to the deepest want of human nature. We
refer to our want of some being or beings, to whom
we may give our hearts, whom w^e may love more than

ourselves, for whom we may live and be ready to die,

and whose character responds to that idea of perfection,

which, however dim and undefined, is an essential ele-

ment of every human soul. We cannot be happy be-

yond our love. At the same time, love may prove our

chief woe, if bestowed unwisely, disproportionately, and

on unworthy objects ; if confined to beings of hnperfect

virtue, with whose feelings we cannot always innocent-

ly sympathize, whose interests we cannot always righ-

teously promote, who narrow us to themselves instead of

breathing universal charity, who are frail, mutable, ex-

posed to suffering, pain, and death. To secure a grow-

ing happiness and a spotless virtue, w^e need for the

heart a being worthy of its whole treasure of love, to

whom we may consecrate our whole existence, in ap-

proaching whom we enter an atmosphere of purity and

brightness, in sympathizing with whom we cherish only

noble sentiments, in devoting ourselves to whom we

espouse great and enduring interests, in whose charac-

ter we find the spring of an ever-enlarging philanthropy,

and by attachment to whom, all our other attachments

are hallowed, protected, and supplied with tender and

sublime consolations under bereavement and blighted

hope. Such a being is God.

The word which Fenelon has most frequently used
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to express the happiness to which the mind ascends by

a supreme love of God, is " peace," perhaps the most

expressive which language affords. We fear, however,

that its full import is not always received. There is a

twofold peace. The first is negative. It is relief from

disquiet and corroding care. It is repose after conflict

and storms. But there is another and a higher peace,

to which this is but the prelude, "a peace of "God

which passeth all understanding," and properly called

" the kingdom of heaven within us." This state is any

thing but negative. It is the highest and most strenuous

action of the soul, but an entirely harmonious action,

in which all our powers and affections are blended in a

beautiful proportion, and sustain and perfect one anoth-

er. It is more than silence after storms. It is as the

concord of all melodious sounds. Has the reader never

known a season, when, in the fullest flow of thought

and feeling, in the universal action of the soul, an in-

ward calm, profound as midnight silence, yet bright as

the still summer noon, full of joy, but unbroken by one

throb of tumultuous passion, has been breathed through

his spirit, and given him a glimpse and presage of the

serenity of a happier world ? Of this character is the

peace of rehgion. It is a conscious harmony with God
and the creation, an alliance of love with all beings,

a sympathy with all that is pure and happy, a surrender

of every separate will and interest, a participation of

the spirit and life of the universe, an entire concord

of purpose with its Infinite Original. This is peace,

and the true happiness of man ; and we think that hu-

man nature has never entirely lost sight of this its great

end. It has always sighed for a repose, in which en-

ergy of thought and will might be tempered with an

VOL. I. 18
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all-pervading tranquillity. We seem to discover aspi-

rations after this good, a dim consciousness of it, in all

ages of the world. We think we see it in those sys-

tems of Oriental and Grecian philosophy, which pro-

posed, as the consummation of present virtue, a release

from all disquiet, and an intimate union and harmony

with the Divine Mind. We even think, that we trace

this consciousness, this aspiration, in the works of an-

cient art which time has spared to us, in which the

sculptor, aiming to embody his deepest thoughts of hu-

man perfection, has joined with the fulness of life and

strength, a repose, which breathes into the spectator an

admiration as calm as it is exalted. Man, we believe,

never wholly loses the sentiment of his true good.

There are yearnings, sighings, which he does not him-

self comprehend, which break forth ahke in his pros-

perous and adverse seasons, which betray a deep, inde-

structible faith in a good that he has not found, and

which, in proportion as they grow distinct, rise to God,

and concentrate the soul in him, as at once its life and

rest, the fountain at once of energy and of peace.

In the remarks, which have now been suggested by

the writings of Fenelon, we have aimed to free religion

from exaggerations, which, we fear, weaken its influ-

ence over reasonable men, and at the same time to il-

lustrate its dignity and happiness. We want time, or

we should enlarge on the importance of this great sub-

ject to every human being. We cannot however leave

it, without earnestly recommending it to the attention

of men of superior minds. The neglect which it gener-

ally receives from these is one of the most discouraging

signs of our times. The claims of religion on intelligent
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men are not yet understood, and the low place which it

holds among the objects of liberal inquiry, will one day

be recollected as the shame of our age. Some remarks

on this topic may form a not unsuitable conclusion to

the present article.

It is, we fear, an unquestionable fact, that religion,

considered as an intellectual subject, is in a great meas-

ure left to a particular body of men, as a professional

concern ; and the fact is as much to be wondered at as

deplored. It is wonderful that any mind, and especially

a superior one, should not see in religion the highest

object of thought. It is wonderful that the infinite

God, the noblest theme of the universe, should be con-

sidered as a monopoly of professed theologians ; that

a subject so vast, awful, and exalting, as our relation

to the Divinity, should be left to technical men, to be

handled so much for sectarian purposes. Religion is

the property and dearest interest of the human race.

Every man has an equal concern in it. It should be

approached with an independence on human authority.

It should be rescued from all the factions, which have

seized upon it as their particular possession. Men of

the highest intellect should feel, that, if there be a God,

then his character and our relation to him throw all oth-

er subjects into obscurity, and that the intellect, if not

consecrated to him, can never attain its true use, its

full dimensions, and its proper happiness. Religion, if

it be true, is central truth, and all knowledge, w^hich

is not gathered round it, and quickened and illuminated

by it, is hardly w^orthy the name. To this great theme

we would summon all orders of mind, the scholar, the

statesman, the student of nature, and the observer of

life. It is a subject to which every faculty and every
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acquisition may pay tribute, which may receive aids ana

lights from the accuracy of the logician, from the pene-

trating spirit of philosophy, from the intuitions of geni-

us, from the researches of history, from the science of

the mind, from physical science, from every branch of

criticism, and, though last not least, from the sponta-

neous suggestions and the moral aspirations of pure but

unlettered men.

It is a fact which shocks us, and which shows the de

graded state of religion, that not a few superior minds

look down upon it as a subject beneath their investiga-

tion. Though allied with all knowledge, and especial-

ly with that of human nature and human duty, it is re-

garded as a separate and inferior study, particularly

fitted to the gloom of a convent, and the seclusion of

a minister. Religion is still confounded, in many and

in gifted minds, with the jargon of monks, and the sub-

tilties and strifes of theologians. It is thought a mys-

tery, which, far from coalescing, wars with our other

knowledge. It is never ranked with the sciences which

expand and adorn the mind. It is regarded as a meth-

od of escaping future ruin, not as a vivifying truth

through which the intellect and heart are alike to be

invigorated and enlarged. Its bearing on the great ob-

jects of thought and the great interests of life is hardly

suspected. This degradation of religion into a techni-

cal study, this disjunction of it from morals, from phi-

losophy, from the various objects of hberal research,

has done it infinite injury, has checked its progress, has

perpetuated errors which gathered round it in times of

barbarism and ignorance, has made it a mark for the

sophistry and ridicule of the Hcentious, and has infused

a lurking skepticism into many powerful understandings.
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Nor has religion suffered alone. The whole mind is

darkened by the obscuration of this its central hght.

Its reasonings and judgments become unstable through

want of this foundation to rest upon. Religion is to

the whole sphere of truth, what God is to the universe,

and in dethroning it, or confining it to a narrow range,

we commit very much such an injury on the soul, as

the universe would suffer, were the Infinite Being to

abandon it, or to contract his energy to a small province

of his creation.

The injury done to hterature by divorcing it from re-

ligion is a topic worthy of separate discussion. Liter-

ature has thus lost power and permanent interest. It

has become, in a great measure, superficial, an image

of transient modes of thought and of arbitrary forms of

life, not the organ and expression of immutable truth,

and of deep workings of the soul. We beg not to be

misunderstood. We have no desire that literature should

confine itself wholly or chiefly to religious topics, and

we hardly know a greater calamity which it could incur,

than by degenerating into religious cant. Next to pro-

faneness, we dread the afiectation of piety and the me-

chanical repetition of sacred phraseology. We only

lament, that literature has so generally been the product

and utterance of minds, which have not lived, thought,

and written, under the light of a rational and sublime

faith. Severed from this, it wants the principle of im-

mortality. We do not speak lightly when we say, that

all works of the intellect, which have not in some meas-

ure been quickened by the spirit of religion, are doomed

to perish or to lose their power ; and that genius is

preparing for itself a sepulchre, when it disjoins itself

from the Universal Mind. Religion is not always to

18*
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remain in its present dark, depressed condition. Al-

ready there are signs of a brighter day. It begins to

be viewed more generously. It is gradually attracting

to itself superior understandings. It is rising from the

low rank of a professional, technical study, and assert-

ing its supremacy among the objects of the mind. A
new era, we trust, is opening upon the world, and all

literature will feel its power. In proportion as the true

and sublime conception of God shall unfold itself in

the soul, and shall become there a central sun, shed-

ding its beams on all objects of thought, there will be

a want of sympathy with all w^orks which have not

been quickened by this heavenly influence. It will be

felt that the poet has known little of nature, that he

has seen it only under clouds, if he have not seen it

under this celestial light. It will be felt, that man, the

great subject of literature, when viewed in separation

from his Maker and his end, can be as little understood

and portrayed, as a plant torn from the soil in which it

grew, and cut off from communication with the clouds

and sun.

We are aware that objections will spring up to the

doctrine, that all literature should be produced under

the influence of religion. We shall be told, that in this

way literature w^ill lose all variety and spirit, that a mo-

notonous and solemn hue will spread itself over writing,

and that a library will have the air of a tomb. We
do not wonder at this fear. Religion has certainly been

accustomed to speak in sepulchral tones, and to wear

any aspect but a bright and glowing one. It has lost

its free and various movement. But let us not ascribe

to its nature, what has befallen it from adverse circum-

stances. The truth is, that religion, justly viewed, sur-
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passes all other principles, in giving a free and mani-

fold action to the niind. It recognises in every faculty

and sentiment the workmanship of God, and assigns a

sphere of agency to each. It takes our whole nature

under its guardianship, and with a parental love minis-

ters to its inferior as well as higher gratifications. False

religion mutilates the soul, sees evil in our innocent sen-

sibilities, and rules with a tyrant's frown and rod. True

rehgion is a mild and lawful sovereign, governing to

protect, to give ^rength, to unfold all our inward re-

sources. We believe, that, under its influence, literature

is to pass its present limits, and to put itself forth in

original forms of composition. Religion is of all prin-

ciples most fruitful, multiform, and unconfined. It is

sympathy with that Being, who seems to delight in

diversifying the modes of his agency, and the products

of his wisdom and power. It does not chain us to a

few essential duties, or express itself in a few unchang-

ing modes of writing. It has the liberality and munifi-

cence of nature, which not only produces the necessary

root and grain, but pours forth fruits and flowers. It

has the variety and bold contrasts of nature, which, at

the foot of the awful mountain, scoops out the freshest,

sweetest valleys, and embosoms, in the wild, troubled

ocean, islands, whose vernal airs, and loveliness, and

teeming fruitfulness, almost breathe the joys of Para-

dise. Religion will accomplish for literature what it

most needs ; that is, will give it depth, at the same

time that it heightens its grace and beauty. The union

of these attributes is most to be desired. Our literature

is lamentably superficial, and to some the beautiful and

the superficial even seem to be naturally conjoined. Let

not beauty be so wronged. It resides chiefly in pro-
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found thoughts and feelings. It overflows chiefly in the

writings of poets, gifted with a sublime and piercing

vision. A beautiful literature springs from the depth

and fulness of intellectual and moral life, from an energy

of thought and feeling, to which nothing, as we believe,

ministers so largely as enlightened religion.

So far from a monotonous solemnity overspreading

literature in consequence of the all-pervading influence

of religion, we believe, that the sportive and comic

forms of composition, instead of being abandoned, will

only be refined and improved. We know that these

are supposed to be frowned upon by piety ; but they

have their root in the constitution which God has given

us, and ought not therefore to be indiscriminately con-

demned. The propensity to wit and laughter does in-

deed, through excessive indulgence, often issue in a

character of heartless levity, low mimicry, or unfeel-

ing ridicule. It often seeks gratification in regions of

impurity, throws a gayety round vice, and sometimes

even pours contempt on virtue. But, though often and

mournfuliy perverted, it is still a gift of God, and may

and ought to minister, not only to innocent pleasure,

but to the intellect and the heart. Man was made for

relaxation as truly as for labor ; and by a law of his

nature, which has not received the attention it deserves,

he finds perhaps no relaxation so restorative, as that in

wdiich he reverts to his childhood, seems to forget his

wisdom, leaves the imagination to exhilarate itself by

sportive inventions, talks of amusing incongruities in

conduct and events, smiles at the innocent eccentrici-

ties and odd mistakes of those whom he most esteems,

allows himself in arch allusions or kind-hearted satire,

and transports himself into a world of ludicrous com-
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binations. We have said, that, on these occasions, the

mind seems to put off its v/isdom ; but the truth is,

that, in a pure mind, wisdom retreats, if we may so say,

to its centre, and there, unseen, keeps guard over this

transient folly, draws delicate lines which are never to

be passed in the freest moments, and, like a judicious

parent watching the sports of childhood, preserves a

stainless innocence of soul in the very exuberance of

gayety. This combination of moral power with wit

and humor, with comic conceptions and irrepressible

laughter, this union of mirth and virtue, belongs to an

advanced stage of the character ; and we beheve, that,

in proportion to the diffusion of an enhghtened rehgion,

this action of the mind will increase, and will overflow

in compositions, which, joining innocence to sportive-

ness, will communicate unmixed delight. Religion is

not at variance with occasional mirth. In the same

character, the solemn thought and the sublime emotions

of the improved Christian, may be joined with the un-

anxious freedom, buoyancy, and gayety of early years.

We will add but one more illustration of our views.

We believe, that the union of religion with genius will

favor that species of composition to which it may seem

at first to be least propitious. We refer to that depart-

ment of literature, which has for its object the delin-

eation of the stronger and more terrible and guilty pas-

sions. Strange as it may appear, these gloomy and

appalhng features of our nature may be best compre-

hended and portrayed by the purest and noblest minds.

The common idea is, that overwhelming emotions, the

more they are experienced, can the more effectually be

described. We have one strong presumption against

this doctrine. Tradition leads us to believe, that Shak-
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speare, though he painted so faithfully and fearfully the

storms of passion, was a calm and cheerful man. The
passions are too engrossed by their objects to meditate

on themselves ; and none are more ignorant of their

growth and subtile workings, than their ow^n victims.

Nothing reveals to us the secrets of our own souls like

religion ; and in disclosing to us, in ourselves, the ten-

dency of passion to absorb every energy, and to spread

its hues over every thought, it gives us a key to all

souls ; for, in all, human nature is essentially one, having

the same spiritual elements, and the same grand fea-

tures. No man, it is believed, understands the wild

and irregular motions of the mind, like him in whom a

principle of divine order has begun to establish peace.

No man knows the horror of thick darkness which gath-

ers over the slaves of vehement passion, like him who

is rising into the light and liberty of virtue. There is

indeed a selfish shrewdness, which is thought to give a

peculiar and deep insight into human nature. But the

knowledge, of which it boasts, is partial, distorted, and

vulgar, and wholly unfit for the purposes of literature

We value it little. We beheve, that no qualification

avails so much to a knowledge of human nature in all

its forms, in its good and evil manifestations, as that

enlightened, celestial charity, which religion alone in-

spires ; for this establishes sympathies between us and

all men, and thus makes them intelligible to us. A
man, imbued with this spirit, alone contemplates vice

as it really exists, and as it ought always to be describ-

ed. In the most depraved fellows-beings he sees partak-

ers of his own nature. iVmidst the terrible ravages of

the passions, he sees conscience, though prostrate, not

destroyed, nor wholly powerless. He sees the proofs
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of an unextinguished moral life, in inward struggles, in

occasional relentings, in sighings for lost innocence, in

reviving throbs of early affections, in the sophistry by
which the guilty mind would become reconciled to itself,

in remorse, in anxious forebodings, in despair, perhaps

in studied recklessness and cherished self-forgetfulness.

These conflicts, between the passions and the moral na-

ture, are the most interesting subjects in the branch of

literature to which we refer, and we beheve, that to

portray them with truth and power, the man of genius

can find in nothing such effectual aid, as in the devel-

opemicnt of the moral and rehgious principles in liis own
breast.

We have given but a superficial view of a great sub-

ject. The connexion of religion with intellect and

literature is yet to be pointed out. We conclude with

expressing our strong conviction that the human mind

will become more various, piercing, and all-comprehend-

ing, more capable of understanding and expressing the

solemn and the sportive, the terrible and the beautiful,

the profound and the tender, in proportion as it shall be

illumined and penetrated by the true knowledge of God.

Genius, intellect, imagination, taste, and sensibility,

must all be baptized into religion, or they will never

know, and never make known, their real glory and

immortal power.





THE MORAL ARGUMENT AGAINST

CALVINISM,

Illustrated in a Review of a Work entitled *' A General View
OF THE Doctrines of Christianity, designed more es-

pecially for the Edification and Instruction of Families. Boston,

1809."

The work, of which we have prefixed the title to this

article, was published several years ago, and has been

read by many among us with pleasure and profit. But

it is not known as widely as it should be, and we wish

to call to it the notice which it merits. It is not an

original work, but was compiled chiefly from the writ-

ings of the Rev. Robert Fellowes, whose name is

probably known to most of our readers. The title we

think not altogether happy, because it raises an expec-

tation which the book does not answer. We should

expect from it a regular statement of the great truths

of our religion ; but we find, what at present is perhaps

as useful, a vindication of Christianity from the gross

errors, which Calvinism has labored to identify with this

divine system. This may easily be supposed from the

table of contents. The book professes to treat of the

following subjects : — The nature of religion and the

mistakes that occur on that subject ; the free-agency

VOL. I. 19
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and accountableness of man ; the fall of Adam, and

original sin ; the doctrine of faith in general, and of

religious faith in particular ; the doctrine of works ; the

doctrine of regeneration ; the doctrine of repentance
;

the doctrine of grace ; the doctrine of election and rep-

robation ; the doctrine of perseverance ; the visiting

of the iniquities of the fathers upon the children ; and

the sin against the Holy Ghost. — By those, who are

acquainted with the five thorny points of Calvinism,

the design of this compilation will be sufficiently un-

derstood from the enumeration of topics now given
;

and few designs are more praiseworthy, than to free

Christianity from the reproach brought upon it by that

system.

The work under review is professedly popular in its

style and mode of discussion. It has Httle refined and

elaborate reasoning, but appeals to the great moral prin-

ciples of human nature, and to the general strain of the

Scriptures. It expresses strongly and without circum-

locution the abhorrence with which every mind, uncor-

rupted by false theology, must look on Calvinism ; and

although some of its delineations may be overcharged,

yet they are substantially correct, and their strength is

their excellence. The truth is, that nothing is so ne-

cessary on this subject as to awaken moral feeling in

men's breasts. Calvinism owes its perpetuity to the

influence of fear in palsying the moral nature. Men's

minds and consciences are subdued by terror, so that

they dare not confess, even to themselves, the shrink-

ing, which they feel, from the unworthy views which

tills system gives of God ; and, by thus smothering

their just abhorrence, they gradually extinguish it, and

even come to vindicate in God what would disgrace
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his creatures. A voice of power and solemn warning

is needed to rouse them from this lethargy, to give them

a new and a juster dread, the dread of incurring God's

displeasure, by making him odious, and exposing reli-

gion to insult and aversion. — In the present article,

we intend to treat this subject with great freedom. But

we beg that it may be understood that by Calvinism we
intend only the peculiarities or distinguishing features

of that system. We would also have it remembered,

that" these peculiarities form a small part of the religious

faith of a Calvinist. He joins with them the general,

fundamental, and most important truths of Christianity,

by which they are always neutralized in a greater or

less degree, and in some cases nulhfied. Accordingly

it has been our happiness to see in the numerous body

by which they are professed, some of the brightest ex-

amples of Christian virtue. Our hostility to the doctrine

does not extend to its advocates. In bearing our strong-

est testimony against error, we do not the less honor

the moral and religious worth, with which it is often

connected.

The book under review will probably be objected

to by theologians, because it takes no notice of a dis-

tinction, invented by Calvinislic metaphysicians, for

rescuing their doctrines from the charge of aspersing

God's equity and goodness. We refer to the distinc-

tion between natural and moral inability, a subiilty

which may be thought to deserve some attention, be-

cause it makes such a show in some of the principal

books of this sect. But, with due deference to its de-

fenders, it seems to us groundless and idle, a distinction

without a difference. An inability to do our duty, which

is born with us, is to all intents and according to the
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established meaning of the word, natural. Call it mor-

al, or what you please, it is still a part of the nature

which our Creator gave us, and to suppose that he pun-

ishes us for it, because it is an inability seated in the

will, is just as absurd, as to suppose him to punish us

for a weakness of sight or of a hmb. Common people

cannot understand this distinction, cannot split this hair

;

and it is no small objection to Calvinism, that, accord-

ing to its ablest defenders, it can only be reconciled to

God's perfections, by a metaphysical subtilty, which the

mass of people cannot comprehend.

If we were to speak as critics of the style of this

book, we should say, that, whilst generally clear, and

sometimes striking, it has the faults of the style which

was very current not many years ago in this country,

and which, we rejoice to say, is giving place to a bet-

ter. The style to which we refer, and which threatened

to supplant good writing in this country, intended to

be elegant, but fell into jejuneness and insipidity. It

delighted in words and arrangements of words, which

were little soiled by common use, and mistook a spruce

neatness for grace. We had a Procrustes' bed for sen-

tences, and there seemed to be a settled war between

the style of writing and the free style of conversation.

Times we think have changed. I\Ien have learned more

to write as they speak, and are ashamed to dress up

familiar thoughts, as if they were just arrived from a

far country, and could not appear in public without a

foreign and studied attire. They have learned that com-

mon words are common, precisely because most fitted to

express real feeling and strong conception, and that the

circuitous, measured phraseology, which was called ele-

gance, was but the parade of weakness. They have
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learned that words are the signs of thought, and worth-

less counterfeits without it, and that style is good, when,

instead of being anxiously cast into a mould, it seems a

free and natural expression of thought, and gives to us

with power the workings of the author's mind.

We have been led to make these remarks on the

style which in a degree marks the book before us, from

a persuasion, that this mode of writing has been particu-

larly injurious to rehgion, and to rational religion. It

has crept into sermons perhaps more than into any other

compositions, and has imbued them w^ith that soporific

quahty, which they have sometimes been found to possess

in an eminent degree. How many hearers have been

soothed by a smooth, w^atery flow of words, a regular

chime of sentences, and elegantly rocked into repose !

We are aw^are, that preachers, above all writers, are

excusable for this style, because it Is the easiest ; and,

having too much work to do, they m.ust do it of course

in the readiest way. But we mourn the necessity, and

mourn still more the effect.— It gives us great pleasure

to say, that, in this particular, we think we perceive an

improvement taking place in this region. Preaching is

becoming more direct, aims more at impression, and

seeks the nearest way to men's hearts and consciences.

We often hear from the pulpit strong thought in plain

and strong language. It is hoped, from the state of

society, that we shall not fly from one extreme to anoth-

er, and degenerate into coarseness ; but perhaps even

this is a less evil than tameness and insipidity.

To return ; the principal argument against Calvinism,

in the General View of Christian Doctrines, is the mor-

al argument^ or that which is drawn from the inconsis-

tency of the system with the divine perfections. It is

19*
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plain, that a doctrine, which contradicts our best ideas

of goodness and justice, cannot come from the just and

good God, or be a true representation of his character.

This moral ai'gument has always been powerful to the

pulling down of the strong-holds of Calvinism. Even

in the dark period, when this system was shaped and

finished at Geneva, its advocates often writhed under

the weight of it ; and we cannot but deem it a mark of

the progress of society, that Calvinists are more and

more troubled with the palpable repugnance of their

doctrines to God's nature, and accordingly labor to soft-

en and explain them, until in many cases the name only

is retained. If the stern reformer of Geneva could hft

up his head, and hear the mitigated tone, in which som^

of his professed followers dispense his fearful doctrines,

we fear, that he could not lie down in peace, until he

had poured out his displeasure on their cowardice and

degeneracy. He would tell them, with a frown, that

moderate Calvinism was a solecism, a contradiction in

terms, and would bid them in scorn to join their real

friend, Arminius. Such is the power of pubHc opinion

and of an improved state of society on creeds, that

naked, undisguised Calvinism is not very fond of show-

ing itself, and many of consequence loiow imperfectly

what it means. What then is the system against which

the View of Cliristian Doctrines is directed ?

Calvinism teaches, that, in consequence of Adam's

sin in eating the forbidden fruit, God brings into life all

his posterity with a nature wholly corrupt, so that they

are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to

all that is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to all

evil, and that continually. It teaches, that all man-

kind, having fallen in Adam, are under God's wrath
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and curse, and so made liable to all miseries In this

life, to death itself, and to the pains of hell for ever.

It teaches, that, from this ruined race, God, out of his

mere good pleasure, has elected a certain number to

be saved by Clirist, not induced to this choice by any

foresight of their faith or good works, but wholly by

his free grace and love ; and that, having thus predes-

tinated them to eternal life, he renews and sanctifies

them by his almighty and special agency, and brings

them into a state of grace, from which they cannot fall

and perish. It teaches, that tlie rest of mankind he is

pleased to pass over, and to ordain them to dishonor

and wrath for their sins, to the honor of his justice and

power ; in other words, he leaves the rest to the corrup-

tion in which they were born, withholds the grace which

is necessary to their recovery, and condemns them to

''most grievous torments in soul and body without in-

termission in hell-fire for ever." Such is Calvinism, as

gathered from the most authentic records of the doc-

trine. Whoever will consult the famous Assembly's

Catechisms and Confession, will see the pecuharities

of the system in all their length and breadth of deform-

ity. A man of plain sense, whose spirit has not been

broken to this creed by education or terror, will think

that it Is not necessary for us to travel to heathen coun-

tries, to learn how mournfully the human mind may

misrepresent the Deity.

The moral argument against Calvinism, of which we

have spoken, must seem irresistible to common and un-

perverted minds, after attending to the brief statement

now given. It will be asked with astonishment. How
is it possible that men can hold these doctrines and yet

maintain God's goodness and equity ? What principles
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can be more contradictory ?— To remove the objection

to Calvinism, which is drawn from its repugnance to the

Divine perfections, recourse has been had, as before ob-

served, to the distinction between .natural and moral

inability, and to other like subtilties. But a more com-

mon reply, we conceive, has been drawn from the weak-

ness and imperfection of the human mind, and from its

incapacity of comprehending God. Calvinists will tell

us, that, because a doctrine opposes our convictions of

rectitude, it is not necessarily false ; that apparent are

not always real inconsistencies ; that God is an infinite

and incomprehensible being, and not to be tried by our

ideas of fitness and morality ; that we bring their sys-

tem to an incompetent tribunal, when we submit it to

the decision of human reason and conscience ; that we

are weak judges of what is right and wrong, good and

evil, in the Deity ; that the happiness of the universe

may require an administration of human affairs which

is very offensive to limited understandings ; that we must

follow revelation, not reason or moral feeling, and must

consider doctrines, which shock us in revelation, as aw-

ful mysteries, which are dark through our ignorance, and

which time will enlighten. How little, it is added, can

man explain or understand God's ways. How incon-

sistent the miseries of life appear with goodness in the

Creator. How prone, too, have men always been to

confound good and evil, to call the just, unjust. How
presumptuous is it in such a being, to sit in judgment

upon God, and to question the rectitude of the divine

administration, because it shocks his sense of rectitude.

Such we conceive to be a fair statement of the manner

in which the Calvinist frequently meets the objection,

that his system is at war with God's attributes. Such
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the reasoning by which the voice of conscience and

nature is stifled, and men are reconciled to doctrines,

which, if tried by the estabHshed principles of morality,

would be rejected with horror. On this reasoning we
purpose to offer some remarks ; and we shall avail our-

selves of the opportunity, to give our views of the con-

fidence lohich is due to our rational and moral faculties

in religion.

That God is infinite, and that man often errs, we

affirm as strongly as our Calvinistic brethren. We
desire to think humbly of ourselves, and reverently of

our Creator. In the strong language of Scripture, "We
now see through a glass darkly." "We cannot by

searching find out God unto perfection. Clouds and

darkness are round about him. His judgments are a

great deep." God is great and good beyond utterance

or thought. We have no disposition to idolize our own

powers, or to penetrate the secret counsels of the Deity.

But, on the other hand, we think it ungrateful to dis-

parage the powers which our Creator has given us, or

to question the certainty or importance of the knowl-

edge, which he has seen fit to place within our reach.

There is an affected humility, we think, as dangerous

as pride. We may rate our faculties too meanly, as

well as too boastingly. The worst error in religion,

after all, is that of the skeptic, who records triumphantly

the weaknesses and wanderings of the human intellect,

and maintains, that no trust is due to the decisions of

this erring reason. We by no means conceive, that

man's greatest danger springs from pride of understand-

ing, though we think as badly of this vice as other Chris-

tians. The history of the church proves, that men may

trust their faculties too little as well as too much, and
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that the timidity, which shrinks from investigation, has

injured the mind, and betrayed the interests of Christi-

anity, as much as an irreverent boldness of thought.

It is an important truth, which, we apprehend, has

not been sufficiently developed, that the ultimate reli-

ance of a human being is and must be on his own mind.

To confide in God, we must first confide in the faculties

by which He is apprehended, and by which the proofs

of his existence are weighed. A trust in our ability to

distinguish between truth and falsehood is implied in

every act of behef ; for to question this ability would of

necessity unsettle all belief. We cannot take a step in

reasoning or action without a secret reliance on our own

minds. Religion in particular implies, that we have

understandirfgs endowed and qualified for the highest

employments of intellect. In afllrming the existence

and perfections of God, we suppose and affirm the ex-

istence in ourselves of faculties which correspond to

these sublime objects, and which are fitted to discern

them. Religion is a conviction and an act of the hu-

man soul, so that, in denying confidence to the one, we

subvert the truth and claims of the other. Nothing is

gained to piety by degrading human nature, for in the

competency of this nature to know and judge of God

all piety has its foundation. Our proneness to err in-

structs us indeed to use our powers with great caution,

but not to contemn and neglect them. The occasional

abuse of our faculties, be it ever so enormous, does not

prove them unfit for their highest end, which is, to form

clear and consistent views of God. Because our eyes

sometimes fail or deceive us, would a wise man pluck

them out, or cover them with a bandage, and choose to

walk and work in the dark ? or, because they cannot
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distinguish distant objects, can they discern nothing clear-

ly in their proper sphere, and is sight to be pronounced

a fallacious guide ? Men who, to support a creed, would

shake our trust in the calm, deliberate, and distinct de-

cisions of our rational and moral powers, endanger re-

hgion more than its open foes, and forge the deadliest

w^eapon for the infidel.

It is true that God is an infinite being, and also true,

that his powers and perfections, his purposes and oper-

ations, his ends and means, being unlimited, are incom-

prehensible. In other words, they cannot be wholly ta-

ken in or embraced by the human mind. In the strong

and figurative language of Scripture, we " know noth-

ing " of God's w^ays ; that is, we know very few of

them. But this is just as true of the most advanced

archangel as of man. In comparison with the vastness

of God's system, the range of the highest created in-

tellect is narrow ; and, in this particular, man's lot does

not differ from that of his elder brethren in heaven.

V/e are both confined in our observation and experience

to a little spot in the creation. But are an angel's fac-

ulties worthy of no trust, or is his knowledge uncertain,

because he learns and reasons from a small part of

God's works ? or are his judgments respecting the Cre-

ator to be charged with presumption, because his views

do not spread through the whole extent of the universe ?

We grant that our understandings cannot stretch beyond

a very narrow sphere. But still the lessons, which we

learn within this sphere, are just as sure, as if it were

indefinitely enlarged. Because much is unexplored, we

are not to suspect what w^e have actually discovered.

Knowledge is not the less real, because confined. The

man^ who has never set foot beyond his native village.
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knows its scenery and inhabitants as undoubtingly, as if

he had travelled to the poles. We indeed see very ht-

tle ; but that little is as true, as if every thing else were

seen ; and our future discoveries must agree with and

support it. Should the whole order and purposes of

the universe be opened to us, it is certain that nothing

would be disclosed, which would in any degree shake

our persuasion, that the earth is inhabited by rational

and moral beings, who are authorized to expect from

their Creator the most benevolent and equitable gov-

ernment. No extent of observation can unsettle those

primary and fundamental principles of moral truth, which

we derive from our highest faculties operating in the re-

lations in which God has fixed us. In every region and

period of the universe, it will be as true as it is now on

the earth, that knowledge and power are the measures

of responsibility, and that natural incapacity absolves

from guilt. These and other moral verities, which are

among our clearest perceptions, would, if possible, be

strengthened, in proportion as our powers should be en-

larged ; because harmony and consistency are the char-

acters of God's administration, and all our researches

into the universe only serve to manifest its unity, and to

show a wider operation of the laws which we wutness

and experience on earth.

We grant that God is incomprehensible ^ in the sense

already given. But he is not therefore unintelligible ;

and this distinction we conceive to be important. We
do not pretend to know the whole nature and properties

of God, but still we can form some clear ideas of him,

and can reason from these ideas as justly as from any

other. The truth is, that we cannot be said to com-

prehend any being whatever, not the simplest plant or
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animal. All have hidden properties. Our knowledge

of all is Hmited. But have we therefore no distinct

ideas of the objects around us, and is all our reasoning

about them unworthy of trust .'' Because God is infi-

nite, his name is not therefore a mere sound. It is a

representative of some distinct conceptions of our Cre-

ator ; and these conceptions are as sure, and important,

and as proper materials for the reasoning faculty, as

they would be if our views were indefinitely enlarged.

We cannot indeed trace God's goodness and rectitude

through the whole field of his operations ; but we know

the essential nature of these attributes, and therefore

can often judge what accords w^th and opposes them.

God's goodness, because infinite, does not cease to be

goodness, or essentially differ from the same attribute

in man ; nor does justice change its nature, so that it

cannot be understood, because it is seated in an un-

bounded mind. There have indeed been philosophers,

" falsely so called," who have argued from the unlimited

nature of God, that we cannot ascribe to him justice

and other moral attributes, in any proper or definite

sense of those words ; and the inference is plain, that

all religion or worship, wanting an intelligible object,

must be a misplaced, wasted offering. This doctrine

from the infidel we reject with abhorrence ; but some-

thing, not very different, too often reaches us from the

mistaken Christian, who, to save his creed, shrouds the

Creator in utter darkness. In opposition to both, we

maintain that God's attributes are intelligible, and that

we can conceive as truly of his goodness and justice, as

of these qualities in men. In fact, these qualities are

essentially the same in God and man, though differing

in degree, in purity, and in extent of operation. We
TOL. I. 20
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know not and we cannot conceive of any other justice

or goodness, than we learn from our own nature ; and

if God have not these, he is altogether unknown to us

as a moral being ; he offers nothing for esteem and love

to rest upon ; the objection of the infidel is just, that

worship is wasted ;
*' We worship we know not what."

It is asked. On what authority do we ascribe to God
goodness and rectitude, in the sense in which these at-

tributes belong to men, or how can we judge of the

nature of attributes in the mind of the Creator ? "We

answer by asking, How is it that w^e become acquainted

with the mind of a fellow-creature ? The last is as in-

visible, as removed from immediate inspection, as the

first. Still we do not hesitate to speak of the justice

and goodness of a neighbour ; and how do we gain our

know^ledge ? We answ^er, by witnessing the effects, op-

erations, and expressions of these attributes. It is a

law of our nature to argue from the effect to the cause,

from the action to the agent, from the ends proposed

and from the means of pursuing them, to the character

and disposition of the being in whom we observe them.

By these processes, we learn the invisible mind and

character of man ; and by the same we ascend to the

mind of God, whose works, effects, operations, and

ends are as expressive and significant of justice and

goodness, as the best and most decisive actions of men.

If this reasoning be sound (and all religion rests upon

it,) then God's justice and goodness are intelligible at-

tributes, agreeing essentially with the same qualities in

ourselves. Their operation indeed is infinitely wider,

and they are employed in accomplishing not only imme-

diate but remote and unknown ends. Of consequence,

we must expect that many parts of the divine adminis-
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tratlon will be obscure, that is, will not produce imme-

diate good, and an immediate distinction between virtue

and vice. But still the unbounded operation of these

attributes does not change their nature. They are still

the same, as if they acted in the narrowest sphere. We
can still determine in many cases what does not accord

with them. We are particularly sure that those essen-

tial principles of justice, which enter into and even form

our conception of this attribute, must pervade every

province and every period of the administration of a

just being, and that to suppose the Creator in any in-

stance to forsake them, is to charge him directly with un-

righteousness, however loudly the lips may compliment

his equity.

''But is it not presumptuous in man," it is continually

said, '' to sit in judgment on God .^" We answer, that

to " sit in judgment on God" is an ambiguous and of-

fensive phrase, conveying to common minds the ideas of

irreverence, boldness, familiarity. The question would

be better stated thus ;
— Is it not presumptuous in man

to judge concerning God, and concerning what agrees

or disagrees with his attributes ? We answer confident-

ly, No ; for in many cases we are competent and even

bound to judge. And we plead first in our defence the

Scriptures. How continually does God in his word

appeal to the understanding and moral judgment of man.

" O inhabitants of Jerusalem and men of Judah, judge,

I pray you, between me and my vineyard. What could

have been done more to my vineyard, that I have not

done in it." We observe, in the next place, that all

religion supposes and is built on judgments passed by us

on God and on his operations. Is it not, for example,

our duty and a leading part of piety to praise God :
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And what is praising a being, but to adjudge and ascribe

to him just and generous deeds and motives ? And of

what value is praise, except from those, who are capa-

ble of distinguishing between actions which exalt and

actions which degrade the character ? Is it presump-

tion to call God excellent 9 And what is this, but to

refer his character to a standard of excellence, to try it

by the established principles of rectitude, and to pro-

nounce its conformity to them ; that is, to judge of God
and his operations ?

We are presumptuous, we are told, in judging of our

Creator. But he himself has made this our duty, in

giving us a moral faculty ; and to dechne it, is to violate

the primary law of our nature. Conscience, the sense

of right, the power of perceiving moral distinctions, the

power of discerning between justice and injustice, ex-

cellence and baseness, is the highest faculty given us

by God, the whole foundation of our responsibility,/ and

our sole capacity for religion. Now we are forbidden

by this faculty to love a being, who wants, or who fails

to discover, moral excellence. God, in giving us con-

science, has implanted a principle within us, which for-

bids us to prostrate ourselves before mere power, or to

offer praise where we do not discover worth ; a princi-

ple, v/hich challenges our supreme homage for supreme

goodness, and Avhich absolves us from guilt, when we
abhor a severe and unjust administration. Our Crea-

tor has consequently waved his own claims on our ven-

eration and obedience, any farther than he discovers

himself to us in characters of benevolence, equity, and

righteousness. He rests his authority on the perfect

coincidence of his will and government with those great

and fundamental principles of morality written on our
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souls. He desires no worship, but that which springs

from the exercise of our moral faculties upon his char-

acter, from our discernment and persuasion of his recti-

tude and goodness. He asks, he accepts, no love or

admiration but from those, who can understand the na-

ture and the proofs of moral excellence.

There are two or three striking facts, which show

that there is no presumption in judging of God, and

of what agrees or disagrees wath his attributes. The

first fact is, that the most inteUigent and devout men

have often employed themselves in proving the existence

and perfections of God, and have been honored for this

service to the cause of religion. Now we ask, what is

meant by the proofs of a divine perfection ? They are

certain acts, operations, and m.ethods of government,

which are proper and natural effects, signs, and expres-

sions of this perfection, and from w^hich, according to

the established principles of reasoning, it may be infer-

red. To prove the divine attributes is to collect and

arrange those works and ways of the Creator, which

accord with these attributes, correspond to them, flow

from them, and express them. Of consequence, to

prove them requires and implies the power of judging

of what agrees with them, of discerning their proper

marks and expressions. All our treatises on natural

theology rest on this power. Every argument in sup-

port of a divine perfection is an exercise of it. To

deny it, is to overthrow all religion.

Now if such are the proofs of God's goodness and

justice, and if w'e are capable of discerning them, then

we are not necessarily presumptuous, when we say of

particular measures ascribed to him, that they are incon-

sistent with his attributes, and cannot belong to him.

20*
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There is plainly no more presumption in affirming of

certain principles of administration, that they oppose

God's equity and would prove him unrighteous, than to

affirm of others, that they prove him upright and good.

There are signs and evidences of injustice as unequivo-

cal as those of justice ; and our faculties are as adequate

to the perception of the last as of the first. If they

must not he trusted in deciding v/hat would prove God
unjust, they are unworthy of confidence when they gath-

er evidences of his rectitude ; and of course, the whole

structure of religion must fall.

It is no slight objection to the mode of reasoning

adopted by the Calvinist, that it renders the proof of

the divine attributes impossible. When we object to

his representations of the divine government, that they

shock our clearest ideas of goodness and justice, he

y replies, that still they may be true, because we know

very little of God, and what seems unjust to man, may

be in the Creator the perfection of rectitude. Now
this weapon has a double edge. If the strongest mark?

and expressions of injustice do not prove God unjust,

tlien the strongest marks of the opposite character do

not prove him righteous. If the first do not deserve

confidence, because of our narrovv^ views of God, nei-

ther do the last. If, when more shall be known, the

first may be found consistent with perfect rectitude,

so, w^hen more shall be known, the last may be found

consistent w^ith infinite malignity and oppression. This

reasoning of our opponents casts us on an ocean of

awful uncertainty. Admit it, and we have no proofs

of God's goodness and equity to rely upon. What we

call proofs, may be mere appearances, which a wider

knowledge of God may reverse. The future may show
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US, that the very laws and works of the Creator, from

w^hich we now infer his kindness, are consistent with

the most determined pm-pose to spread infinite misery

and guilt, and were intended, by raising hope, to add

the agony of disappointment to our other w^oes. Why
may not these anticipations, horrible as they are, be

verified by the unfolding of God's system, if our rea-

sonings about his attributes are rendered so very un-

certain, as Calvinism teaches, by the infinity of his

nature ?

"We have mentioned one fact to show that it is not

presumptuous to judge of God, and of what accords

with and opposes his attributes ; namely, the fact that

his attributes are thought susceptible of proof. Another

fact, very decisive on this point, is, that Christians of

all classes have concurred in resting the truth of Chris-

tianity in a great degree on its internal evidence, that

is, on its accordance with the perfections of God. How
common is it to hear from rehgious teachers, that Chris-

tianity is worthy of a good and righteous being, that it

bears the marks of a divine original. Volumes have

been written on its internal proofs, on the coincidence

of its purposes and spirit with our highest conceptions

of God, How common too is it, to say of other

religions, that they are at w^ar with the divine nature,

with God's rectitude and goodness, and that we want no

other proofs of their falsehood. And what does all this

reasoning imply } Clearly this, that we are capable of

determining, in many cases, what is worthy and what is

unworthy of God, what accords with and what opposes

his moral attributes. Deny us this capacity, and it

would be no presumption against a professed revelation,

that it ascribed to the Supreme Being the most detest-
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able practices. It might still be said in support of such

a system, that it is arrogant in man to determine what

kind of revelation suits the character of the Creator.

Christianity then leans, at least in part, and some think

chiefly, on internal evidence, or on its agreeableness to

God's moral attributes ; and is it probable, that this

religion, having this foundation, contains representations

of God's government which shock our ideas of recti-

tude, and that it silences our objections by telling us,

that we are no judges of what suits or opposes his in-

finite nature ?

We will name one more fact to show, that it is not

presumptuous to form these judgments of the Creator.

All Christians are accustomed to reason from God's

attributes, and to use them as tests of doctrines. In

their controversies with one another, they spare no

pains to show, that their particular views accord best

with the divine perfections, and every sect labors to

throw on its adversaries the odium of maintaining what

is unworthy of God. Theological writings are filled

with such arguments ; and yet we, it seems, are guilty

of awful presumption, when we deny of God principles

of administration, against which every pure and good

sentiment in our breasts rises in abhorrence.

We shall conclude this discussion with an important

inquiry. If God's justice and goodness are consistent

with those operations and modes of government, which

Calvinism ascribes to him, of what use is our behef in

these perfections ? What expectations can we found

upon them ? If it consist with divine rectitude to con-

sign to everlasting misery, beings who have come guilty

and impotent from his hand, we beg to know what in-

terest we have in this rectitude, what pledge of good
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it contains, or what evil can be imagined which may

not be its natural result ? If justice and goodness, when

stretched to infinity, take such strange forms and appear

in such unexpected and apparently inconsistent opera-

tions, how are we sure, that they will not give up the

best men to ruin, and leave the universe to the powers

of darkness ? Such results indeed seem incompatible

with these attributes, but not more so than the acts at-

tributed to God by Calvinism. Is it said, that the divine

faithfulness is pleged in the Scriptures to a happier issue

of things ? But why should not divine faithfulness tran-

scend our poor understandings as much as divine good-

ness and justice, and why may not God, consistently

with this attribute, crush every hope which his word has

raised ? Thus all the divine perfections are lost to us

as grounds of encouragement and consolation, if we main-

tain, that their infinity places them beyond our judg-

ment, and that we must expect from them measures and

operations entirely opposed to what seems to us most

accordant with their nature.

We have thus endeavoured to show, that the testimony

of our rational and moral faculties against Calvinism is

worthy of trust. —We know that this reasoning will be

met by the question. What then becomes of Christian-

ity ^ for this religion plainly teaches the doctrines you

have condemned. Our answer is ready. Christianity

contains no such doctrines. Christianity, reason, and con-

science are perfectly harmonious on the subject under

discussion. Our religion, fairly construed, gives no coun-

tenance to that system, which has arrogated to itself the

distinction of Evangelical. We cannot, however, enter

this field at present. We will only say, that the general

spirit of Christianity affords a very strong presumption,
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that its records teach no such doctrines as we have op-

posed. This spirit is love, charity, benevolence. Chris-

tianity, we all agree, is designed to manifest God as per-

fect benevolence, and to bring men to love and imitate

him. Now is it probable, that a religion, having this ob-

lect, gives views of the Supreme Being, from which our

moral convictions and benevolent sentiments shrink with

horror, and which, if made our pattern, would convert

us into monsters ! It is plain, that, were a human parent

to form himself on the universal Father, as described

by Calvinism, that is, were he to bring his children into

life totally depraved, and then to pursue them with end-

less punishment, we should charge him with a cruelty

not surpassed in the annals of the world ; or, were a sov-

ereign to incapacitate his subjects in any w^ay w^hatever

for obeying his laws, and then to torture them in dun-

geons of perpetual woe, we should say, that history re-

cords no darker crime. And is it probable, that a

religion, which aims to attract and assimilate us to God,

considered as love, should hold him up to us in these

heart-withering characters ? We may confidently ex-

pect to find in such a system the brightest views of the

divine nature ; and the same objections he against in-

terpretations of its records, which savour of cruelty

and injustice, as lie against the literal sense of passages

which ascribe to God bodily w^ants and organs. Let

the Scriptures be read with a recollection of the spirit

of Christianity, and with that modification of particular

texts by this general spirit, which a just criticism re-

quires, and Calvinism would no more enter the mind

of the reader, than Popery, we had almost said, than

Heathenism.

In the remarks now made, it will be seen, we hope,
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that we have aimed to expose doctrines, not to condemn

their professors. It is true, that men are apt to think

themselves assailed, when their system only is called

to account. But we have no foe but error. We are

less and less disposed to measure the piety of others by

peculiarities of faith. Men's characters are determined,

not by the opinions which they profess, but by those on

which their thoughts habitually fasten, which recur to

them most forcibly, and w^hich color their ordinary views

of God and duty. The creed of habit, imitation, or

fear, may be defended stoutly, and yet have little prac-

tical influence. The mind, when compelled by educa-

tion or other circumstances to receive irrational doc-

trines, has yet a power of keeping them, as it were, on

its surface, of excluding them from its depths, of refus-

ing to incorporate them with its own being ; and, when

burdened with a mixed, incongruous system, it often

discovers a sagacity, which reminds us of the instinct

of inferior animals, in selecting the healthful and nutri-

tious portions, and in making them its daily food. Ac-

cordingly the real faith often corresponds little with that

which is professed. It often happens, that, through the

progress of the mind in light and virtue, opinions, once

central, are gradually thrown outward, lose their vitality,

and cease to be principles of action, whilst through habit

they are defended as articles of faith. The words of

the creed survive, but its advocates sympathize with it

little more than its foes. These remarks are particular-

ly applicable to the present subject. A lai'ge number,

perhaps a majority of those, who surname themselves

with the name of Calvin, have Httle more title to it than

ourselves. They keep the name, and drop the princi-

ples which it signifies. They adhere to the system as
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a whole, but shrink from all its parts and distinguishing

points. This silent but real defection from Calvinism

is spreading more and more widely. The grim features

of this system are softening, and its stern spirit yielding

to conciliation and charity. We beg our readers to

consult for themselves the two Catechisms and the Con-

fession of the Westminster Assembly, and to compare

these standards of Calvinism, with what now bears its

name. They will rejoice, we doubt not, in the triumphs

of truth. With these views, we have no disposition to

disparage the professors of the system which we con-

demn, although we beheve that its influence is yet so

extensive and pernicious as to bind us to oppose it.

Calvinism, we are persuaded, is giving place to bet-

ter views. It has passed its meridian, and is sinking,

to rise no more. It has to contend with foes more for-

midable than theologians, w^ith foes, from whom it can-

not shield itself in mystery and metaphysical subtilties,

we mean with the progress of the human mind, and

with the progress of the spirit of the Gospel. Society

is going forward in intelligence and charity, and of

course is leaving the theology of the sixteenth century

behind it. We hail this revolution of opinion as a most

auspicious event to the Christian cause. We hear much

at present of efforts to spread the Gospel. But Chris-

tianity is gaining more by the removal of degrading er-

rors, than it would by armies of missionaries who should

carry with them a corrupted form of the religion. We
think the decline of Calvinism one of the most encour-

aging facts in our passing history ; for this system, by

outraging conscience and reason, tends to array these

high faculties against revelation. Its errors are pecu-

liarly mournful, because they relate to the character of
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God. It darkens and stains his pure nature ; spoils his

character of its sacredness, loveliness, glory ; and thus

quenches the central light of the universe, makes exis-

tence a curse, and the extinction of it a consummation

devoutly to be wished. We now speak of the peculiar-

ities of this system, and of their natural influence, when

not counteracted, as they always are in a greater or less

degree, by better views, derived from the spirit and

plain lessons of Christianity.

We have had so much to do with our subject, that

we have neglected to make tlie usual extracts from the

book which we proposed to review. We earnestly wish,

that a work, answering to the title of this, which should

give us " a general view of Christian doctrines," might

be undertaken by a powerful hand. Next to a good

commentary on the Scriptures, it would be the best

service which could be rendered to Christian truth.
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REMARKS

NATIONAL LITERATURE.

Review of a Discourse concerning- the Influence of America

ON THE Mind ; being the Annual Oration delivered before the

American Philosophical Society, at the University in Philadel-

phia, October 18, 1823. By C. J. Ingersoll.

We shall use the work prefixed to this article, as min-

isters are sometimes said to use their texts. We shall

make it a point to start from, not the subject of our

remarks. Our purpose is to treat of the importance

and means of a National Literature. The topic seems

to us a great one, and to have intimate connexions with

morals and religion, as well as with all our public inter-

ests. Our views will be given with great freedom, and,

if they serve no other purpose than to recommend the

subject to more general attention, one of our principal

objects will be accomplished.

We begin with stating what we mean by national

literature. We mean the expression of a nation's mind

in writing. We mean the production among a people

of important works in philosophy, and in the depart-

ments of imagination and taste. We mean the contri-
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butlons of new truths to the stock of human knowledge.

We mean the thoughts of profound and original minds,

elaborated by the toil of composition, and fixed and

made immortal in books. We mean the manifestation

of a nation's intellect in the only forms by which it can

multiply itself at home, and send itself abroad. We
mean that a nation shall take a place, by its authors,

among the lights of the world. It will be seen, that

we include under literature all the writings of superior

minds, be the subjects what they may. We are aware

that the term is often confined to compositions which

relate to human nature, and human life ; that it is not

generally extended to physical science ; that mind, not

matter, is regarded as its main subject and sphere. But

the worlds of matter and mind are too intimately con-

nected to admit of exact partition. All the objects of

human thought flow into one another. Moral and phys-

ical truths have many bonds and analogies, and, whilst

the former are the chosen and noblest themes of litera-

ture, we are not anxious to divorce them from the latter,

or to shut them up in a separate department. The ex-

pression of superior mind in writing, we regard, then,

as a nation's literature. We regard its gifted men,

whether devoted to the exact sciences, to mental and

ethical philosophy, to history and legislation, or to fic-

tion and poetry, as forming a noble intellectual brother-

hood, and it is for the purpose of quickening all to join

their labors for the public good, that we offer the pres-

ent plea in behalf of a national literature.

To show the importance which we attach to the sub-

ject, we begin with some remarks on what we deem the

distinction which a nation should most earnestly covet.

We believe, that more distinct apprehensions on this
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point are needed, and that, for want of them, the work

of improvement is carried on with less energy, con-

sistency, and wisdom, than may and should be brought

to bear upon it. The great distinction of a country,

then, is, that it produces superior men. Its natural

advantages are not to be disdained. But they are of

secondary importance. No matter what races of ani-

mals a country breeds. The great question is, Does it

breed a noble race of men ? No matter what its soil

may be. The great question is, How far is it prolific

of moral and intellectual power ? No matter how stern

its climate is, if it nourish force of thought and virtuous

purpose. These are the products by which a country

is to be tried, and institutions have value only by the

impulse which they give to the mind. It has sometimes

been said, that the noblest men grow where nothing else

will grow. This we do not believe, for mind is not

the creature of climate or soil. But were it true, we

should say, that it were better to live among rocks and

sands, than in the most genial and productive region on

the face of the earth.

As yet, the great distinction of a nation on which

we have insisted, has been scarcely recognised. The

idea of forming a superior race of men has entered lit-

tle into schemes of policy. Invention and efibrt have

been expended on matter, much more than on mind.

Lofty piles have been reared ; the earth has groaned

under pyramids and palaces. The thought of building

up a nobler order of intellect and character, has hardly

crossed the most adventurous statesman. We beg that

we may not be misapprehended. We offer these re-

marks to correct what we deem a disproportioned at-

tention to physical good, and not at all to condemn the

21*
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expenditure of ingenuity and strength on the outward

world. There is a harmony between all our great in-

terests, between inward and outward improvements

;

and, by estabhshing among them a wise order, ail will

be secured. We have no desire to shut up man in his

own spiritual nature. The mind was made to act on

matter, and it grows by expressing itself in material

forms. We beheve, too, that, in proportion as it shall

gain intellectual and moral power, it will exert itself

with increased energy and delight on the outward crea-

tion ; will pour itself forth more freely in useful and

ornamental arts ; will rear more magnificent structures,

and will call forth new beauties in nature. An intelli-

gent and resolute spirit in a community, perpetually

extends its triumphs over matter. It can even subject

to itself the most unpromising region. Holland, diked

from the ocean,— Venice, rising amidst the waves,

—

and New England, bleak and rock-bound New England,

converted by a few generations from a wilderness into

smihng fields and opulent cities,— point us to the mind

as the great source of physical good, and teach us, that,

in making the culture of man our highest end, we shall

not retard, but advance, the cultivation of nature.

The question which we most solicitously ask about

this country is, what race of men it is likely to pro-

duce. We consider its liberty of value only as far as

it favors the growth of men. What is liberty ? The
removal of restraint from human powers. Its benefit

is, that it opens new fields for action, and a wider range

for the mind. The only freedom worth possessing, is

that which gives enlargement to a people's energy, in-

tellect, and virtues. The savage makes his boasi of

freedom. But what is its worth ? Free as he is, he
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continues for ages in the same ignorance, leads the

same comfortless life, sees the same untamed wilderness

spread around him. He is indeed free from what he

calls the yoke of civil institutions. But other and worse

chains bind him. The very privation of civil govern-

ment is in effect a chain ; for, by withliolding protec-

tion from property, it virtually shackles the arm of in-

dustry, and forbids exertion for the melioration of his

lot. Progress, the growth of power, is the end and

boon of liberty ; and, without this, a people may have

the name, but want the substance and spirit of freedom.

We are the more earnest in enlarging on these views,

because we feel that our attachment to our country

must be very much proportioned to what w'e deem its

tendency to form a generous race of men. We pre-

'end not to have thrown off national feeling ; but we

have some stronger feelings. We love our country

much, but mankind more. As men and Christians, our

first desire is to see the improvement of human nature.

We desire to see the soul of man wiser, firmer, noblefj

more conscious of its imperishable treasures, more be-

neficent and powerful, more alive to its connexion with

God, more able to use pleasure and prosperity aright,

and more victorious over poverty, adversity, and pain.

In our survey of our own and other countries, the great

question which comes to us is this, Where and un-

der w^hat institutions are men most likely to advance ?

Where are the soundest minds and the purest hearts

formed ? What nation possesses, in its history, its tra-

ditions, its government, its religion, its manners, its pur-

suits, its relations to other communities, and especially

in its private and public means of education, the instru-

ments and pledges of a more resolute virtue and devo-
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tion to truth, than we now witness ? Such a nation,

be it where it may, will engage our warmest interest.

We love our country, but not bhndly. In all nations

we recognise one great family, and our chief wish for

our native land is, that it may take the first rank among

the lights and benefactors of the human race.

These views will explain the vast importance which

we attach to a national hterature. By this, as we have

said, we understand the expression of a nation's mind

in writing. It is the action of the most gifted under-

standings on the community. It throws into circulation

through a wide sphere the most quickening and beauti-

ful thoughts, which have grown up in men of laborious

study or creative genius. It is a much higher work

than the communication of a gifted intellect in discourse.

It is the mind giving to multitudes whom no voice can

reach, its compressed and selected thoughts, in the most

lucid order and attractive forms which it is capable of

inventing. In other words, literature is the concen-

tration of intellect for the purpose of spreading itself

abroad and multiplying its energy.

Such being the nature of literature, it is plainly

among the most powerful methods of exalting the char-

acter of a nation, of forming a better race of men ; in

truth, we apprehend that it may claim the first rank

among the means of improvement. We know nothing

so fitted to the advancement of society, as to bring its

higher minds to bear upon the multitude ; as to estab-

lish close connexions between the more and less gifted

;

as to spread far and wide the light which springs up

in meditative, profound, and sublime understandings.

It is the ordinance of God, and one of his most be-

nevolent laws, that the human race should be carried
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fv-irward by impulses which originate in a few minds,

perhaps in an individual; and in this way the most

interesting relations and dependencies of life are framed.

When a great truth is to be revealed, it does not flash

at once^n the race, but dawns and brightens on a supe-

rior understanding, from vvhich it is to emanate and to

illumine future ages. On the faithfulness of great minds

to this awful function, the progress and happiness of

men chiefly depend. The. most illustrious benefactors

of the race have been men, who, having risen to great

truths, have held them as a sacred trust for their kind,

and have borne witness to them amidst general darkness,

under scorn and persecution, perhaps in the face of

death. Such men, indeed, have not always made con-

tributions to hterature, for their condition has not allow-

ed them to be authors ; but w^e owe the transmission,

perpetuity, and immortal power of their new and high

thoughts, to kindred spirits, which have concentrated

and fixed them in books.

The quickening influences of Hterature need not be

urged on those who are familiar with the history of

modern Europe, and who of course know the spring

given to the human mind by the revival of ancient learn-

ing. Through their, writings, the great men of antiquity

have exercised a sovereignty over these later ages, not

enjoy^edjn their own. It is more important to observe,

hat the influence of literature is perpetually increasing ;

for, through the press and the spread of education, its

sphere is indefinitely enlarged. Reading, once the

privilege of a few, is now the occupation of multitudes,

and is to become one of the chief gratifications of all.

Books penetrate everywhere, and some of the works of

genius find their w^ay to obscure dwellings, which, a
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little while ago, seemed barred against all intellectual

light. Writing is now the mightiest instrument on earth.

Through this, the mind has acquired a kind of omni-

presence. To hterature we then look, as the chief

means of forming a better race of human beings. To
superior minds, which may act through this, we look

for the impulses, by which their country is to be carried

forward. We would teach them, that they are the de-

positaries of the highest power on earth, and that on

them the best hopes of society rest.

We are aware that some may think, that we are ex-

alting intellectual above moral and religious influence.

They may tell us tliat the teaching of moral and reli-

gious truth, not by philosophers and boasters of wisdom,

but by the comparatively weak and foolish, is the great

means of renovating the world. This truth we indeed

regard as ''the power of God unto salvation." But

let none imagine that its chosen temple is an uncultivat-

ed mind, and that it selects, as its chief organs, the hps

of the unlearned. Religious and moral truth is indeed

appointed to carry forward mankind; but not as con-

ceived and expounded by narrow minds, not as dark-

ened by the ignorant, not as debased by the superstitious,

not as subtilized by the visionary, not as thundered out

by the intolerant fanatic, not as turned into a drivelling

cant by the hypocrite. Like all other truths, it requires

for its full reception and powerful communication, a free

and vigorous intellect. Indeed, its grandeur and infi-

nite connexions demand a more earnest and various use

of our faculties than any other subject. As a single

illustration of this remark, we may observe, that all

moral and religious truth m.ay be reduced to one great

and central thought, Perfection of Mind ; a thought
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which comprehends all that is glorious in the Divine na-

ture, and which reveals to us the end and happiness of

our own existence. This perfection has as yet only-

dawned on the most gifted human beings, and the great

purpose of our present and future existence is, to en-

large our conceptions of it without end, and to embody
and make them manifest in character and Hfe. And is

this sublime thought to grow within us, to refine itself

from error and impure mixture, to receive perpetual ac-

cessions of brightness from the study of God, man, and

nature, and especially to be communicated powerfully to

others, without the vigorous exertion of our intellectual

nature ? Religion has been wronged by nothing more,

than by being separated from intellect ; than by being

removed from the province of reason and free research,

into that of mystery and authority, of impulse and feel-

ing. Hence it is, that the prevalent forms or exhibi-

tions of Christianity are comparatively inert, and that

most which is written on the subject is of Httle or no

worth. Christianity w^as given, not to contradict and

degrade the rational nature, but to call it forth, to en-

large its range and its powers. It admits of endless de-

velopement. It is the last truth which should remain

stationary. It ought to be so explored and so express-

ed, as to take the highest place in a nation's literature,

as to exalt and purify all other literature. From these

remarks it will be seen, that the efficacy which we have

ascribed to literary or intellectual influence in the work

of human improvement, is consistent with the supreme

importance of moral and religious truth.

If we have succeeded in conveying the impressions

which we have aimed to make, our readers are now

prepared to inquire with interest into the condition and
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» prospects of literature among ourselves. Do we pos-

sess, indeed, what may be called a national literatujcs ?

Have we produced eminent writers in the various de-

partments of intellectual effort ? Are our chief resources

of instruction and literary enjoyment furnished from our-

selves ? We regret that the reply to these questions is

so obvious. The few standard works which We have

produced, and which promise to live, can hardly, by

any courtesy, be denominated a national literature. On
this point, if marks and proofs of our real condition were

needed, we should find them in the current apologies

for our deficiencies. Our wTiters are accustomed to

plead in our excuse, our youth, the necessities of a

newly settled country, and the direction of our best

talents to practical life. Be the pleas sufficient or not,

V one thing ihey prove, and that is, our consciousness of

/ having failed to make important contributions to the in-

' terests of the intellect. We have few names to place

by the side of the great names in science and literature

on the other side of the ocean. We want those lights

which make a country conspicuous at a distance. Let

it not be said, that European envy denies our just claims.

In an age like this, when the literary world forms a great

family, and the products of mind are circulated more

rapidly than those of machinery, it is a nation's own

fault, if its name be not pronounced with honor beyond

itself. We have ourselves heard, and delighted to hear,

beyond the Alps, our country designated as the land of

Franklin. This name had scaled that mighty barrier,

and made us known where our institutions and modes

of fife were hardly better understood than those of the

natives of our forests.

We are accustomed to console ourselves for the ab-
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sence of a commanding literature, by urging our supe-

riority to other nations In our Institutions for the dif-

fusion of elementary knowledge through all classes of

the community. We have here just cause for boasting,

though perhaps less than we Imagine. That there are

gross deficiencies In our common schools, and that the

amount of knowledge which they communicate, when
compared w^Ith the time spent In its acquisition, Is lam-

entably small, the community begin to feel. There is

a crying need for a higher and more quickening kind of

instruction than the laboring part of society have yet

received, and we rejoice that the cry begins to be heard.

But, allowing our elementary institutions to be ever so

perfect, we confess that they do not satisfy us. We
want something more. A dead level of Intellect, even

if It should rise above what Is common In other nations,

would not answer our wishes and hopes for our country.

W^^w^ant great minds to be formed among us, minds

which shall be felt afar, and through which we may act

on the world. We w^ant the human intellect to do its

utmost here. We want this people to obtain a claim

on the gratitude of the human race, by adding strength

to the foundation, and fulness and splendor to the devel-

opement of moral and religious truth ; by originality of

thought, by discoveries of science, and by contributions

to the refining pleasures of taste and imagination.

With these views we do and must lament, that, howev-

er we surpass other nations in providing for, and spread-

ing elementary instruction, we fall behind many in pro-

vision for the liberal training of the intellect, for forming

great scholars, for communicating that profound knowl-

edge, and that thirst for higher truths, which can alone

originate a commanding hterature. The truth ought to

VOL. I. 22
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be known. There is among us much superficial knowl-

edge, but little severe, persevering research ; little of

that consuming passion for new truth, which makes _out-

ward things worthless ; little resolute devotion to a high

intellectual culture. There is nowhere a literary atmo-

sphere, or such an accumulation of literary influence, as

determines the whole strength of the mind to its own

enlargement, and to the manifestation of itself in endur-

ing forms. Few among us can be said to have followed

out any great subject of thought patiently, laboriously,

so as to know thoroughly what others have discovered

and taught concerning it, and thus to occupy a ground

from which new views may be gained. Of course, ex-

ceptions are to be found. This country has produced

original and profound thinkers. We have named Frank-

lin, and w^e may name Edwards, one of the greatest

men of his age, though unhappily his mind was lost, in

a great degree, to literature, and we fear to religion, by

vassalage to a false theology. His work on the Will

throws, indeed, no light on human nature, and, notwith-

standing the nobleness of the subject, gives no great or

elevated thoughts ; but, as a specimen of logical acute-

ness and controversial power, it certainly ranks in the

very highest class of metaphysical writings. We might

also name living authors who do honor to their country.

Still, we may say, we chiefly prize what has been done

among us, as a promise of higher and more extensive

effort. Patriotism, as well as virtue, forbids us to burn

incense to national vanity. The truth should be seen

and felt. In an age of great intellectual activity, we

rely chiefly for intellectual excitement and enjoyment on

foreign minds, nor is our own mind felt abroad. Whilst

clamormg against dependence on European manufac-
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tures, we contentedly rely on Europe for the nobler

and more important fabrics of the intellect. We boast

of our political institutions, and receive our chief teach-

ings, books, impressions, from the school of monarchy.

True, we labor under disadvantages. But, if our liber-

ty deserves the praise which it receives, it is more than

a balance for these. We believe that it is. We be-

lieve that it does open to us an indefinite intellectual

progress. Did we not so regard it, we should value h

little. If hereditary governments minister most to the

growth of the mind, it were better to restore them than

to cling to a barren freedom. Let us not expose hberty

to this reproach. Let us prove, by more generous

provisions for the difiusion of elementary knowledge,

for the training of great minds, and for the joint culture

of the moral and intellectual powers, that we are more

and more instructed, by freedom, in the worth and

greatness of human nature, and in the obligation of con-

tributing to its strength and glory.

We have spoken of the condition of our literature. "Ty

We now p.roceed IQ..the consideration of the causes \

which obstruct its advancement ; and we are immedi-

ately struck by one so prevalent, as to deserve distinct

notice. We refer to the common doctrine, that we

need, in this country, useful knowledge, rather than

profound, extensive, and elegant literature, and that this

last, if we covet it, may be imported from abroad in

such variety and abundance, as to save us the necessity

of producing it among ourselves. How far are these

opinions just ? This question we purpose to answer.

That useful knowledge should receive our first and

chief care, we mean not to dispute. But in our views

of utility, we may differ from some who take this po-
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sition. There are those who confine this term to the

necessaries and comforts of hfe, and to the means of

producing them. And is it true, that we need no

knowledge, but that which clothes and feeds us .'' Is

it true, that all studies may be dispensed with, but such

as teach js to act on matter, and to turn it to our use ?

Happily, human natm-e is too stubborn to yield to this

narrow utility. It is interesting to observe how the

very mechanical arts, which ai'e especially designed to

minister to the necessities and comforts of life, are per-

petually passing these limits ; how they disdain to stop

at mere convenience. A large and increasing propor-

tion of mechanical labor is given to the gratification of

an elegant taste. How simple would be the art of build-

ing, if it limited itself to the construction of a comfort-

able shelter ! How many ships should we dismantle,

and how many busy trades put to rest, were dress and

fui'niture reduced to the standard of convenience ! This

'' utility " would work a great change in town and coun-

try, would level to the dust the wonders of architecture,

would annihilate the fine arts, and blot out innumerable

beauties, which the hand of taste has spread over the

face of the earth. Happ.ijyj^.human nature. is_l(X)_strong

for the utilitarian. It cannot satisfy itself with tlie^ con-

venient. No passion unfolds itself sooner thao ,Jiie love

of the ornamental. The savage decorates his person,

and the child is more struck with the beauty than the

uses of its raiment. So far from hmiting ourselves to

convenient food and raiment, we enjoy but httle a repast

which is not arranged with some degree of order and

taste ; and a man who should consult comfort alone in

his wardrobe, would find himself an unwelcome guest

in circles which he would very reluctantly forego. We
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are aware that the propensity to which we have referred,

often breaks out in extravagance and ruinous luxury.

We know^ that the love of ornament is often vitiated by

vanity, and that, when so perverted, it impairs, some-

times destroys, the soundness and simplicity of the mind

and the relish for true glory. Still it teaches, even in 'ts

excesses, that the idea of beauty is an indestructible

principle of our nature, and this single truth is enough

to put us on our guard against vulgar notions of utility.

We have said that we prize, as highly as any, useful

knowledge. But hyLjhis we mean knowledge which

answers and ministers to our complex and various na-

ture ; we mean that w'hich is useful, not only to the

animal man, but to the intellectual, moral, and religious

man ; useful to a being of spiritual faculties, whose hap-

piness is to be found in their free and harmonious ex-

ercise. We grant, that there is primary necessity for

that information and skill by which subsistence is earned,

and life is preserved ; for it is plain that we must live,

in order to act and improve. But life is the means
;

action and improvement the end ; and who will deny

that the noblest utility belongs to that knowledge, by

which the chief purpose of our creation is accomplished ?

According to these views, a people should honor and

cultivate, as unspeakably useful, that hterature which

corresponds to, and calls forth, the highest faculties
;

which expresses and communicates energy of thought,

fruitfulness of invention, force of moral purpose, a thirst

for the true, and a delight in the beautiful. According

to these views, we attach special importance to those

branches of literature which relate to human nature, and

which give it a consciousness of its own powers. His-

tory has a noble use, for it shows us human beings in

22*
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various and opposite conditions, in their strength and

weakness, in their progress and relapses, and thus re-

veals the causes and means by which the happiness and

virtue of the race may be enlarged. Poetry _is useful,

by touching deep springs in the human soul ; by giving

voice to its more delicate feelings ; by breathing out, and

making more intelligible, the sympathy which subsists

between the mind and the outward universe ; by creating

beautiful forms of manifestations for great moraj^^jtrjjths.

Above all, that higher^^hjlosophy, which treats of the

intellectual and moral constitution of man, of the foun-

dation of knowledge, of duty, of perfection, of our re-

lations to the spiritual world, and especially to God;

this has a usefulness so peculiar as to throw other de-

partments of knowledge into obscurity ; and a people,

among whom this does not find honor, has liitle ground

to boast of its superiority to uncivihzed tribes. It will

be seen from these remarks, that _utility, with us, has a

broad meaning. In truth, we are slow to 'condemn as

useless, any researches or discoveries of original and

strong minds, even when we discern in them no bearing

on any interests of mankind ; for all truth is of a prolific

nature, and has connexions not immediately perceived
;

and it may be, that what we call vain speculations, may,

at no distant period, link themselves with some new

facts or theories, and guide a profound thinker to the

most important results. The ancient mathematician,

when absorbed in solitary thought, little imagined thai

his theorems, after the lapse of ages, were to be applied

by the mind of Newton to the solution of the mysteries

of the universe, and not only to guide the astronomer

through the heavens, but the navigator through the path-

less ocean. For ourselves, we incline to hope much
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from truths, which are particularly decried as useless
;

for the noblest and most useful truth is of an abstract

or universal nature ; and yet the abstract, though sus

ceptible of infinite application, is generally, as we know,

opposed to the practical.

We maintain, that a people, which has any serious

purpose of taking a place among improved communities,

should studiously promote within itself every variety of

intellectual exertion. It^^iould resolve strenuously to

be surpassed by^ none. It should feel that mind is the

creative power, through which all the resources of na-

ture are to be turned to account, and by which a people

is to spread its influence, and estabhsh the noblest form

of empire. It should train within itself men able to

understand and to use whatever is thought and discov-

ered over the w*hole earth. The whole mass of hum^an

knowledge should exist among a people, not in neg-

lected hbraries, but in its higher minds. Among its

most cherished institutions, should be those, which will

ensure to it r'l^e scholars, explorers of ancient learning,

profound historians and mathematicians, intellectual la-

borers devoted to physical and moral science, and to

the creation of a refined and beautiful literature.

Let us not be misunderstood. We have no desire

to rear in our country a race of pedants, of solemn

triflers, of laborious commentators on the mysteries of

a Greek accent or a rusty coin. We w^ould have men

explore antiquity, not to bury themselves in its dust,

but to Jearn_Jls..-S-pirit, and so to comxmune with its su-

perior minds, as to accumulate on the present age, the

influences of whatever was great and wise in former

times. What we w^ant is, that those among us, whom

God has gifted to comprehend whatever is now known,
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and to rise to new truths, may find aids and institutions

to fit them for their high calhng, and may become at

once springs of a higher intellectual life to their own

country, and joint workers with the great of all nations

and times in carrying forward their race.

We know that it will be said, that foreign scholars,

bred under institutions which this country cannot sup-

port, may do our intellectual work, and send us books

and learning to meet our wants. To this we have much

to answer. In the first place, we reply, that, to avail

ourselves of the higher hterature of other nations, we

must place ourselves on a level with them. The pro-

ducts of foreign machinery we can use, without any

portion of the skill that produced them. But works of

taste and genius, and profound investigations of phi-

losophy, can only be estimated and enjoyed through

a culture and pow^r corresponding to that from which

they sprung.

In the next place, we maintain, that it is an immense

gain to a people, to have in its own bosom, among its

own sons, men of distinguished intellect. Such men

give a spring and hfe to a community by their presence,

their society, their fame ; and what deserves remark,

such men are nowhere so felt as in a republic like our

own ; for here the different classes of society flow to-

gether and act powerfully on each other, and a free

communication, elsewhere unknown, is established be-

tween the gifted few and the many. It is one of the

many good fruits of liberty, that it increases the diffu-

siveness of intellect ; and accordingly a free country is,

above all others, false to itself, in withholding from its

superior minds the means of enlargement.

We next observe, and we think the observation im-
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portant, that the facihty with which we receive the ht-

erature of foreign countries, instead of being a reason
for neglecting our own, is a strong motive for its cultiva-

tion. We mean not to be paradoxical, but we beheve
that it would be better to admit no books from abroad,

than to make them substitutes for our own intellectual

activity. The more we receive from other countries,

the greater the need of an original literature. A peo-
ple, into whose minds the thoughts of foreigners are

poured perpetually, needs an energy within itself to re-

sist, to modify this mighty influence, and, without it, will

inevitably sink under the worst bondage, will become
intellectually tame and enslaved. Vfe have certainly no
desire to complete our restrictive system, by adding to

it a literary non-intercourse law. We rejoice in the

increasing intellectual connexion between this country

and the old world. But sooner would we rupture it,

than see our country sitting passively at the feet of for-

eign teachers. It were better to have no hterature,

than form ourselves unresistingly on a foreign one. The
true sovereigns of a country are those who determine

its mind^ its modes of thinking, its tastes, its principles
;

and we cannot consent to lodge this sovereignty in the

hands of strangers. A country, like an individual, has

dignity and power only in proportion as it is self-formed.

There is a great stir to secure to ourselves the manu-

facturing of our own clothing. We say, let others spin

and w^eave for us, but let them not think for us. A
people, whose governmicnt and laws are nothing but the

embodying of public opinion, should jealously guard this

opinion against foreign dictation. We need a literature

to counteract, and to use wisely the literature which

we import. We need an inward power proportionate
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to that which is exerted on us, as the means of self-

subsistence. It is particularly true of a people, whose

institutions demand for their support a free and bold

spirit, that they should be able to subject to a manly

and independent criticism, whatever comes from abroad.

These views seem to us to deserve serious attention.

We are more and more a reading people. Books are

already among the most powerful influences here. The

question is, shall Europe, through these, fashion us after

its pleasure ? Shall America be only an echo of what

is thought and wTitten under the aristocracies beyond

the ocean ?

Another view of the subject is this. A foreign lit-

erature wall always, in a measure, be foreign. It has

sprung from the soul of another people, which, however

like, is still not our ow^i soul. Every people has much

in its own character and feelings, which can only be

embodied by its own writers, and which, when trans-

fused through literature, makes it touching and true,

,like the voice of our earliest friend.

We now proceed to an argument in favor of native

literature, which, if less obvious, is, we believe, not

less sound than those now already adduced. We have

hitherto spoken of literature as the expression, the com-

munication, of the higher minds in a community. We
now add, that it does much more than is commonly sup-

posed, to form such minds, so that, without it, a people

wants one of the chief means of educating or perfect-

ing talent and genius. One of the great laws of our

nature, and a law singularly important to social beings,

is, that the intellect enlarges and strengthens itself by

expressing worthily its best views. In this, as in other

respects, it is more blessed to give than to receive
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Superior minds are formed, not merely by solitary

thought, but almost as much by communication. Great

thoughts are never fully possessed, till he who has con-

ceived them has given them fit utterance. One of the

noblest and most invigorating labors of genius is, to

clothe its conceptions in clear and glorious forms, to

give them existence in other souls. Thus literature

creates, as well as manifests, intellectual power, and,

without it, the highest minds will never be summoned

to the most invigorating action.

We doubt whether a man ever brings his faculties to

bear v/ith their whole force on a subject, until he writes

upon it for the instruction or gratification of others.

To place it clearly before others, he feels the necessity

of viewing it more vividly himself. By attempting to

seize his thoughts, and fix them in an enduring form,

he finds them vague and unsatisfactory, to a degree

which he did not suspect, and toils for a precision and

harmony of views, of which he never before felt the

need. He places his subject in new lights ; submits it

to a searching analysis ; compares and connects with it

his various knowledge ; seeks for it new illustrations and

analogies ; weighs objections ; and, through these pro-

cesses, often arrives at higher truths than he at first

aimed to illustrate. Dim conceptions grow bright. Glo-

rious thoughts, which had darted as meteors through

the mind, are arrested, and gradually shine with a sun-

like splendor, with prolific energy, on the Intellect and

heart. It is one of the chief distinctions of a great

mind, that it is prone to rush into twilight regions, and

to catch faint glimmerings of distant and unbounded

prospects ; and nothing perhaps aids it more to pierce

the shadows which surround it, than the labor to un-
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fold to Other minds the indistinct conceptions which have

dawned on its own. Even where composition yields

no such fruits, it is still a great intellectual help. It

always favors comprehensive and systematical views.

The laborious distribution of a great subject, so as to

assign to each part or topic its just position and due

proportion, is singularly fitted to give compass and per-

severing force of thought.

If we confine ourselves simply to the consideration

of style, w^e shall have reason to think that a people

among whom this is neglected, wants one important in-

tellectual aid. In this, great power is exerted, and by

exertion increased. To the multitude, indeed, language

seems so natural an instrument, that to use it with clear-

ness and energy seems no great effort. It is framed,

they think, to the WTiter's hand, and so continually em-

ployed as to need little thought or skill. But in nothing

is the creative power of a gifted writer seen more than

in his style. True, his words may be found in the

dictionary. But there they lie disjointed and dead.

What a wonderful life does he breathe into them by

compacting them into his sentences ! Perhaps he uses

no term which has not been liackneyed by ordinary wri-

ters ; and yet with these vulgar materials what miracles

does he achieve ! What a world of thought does he

condense into a phrase ! By new combinations of com-

mon words, what delicate hues or w'hat a blaze of light

does he pour over his subject ! Power of style de-

pends very little on the structure or copiousness of the

language which the writer of genius employs, but chiefly,

if not wholly, on his own mind. The words, arranged in

his dictionary, are no more fitted to depict his thoughts,

than the block of marble in the sculptor's shop, to
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show forth the conceptions which are dawning In his

mind. Both are inert materials. The power, which

pervades them, comes from the soul ; and the same
creative energy is manifested in the production of a

noble style, as in extracting beautiful forms from lifeless

stone. How unfaithful, then. Is a nation to Its own intel-

lect, in which grace and force of style receive no culture.

The remarks now made on the Importance of htera-

ture as a means of educating talent and genius, we are

aware, do not apply equally to all subjects or kinds of

knowledge. In the exact or physical sciences, a man
may acquire much without composition, and may make
discoveries without registering them. Even here, how-

ever, we beheve, that, by a systematic developement of

his views In a luminous style, he will bring great aid

to his own faculties, as well as to others'. It is on the

vast subjects of morals and human nature, that the mind

especially strengthens itself by elaborate composition
;

and these, let it be remembered, form the staple of the

highest literature. Moral truth, under which we Include

every thing relating to mind and character, is of a re-

fined and subtile, as well as elevated nature, and requires

the joint and full exercise of discrimination, invention,

imagination, and sensibility, to give it effectual utter-

ance. A writer, who would make It visible and power-

ful, must strive to join an austere logic to a fervent elo-

quence ; must place it in various hghts ; must create for

it interesting forms ; must wed it to beauty ; must illu-

minate it by slmiHtudes and contrasts ; must show its

correspondence with the outward world
;
perhaps must

I frame for it a vast machinery of fiction. How Invigor-

ating are these efforts ! Yet it Is only In writing, in

elaborate composition, that they are deliberately called

VOL. I. 23
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forth and sustained, and without literature they would

almost cease. ILIP^J be said of many truths, that great-

er intellectual energy is required to express them with

effect, than to conceive them ; so that a nation, which

does not encourage this expression, impoverishes so far

its own mind. Take, for example, Shakspeare's Ham-
let. This is a developement of a singularly interesting

view of human nature. It shows us a mind, to w^hich

life is a burden ; in which the powers of meditation and

feeling are disproportioned to the active powers ; which

sinks under its ovv^n weight, under the consciousness of

wanting energies commensurate with its visions of good,

with its sore trials, and with the solemn task which is

laid upon it. To conceive clearly this form of human

nature, shows indeed the genius of the writer. But

w^hat a new power is required to bring it out in such

a drama as Shakspeare's ; to give it life and action
;

to invent for it circumstances and subordinate charac-

ters, fitted to call it forth ; to give it tones of truth and

nature ; to show the hues which it casts over all the

objects of thought ! This intellectual energy we all

perceive ; and this was not merely manifested in Shak-

speare's work, but, without such a work, it would not

have been awakened. His invention would have slum-

bered, had he not desired to give forth his mind, in a

visible and enduring form. Thus literature is the nurse

of genius. Through this, genius learns its own strength,

and continually accumulates it ; and of course, in a

country without literature, genius, however liberally be-

stowed by the Creator, will languish, and will fail to ful-

fil its great duty of quickening the mass amidst which it

We come now to our last, and what we deem a
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weighty argument in favor of a native literature. We
desire and would cherish it, because we hope from it

important aids to the cause of truth and human nature.

We believe, that a litemtune, springing up in this new

soil, would bear new fruits, and, in some respects, more

precious fruits, than are elsewhere produced. We know

that our hopes may be set down to the accoLint of that

national vanity, which, with too much reason, is placed

by foreigners among our besetting sins. But we speak

from calm and deliberate conviction. We are inclined

to beheve, that, as a people, we occupy a position, from

which the great subjects of hterature may be viewed

more justly than from those which most other nations

hold. Undoubtedly we labor under disadvantages. We
want the literary apparatus of Europe ; her libraries, her

universities, her learned institutions, her race of pro-

fessed scholars, her spots consecrated by the memory

of sages, and a thousand stirring associations which hov-

er over ancient nurseries of learning. But the mind is

not a local power. Its spring is within itself, and, un-

der the inspiration of liberal and high feeling, it may at-

tain and worthily express nobler truth than outward helps

could reveal.

The great distinction of our country is, that we en-

joy some peculiar advantages for understanding our own

nature. Man is the great subject of literature, and just-

er and profounder views of man may be expected here,

than elsewhere. In Europe, political and artificial dis-

tinctions have, more or less, triumphed over and ob-

scured our common nature. In Europe, we meet kings,

nobles, priests, peasants. How much rarer is it to meet

men ; by which we mean, human beings conscious of

their own nature, and conscious of the utter worthless-
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ness of all outward distinctions, compared with what is

treasured up in their own souls. Man does not value

^himself as man. It is for his blood, his rank, or some

/ artificial distinction, and not for the attributes of human-

ity, that he holds himself in respect. The institutions

of the old world all tend to throw obscurity over what

we most need to know, and that is, the worth and claims

of a human being. We know that great improvements

in this respect are going on abroad. Still the many are

too often postponed to the few. The mass of men are

regarded as instruments to work with, as materials to be

shaped for the use of their superiors. That conscious-

ness of our own nature, which contains, as a germ, all

nobler thoughts, which teaches us at once self-respect

and respect for others, and v/hich binds us to God by

filial sentiment and hope, this has been repressed, kept

down by establishments founded in force ; and literature,

in all its departments, bears, we think, the traces of this

inward degradation. We conceive that our position fa-

vors a juster and profounder estimate of human nature.

We mean not to boast, but there are fewer obstructions

to that moral consciousness, that consciousness of hu-

manity, of which we have spoken. Man is not hidden

from us by so many disguises as in the old world. The
essential equality of all human beings, founded on the

possession of a spiritual, progressive, immortal nature,

is, we hope, better understood ; and nothing more than

this single conviction is needed, to work the mightiest

changes in every province of human life and of human

thought.

We have stated what seems to us our most important

distinction. But our position has other advantages. The
mere circumstance of its being a new one, gives reason
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to hope for some new intellectual activity, some fresh-

er views of nature and hfe. We are not borne down

by the weight of antiquated institutions, time-hallowed

abuses, and the remnants of feudal barbarism. The ab-

sence of a rehgious establishment is an immense gain,

as far as originality of mind is in question ; for an es-

tabhshmentj how^ever advantageous in other respects, is,

by its nature, hostile to discovery and progress. To
keep the mind vrhere it is, to fasten the notions of one

age on all future time, is its aim and proper business
;

and if it happened, as has generally been the case, to

grow up in an age of strife and passion, when, as his-

tory demonstrates, the church w^as overrun with error,

it cannot but perpetuate darkness and mental bondage.

Among us, intellect, though far from being free, has

broken some of the chains of other countries, and is

more likely, w^e conceive, to propose to itself its legiti-

mate object, truth, — everlasting and universal truth.

We have no thought of speaking contemptuously of

the Hterature of the old world. It is our daily nutri-

ment. We feel our debt to be immense to the glorious

company of pure and wise minds, which in foreign lands

have bequeathed us in writing their choicest thoughts

and hohest feehngs. Still we feel, that all existing ht-

erature has been ^produced under influences, w^hich have

necessarily mixed with it much error and corruption
;

and that the whole of it ought to pass, and must pass,

under rigorous review. For example, we think that the

history of the human race is to be re-written. Men im-

bued with the prejudices which thrive under aristocracies

and state rehgions, cannot understand it. Past ages,

wdth their great events, and great men, are to undergo,

we think, a new trial, and to yield new results. It is

23*
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plain, that history is akeady viewed under new aspects,

and we beheve, that the true principles for studying and

writing it are to be unfolded here, at least as rapidly as

in other countries. It seems to us that in literature an

immense work is yet to be done. The most interesting

questions to mankind are yet in debate. Great princi-

ples are yet to be settled in criticism, in morals, in pol-

itics ; and, above all, the true character of religion is to

be rescued from the disguises and corruptions of ages.

We want a reformation. We want a literature, in which

genius will pay supreme, if not undivided homage, to

truth and virtue ; in which the childish admiration of

what has been called greatness, will give place to a wise

moral judgment ; which will breathe reverence for the

mind, and elevating thoughts of God. The part which

this country is to bear in this great intellectual reform,

w^e presume not to predict. - We feel, however, that, if

true to itself, it will have the glory and happiness of

giving new impulses to the human mind. This is our

cherished hope. We should have no heart to encourage

native literature, did we not hope that it would become

instinct with a new spirit. We cannot admit.the thought,

that this country is to be only a repetition of the old

world. We dehght to beheve that God, in the fulness

of time, has brought a new continent to Hght, in order

that the human mind should move here with a new free-

dom, should frame new social institutions, should ex-

plore new paths, and reap new harvests. We are ac-

customed to estimate nations by their creative energies,

and we shall blush for our country, if, in circumstances

so peculiar, original, and creative, it shall satisfy itself

with a passive reception and mechanical reiteration of

the thoughts of strangers.
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Wejiave now completed our remarks on the impor-\W
tance of a native literature. The next great topic is,

'

the means of producing it ; and here our limits forbid

us to enlarge
;
yet we cannot pass it over in silence.

A primary and essential means of the improvement of

our hterature, is, that, as a people, we should feel its

value, should desire it, should demand it, should en-

courage it, and should give it a hearty welcome. It

will come if called for; and, under this conviction, ue

have now labored to create a want for it in the ccm-

Tiunity. We say, that we must call for it; by which

^'e mean, not merely that we must invite it by good

wishes and kind words, but m.ust make liberal provision

or iitellectual education. We must enlarge our literary

ostitutions, secure more extensive and profound teach-

ng, aiid furnish helps and resources to men of superior

lalent foi continued, laborious research. As yet, intel-

lectual la>.or, devoted to a thorough investigation and

a full deve.lopement of great subjects, is almost unknown

among us ; and, without it, we shall certainly rear few

lasting monuments of thought. We boast of our pri-

mary schools. We want universities worthy of the

name, where a man of genius and literary zeal may pos-

sess himself of all that is yet known, and may strength-

en himself by intercourse with kindred minds. We
know it will be said, that we cannot afford these. But

it is not so. We are rich enough for ostentation, for

intemperance, for luxury. We can lavish miUions on

fashion, on furniture, on dress, on our palaces, on our

pleasures ; but we have nothing to spend for the mind.

Where lies our pov^erty ? In the purse, or in the soul ?

We have spoken of improved institutions as essential

to an improved Hterature. We beg, however, not to be
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misunderstood, as if these were invested with a creat-

ing power, or would necessarily yield the results which

we desire. They are the means, not causes, of ad-

vancement. Literature depends on individual genius,

and this, though fostered, cannot be created by outward

helps. No human mechanism can produce original

thought. After all the attempts to explain by educa-

tion the varieties of intellect, w^e are compelled to be-

lieve that minds, like all the other products of nature,

have original and indestructible differences ; that they

are not exempted from that great and beautiful law,

which joins with strong resemblances as strong diver-

sities ; and, of consequence, we believe, that the men

who are to be the lights of the world, bring with them

their commission and powder from God. Still, whilst

institutions cannot create, they may and do unfold geni-

us ; and, for w^ant of them, great minds often slumber

or run to waste, whilst a still larger class, who want

genius, but possess admirable powers, fail of that cul-

ture, through which they might enjoy and approach their

more gifted brethren.

A people, as we have said, are to give aid to litera-

ture, by founding wise and enlarged institutions. They

may do much more. They may exert a nobler patron-

age. By cherishing in their own breasts the love of

truth, virtue, and freedom, they may do much to nurse

and kindle genius in its favored possessors. There is

a constant reaction between a community and the great

minds which spring up within it, and they form one

another. In truth, great minds are developed more by

the spirit and character of the people to which they be-

long, than by all other causes. Thus, a free spirit, a

thirst for new and higher knowledge in a community,
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does infinitely more for literature, than the most splen-

did benefactions under despotism. A nation under any

powerful excitement, becomes fruitful of talent. Among
a people called to discuss great questions, to contend

for great interests, to make great sacrifices for the pub-

lic weal,* we always find new and unsuspected energies

of thought brought out. A mercenary, selfish, luxuri-

ous, sensual people, toiling only to secure the pleasures

of sloth, will often communicate their own softness and

baseness to the superior minds which dwell among them.

In this impure atmosphere, the celestial spark burns

dim, and well will it be, if God's great gift of genius be

not impiously prostituted to lust and crime.

In conformity with the views now stated, we believe

that hterature is to be carried forward, here and else-

where, chiefly by some new and pow^erful impulses com-

municated to society ; and it is a question naturally sug-

gested by this discussion, from w^hat impulse, principle,

excitement, the highest action of the mind may now be

expected. When we look back, w-e see that literature

has been originated :ind modified by a variety of prin-

ciples ; by patriotism and national feeling, by reverence

for antiquity, by the spirit of innovation, by enthusiasm,

by skepticism, by the passion for fame, by romantic

love, and by political and religious convulsions. Now
we do not expect from these causes any higher action of

the mind, than they have yet produced. Perhaps most

of them have spent their force. The very improvements

of society seem to forbid the manifestation of their for-

mer energy. For example, the patriotism of antiquity

and the sexual love of chivalrous ages, which inspired

so much of the old literature, are now seen to be fever-

ish and vicious excesses of natural principles, and have

gone, we trust, never to return.
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Are we asked, then, to what impulse or power, we

look for a higher hterature than has yet existed ? We
answer, to a new action or developement of the reli-

gious principle. This remark will probably surprise not

a few of our readers. It seems to us, that the energy

w^ith which this principle is to act on the intellect, is

hardly suspected. Men identify religion w'ith super-

stition, wath fanaticism, with the common forms of Chris-

tianity ; and seeing it arrayed against intellect, leagued

wdth oppression, fettering inquiry, and incapable of be-

ing blended with the sacred dictates of reason and con-

science, they see in its progress only new^ encroach-

ments on free and enlightened thinking. Still, man's

relation to God is the great quickening truth, throwing

all other truths into insignificance, and a truth which,

however obscured and paralyzed by the many errors

which ignorance and fraud have hitherto linked with it,

has ever been a chief spring of human improvement.

We look to it as the true life of the intellect. No man

can be just to himself, can comprehend his own ex-

istence, can put forth all his powers with an heroic con-

fidence, can deserve to be the guide and inspirer of

other minds, till he has risen to communion with the

Supreme Mind ; till he feels his filial connexion with

the Universal Parent ; till he regards himself as the re-

cipient and minister of the Infinite Spirit ; till he feels

his consecration to the ends which religion unfolds ; till

he rises above human opinion, and is moved by a high-

er impulse than fame.

From these remarks it will be seen, that our chief

hopes of an improved literature rest on our hopes of an

improved religion. From the prevalent theology, which

has come down to us from the dark ages, we hope
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nothing. It has done its best. All that can grow up

under its sad shade has already been brought forth. It

wraps the Divine nature and human nature in impen-

etrable gloom. It overlays Christianity with technical,

arbitrary dogmas. True faith is of another lineage. It

comes from the same so.urce with reason, conscience,

and our best affections, and is in harmony with them

all. True faith is essentially a moral conviction ; a

confidence in the reality and immutableness of moral

distinctions ; a confidence in disinterested virtue or in

spiritual excellence as the supreme good ; a confidence

in God as its fountain and almighty friend, and in Jesus

Christ as having hved and died to breathe it into the

soul ; a confidence in its power, triumphs, and immortal-

ity ; a confidence, through which outward changes, ob-

structions, disasters, sufferings, are overcome, or rather

made instruments of perfection. Such a faith, unfold-

ed freely and powerfully, must " work mightily'' on the

intellect as well as on practice. By revealing to us

the supreme purpose of the Creator, it places us, as it

were, in the centre of the universe, from which the

harmonies, true relations, and brightest aspects of things

are discerned. It unites calmness and enthusiasm, and

the concord of these seemingly hostile elements is essen-

tial to the full and healthy action of the creative powers

of the soul. It opens the eye to beauty and the heart

to love. Literature, under this influence, will become

more ingenuous and single-hearted ; will penetrate far-

ther into the soul ; will find new interpretations of na-

ture and life ; will breathe a martyr's love of truth, tem-

pered with a never-failing charity ; and, whilst sympa-

thizing with all human suffering, will still be pervaded

by a healthful cheerfulness, and will often break forth
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in tones of irrepressible joy, responsive to that happi-

ness which fills God's universe.

We cannot close our remarks on the means of an

improved literature, without offering one suggesdon.

We earnestly recommend to our educated men a more

extensive acquaintance with the intehectual labors of

continental Europe. Our reading is confined too much

to English books, and especially to the more recent

publications of Great Britain. In this we err. We
ought to know the different modes of viewing and dis-

cussing great subjects in different nations. We should

be able to compare the writings of the highest minds

in a great variety of circumstances. Nothing can favor

more our own intellectual independence and activity.

Let English literature be ever so fruitful and profound,

we should still impoverish ourselves by making it our

sole nutriment. We fear, however, that at the pres-

ent moment Enghsh books want much which we need.

The intellect of that nation is turned now. io what are

called practical and useful subjects. Physical science

goes forward, and w^hat is very encouraging, it is spread

with unexampled zeal through all classes of the com-

munity. Abuses of government, of the police, of the

penal code, of charity, of poor laws, and corn laws, are

laboriously explored. General education is improved.

Science is applied to the arts with brilliant success.

We see much good in progress. But w^e find little pro»

found or fervid thinking, expressed in the higher forms

of literature. The noblest subjects of the intellect re-

ceive litde attention. We see an almost total indif-

ference to intellectual and moral science. In England

there is a great want of philosophy, in the true sense of

that word. If we examine her reviews, in which much
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of the intellectual power of the nation is expended, we
meet perpetually a jai;gon of criticism, which shows a
singular want of great and general principles in esti-

mating works of art. We have no ethical work of

any living English writer to be compared with that of

Degerando, entitled, " Dw Perfectionnement Moral;''
and, although we have little respect for the rash general-

izations of the bold and eloquent Cousin, yet the interest

which his metaphysics awaken in Paris, is in our esti-

mation a better presage than the lethargy which prevails

on such topics in England. In these remarks vve have

no desire to depreciate the literature of England, which,

taken as a whole, we regard as the noblest monument
of the human mind. We rejoice in our descent from

England, and esteem our free access to her works of

science and genius, as among our high privileges. Nor
do we feel as if her strength were spent. We see no

wrinkles on her brow, no decrepitude in her step. At

this moment she has authors, especially in poetry and

fiction, whose names are "familiar in our mouths as

household words," and who can never perish but with

her language. Still we think, that at present her intel-

lect is laboring more for herself than for mankind, and

that our scholars, if they would improve our literature,

should cultivate an intimacy not only with that of Eng-

land, but of continental Europe.

We have now finished our remarks on the importance

and means of an improved hterature among ourselves.

Are we asked what we hope in this particular ? We
answer, much. We see reasons for anticipating an in-

creased and more efficient direction of talent to this

object. But on these we cannot enlarge. There is,

however, one ground of expectation, to which we will

VOL. I. 24
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call a moment's attention. We apprehend that litera-

ture is to make progress through an important change

in society, which civilization and good institutions are

making more and more apparent. It seems to us, that,

tlirough these causes, political life is IbsSl and Less re-

garded as the only or chief sphere for superior minds,

and that influence and honor are more and more ac-

cumulated in the hands of literary and thinking men.

Of consequence, more and more of the intellect of

communities is to be drawn to literature. The distinc-

tion between antiquity and the present times, in respect

to the importance attached to political hfe, seems to

us striking ; and it is not an accidental difference, but

founded on permanent causes which are to operate with

increased power. Iij ancient times, every thing, abroad

and at home, threw men upon the public, and generated

an intense thirst for political power. On the contrary,

the improvement of later periods inclines men to give

importance to literature. For example, the instability

of the ancient republics, the unsettled relations of dif-

ferent classes of society, the power of demagogues and

orators, the intensity of factions, the want of moral and

religious restraints, the want of some regular organ for

expressing the public mind, the w^ant of precedents and

precise laws for the courts of justice, these and other

circumstances gave to the ancient citizen a feehng as if

revolutions and convulsions were inseparable from so-

ciety, turned his mind with unremitting anxiety to public

affairs, and made a participation of political power an

important, if not an essential, means of personal safety.

— Again, the ancient citizen had no home, in our sense

of the word. He hved in the market, the forum, the

place of general resort, and of course his attention was
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very much engrossed by affairs of state. — Again, re-

ligion, which now more than all things throws a man

upon himself, was in ancient times a public concern,

and turned men to pohtical hfe. The religion of the

heart and closet was unknown. The relation of the

gods to particular states, was their most prominent at-

tribute ; and to conciliate their favor to the community,

the chief end of worship. Accordingly, rehgion con-

sisted chiefly in pubhc and national rites. In Rome,

the highest men in the state presided at the altar, and,

adding to their other titles that of Supreme Pontiff,

performed the most solemn functions of the priesthood.

Thus_the whole strength of the religious principle was

turned into pohtical channels. The gods were thought

to sustain no higher office than a political one, and of

consequence this was esteemed the most glorious for

men.— Once more, in ancient times political rank was

vastly more efficient, whether for good or for evil, than

at present, and of consequence was the object of a more

insatiable ambition. It was almost the only way of ac-

cess to the multitude. The public man held a sway

over opinion, over his country, perhaps over foreign

states, now unknown. It Is the influence of the press

and of good institutions to reduce the Importance of the

man of office. In proportion as private individuals can

act on the public mind ; In proportion as a people read,

think, and have the means of expressing and enforcing

their opinions ; in proportion as laws become fixed,

known, and sanctioned by the moral sense of the com-

munity ; in proportion as the interests of the state, the

principles of administration, and all public measures, are

subjected to free and familiar discussion, government

becomes a secondary influence. The power passes into
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the hands of those who think, write, and spread their

minds far and wide. Accordingly, hterature is to be-

come more and more the instrument of swaying men,

of doing good, of achieving fame. The contrast be-

tween ancient and modern times, in the particulars now

stated, is too obvious to need illustration, and our great

inference is equally clear. The vast improvements,

which, in the course of ages, have taken place in social

order, in domestic life, in religion, in knowledge, all

conspire to one result, all tend to introduce other and

higher influences than political power, and to give to

that form of intellectual effort, which we call literature,

dominion over human affairs. Thus truth, we appre-

hend, is more and more felt ; and from its influence,

joined with our peculiar condition and free institutions,

we hope for our country the happiness and glory of a

pure, deep, rich, beautiful, and ennobling literature.



REMARKS

ASSOCIATIONS.

1. Fourth Annual Report to the American Unitarian
Association, read and accepted May 26, 1829, with the Ad-
dresses at the Annual Meeting.

2. The Second Annual, Report of the Executive Committee

of the American Society for the Promotion of Temper-
ance, presented January 28, 1829.

3. First Annual Report of the General Union for Pro-

moting the Observance of the Christian Sabbath, adopt-

ed May 12, 1829.

We have affixed to this article the titles of several re-

ports of societies, not so much for the purpose of dis-

cussing the merits of the several institutions whose la-

bors they celebrate, as with the more general design of

offering some remarks on the disposition which now

prevails to form associations, and to accomplish all ob-

jects by organized masses. A difference of opinion on

this point has begun to manifest itself, and murmurs

j

against the countless societies which modestly solicit

j
or authoritatively claim our aid, which now assail us

I
with fair promises of the good which they purpose, and

now with rhetorical encomiums on the good they have

24*
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done, begin to break forth from the judicious and well

disposed, as well as from the querulous and selfish.

These doubts and complaints, however, are most fre-

quently excited by particular cases of unfair or injuri-

ous operations In societies. As yet no general prin-

ciples have been established, by which the value of

this mode of action may be determined, or the relative

claims of different associations may be weighed. We
will not promise to supply the deficiency, but we hope

to furnish some help to a sounder judgment than yet

prevails on the subject.

That the subject deserves attention, no man who ob-

serves the signs of the times can doubt. Its impor-

tance forces itself on the reflecting. In truth, one of

the most remarkable circumstances or features of our

age, is the energy with which the principle of combina-

tion, or of action by joint forces, by associated numbers,

is manifesting Itself. It may be said, without much ex-

aggeration, that every thing is done now by societies.

]Men have learned what wonders can be accomplished

in certain cases by union, and seem to think that union

is competent to every thing. 1l ou can scarcely name an

object for which some Institution has not been formed.

Would men spread one set of opinions, or crush an-

other } They make a society. Would they Improve

the penal code, or relieve poor debtors ? They make

societies. Would they encourage agriculture, or manu-

factures, or science ? They make societies. Would

one class encourage horse-racing, and another discourage

travelling on Sunday .'' They form societies. We have

immense institutions spreading over the country, com-

bining hosts for particular objects. We have minute

ramifications of these societies, penetrating everywhere
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except through the poor-house, and conveying resources

from the domestic, the laborer, and even the child, to

the central treasury. This principle of association is

worthy the attention of the philosopher, who simply aims

to understand society, and its most powerful springs.

To the philanthropist and the Christian it is exceedingly

interesting, for it is a mighty engine, and must act either

for good or for evil, to an extent which no man can

foresee or comprehend.

It is very easy, we conceive, to explain this great

developement of the principle of cooperation. The
main cause is, the immense facility given to intercourse

by modern improvements, by increased commerce and

travelling, by the post-office, by the steam-boat, and

especially by the press, — by newspapers, periodicals,

tracts, and other publications. Through these means,

men of one mind, through a whole country, easily un-

derstand one another, and easily act together. The

grand manoeuvre to which Napoleon owed his victories,

we mean the concentration of great numbers on a single

point, is now placed within the reach of all parties and

sects. It may be said, that, by facilities of intercourse,

men are brought within one another's attraction, and

become arranged according to their respective affinities.

Those who have one great object, find one another out

through a vast extent of country, join their forces, settle

their mode of operation, and act together with the uni-

formity of a disciplined army. So extensive have coali-

tions become, through the facilities now described, and

so various and rapid are the means of communication,

that, when a few leaders have agreed on an object, an

impulse may be given in a month to the whole country,

whole states may be deluged Vvith ti'acts and other pub-
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lications, and a voice like that of many waters, be called

forth from immense and widely separated multitudes.

Here is a new power brought to bear on society, and it

is a great moral question, how it ought to be viewed,

and what duties it imposes.

That this mode of action has advantages and recom-

mendations, is very obvious. The principal arguments

in its favor may be stated in a few words. Men, it is

justly said, can do jointly, what they cannot do singly.

The union of minds and hands works wonders. Men
grow efficient by concentrating their powders. .Joint ef-

fort conquers nature, hews through mountains, rears

pyramids, dikes out the ocean. Man, left lo himself,

living without a fellow, if he could indeed so live, would

be one of the weakest of creatures. Associated with

his kind, he gains dominion over the strongest animals,

over the earth and the sea, and, by his growing knowl-

edge, may be said to obtain a kind of property in the

universe.

Nor is this all. Men not only accumulate power by

union, but gain warmdi and earnestness. The heart is

kindled. An electric communication is established be-

tween those who are brought nigh, and bound to each

other, in common labors. Man droops in solitude. No
sound excites him like the voice of his fellow-creature.

The mere sight of a human countenance, brightened w^ith

strong and generous emotion, gives new strength to act

or suffer. Union not only brings to a point forces which

before existed, and which were ineffectual through sep-

aration, but, by the feeling and interest which it rouses^

it becomes a creative principle, calls forth new forces,

and g'ves the mind a consciousness of powers, which

would otherwise have been unknown.
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We have here given the common arguments by wliich

the disposition to association is justified and recommend-

ed. They may be summed up in a few words ; name-

ly, that our social principles and relations are llie great

springs of improvement, and of vigorous and efficient

exertion. That there is much truth in this representa-

tion of the influences of society, we at once feel. That,

without impulses and excitements from abroad, without

sympathies and communication with our fellow-creatures,

we should gain nothing and accompHsh nothing, we mean

not to deny. Still we apprehend, that on this subject

there is a want of accurate views and just discrimina-

tion. We apprehend that the true use of society is not

sufficiently understood ; that the chief benefit which it is

intended to confer, and the chief danger to which it ex-

poses us, are seldom weighed, and that errors or crude

opinions on these points deprive us of many benefits of

our social connexions. These topics have an obvious

bearing on the subject of this article. It is plain that

the better we understand the true use, the chief benefit,

and the chief peril of our social principles and relations,

the better we shall be prepared to judge of associations

vvhich are offered to our patronage. On these topics,

'hen, we propose first to give our views ; and in so do-

ing, we shall allow ourselves a considerable latitude,

because, in our judgment, the influences of society at

present tend strongly to excess, and especially menace

that individuality of character, for which they can yield

no adequate compensation.

The great principle, from which we start in this pre-

liminary discussion, and in which all our views of the

topics above proposed are involved, may be briefly ex-

pressed. It is this;— Society is chiefly important, as
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it ministers to, and calls forth, intellectual and moral

energy and freedom. Its action on the individual is

beneficial, in proportion as it awakens in him a power to

act on himself, and to control or withstand the social in-

fluences to which he is at first subjected. Society serves

us, by furnishing objects, occasions, materials, excite-

ments, through which the whole soul may be brought in-

to vigorous exercise, may acquire a consciousness of its

free and responsible nature, may become a law to itself,

and may rise to the happiness and dignity of framing

and improving itself without hmit or end. Inw^ard, crea-

tive energy, is the highest good which accrues to us

from our social principles and connexions. The mind

is enriched, not by what it passively receives from oth-

ers, but by its own action on what it receives. We
would especially affirm of virtue, that it does not con-

sist in what we inherit, or what comes to us from abroad.

It is of inward growth, and it grows by nothing so much

as by resistance of foreign influences, by acting from

our deliberate convictions, in opposition to the princi-

ples of sympathy and imitation. According to these

view^s, our social nature and connexions are means. In-

ward power is the end ; a power which is to triumph

over, and control, the mfluence of society.

We are told, that we owe to society our most valua-

ble knowledge. And true it is, that, were we cast from

birth into solitude, we should grow up in brutal igno-

rance. But it is also true, that the knowledge which

we receive is of little value, any farther than it is food

and excitement to intellectual action. Its worth is to

be measured by the energy with which it is sought and

employed. Knowledge is noble, in proportion as it is

prolific ; in proportion as it quickens the mind to the
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acquisition of higher truth. Let it be rested in passive-

ly, and it profits us nothing. Let the judgment of oth-

ers be our trust, so that we cease to judge for ourselves,

and the intellect is degraded into a worthless machine.

The dignity of the mind is to be estimated by the ener-

gy of its efforts for its own enlargement. It becomes

heroic, when it reverences itself and asserts its freedom

in a cowardly and servile age ; when it withstands socie-

ty through a calm, but invincible love of truth, and a

consciousness of the dignity and progressiveness of its

powers.

The indispensable necessity of instruction from our

fellow-creatures, we in no degree question. But per-

haps few are aware how imperfect are the conceptions

received from the best instructor, and how much must

be done by our own solitary thinking, to give them con-

sistency and vividness. It may be doubted whether a

fellow-creature can ever impart to us apprehensions of

a complex subject, which are altogether just. Be the

teacher ever so unerring, his language can hardly com-

municate his mind with entire precision ; for few words

awaken exactly the same thoughts in different men.

The views which we receive from the most gifted be-

ings, are at best an approximation to truth. We have

spoken of unerring teachers ; but where are these to be

found ? Our daily intercourse is with fallible beings,

most of whom are undisciplined in intellect, the slaves

of prejudice, and unconscious of their own spiritual en-

ergies. The essential condition of intellectual progress

in such a world, is the resistance of social influences, or

of impressions from our fellow-beings.

What we have said of intellectual, is still more true

of moral progress. No human being exists, whose char-
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acter can be proposed as a faultless mode]. But, could

a perfect individual be found, we should only injure our-

selves by indiscriminate, servile imitation ; for much
whicj] is good in another, is good in him alone, belongs

to his peculiar constitution, has been the growth of his

peculiar experience, is harmonious and beautiful only in

combination with his other attributes, and would be un-

natural, awkward, and forced in a servile imitator. The
very strength of emotion, which in one man is virtue, in

another would be defect ; for virtue depends on the bal-

ance which exists between the various principles of the

soul ; and that intenseness of feeling, which, when join-

ed with force of thought and purpose, is healthful and

invigorating, would prove a disease, or might approach

insanity, in a weak and sensitive mind. No man should

part with his individuality, and aim to become another.

No process is so fatal as that which would cast all men

into one mould. Every human being is intended to have

a character of his own, to be what no other is, to do

what no other can do. Our common nature is to be

unfolded in unbounded diversities. It is rich enough for

infinite manifestations. It is to wear innumerable forms

of beauty and glory. Every human being has a work

to carry on within, duties to perform abroad, influences

to exert, which are peculiarly his, and which no con-

science but his own can teach. Let him not, then, en-

slave his conscience to others, but act with the freedom,

strength, and dignity of one, whose highest law is in his

own breast.

We know that it may be replied to us, that Provi-

dence, by placing us at birth in entire subjection to so-

cial influences, has marked out society as the great in-

strument of determining the human mind. The child, it
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is said, is plainly designed to receive passively and with

unresisting simplicity, a host of impressions, thoughts,

and feelings, from those around him. This we know.

But we know, too, that childhood is not to endure for

ever. We know that the impressions, pleasures, pains,

which throng and possess the infant mind, are intended

to awaken in it an energy, by which it is to subject

them to itself; by which it is to separate from the crude

mass what is true and pure ; by which it is to act upon,

and modify, and throw into new combinations, the ma-

terials forced upon it originally by sensation and society.

It is only by putting forth this inw^ard and self-forming

power, that we emerge from childhood. He who con-

tinues to be passively moulded, prolongs his infancy to

the tomb. There is deep wisdom in the declaration of

Jesus, that to be his disciple, we must "hate fathei and

mother "
; or, in other words, that we must surrender

the prejudices of education to the new lights which God
gives us ; that the love of truth must triumph over the

influences of our best and earliest friendh ; that, forsak-

ing the maxim.s of society, we must frame ourselves ac-

cording to the standard of moral perfection set before

us in the hfe, spirit, and teachings of Jesus Christ. It

is interesting to observe how the Creator, who has sub-

jected the child at first to social influences, has, even at

that age, provided for its growing freedom, by inspiring

It with an overflowing animation, an inexpressible jo),

an impatience of limits, a thirst for novelty, a delight in

adventure, an ardent fancy, all suited to balance the au-

thority of the old, and gradually mingling with the cre-

dulity of infancy that questioning, doubting spirit, on

which intellectual progress chiefly depends.

The common opinion is, that our danger from society

VOL. I. 25
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arises wholly from its bad members, and that we cannot

easily be too much influenced by the good. But, to

our apprehension, there is a peril in the influence botli

of good and bad. What many of us have chiefly to

dread from society, is, not that we shall acquire a posi-

tive character of vice, but that it will impose on us a

negative character, that we shall live and die passive

beings, that the creative and self-forming energy of the

soul will not be called forth in the work of our improve-

ment. Our dange) is, that we shall substitute the con-

sciences of otherb for our own, that w^e shall paralyze

our faculties through dependence on foreign guides, that

we shall be moulded from abroad instead of determining

ourselves. The pressure of society upon us is constant,

and almost immeasurable ; now open and direct in the

form of audiority and menace, now subtile and silent in

the guise of blandishment and promise. What mighty

power is lodged in a frown or a smile, in the voice of

praise and flattery, in scorn or neglect, in pubhc opin-

ion, in domes' iC habits and prejudices, in the state and

spirit of the community to which we belong ! Nothing

escapes the cognizance of society. Its legislation ex-

tends even to our dress, movements, features ; and the

individual bears the traces, even in countenance, air,

and voi^e, of the social influences amidst which he has

been plunged. We are in great peril of growing up

slaves to this exacting, arbitrary sovereign ; of forget-

ting, or never learning, our true responsibility ; of living

in unconsciousness of that divine power with which we
are invested over ourselves, and in which all the dignity

of our nature is concentred : of overlooking the sacred-

ness of our minds, and laying them open to impressions

from any and all who surround us. Resistance of tliis
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foreign pressure is our only safeguard, and is essential

to virtue. All virtue lies in individual action, in inward

energy, in self-determination. There is no moral worth

in being swept away by a crowd, even towards the best

objects. We must act from an inward spring. The
good, as well as the bad, may injure us, if, through that

intolerance which is a common infirmity of the good,

they impose on us authoritatively their own convictions,

and obstruct our own intellectual and moral activity.

A state of society, in which correct habits prevail, may
produce in many, a mechanical regularity and religion,

which is any thing but virtue. Nothing morally great

or good springs from mere sympathy and imitation.

These principles will only forge chains for us, and per-

petuate our infancy, unless more and more controlled

and subdued by that inward lawgiver and judge, whose

authority is from God, and whose sway over our whole

nature, alone secures its free, glorious, and everlasting

expansion.

The truth is, and we need to feel it most deeply, that

our connexion with society, as it is our greatest aid,

so it is our greatest peril. We are in constant danger

of being spoiled of our moral judgment, and of our

power over ourseh^es ; and, in losing these, \\e lose the

chief prerogatives of spiritual beings. We sink, as far

as mind can sink, into the world of matter, the chief

distinction of which is, that it wants self-motion, or

moves only from foreign impulse. The propensity ia

our fellow-creatures, which we have most to dread, is

that, which, though most severely condemned by Jesus,

is yet the most frequent infirmity of his followers ; we

mean, the propensity to rule, to tyrannize, to war with

ihe freedom of their equals, to make themselves stand-
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ai'ds for other minds, to be lawgivers, instead of breth-

ren and friends, to their race. Our great and most dif-

ficult duty, as social beings, is, to derive constant aid

from society without taking its yoke ; to open our minds

to the thoughts, reasonings, and persuasions of others,

and yet to hold fast the sacred right of private judg-

ment ; to receive impulses from our fellows-beings, and

yet to act from our own souls ; to sympathize with

others, and yet to determine our own feehngs ; to act

with others, and yet to follow our own consciences ; to

unite social deference and self-dominion ; to join mor-

al self-subsistence with social dependence ; to respect

others witheut losing self-respect ; to love our friends,

and to reverence our superiors, whilst our supreme

homage is given to that moral perfection which no

friend and no superior has reahzed, and w^hich, if faith-

fully pursued, will often demand separation from all

around us. Such is our great work as social beings,

and,- to perform it, we should look habitually to Jesus

Christ, w^ho was distinguished by nothing more than by

moral independence, than by resisting and overcoming

the world.

The reverence for our own moral nature, on which

we have now insisted, needs earnest and perpetual in-

culcation. This virtue finds few aids from abroad. All

rehgions and governments have more or less warred

with it. Even that rehgion, which came from God to

raise man to a moral empire over himself, has been

seized on by the selfish and intolerant principles of hu-

man nature, and all its sanctions have been brought to

bear against that free, independent action of thought and

conscience, which it w^as chiefly intended to promote.

In truth, men need to be instructed in nothing more
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1 iian In what they owe to their own spiritual facuhies.

The sacredness of the moral principle in every human
breast ; its divine right of dominion ; the jealousy with

which it ought to be protected against our own passions,

and the usurpations of society ; the watchful care with

which it should be unfolded, refined, and fortified, by

communion with ourselves, with great and good minds,

with that brightest manifestation of God, Jesus Christ,

and with God himself ; the awe with which its deliber-

ate dictates should be heard ; the energy which it may
and should put forth In opposition to pleasure and pain,

to human frowns or smiles ; the sublime tranquillity

to which it may ascend ; the conscious union with God
which it may attain, and through which it seems to par-

take of his omnipotence ; these prerogatives of the mor-

al nature, of that element and spark of Divinity in the

soul, are almost forgotten In the condition of servitude

to which the multitude are reduced by the joint tyranny

of the passions and of society.

It is interesting and encouraging to observe, that the

enslaving power of society over the mind is decreasing,

through what would seem at first to threaten its enlarge-

ment ; we mean, through the extension of social inter-

course. This is a distinction of our age, and one of its

chief means of improvement. Men are widening their

bounds, exchanging thoughts and feelings with fellow-

beings far and wide, with inhabitants of other countries,

with subjects of other governments, with professors of

other modes of faith. Distant nations are brought near,

and are acting on one another with a new power ; and

the result is, that these differing and often hostile influ-

ences balance or neutralize one another, and almost

compel the intellect to act, to compare, to judge, to

25*
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frame Itself. This we deem an immense benefit of tne

multiplication of books at the present day. The best

books contain errors, and deserve a very hmited trust.

But, wherever men of thought and genius publish free

Ij, they will perpetually send forth new views, to kee]

ahve the intellectual action of the world ; will give v

frequent shock to received opinions ; will lead men t(^

contemplate great subjects from new positions, and, ])y

thus awakening individual and independent energy, will

work higher good than by the knowledge which they

spread. The same efiect is to be anticipated from the

study of different languages, which occupies more and

more space in our systems of education ; and we be-

lieve this to be the happiest effect. A great man used

to say, that, in learning a new language, he had gained

a new soul, so fresh and original were the views which

it opened to him. A new language, considered in itself,

or without reference to the writings which it contains,

seems to us a valuable possession, on account of the new

combinations of thought which its vocabulary presents
;

and when regarded as the key to the minds of a people,

whose institutions, education, climate, temperament, re-

ligion, and history differ from our own, and in whom,

of consequence, our common nature is taking a new
form, it is, to one who has power to understand its use,

an invaluable acquisition. In truth, we cannot express

too strongly the importance we attach to an enlarged

intercourse with other minds, considered as the means

of freeing and quickening our own. This is the chief

good of extensive institutions for education. They place

us under diversified social influences ; connect us with

the dead as well as with the hving ; accumulate for us

the thougnts of all ages and nations ; take us out of the
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narrow circle of a neighbourhood, or church, or com-
munity; make us fellow-citizens with the friends of

truth under the whole heaven, and, through these vai'i-

ous and often hostile influences, aid and encourage us to

that independent moral judgment, and intellectual dis-

crimination, by which our views are more and more
purified and enlarged.

We regret that religion has not done more to promote

this enlarged intercourse of minds, the great means, as

we have seen, of reconciling social aids with personal

independence. As yet, religion has generally assumed

a sectarian form, and hs disciples, making narrowness a

matter of conscience, have too often shunned connex-

ion with men of different views as a pestilence, and

yielded their minds to the exclusive influences of the

leaders and teachers of their separate factions. Indeed,

we fear that in no department of hfe has the social prin-

ciple been perverted more into an instrument of intel-

lectual thraldom, than in religion. We could multiply

proofs without end, but will content ourselves with a

single illustration drawn from what are called " revivals

of rehgion." We have many objections to these as

commonly conducted ; but nothing offends us more, than

their direct and striking tendency to overwhelm the mind

with foreign influences, and to strip it of all self-direc-

tion. In these feverish seasons, religion, or what bears

the name, is spread, as by contagion, and to escape it is

almost as difficult as to avoid a raging epidemic. Who- ^
ever knows any thing of human nature, knows the eff^ect

of excitement in a crowd. When systematically pro-

longed and urged onward, it subverts deliberation and

self-control. The individual is lost in the mass, and

borne away as in a whirlwind. The prevalent emotion,
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be it love or hatred, terror or enthusiasm, masters every

mind, which is not fortified by a rare energy, or secured

by a rare insensibihty. In revivals, a multitude are

subjected at once to strong emotions, which are swelled

and perpetuated by the most skilful management. The
individual is never suffered to escape the grasp of the

leading or subordinate agents in the work.* A ma-

chinery of social influences, of " inquiry meetings," of

*' anxious meetings," of conferences, of prayer meet-

ings, of perpetual private or public impulses, is brought

to bear on the diseased subject, until, exhausted in body

and mind, he becomes the passive, powerless recipient

of whatever form or impressions it may be thought fit to

give him. Happily for mankind, our nature loses its

sensibihty to perpetual stimulants, and of consequence a

revival is succeeded by what is called "a dull, dead,

stupid season." This dull time is a merciful repose

granted by Providence to the overwrought and oppress-

ed mind, and gives some chance for calm, deliberate,

individual thought and action. Thus the kindness of

nature is perpetually counterworking the excesses of

men, and a religion, which begins in partial insanity, is

often seen to attain by degrees to the calmness and dig-

nity of reason.

In the preceding remarks we have stated, at greater

length than w^e intended, our views of the true and

highest benefits of society. These seem to us great,

* We recollect seeing the following direction gravely given for man-

aging revivals, in the book of a minister experienced in this work;— " Be
careful never to kindle more fires than you can tend." In other words.

Do not awaken and alarm more persons than you can place under constant

inspection, and beset with perpetual excitements. What a strange rule for

persons who profess to believe that these " fires" are " kindled" supernat-

arally by the Holy Spirit

!
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unspeakably great. At the same time, like all other

goods, they are accompanied with serious perils. So-

ciety too often oppresses the energy which it was meant

to quicken and exalt.—We now pass to our principal

subject ; to the associations for public purposes, whether

benevolent, moral, or rehgious, which are so multiplied

in the present age. And here we must confine ourselves

to two remarks ; the first intended to assign to such as-

sociations their proper place or rank, and the second,

to suggest a principle, by which useful societies may be

distinguished from such as are pernicious, and by which

we may be aided in distributing among them our favor

and patronage.

Our first remark is, that w^e should beware of con-

founding together, as of equal importance, those asso-

ciations which are formed by our Creator, which spring

from our very constitution, and are inseparable from our

being, and those of which we are now treating, which

man invents for particular times and exigencies. Let

us never place our weak, short-sighted contrivances on

a level with the arrangements of God. We have ac-

knowledged the infinite importance of society to the

developement of human powers and affections. But

when we speak thus of society, we mean chiefly the

relations in which God has placed us ; we mean the

connexions of family, of neighbourhood, of country, and

the great bond of humanity, uniting us with our whole

kind, and not Missionary societies, Peace societies, or

Charitable societies, which men have contrived. These

last have their uses, and some do great good ; but they

are no more to be compared with the societies in which

nature places us, than the torches which we kindle on

earth in the darkness of night, are to be paralleled with
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the all-pervading and all-glorifying light of the sun. We
make these remarks, because nothing is more common
than for men to forget the value of what is familiar,

natural, and universal, and to ascribe undue importance

to what is extraordinary, forced, and rare, and therefore

striking. Artificial associations have their use, but are

not to be named with those of nature ; and to these last,

therefore, we are to give our chief regard.

We can easily illustrate, by examples, the inferiority

of human associations. In Boston, there are two Asy-

lums for children, which deserve, we think, a high place

among useful institutions. Not a little time is spent

upon them. Hundreds conspire to carry them on, and

we have anniversaries to collect crowds for their sup-

port. And what is the amount of good accomplished ?

Between one and two hundred children are prov^ided

for, a number worthy of all the care bestowed on these

charities. But compare this number with all the children

of this city, with the thousands who throng our streets

and our schools. And how are these fed, clothed,

educated ? We hear of no subscriptions, no anniver-

saries for their benefit
;
yet how they flourish compared

^vith the subjects of Asylums ! These are provided for

by that unostentatious and unpraised society, which God
has instituted,— a family. That shelter, home, which

nature rears, protects them, and it is an establishment

worth infinitely more than all the institutions, great or

small, which man has devised. In truth, just as far as

this is improved, as its duties are performed, and its

blessings prized, all artificial institutions are superseded.

Here then is the sphere for the agency of the wise and

good Improve the family, strengthen and purify the

relations of domestic life, and more is done for the hap-
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piness and progress of the race than by the most splendid

charities.— Let us take another example, the Hospital

in the same metropolis ; a noble institution, worthy of

high praise. But where is it that the sick of our city

are haalt; J ? Must you look for them in the Hospital ?

You may find there, perhaps, and should rejoice to find

there, fifty or sixty beds for the poor. The thousands

who sicken and die among us are to be found in their

homes, watched over by the nursing care of mothers

and sisters, surrounded by that tenderness which grows

up only at home.— Let us take another example. Mis-

sionary societies. This whole country is thrown into

excitement to support missions. The rich are taxed,

and the poor burdened. We do not say that they are

burdened without object ; for Christianity is so infinite

a blessing, that we consent to any honest methods of

sending it abroad. But what is the amount of good ef-

fected ? A few missionaries, we know not the precise

number, are supported, of whom most have hitherto

brought little to pass. Who can compare associations

for this object, with churches, or those congregations

of neighbours for regular worship, which Christianity

has instituted, and to which nature has always prompted

the professors of the same faith.'* Through these, in-

calculable aid is given to the support and diffusion of

Christianity ; and yet, through the propensity of human

nature to exaggerate what is forced and artificial, one

missionary at a distance is thought of more importance

than a hundred ministers near, and the sending of him

abroad is extolled as an incomparably greater exploit

of piety, than the support of our own places of worship.

We mean not to discourage Missionary societies ; but

the truth is, that Christianity is to be diffused incom-
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parably more by caring for and promoting it in cur natu-

ral relations, in our homes, in our common circles and

churches, than by institutions endowed with the reve-

nues of nations for sending it to distant lands. The
great obstruction to Christianity among foreign nations

is, its inoperativeness among the nations which profess

it. We offer others a religion, which, in their appre-

hension, has done the givers no great good. The true

course is, to rely less on our machinery of Cent socie-

ties, and National societies, and to rely more on the

connexions and arrangements of nature or of God.

We beg not to be misunderstood. We would on no

account discourage the Asylum, the Hospital, the Mis-

sionary society. x\ll receive our cheerful support. We
only mean to say, that our great sources of improve-

ment and happiness are our natural relations and as-

sociations, and that to understand these better, and to

attach ourselves more faithfully to their duties, are the

great social means of carrying forward the world. A
striking confirmation of these remarks may be found

in the Romish Church. The probability is, that, un-

der the Catholic religion in the dark ages, there were

larger contributions to the relief of the distressed, in pro-

portion to the wealth of communities, than at present,

and contributions by associations which regarded alms-

giving as one of their main duties ; we mean the monas-

teries. But the monks, who quitted the relations of

nature, the society which God had instituted, in order

to form new and artificial bonds, more favorable, as

they thought, to doing good, made a sad mistake. Their

own characters were injured, and the very charities

doled out from convents, increased the beggary which

they hoped to relieve. So sacred is nature, that it can-
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not be trampled on with impunity. We fear that some-

thing similar to the error just noticed among Catholics,

is spreading among Protestants ; the error of exalting

societies of human device above our natural relations.

We have been told that cases occur among us, and are

not rare, in v^^hich domestic claims on kindness are set

aside for the sake of making contributions to our great

societies, and especially to foreign missions. So pos-

sessed are the minds of multitudes with the supreme im-

portance of this object, that there seems to them a piety

in w^ithholding what would otherwise have been thought

due to a poor relative, that it may be sent across oceans

to Pagan lands. We have heard that delicate kind-

nesses, which once flowed from the more prosperous

to the less prosperous members of a large family, and

which bound society together by that love which is

worth all bonds, are diminished since the late excite-

ment in favor of the heathen. And this we do not

w^onder at. In truth, we rather wonder that any thing

is done for the temporal comfort of friends, where the

doctrine, on wliich modern missions chiefly rest, is be-

lieved. We refer to the doctrine, that the whole heath-

en world are on the brink of a bottomless and endless

hell ; that thousands every day, and millions every year,

are sinking into this abyss of torture and woe ; and

that nothing can save them but sending them our re-

ligion. We see not how they, who so believe, can

give their famihes or friends a single comfort, much less

an ornament of life. They must be strongly tempted,

one would think, to stint themselves and their depend-

ents to necessaries, and to cast their whole remaining

substance into the treasury of missionary societies.

We repeat it, let us not be misunderstood. Mission

VOL. I. 26
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ary societies, established on just principles, do honor

to a Christian community. We regard them with any

feeling but that of hostility. The readers of this work

cannot have forgotten the earnestness, with which we

recommended the support of a mission in India, at a

time when we thought that peculiar circumstances in-

vited exertion in that quarter. We only oppose the

preference of these insthutions to the natural associa-

tions and connexions of life. An individual who thinks

that he is doing a more reHgious act in contributing to

a missionary society, than in doing a needful act of kind-

ness to a relative, friend, or neighbour, is leaving a

society of God's institution, for one of man's making.

He shows a perverted judgment in regard to the duties

of his religion and in regard to the best means of spread-

ing it. All that has been done, or ever will or can

be done, by associations for diffusing Christianity, is a

mere drop of the bucket, compared with what is done

silently, and secretly, by the common daily duties of

Christians in their famihes, neighbourhoods, and busi-

ness. The surest way of spreading Christianity is, to

improve Christian communities ; and accordingly, he

who frees this religion from corruption, and makes it a

more powerful instrument of virtue where it is already

professed, is the most effectual contributor to the great

work of its diffusion through the w^orld.

We now proceed to our second remark, in which we

proposed to suggest a principle, by which the claims of

different associations may be estimated. It is this ;
—

The value of associations is to be measured by the en-

ergy, the freedom, the activity, the moral power, which

they encourage and diffuse. In truth, the great object

of all benevolence is, to give power, activity, and free-
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dom to others. We cannot, in the strict sense of the

word, make any being happy. We can give others the

means of happiness, together with motives to the faith-

ful use of them ; but on this faithfulness, on the free and

full exercise of their own powers, their happiness de-

pends. There is thus a fixed, impassable limit to hu-

man benevolence. It can only make men happy through

themselves, through their own freedom, and energy.

We go further. We beheve that God has set the same

limit to his own benevolence. He makes no being

happy, in any other sense than in that of giving him

means, powders, motives, and a field for exertion. We
have here, we think, the great consideration to guide us

in judging of associations. Those are good which com-

municate power, moral and intellectual action, and the

capacity of useful efforts to the persons who form them,

or to the persons on whom they act. On the other

hand, associations which in any degree impair or re-

press the free and full action of men's powers, are so

far hurtful. On this principle, associations for restor-

ing to men health, strength, the use of their limbs, the

use of their senses, especially of sight and hearing, are

highly to be approved, for such enlarge men's powers
;

whilst charitable associations, which weaken in men the

motives to exertion, which ofier a bounty to idleness,

or make beggary as profitable as labor, are great ca-

lamities to society, and peculiarly calamitous to those

whom they relieve. On the same principle, associations

which are designed to awaken the human mind, to give

to men of all classes a consciousness of their intellec-

tual powers, to communicate knowledge of a useful and

quickening character, to encourage men in thinking with

freedom and vigor, to inspire an ardent love and pur-
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suit of truth,— are most worthy of patronage; whilst

such as are designed or adapted to depress the human

intellect, to make it dependent and servile, to keep it

where it is, to give a hmited amount of knowledge, but

not to give impulse and an onward motion to men's

thoughts,— all such associations, however benevolent

their professions, should be regarded as among the foes

and obstructions to the best interests of society. On
the same principle, associations aiming to purify and

ennoble the character of a people, to promote true vir-

tue, a rational piety, a disinterested charity, a wise

temperance, and especially aiming to accomplish these

ends by the only effectual means, that is, by calling fortli

men's own exertions for a higher knowledge of God
and duty, and for a new and growing control of them-

selves,— such institutions are among the noblest ; whilst

no encouragement is due to such as aim to make men
religious and virtuous by paralyzing their minds through

terror, by fastening on them a yoke of opinions or prac-

tices, by pouring upon them influences from abroad

which virtually annihilate their power over themselves,

and make them instruments for others to speak through,

and to wield at pleasure. We beg our readers to carry

with them the principle now laid down in judging of

associations ; to inquire, how far they are fitted to call

forth energy, active talent, religious inquiry, a free and

manly virtue. We insist on these remarks, because not

a few associations seem to us exceedingly exception-

able, on account of their tendency to fetter men, to re-

press energy, to injure the free action of individuals and

society, and because this tendency lurks, and is to be

guarded against, even in good institutions On this

point we cannot but enlarge ; for we deem it of the high-

est importance.
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Associations often injure free action by a very plain

and obvious operation. They accumulate power in a

{ew hands, and this takes place just in proportion to the

surface over which they spread. In a large institution,

a few men rule, a few do every thing ; and, if the insti-

tution happens to be directed to objects about which

conflict and controversy exist, a few are able to excite

in the mass strong and bitter passions, and by these to

obtain an immense ascendency. Through such an as-

sociation, widely spread, yet closely connected by party

feeling, a few leaders can send their voices and spirit

far and wide, and, where great funds are accumulated,

can league a host of instruments, and by menace and

appeals to interest can silence opposition. According-

ly, we fear that in this country, an influence is growing

up, through widely spread societies, altogether at war

with the spirit of our institutions, and which, unless jeal-

ously watched, will gradually but surely encroach on

freedom of thought, of speech, and of the press. It is

very striking to observe, how, by such combinations,

the very means of encouraging a free action of men's

minds may be turned against it. We all esteem the

press as the safeguard of our liberties, as the power

which is to quicken intellect by giving to all minds an

opportunity to act on all. Now, by means of Tract

societies, spread over a whole community, and acting

under a central body, a few individuals, perhaps not

more than twenty, may determine the chief reading for

a great part of the children of the community, and for

a majority of the adults, and may deluge our country

with worthless sectarian writings, fitted only to pervert

its taste, degrade its intellect, and madden it with intol-

erance. Let associations devoted to any objects which

26*
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excite the passions, be everywhere spread and leagued

together for mutual support, and nothing is easier than

10 establish a control over newspapers. We are per-

suaded, that, by an artful multiplication of societies, de-

voted apparently to different objects, but all swayed by

the same leaders, and all intended to bear against a

hated party, as cruel a persecution may be carried on

in a free country as in a despotism. Pubhc opinion may
be so combined, and inflamed, and brought to bear on

odious individuals or opinions, that it will be as perilous

to think and speak with manly freedom, as if an inqui-

sition were open before us. It is now discovered, that

the way to rule in this country is by an array of num-

bers, which a prudent man will not like to face. Of

consequence, all associations aiming or tending to es-

tablish sway by numbers, ought to be opposed. They

create tyrants as effectually as standing armies. Let

them be withstood from the beginning. No matter wheth-

er the opinions w'hich they intend to put down be true

or false. Let no opinion be put down by such means.

Let no error be suppressed by an instrument, which will

be equally powerful against truth, and which must sub-

vert that freedom of thought on wdiich all truth depends.

Let the best end fail if it cannot be accomplished by

right and just means. For example, we would have

criminals punished, but punished in the proper way, and

by a proper authority. It v/ere better that they should

escape, than be imprisoned or executed by any man
who may think fit to assume the office ; for sure we are,

that, by this summary justice, the innocent would soon

suffer more than the guilty ; and, on the same principle,

we cannot consent that what we deem error should be

crushed by the joint cries and denunciations of vast so-
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cieties directed by the tyranny of a few ; for truth has

more to dread from such weapons than falsehood, and

we know no truth agamst which they may not be suc-

cessfully turned. In this country, few things are more to

be dreaded, than organizations or institutions by which

public opinion may be brought to bear tyrannically against

individuals or sects. From the nature of things, public

opinion is often unjust ; but, when it is not embodied and

fixed by pledged societies, it easily relents, it may re-

ceive new impulses, it is open to influences from the

injured. On the contrary, when shackled and stimulat-

ed by vast associations, it is in danger of becoming a

steady, unrelenting tyrant, brow-beating the timid, pro-

scribing the resolute, silencing free speech, and virtually

denying the dearest religious and civil rights. We say

not that all great associations must be thus abused. We
know that some are useful. We know, too, that there

are cases, in which it is important that public opinion

should be condensed, or act in a mass. We feel, how-

ever, that the danger of great associations is increased

by the very fact, that they are sometimes useful. They

are perilous instruments. They ought to be suspected.

They are a kind of irregular government created within

our constitutional government. Let them be watched

closely. As soon as we find them resolved or disposed

to bear down a respectable man or set of men, or to

force on the community measures about which wise and

good men differ, let us feel that a dangerous engine is at

work among us, and oppose to it our steady and stern

disapprobation.

We have spoken of the tendency of great institutions

to accumulate power in a few hands. These few they

make more active; but they tend to produce depend-
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ence, and to destroy self-originated action in the vast

multitudes who compose them, and this is a serious in-

jury. Few comprehend the extent of this evil. Indi-

vidual action is the highest good. What we want is,

that men should do right more and more from their own

minds, and less and less from imitation, from a foreign

impulse, from sympathy with a crowd. This is the

kind of action which we recommend. Would you do

good according to the Gospel ? Do it secretly, silent-

ly ; so silently, that the left hand will not know what the

right hand doeth. This precept does not favor the

clamorous and far-published efforts of a leagued multi-

tude. We mean not to sever men from others in well-

doing, for we have said, there are many good objects

which can only be accomphshed by numbers. But, gen-

erally speaking, we can do most good by individual ac-

tion, and our own virtue is incomparably mOre improved

by it. It is vastly better, for example, that w^e should

give our own money with our own hands, from our own

judgment, and through personal interest in the distresses

of others, than that we should send it by a substitute.

Second-hand charity is not as good to the giver or re-

ceiver as immediate. There are, indeed, urgent cases

where w^e cannot act immediately, or cannot alone do

the good required. There let us join with others ; but

where w^e can do good secretly, and separately, or on-

ly W'ith some dear friend, w^e shall almost certainly put

forth in this way more of intellect and heart, more

of sympathy and strenuous purpose, and shall awaken

more of virtuous sensibihty in those whom we relieve,

than if we were to be parts of a multitude in accom-

plishing the same end. Individual action is the great

point to be secured. That man alone understands the
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tiue use of society, who learns from it to act more and

more from his own deliberate conviction, to think more

for himself, to be less swayed by numbers, to rely more

on his own powers. One good action, springing from

our ow^n minds, performed from a principle within, per-

formed without the excitement of an urging and approv-

ing voice from abroad, is worth more than hundreds

which grow from mechanical imitation, or from the heat

and impulse which numbers give us. In truth, all great

actions are solitary ones. All the great works of genius

come from deep, lonely thought. The writings which

have quickened, electrified, regenerated the human mind,

did not spring from associations. That is most valuable

which is individual ; which is marked by what is pecu-

liar and characteristic in him who accomplishes it. In

truth, associations are chiefly useful by giving means and

opportunities to gifted individuals to act out their own

minds. A Missionary society achieves little good, ex-

cept when it can send forth an individual who wants no

teaching or training from the society, but who carries

his commission and chief power in his own soul. We
urge this, for we feel that we are all in danger of sac-

rificing our individuality and independence to our social

connexions. We dread new social trammels. They

are too numerous already. From these views we learn,

that there is cause to fear and to withstand great asso-

ciations, as far as they interfere with, or restrain, indi-

vidual action, personal independence, private judgment,

free, self-originated efibrt. We do fear, from not a few

associations which exist, that power is to be accumulat-

ed in the hands of a few, and a servile, tame, depend-

ent spirit, to be generated in the many. Such is the

danger of our tim.es, and we are bound as Christians

and freemen to withstand it.
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We have now laid down the general principles, which,

as we think, are to be applied to associations for public

objects. Another part of our work remains. We pro-

pose to offer some remarks on a few societies, which at

this time demand our patronage, or excite particular at-

tention. In doing this, we shall speak with our custom-

ary freedom ; but we beg that we may not be understood

as censuring the motives of those whose plans and modes

of operation we condemn.

The associations for suppressing Intemperance form

an interesting feature of our times. Their object is of

undoubted utility, and unites the hearts of all good men.

They aim to suppress an undoubted and gross vice, to

free its victims from the worst bondage, to raise them

from brutal degradation to the liberty and happiness of

men. There is one strong presumption in favor of the

means which they have used. We have never heard of

their awakening enmity and counteraction. In one par-

ticular, some of them may have erred. We refer to the

compact formed by their members for abstaining from

wine. When we consider, that wine is universally ac-

knowledged to be an innocent, and often salutary bever-

age, that Jesus sanctioned its use by miraculously in-

creasing it at the marriage feast, that the Scriptures

teach us to thank God for it as a good gift, intended

to " gladden the heart of man," and when to these con-

siderations we add, that wine countries are distinguished

for temperance, we are obliged to regard this pledge as

injudicious ; and we regret it, because it may bring dis-

trust and contempt on an excellent institution, and be-

cause its abandonment, for it cannot long continue, may

be construed by some as a warrant for returning to ine-

briating liquors. In one view, the success of the efforta
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against intemperance affords us peculiar satisfaction. It

demonstrates a truth, little felt, but infinitely precious
;

namely, the recoverableness of human nature from the

lowest depths of vice. It teaches us never to despair

of a human being. It teaches us, that there is always

something to work on, a germ to be unfolded, a spark

which may be cherished, in the human soul. Intem-

perance is the most hopeless state into which a man
can fall ; and yet, instances of recovery from this vice

have rewarded the recent labors of the philanthropist.

Let philanthropy then rejoice in the belief, that the ca-

pacity of improvement is never lost, and let it convert

this conviction into new and more strenuous efforts for

tho recovery of the most depraved.

We proced now to Bible societies. These need no

advocates. Their object is so simple, unexceptionable,

beneficent, that all Protestants, at least, concur in their

support. By spreading the Bible without note or com-

ment, they especially assert the right of private judg-

ment, and are thus free from the great reproach of

trenching on Christian freedom. Perhaps they have

not always been conducted with sufficient prudence.

We have particularly feared, that they might be open

to the charge of indiscreet profusion. We beheve it

to be a good rule, that where the poor can give any

thing for a Bible, no matter how little, they should be

encouraged and incited to pay this part of the price.

We beheve, that it w^ill be more valued, and more

carefully preserved, where it has cost something. We
do not think of the Bible, as the superstitious among

Cathohcs and heathens do of rehcs and charms, as if

its mere presence in a family were a necessary good.

We wish some pledge that it will be treated with re^
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spect, and we fear that this respect has been dirninishea

by the lavishness with which it has been bestowed.

One cause of the evil is, that societies, hke individuals,

have a spice of vanity, and love to make a fair show

in their annual reports ; and accordingly they are apt

to feel as if a favor were conferred, when their books

are taken off their hands. We think that to secure re-

spect to the Bible is even more important than to dis-

tribute it widely. For this purpose, its exterior should

be attractive. It should be printed in a fair, large type,

should be well bound, and be provided with a firm case.

This last provision seems to us especially important.

The poor have no book-cases. Their Bibles too often

lie on the same shelves with their domestic utensils :

nor can it be doubted, that, when soiled, torn, dishon-

ored by this exposure, they are regarded with less re-

spect, than if protected with peculiar care.

We have a still more important remark to make in

reference to Bible societies. In our last number, we
noticed an edition of the New Testament recently pub-

lished in Boston, and difiering from those in common
use, by a new translation of those passages of the Greek

original, of which the true reading was lost or neglected

when the received English version was made. This

edition of the New Testament we stated to be undoubt-

edly more correct, more conformed to the original, than

our common editions. On this point we speak strongly,

because we wish to call to it the attention of Bible

societies, and of all conscientious Christians. To such

we say,— Here is a translation, undoubtedly more faith-

ful to the original than that in common use. You have

here in greater purity what Jesus Christ said, and what

his Apostles wrote ; and if so, you are bound by your
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allegiance to Christ to substitute this for the common
translation. We know, that uneducated Christians can-

not settle this question. We therefore respectfully, and

with solemnity, solicit for it the attention of learned

men, of Christian ministers, of professors of theology

of every sect and name. We ask for the calmest and

most deliberate investigation, and if, as we believe, there

shall be but one opinion as to the claims of the version

which we have recommended ; if all must acknowledge

that it renders more faithfully the words of the inspired

and authorized teachers of Christianity, then we see not

how it can be denied the reception and diffusion which

it deserves. We conceive, that, to Bible societies,

I
this is a great question, and not to be evaded without

unfaithfulness to our common Master, and without dis-

respect to the holy Scriptures. We fear, that there is

a want of conscientiousness on this subject. We fear

that the British and Foreign Bible Society has forfeited,

In a measure, its claims to the gratitude and admiration

of the church, by neglecting to secure the greatest pos-

sible accuracy and fidelity to the new translations which

they have set forth. We hear continual expressions

of reverence for the Bible ; but the most unambiguous

proofs of it, we mean, unwearied efforts to purify it from

human additions, mutilations, and corruptions, remain to

be given.

Before leaving the consideration of Bible societies,

we cannot but refer to a very singular transaction in

relation to the Scriptures, in which some of them are

thought to be implicated. In some of our cities and

villages, we are told, that the rich as well as the poor

I

have been visited for the purpose of ascertaining whether

they own the Bible. The object of this domiciliary

VOL. I. 27
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investigation we profess not to understand. We can-

not suppose, that it was intended to lavish on the rich

the funds which were contributed for spreading the

Scriptures among the poor. One thing we know, that

a measure more hkely to irritate and to be construed

into an insult, could not easily be contrived. x\s a sign

of the times it deserves our notice. After this step, it

ought not to surprise us should an Inquisition be estab-

lished, to ascertain, who among us observe, and w^ho

neglect, the duties of private and family prayer. We
might smile at this spirit, could we tell where it would

stop. But it is essentially prying, restless, and en-

croaching, and its first movements ought to be withstood.

We now proceed to another class of associations
;

those which are designed to promote the observance of

the Sabbath. The motives which gave birth to these,

we respect. But we doubt the rectitude and usefulness

of the object, and we fear, that what has begun in con-

scientiousness may end In intolerance and oppression.

We cannot say of these associations, as of those which

we have just noticed, that they aim at an unquestionable

good, about which all good men agree. Not a few of

the wisest and best men dissent from the principle on

which these societies are built, namely, that the .Jewish

Sabbath is binding on Christians. Not a few of the

profoundest divines and most exemplary follow^ers of

Christ have beheved and still believe, that the Sabbath

enjoined in the fourth commandment is a part of Juda-.

ism, and not of the Gospel ; that it is essentially dif-

ferent from the Lord's-day, and that to enforce it on

Christians is to fall into that error which Paul withstood

even unto death, the error of adulterating Christianity

by mixtures of a preparatory and very inferior religion.
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We beg to be understood. All Christians, whom we

know, concur in the opinion and the desire, that the

Lord's-day, or the first day of the week, should be sep-

arated to the commemoration of Christ's resurrection,

to public worship, to public Christian instruction, and

in general to what are called the means of religion.

This we gratefully accept and honor as a Christian rite.

But not a few believe, that the Lord's-day and the an-

cient Sabbath are not the same institution, and ought

not to be confounded ; that the former is of a nobler

character, and more important than the latter, and that

the mode of observing it is to be determined by the

spirit and purposes of Christianity, and not by any pre-

ceding law. This is a question about which Christians

have differed for ages. We certainly wish that it may

be debated till it is settled. But we grieve to see a

questionable doctrine made the foundation of large soci-

eties, and to see Christians leagued to pass the sentence

of irreligion on men equally virtuous with themselves,

and who perhaps better understand the mind of Christ

in regard to the Sabbath.

We know that it is confidently affirmed, that God,

at an earher period than the Jewish law, enjoined the

Sabbath as a perpetual, universal, irrepealable law for

the w^hole human race. But can this position be sus-

tained } For ourselves we cannot see a trace of it in

the Scriptures, those only sure records of God's reve-

lation to mankind. We do indeed incline to believe,

what many wise men have questioned, that there are

appearances of the institution of the Sabbath at tlie

beginning of the human race. We know that these

are faint and few ;
yet we attach importance to them,

because nature and reason favor the supposition of a
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time having been set apart from the first as a religious

memorial. Whilst, however, we incline to this view

as most probable, we see no proofs of the perpetuity of

the institution in the circumstance of its early origin.

On the contrary, an ordinance or rite, given in the in-

fancy of the human race, may be presumed to be tem-

porary, unless its unchangeableness is expressly taught,

or is necessarily implied in its very nature. The posi-

tive or ritual religion, which was adapted to the earlier,

can hardly suit the maturer periods of the race. JMan

is a progressive being, and needs a progressive religion.

It is one of the most interesting and beautiful features

of the Sacred Writings, and one of the strong evidences

of their truth, that they reveal religion as a growing

light, and manifest the Divine Legislator as adapting

himself to the various and successive conditions of the

world. Allowing then the Sabbath to have been given

to Adam, we could no more infer its perpetuity, than

we can infer the perpetuity of capital punishment, as an

ordinance of God, because he said to Noah, the second

parent of the human race, " Whoso sheddeth man's

blood, by man shall his blood be shed."

Our opinion leans, as we have said, to the early in-

stitution of the Sabbath ; but we repeat it, the pre-

sumptions on which our judgments rest are too uncer-

tain to authorize confidence, much less denunciation.

The greater part of the early Fathers of the Church,

according to Calm.et, behoved that the law of the Sab-

bath was not given before Moses ; and this, as we have

observed, is the opinion of some of the most judicious

and pious Christians of later times. Whilst disposed

to difler from these, we feel that the subject is to be

left to the calm decision of individuals. We want no
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array of numbers to settle a doubtful question. One

thing is plain, that, before Moses, not one precept Is

given in relation to the Sabbath, nor a hint of its un-

changeableness to the end of the world. One thing is

plain, that the question of the perpetuity of this insti-

tution is to be settled by the teachings of Jesus Christ,

the great prophet, who alone Is authorized to determine

how far the institutions of religion which preceded him,

are binding on his followers. For ourselves, we are

followers of Christ, and not of Moses, or Noah, or

Adam. We call ourselves Christians, and the Gospel

is our only rule. Nothing In the Old Testament binds

us, any further than It is recognised by, or Incorporated

into, the New. The great and only question, then, is.

Does the New Testament, does Cliristlanlty, impose

on us the ancient Sabbath ?

To aid us in settling this question, we may first In-

quire into the nature and design of this institution ; and

nothing can be plainer. Words cannot make it clearer.

According to the Old Testament, the seventh, or last

day of the week, was to be set apart, or sanctified, as

a day of rest, in commemoration of God's having rested

on that day from the work of creation.* The dis-

* We beg our readers to observe, that we are now simply slating the

account of the Sabbath which is given in the Old Testament. How this

account is to be interpreted, is a question not involved in our present

subject. We would, however, observe, that the rest here ascribed to God

must be understood in a figurative sense. Properly speaking, God, who

i3 incapable of fatigue, and whose almighty agency is unceasing, never

rests. In finishing the work of creation, he did not sink into repose, or

for a moment desist from the exercise of his omnipotence. A particular

mode of his agency was discontinued ; and, in accommodation to an un-

cultivated age, this discontinuance v.as called rest. It seems to us, that

the Sabbath bears one mark of a temporary institution, in the fact of its

being founded on a representation of God, which is true only in a figura-

live or popular sense, and which gives something like a shock to a mind.

27*
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tinguishing feature of the Inslitution, is rest. The word

Sabbath means rest. The event to be commemorated

was rest. The reason for selecting the seventh, was,

that this had been to the Creator a day of rest. The

chief method prescribed for sanctifying the day was

rest. The distinctive character of the institution could

not have been more clearly expressed. Whoever reads

the fourth commandment, wdll see, that no mode of set-

ting apart the day to God is there prescribed, except

in imitation of his rest. How far this constituted the

sanctification of the Sabbath, will be seen from such

passages as the following ;
— " You shall keep the Sab-

bath, for it is holy unto you. Every one that defileth

it shall surely be put to death. For whosoever doeth

any work therein, that soul shall be cut oft from among

his people."* A still more remarkable proof, that the

sanctification of the Sabbath consisted in resting after

the example of God, is furnished by Christ, who says,

that "on the Sabbath-days the priests in the Temple

profane the Sabbath." f So essential was rest to the

hallowing of that day, that the work of offering victims,

though prescribed by God himself, is said to profane

it. There are indeed some expressions of Moses, in-

dicating other methods of observing the day, for he calls

it "a holy convocation"; but whether this phrase ap-

plies to other places beside the Temple, is uncertain.

It is not improbable, indeed, that the people resorted

to the Levites and Prophets on the Sabbath rather than

other days ; but we find no precept to tliis effect ; and

it is well known, that no synagogues or places of w^or-

which has exalted its conceptions of the Divinity. Such an institution

Joes not carry the impress of a perpetual and universal law.

• Exod. xxxi. 14; also Jer. xvii. 22. f Matt. xii. 5.
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ship w ere built through Judea, until after the captivity.

Rest, then, was the great distinction of the day. This

constituted it a memorial, and give it its name ; and we

conceive, that the chief stress was laid on this circum-

stance, because the Sabbath was intended to answer a

humane, as well as religious end ; that is, to give rehef

to persons in servitude, and to inferior animals, a pro-

vision very much needed in an unrefined and semi-bar-

barous age, when slavery had no acknowledged rights,

and when little mercy was shown to man or beast. In

conformity to these views, we find the Jewish nation

always regarding the Sabbatli as a joyful day, a festival.

In the time of Christ, we find him bidden to a feast on

the Sabbath-day, and accepting the invitation ;
* and our

impression is, that novv*, as in past times, the Jews di-

vide the day between the synagogue and social enjoy-

ment.

The nature and end of the Sabbath cannot be easily

misunderstood. It was the seventh or last day of the

week, set apart by God as a day of rest, in imitation

and in commemoration of his having rested on that day

from the creation. That other rehgious observances

were with great propriety introduced into the day, and

that they were multiplied with the progress of the na-

tion, we do not doubt. But the distinctive observance,

and the only one expressly enjoined on the whole peo-

ple, was rest. Now we ask, Is the dedication of the

seventh or last day of the week to rest, in remembrance

of God's resting on that day, a part of the Christian

religion ? The answer seems to us plain. We affirm,

in the first place, what none will contradict, that this in-

stitution is not enjoined in the New Testament, even by

• Luke xiv.
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the faintest hint or imphcation ; and in the next place,

we maintain, that the Christian world, so far from finding

it there, have by their practice disowned its authority.

This last position may startle some of om* readers.

But it is not therefore less true. We maintain, that the

Christian world have in practice disowned the obliga-

tion of the Sabbath established by the fourth command-

ment. There is, indeed, a body of Christians called

Sabbatarians, who strictly and religiously observe the

fourth commandment. But they are a handful ; they are

lost, swallowed up in the immense majority of Chris-

tians, who have for ages ceased to observe the Sabbath

prescribed from Sinai. True, Christians have their sa-

cred day, which they call a Sabbath. But is it in truth

the ancient Sabbath ? Vv"e say, no ; and we call atten-

tion to this point. The ancient Sabbath, as we have

seen, was the last day of the week, set apart for rest, in

commemoration of God's resting on that day. And is

the first day of the w^eek, a day observed in remem-

brance of Christ's resurrection from the dead, the same

institution with this ? Can broader marks between two

ordinances be conceived ? Is it possible that they can

be confounded ? Is not the ancient Sabbath renounced

by the Christian world ? Have we not thus the testi-

mony of the Christian world to its having passed away ?

Who of us can consistently plead for it as a universal

and perpetual law ?

We know, that it is said, that the ancient Sabbath re-

mains untouched ; that Christianity has only removed it

from the last to the first day of the week, and that this

is a slight, unessential change, leaving the old institution

whole and unbroken. To this we have several replies.

In the first place, this change of days, which Christiani-
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iy is supposed to make, is not unessential, but vital,

and subversive of the ancient institution. The end of

the ancient Sabbath was the commemoration of God's

resting from his works, and, for this end, the very day

of the week on which he rested was most wisely se-

. .^cted. Now we maintain, that to select the first day

of the week, the very day on which he began his works,

^nd to select and separate this in commemoration of

another event, of Christ's resurrection, is wholly to set

aside the ancient Sabbath. We cannot conceive of a

more essential departure from the original ordinance.

This substitution, as it is called, is a hteral as well as

virtual abolition. Such is our first remark. — We say,

secondly, that not a word is uttered in the New Testa-

ment of the first day being substituted for the seventh.

Surely so striking a change would not have been made

in a universal and perpetual law of God, without some

warning. We ask for some hint of this modification of

the fourth commandment. We find not a syllable. —
We say, tliirdly, that the first Christians knew nothing

of this substitution. Our evidence heie is complete.

The first converts to Christianity were Jews, and these

converts had at first no conception of the design of

Christianity to supersede the law of Moses. This law

they continued to observe for years, and to observe it

as rigorously as ever. When Paul visited Jerusalem,

after many labors among the Gentiles, the elders said

unto him, " Thou seest, brother, how many thousands

of Jews there are which believe, and they are all zeal-

ous of the law." * Of course they all observed the

Jewish Sabbath, or seventh day of rest, the greatest of

Jewish festivals, whilst, as we all beheve, they honored

* Acts xxi. 20.
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also the first day, the remembrancer of Christ's resur-

rection. This state of things existed for years in the

primitive church. The two days were observed together.

Nothing more seems necessary to disprove unanswera-

bly the common doctrine, that the Apostles enjoined

the substitution of the first for the seventh day. — We
will add one more argument. Paul commands the Co-

lossian Christians to disregard the censures of those who

judged or condemned them for not observing the Sab-

bath. " Let no man judge you in meat, or in drink, or

in respect of an holy day, or of the new moon, or of the

Sabbath days."* This passage is very plain. It is

evaded, however, by the plea, that the word " Sab-

bath " was used to express not only the seventh day,

but other festivals or days of rest. But when we recol-

lect, that the word is used by Paul in this place with-

out any exception or limitation, and that it was employed

at that time, most frequently and almost wholly, to ex-

press the seventh day, or weekly Sabbath, we shall see,

that we have the strongest reason for supposing this in-

stitution to be intended by the xlposile. That a Chris-

tian, after reading this passage, should ''judge," or con-

demn his brethren, for questioning or rejecting his par-

ticular notion of the Sabbath, is a striking proof of the

slow progress of tolerant and liberal principles among

men. We need not add, after these remarks, how un-

justifiable we deem it to enforce particular modes of

observing this day, by an array of associations.

Having thus stated what seem to us strong reasons

against the perpetuity of the ancient Sabbath, perhaps

some of our readers may wish to know our views of the

Lord's-day, and, although the subject may seem foreign

* Col. ii. 16.
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to the present article, we will give our opinion In a few

words. We believe, that the first day of the week is

to be set apart for the public worship of God, and for

the promotion of the knowledge and practice of Chris-

tianity, and that it was selected for this end in honor of

the resurrection of Christ. To this view we are led by

the following considerations:— Wherever the Gospel

was preached, its professors were formed into churches

or congregations, and ministers were appointed for their

instruction or edification. Wherever Christianity was

planted, societies for joint religious acts and improve-

ment were instituted, as the chief means of establishing

and diffusing it. Now it is plain, that for these purposes

regular times must have been prescribed ; and, accord-

ingly, we find, that it was the custom of the primitive

Christians to hold their religious assemblies on the first

day of the week, the day of Christ's resurrection. This

we learn from the New Testament, and from the uni-

versal testimony of the earliest ages of the church.

Wherever Christianity was spread, the first day was es-

tablished as the season of Christian worship and instruc-

tion. Such are the grounds on which this institution

rests. We regard it as altogether a Christian institu-

tion,— as having its origin in the Gospel,— as peculiar

to the new dispensation ; and we conceive, that the prop-

er observation of it is to be determined wholly by the

spirit of Christianity. We meet in the New Testament

no precise rules as to the mode of spending the Lord's-

day, as to the mode of worship and teaching, as to the

distribution of the time not given to public services.

And this Is just what might be expected ; for the Gos-

pel is not a religion of precise rules. It differs from

Judaism in nothing more than In its free character. It
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gives great principles, broad views, general, prolific, all-

comprehensive precepts, and intrusts the apphcation of

them to the individual. It sets before us the perfection

of our nature, the spirit which we should cherish, the

virtues which constitute "the kingdom of heaven within

us," and leaves us to determine for ourselves, in a great

measure, the disciphne by which these noble ends are

to be secured. Let no man, then, bind what Christ has

left free. The modes of worship and teaching on the

Lord's-day are not prescribed, and w^ho will say that

they cannot be improved ? One reason of the neglect

and limited influence of this institution is, that, as now

observed, it does not correspond sufficiently to the wants

of our times ; and we fear, that it might even fall into

contempt among the cultivated, should attempts be pros-

ecuted to carry it back to the superstitious rigor by

which it was degarded in a former age.

The associations for promoting the observance of the

Sabbath, propose several objects, in which, to a certain

extent, we heartily concur, but which, from their nature,

are not susceptible of precise definition or regulation,

and which, therefore, ought to be left, where Christiani-

ty has left them, to the consciences of individuals. They
undoubtedly intend to discountenance labor on Sunday.

Now, generally speaking, abstinence from labor seems

to us a plain duty of the day ; for we see not how its

ends can otherwise be accompHshed to any considera-

ble extent. We do not believe, indeed, that this ab-

stinence was rigidly practised by the first Christians at

Jerusalem, who, as we have seen, gave up the seventh

day to entire rest, and whose social duties could hardly

have admitted the same appropriation of the following

day. Neither do we believe that the converts, who
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were made among the class of slaves in heathen coun-

tries, abstained from labor on the first day of the week

;

for, in so doing, they would have exposed themselves to

the severest punishments, even to death, and we have

no intimation that this portion of beUevers were regular-

ly cut off by martyrdom. We know, however, that the

early Christians, in proportion as they were relieved from

the restrictions of Heathenism and Judaism, made the

Lord's-day a season of abstinence from labor ; and the

arguments for so doing are so obvious and strong, that

later Christians have concurred with them with hardly a

dissenting voice. On this point there is, and can be,

no difference. The change of Sunday into a working

day, we should condemn as earnestly as any of our

brethren. At the same time, we feel, that, in this partic-

ular, a Jewish rigor is not to be imposed on Christians,

and that there are exigencies justifying toil on the first

day, which must be left to individual judgment. The

great purposes of this festival may certainly be accom-

pHshed, without that scrupulous, anxious shunning of

every kind of work, which marked a Jewish Sabbath,

and which, however proper under a servile dispensation,

and in an age of darkness, would be in us superstition.

We do not, for example, think Christians bound to pre-

pare on Saturday every meal for tlie following day, or

to study through the week how to remove the necessity

of every bodily exertion on the approaching Sunday.

We think, too, that cases may occur, which justify se-

vere toil on this day ; and we should judge a man un-

faithful to himself and his family, ungrateful to Provi-

dence, and superstitious, who should lose a crop rather

than harvest it during the portion of time ordinarily set

apart for Christian worship. On these points, Christiani-

voL. I. 28
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ty has left us free. The individual must be his own
judge, and we deprecate the attempts of societies to

legislate on this indefinite subject for their fellow-Chris-

tians.

Another purpose of the associations of which we

speak, is, to stop the mail on Sunday. On this point,

a great difference of opinion prevails among the most

conscientious men. It may be remembered, that, in

a former number of this w^ork, there was an article on

the Sabbath, discouraging this attempt to interrupt the

mail. We think it right to say, that among the con-

tributors to this work, and among its best friends, a

diversity (f sentiment exists in regard to this difficult

question. In one respect, however, we all agree ; and

that is, in the inexpediency of organizing, in opposition

to the Sunday mail, a vast association, which may be

easily perverted to political purposes, which, from its

very object, will be tempted to meddle with govern-

ment, and which, by setting up a concerted and joint

cry, may overpower and load with reproach the most

conscientious men in the community.

Another purpose of these associations is, to discour-

age travelling on the Lord's-day. Nothing can well be

plainer, than that unnecessary travelling on this day is

repugnant to its duties and design, and is to be reproved

in writing, preaching, and conversation. By unneces-

sary traveUing, we mean that which is not required by

some particular exigency. When we consider, how-

ever, that in such a community as ours, distinguished

by extent and variety of intercourse, exigencies must

continually occur, we feel, that here is another point

with which societies have no right to interfere, and

which must be left to the conscience of the individual.
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In such a community as ours, how many persons may
be found on every Sunday, the state of whose heahh,

the state of whose families, the state of whose affairs,

may require them to travel ? It may happen, that an-

other's property confided to our care may be lost, that

a good object may fail, that some dying or departing

friend may go from us unseen, if on this day we will

not begin or pursue a journey. How often is it difficult

for the traveller to find an inn, the quiet and comforts

of which make it a fit residence for Sunday ? An as-

sociation against travelling on Sunday seems to us a

very hazardous expedient ; and its members, we think,

will be fortunate if they escape the guilt of censorious-

ness and dictation, on a subject which Providence has

plainly exempted from human legislation. We know
that it will be said, that the license, which we give by

these remarks, will be abused ; and of this we have no

doubt. We know no truth, no privilege, no power, no

blessing, no right, which is not abused. But is liberty

to be denied to men, because they often turn it into

licentiousness ? We have read of certain sects, which

have denounced indiscriminately all sports and relaxa

tions, because these, if allowed, will be carried to ex

cess ; and of others, which have prescribed by laws the;

plainest, coarsest dress, because ornament, if in any

measure tolerated, would certainly grow up into extrav-

agance and vanity. And is this degrading legislation

never to end ? Are men never to be trusted to them

selves ? Is it God's method to hem tliem in with pre-

cise prescriptions ? Does Providence leave nothing to

individual discretion ? Does Providence withhold ev

ery privilege which may be abused } Does Christianity

enjoin an exact, unvarying round of services, because
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reason and conscience, if allowed to judge of duty, will

often be misguided by partiality and passion ? How lib-

eral, generous, confiding, are nature, Providence, and

Christianity, in their dealings with men ! And when

will men learn to exercise towards one another, the

same liberal and confiding spirit ?

We have thus considered some of the particular pur-

poses of the association for promoting the observance

of the Sabbath. We say, their "particular purposes."

We apprehend there is a general one, which lurks in

a portion of their members, which few perhaps have

stated very distinctly to themselves, but which is not

therefore the less real, and of which it is well to be

forewarned. We apprehend that some, and not a small

party, have a vague instinctive feeling, that the kind

of Christianity which they embrace, requires for its dif-

fusion a gloomy Sabbath, the Puritan Sabbath ; and

we incline to believe that they are desirous to separate

the Lord's-day as much as possible from all other days,

to make it a season of rigid restraint, that it may be a

preparation for a system of theology, which the mind,

in a natural, free, and cheerful state, can never receive.

The Sabbath of the Puritans and their Calvinistic pecu-

harities go together. Now we wish the return of neither.

The Puritans, measured by their age, have indeed many

claims on respect, especially those of them who came

to this country, and who, through their fortunate exile,

escaped the corruption which the civil war and the pos-

session of power engendered in the Puritan body of

England. But sincere respect for the men of early times

may be joined with a clear perception of their weak-

nesses and errors ; and it becomes us to remember, that

errors, which in them were innocent, because inevitable,
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may deserve a harsher appellation if perpetuated in their

posterity.

We have no desire, it will be seen, to create huge

associations for enforcing or recommending the Lord's-

day. We desire, however, that this interesting subject

may engage more attention. We wish the liOrd's-day

to be more honored and more observed ; and we be-

lieve that there is but one way for securing this good,

and that is to make the day more useful, to turn it to

better account, to introduce such changes into it as

shall satisfy judicious men, that it is adapted to great

and happy results. The Sunday which has come down

to us from our fathers seems to us exceedingly defec-

tive. The clergy have naturally taken it very much

into their own hands, and, we apprehend, that as yet

they have not discovered all the means of making it

a blessing to mankind. It may well excite surprise,

how little knowledge has been communicated on the

Lord's-day. We think, that the present age admits

and requires a more extensive teaching than formerly

;

a teaching not only in sermons, but in more instructive

exercises, which will promote a critical and growing

acquaintance with the Scriptures ; will unfold morality

or duty, at once in its principles and vast details ; will

guide the common mind to larger views, and to a more

religious use of nature and history ; and will reveal to

it its own godhke powers. We think, too, that this

great intellectual activity may be reheved and cheered

by a mixture of greater benevolent activity ; by atten-

tion to public and private charities, and by domestic and

social kindnesses.* It seems to us that we are waking

* Would not the business of our public charities be done more effec-

tually on the Lord's-day than on any other, and would not such au ap-

28*
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up to understand the various uses to which Sunday

may be applied. The present devotion of a considera-

ble portion of it to the leaching of children, makes an

important era in the history of the institution. The

teaching of the ignorant and poor, we trust, is to follow.

On this subject we cannot enlarge, but enough has been

said to show in what way Sunday is to be recommended

to the understandings and consciences of men.

In these remarks we have expressed our reverence

for the Lord's-day. To us it is a more important day,

and consecrated to nobler purposes than the ancient

Sabbath. We are bound, however, to state, that we

cannot acquiesce in the distinctions w^hich are often

made betw^een this and other days, for they seem to

us at once ungrounded and pernicious. We sometimes

hear, for example, that the Lord's-day is set apart from

our common lives to religion. What ! Are not all days

equally set apart to religion ? Has religion more to do

wi:h Sunday than with any other portion of time ? Is

there any season, over which piety should not preside ?

So the day is sometimes distinguished as " holy ".

What ! Is there stronger obligation to holiness on one

day than another ? Is it more holy to pray in the church

than to pray in the closet, or than to withstand tempta-

tion in common life ? The true distinction of Sunday

is, that it is consecrated to certain means or direct acts

of religion. But these are not holier than other duties.

They are certainly not more important than their end,

which is a virtuous life. There is, we fear, a super-

stition on this point, unworthy of the illumination of

Christianity. We earnestly recommend the Lord's-day,

propriation of a part of this time accord peculiarly with the spirit of

Christianity ?
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but we dare not esteem its duties above those of other

days. We prize and recommend it as an institution

through which our whole hves are to be sanctified and

ennobled ; and, without this fruit, vain, and worse than

vain, are the most rigid observances, the most costly

sacrifices, the loudest and most earnest prayers. We
w^ould on no account disparage the offices of the Lord's-

day. We delight in this peaceful season, so fitted to

allay the feverish heat and anxieties of active life, to

cherish self-communion, and communion with God and

with the world to come. It is good to meet, as breth-

ren, in the church to pray together, to hear the word

of God, to retire for a time from ordinary labors, that

w^e may meditate on great truths more deliberately, and

with more continuous attention. In these duties we see

a fitness, excellence, and happiness ; but still, if a com-

parison must be made, they seem to us less striking

proofs of piety and virtue, than are found in the dis-

interestedness, the self-control, the love of truth, the

scorn of ill-gotten w^ealth, the unshaken trust in God,

the temperate and grateful enjoyment, the calm and

courageous sufferings for duty, to which the Christian

is called in daily life. It is right to adore God's good-

ness in the hour of prayer ; but does it not seem more

excellent to carry in our souls the conviction of this

goodness, as our spring and pattern, and to breathe it

forth in acts conformed to the beneficence of our Maker ?

It is good to seek strength from God in the church
;

but does it not seem more excellent, to use well this

strength in the sore conflicts of life, and to rise through

it to a magnanimous and victorious virtue ? Such com-

parisons, however, we have no pleasure in making, and

they are obviously exposed to error. The enlightened
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Christian " esteemeth every day alike." To him, all

days bring noble duties ; bring occasions of a celestial

piety and virtue ; bring trials, in wrestling with which

he may grow strong ; bring aids and incitements, through

which he may rise above himself. All days may be

holy, and the holiest is that in which he yields himself,

with the most single-hearted, unshrinking, uncompromis-

ing purpose, to the will of God.

We intended to add remarks on some other associa-

tions, particularly on the Peace society. But we have

exceeded our limits, and must forbear. Our remarks

have been free, but, we trust, will not be misunderstood.

We look with interest and hope on the spirit of asso-

ciation, which characterizes our times. We rejoice in

this, as in every manifestation of a desire for the im-

provement of mankind. We have done what w^e could

to secure this powerful instrument against perversion.

Through a wise and jealous care, we doubt not that

it will minister to that only sure good, the intellectual

and moral progress of the human race.



THE UNION.

Correspondence between John Quincy Adams, Esquire,

President of the United States, and several Citizens of Mas-

sachusetts, concerning the Charge of a Design to dissolve the

Union alleged to have existed in that State. Boston : 1829.

We have placed at the head of this article the title

of a pamphlet, which has drawn much attention and

excited much feeling. But in so doing, we have not

thought of reviewing the controversy to which it relates.

Our work is devoted to the inculcation and defence of

great principles, and we are anxious to keep it free

from irritating personalities. We are resolved to con-

tend earnestly for what we deem truth, but we wish no

contest with individuals. We are aware that cases may

exist, in which justice to persecuted virtue, or to a good

but suffering cause, may bind us to take part in tempo-

rary controversies. We feel, however, no such obh-

gation in the present instance. In the Correspondence,

those whom we deem injured have vindicated them-

selves too effectually to need other defenders. The

charge of a Northern plot for dismembering the country

has been fairly met and triumphantly refuted. We vio-

late, therefore, no duty, in following our inclinations,
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and in leaving this controversy to those whom it im-

mediately concerns.— To prevent misapprehension, we

w^ill add, that in speaking of the charge which gave rise

to the correspondence, as fully refuted, we mean not

to accuse of wilful misrepresentation the individual by

whom it was brought forward. We are not ignorant

of the facility with which men deceive themselves, es-

pecially when their passions are inflamed. We mean

not to deny, that IMr. Adams may imagine himself in

possession of proofs which sustain his allegation ; nor is

it hard to explain the delusion. It is very possible, that

twenty-five years ago, in a most agitated and convulsed

state of the country, some among us questioned, wheth-

er the national government was likely to accomplish the

good which it had promised. It is very possible, that,

in that season of exasperation, some rash spirits among

the Federalists gave utterance to passionate invectives,

and inconsiderate menaces ; and we can very easily un-

derstand, how a mind, disposed to misconstrue the words

and actions of ardent partisans, might, in the midst of

such excitement, become haunted with suspicions and

visionary conspiracies. We think it very creditable to

our country, that, in passing through the stormy season

of which we have spoken, it teemed with no more panics

and inventions of secret treasons ; that so few plots w^ere

feigned or feared. W^e exceedingly regret, that Mr,

Adams has made it necessary to his reputation, to fasten

a reproach of this nature on a portion of his fellow-

citizens. We regret, not only for public reasons, but

for his own sake, that, on retiring from office, he cannot

promise himself the happiness of his predecessors, the

happiness of a calm and dignified retirement from pub

lie strife.
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Our aim in the present article is to call the attention

of our readers to a subject of great moment, which is

directly brought before us by the Correspondence ; we

mean, the Importance of our National Union. This

topic is one of transcendent and universal interest, and

therefore deserves a place in a work devoted to the

inculcation of those great principles, which involve the

virtue and happiness of the community. In the discus-

sion of such a topic, we shall of necessity recur to the

events and struggles of the last thirty or forty years.

But we shall do so, not for the purpose of reviving

half-extinguished animosities, but in the hope of point-

ing out our danger as a nation, and of awakening a

more enlightened attachment to our common country.

We trust, that we claim for ourselves no singular vir-

tue in saying, that we look back on the conflicts and

revolutions of this period as on matters of history, and

that we identify ourselves w^ith them scarcely more than

with events preceding our birth. It seems to us, that

a good degree of impartiality in relation to this period,

instead of requiring a high moral efibrt, is almost forced

upon us by the circumstances of our times. Our age

has been marked above all others by the suddenness,

variety, and stupendousness of its revolutions. The

events of centuries have been crowded into a single

life. The history of the civilized world, since the burst-

ing forth of the French Revolution, reminds us of one

of the irregular dramas of Shakspeare, in which the in-

cidents of a reign are compressed into an hour. Over-

whelming changes have rushed upon one another too

rapidly to give us time to comprehend them, and have

been so multiplied as to exhaust our capacity of admi-

ration. In consequence of this thronging and whirl of
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events, the revolutions v^^hich we have witnessed seem

to be thrown back, and to belong to a previous age.

Our interest in them as contemporaries is diminished

to a degree which excites our own wonder, and we
think that we recall them with as little selfish partiality,

as we experience on looking back on the transactions

of past centuries. Perhaps we are deceived ; but we
can assure our readers, that we should not trust our-

selves to speak as frankly as we may of the past, did

we not beheve, that our personal interest in it differs

litde from what we feel in other important periods of

human history.

We have said, that our present topic is the impor-

tance of the Union, and we have selected it because it

cannot, we apprehend, be too deeply impressed. No
lesson should be written more indelibly on the hearts of

our citizens. To secure to it the strong conviction witn

which it ought to be received, we have thought that

we might usefully insist on the chief good which the

Union confers ; and we are the more disposed to do

this, because we are not sure that this subject is sjffi-

ciently understood, because we sometimes apprehend that

the people are not aware of the most essential benefit

which they derive from the confederation, but are look-

ing to it for advantages which it cannot bestow, and are

in danger of exposing it to hazard by expecting from it

more than it can accomphsh. Of all governments we

may say, that the good which they promote is chiefly

negative, and this is especially true of the federal in-

stitutions which bind these States together. Their high-

est function is, to avert evil. Nor let their efficiency

on this account be disparaged. The highest pohtical

good, liberty, is negative. It is the removal of ob-
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structions. It is security from wrong. It confers no

positive happiness, but opens a field in which the indi-

vidual may achieve his happiness by his own unfettered

powers. The great good of the Union we may express

almost in a word. It preserves us from wasting and de-

stroying one another. It preserves relations of peace

among communities, which, if broken into separate na-

tions, would be arrayed against one another in perpetu-

al, merciless, and ruinous war. It indeed contributes to

our defence against foreign states, but still more it de-

fends us from one another. This we apprehend to be

the chief boon of the Union, and its importance we ap-

prehend is not sufficiently felt. So highly do we esti-

mate it, that we ask nothing of the General Govern-

ment, but to hold us together, to establish among the

different States relations of friendship and peace ; and

we are sure, that our State Governments and individual

energies will work out for us a happiness, such as no

other people have yet secured.

The importance of this benefit is easy to be under-

stood, by considering the sure and tremendous miseries

which would follow disunion. For ourselves, we fear,

that, bloody and mournful as human history now is, a

sadder page, than has yet been written, might record the

sufferings of this country, should we divide ourselves

into separate communities. Our impressions on this

subject are so strong, that we cannot resist the desire

of communicating them to others. We fear that our

country, in case of disunion, would be broken into com-

munities, which would cherish towards one another sin-

gularly fierce and implacable enmities. We do not refer

to the angry and vindictive feelings which would grow

out of the struggles implied in a separation. There

VOL. I. 29
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ar(3 other and more permanent causes of hatred and

hostihty.

One cause, we thmk, would be found in the singular-

ly active, bold, enterprising spirit, which actuates this

whole country. Perhaps, as a people, we have no

stronger distinction, than a thirst for adventure and new

acquisitions. A quiet, cold, phlegmatic race might be

divided w^th comparatively little peril. But a neigh-

bourhood of restless, daring, all-grasping communities,

would contain within itself the seeds of perpetual hos-

tility. Our feverish activity would break out in endless

competitions and jealousies. In every foreign market,

we should meet as rivals. The same great objects

would be grasped at by all. Add to this, that the ne-

cessity of preserving some balance of power, would

lead each republic to watch the others with a suspicious

eye ; and this balance could not be maintained, in these

young and growing communities, as easily as in the old

and stationary ones of Europe. Among nations, such

as we should form, which would only have begun to

develope their resources, and in which the spirit of lib-

erty would favor an indefinite expansion, the political

equilibrium would be perpetually disturbed. Under such

influences an irritable, and almost justifiable sensitive-

ness to one another's progress would fester into unre-

lenting hatred. Our neighbour's good would become to

us a curse. Among such communities there could be

no love, and would be no real peace. To obstruct

one another's growth w^ould be deemed the perfection

of policy. Slight collisions of interest, which must

perpetually recur, would be exaggerated by jealousy

and hatred into unpardonable wrongs ; and unprincipled

statesmen would find little difiiculty in swelling imagi-
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nary g^rlevances into causes of war. Wlien we look at

the characteristic spirit of this country, stimulated as it is

by our youth and capacities of improvement, we cannot

conceive of more active springs of contention and ha-

tred, than would be created at once by our disunion into

separate nations.

We proceed to the second and a very important

consideration. Our possession of a common language,

which is now an unspeakable good, would, in case of

disunion, prove as great a calamity ; for it would serve,

above all things, to multiply jealousies and exasperate

bad passions. In Europe, different nations, having each

its own language, and comparatively small communica-

tion, can act but litde on each other. Each expresses

its own self-esteem and its scorn of other communities in

writings, which seldom pass its own bounds, and which

minister to its own vanity and prejudices without inflam-

ing other states. But suppose this country broken up

into contiguous nations, all speaking the same language,

all enjoying unrestrained freedom of the press, and all

giving utterance to their antipathies and recriminations

in newspapers, which would fly through all on the wings

of the winds. Who can set bounds to the madness

which such agents of mischief would engender ? It is

a fact, too well known, that feelings of animosity among

us towards Great Britain have been kept alive chiefly

by a few publications from the latter country, which

have been read by a very small part of our population.

What then are we to expect in case of our disunion,

when the daily press of each nation would pour forth

on the neighbouring communities unceasing torrents of

calumny, satire, ridicule, and invective } An exasper-

ating article from the pen of a distinguished man in one
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republic, would in less than a week have found its way

to every house and cottage in the adjoining States. The

passions of a whole people would be kindled at one mo-

ment ; and who of us can conceive the intensity of ha-

tred which would grow from this continued, maddening

interchange of intemperate and unmeasured abuse ?

Another source of discord, in case of our separation,

is almost too obvious to be mentioned. Once divided,

we should form stronger bonds of union with foreign na-

tions than with one another. That Europe would avail

itself of our broken condition to establish an influence

among us ; that belligerents in the Old World would

strive to enlist us in their quarrels ; that our eagerness

for commercial favors and monopolies w^ould lay us open

to their intrigues ; that at every quarrel among ourselves

we should be willing to receive aid from abroad, and that

distant nations would labor to increase our dependence

upon themselves by inflaming and dividing us against

each other ; these are considerations too obvious to need

exposition, and as solemn and monitory as they are clear.

From disunion, we should reap, in plentiful harvests, de-

structive enmities at home, and degrading subserviency

to the powers of Europe.

We pass to another topic, particularly worthy of no-

tice. In case of separation, party spirit, the w^orst foe

of free states, would rage more furiously in each of the

new and narrower communities, than now it does in our

extensive Union ; and this spirit would not only spread

deadly hatred through each republic, but would perpet-

ually embroil it with its neighbours. We complain of

party rage even now ; but it is mild and innocent com-

pared with what we should experience, were our Union

dissolved. Party spirit, when spread over a large coun-
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try, is far less envenomed and ruinous than when shut

up in small states. The histories of Greece and Rome
are striking illustrations of this truth. In an extensive

community, a party, depressed on one spot, finds sym-

pathies and powerful protectors in another ; and if not,

it finds more generous enemies at a distance, who miti-

gate the violence of its nearer foes. The fury attend-

ing elections is exceedingly allayed, by the knowledge

that the issue does not depend on one or another city

or district, and that failure in one place is not the loss

of the cause. It may be added, that in a large country,

party spirit is necessarily modified and softened by the

diversity of interests, views, and characters, which must

prevail among a widely scattered people. It is also no

small advantage, that the leaders of parties will general-

ly be separated from one another by considerable dis-

tances, will move in remote spheres, instead of facing

each other, and engaging perpetually in personal debate

and conflict. Suppose these circumstances reversed
;

suppose the country broken into republics so small, as

to admit a perfect unity and sympathy among the mem-

bers of the same party, as to keep the leaders of oppo-

site parties perpetually in one another's sight and hear-

ing, as to make the fate of elections dependent on defi-

nite efforts and votes in particular places ; and who can

calculate the increase of personal animosity, of private

rancor, of public rage } Nor would the spirit of party

convulse only the separate communities. It would es-

tablish between them the most injurious relations. No

passion seems to overpower patriotism and moral sen-

timent more effectually than this spirit. Those whom

it binds, seem to throw off all other bonds. Inflamed

parties are most unscrupulous as to means. Under great

29*
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excitement, they of course look round them on other

communities to find means of ensuring triumph over

their opponents. Of consequence, the pohtical rela-

tions, which would subsist between the different repub-

lics that would spring up from our disunion, would be

determined chiefly by party spirit ; by a passion, which

is most reckless of consequences, most prolific of dis-

cord, most prodigal of blood. Each repubhc would be

broken into two factions, one in possession, and the

other in pursuit of power, and both prepared to link

themselves with the factions of their neighbours, and to

sacrifice the peace and essential interests of the state to

the gratification of ambition and revenge. Through

such causes, operating in the Grecian republics, civil

vv'ar added its horrors to foreign contests. We see noth-

ing to avert from ourselves, if ever divided, the same

unspeakable calamity.

In this exposition of the evils which would spring

from disunion, we have spoken strongly, but, we trust,

calmly. There is no need of exaggeration. It seems

to us, that the imagination cannot easily exceed the

truth. We do dread separation as the greatest of poht-

ical evils, with the single exception of slavery. Un-

doubtedly a particular State may and ought to break

the bond, if that bond is to be turned into a yoke of

oppression. But much, very much should be endured

before we expose ourselves to the calamities of separa-

tion. We particularly recommend the views which we

have taken to those among us, whose interest in the

Union is weakened by a vague idea, that a large com-

munity cannot be as well governed as a small. The

reverse of this maxim, as we have seen, is true of a

federal republic. Under despotisms, indeed, a vast ter-
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ritory may increase the sufferings of the people, be-

cause the sovereign at the centre, however well dis-

posed, cannot spread himself to the extremities, and

distant provinces are almost of necessity given up to

the spohations of irresponsible governors. But, under

the wise distribution of power in this country, w^e enjoy

the watchful and minute protection of a local govern-

ment, combined with the immense advantage of a wide-

spread community. Greater means of prosperity a peo-

ple cannot enjoy. Let us not be defrauded of them

by selfish or malignant passions.

From the remarks now made, it will at once be un-

derstood, on what account chiefly we prize and would

uphold our National Government. We prize it as our

bond of union ; as that which constitutes us one people
;

as preserving the different States from mutual jealous-

ies and wars, and from separate alliances with foreign

nations ; as mitigating party spirit ; in one w^ord, as per-

petuating our peace. So great, so inestimable is this

good, that all other benefits and influences of the Fed-

eral Government seem to us as nothing. We w^ould lay

down this as the fundamental principle of its adminis-

tration. The bearing of measures on our Union should

be the chief aspect, under which they should be regarded

by Congress. Taking this position, we are naturally

led to some great maxims by which, as we conceive,

our pubHc affairs should be guided, and we now pro-

ceed to develope these, as well as to point out other

means for securing our confederation.

In the first place, it seems to be important, that the

administration of our government should be marked by

the greatest possible simphcity. We hold this to be no

unimportant means of perpetuating our Union. Laws
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and measures should be intelligible, founded on plain

principles, and such as common minds may comprehend.

This indeed is a maxim to be applied to republican

governments universally. The essential idea of a re-

public is, that the sovereignty is in the people. In

choosing representatives they do not devolve the su-

preme power on others. By the frequency of elections,

they are called to pass judgment on the representa-

tives. It is essential to this mode of government, that,

through a free press, all public measures should be

brought before the tribunal of the people. Of course,

a refined and subtile policy, or a complicated legislation,

which cannot be understood but by laborious research

and reasoning, is hostile to the genius of republican in-

stitutions. Laws should be plain and few, intended to

meet obvious wants, and such as are clearly required

by the great interests of the community. For our-

selves, we are satisfied that all governments without ex-

ception can adopt no safer rule, than the simplicity

which we have now recommended. The crying sin of

all governments is, that they intermeddle injuriously with

human affairs, and obstruct the processes of nature by

excessive regulation. To us, society is such a com-

plicated concern, its interests are affected by so many

and such subtile causes, there are so many secret springs

at work in its bosom, and such uncertainty hangs over

the distant issues of human arrangements, that we are

astonished and shocked at the temerity of legislators in

interposing their contrivances and control, except where

events and experience shed a clear light. Above all,

m a country like our own, where pubhc measures are

to be judged by millions of people, scattered over a vast

territory, and most of whom are engaged in laborious
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occupations, we know not a plainer principle, than that

the domestic and foreign policy of government should

be perspicuous and founded on obvious reasons, so that

plain cases may in the main, if not ahvays, be offered

to popular decision. Measures, which demand pro-

found thought for their justification, about which intelli-

gent and honest men differ, and the usefulness of which

cannot be made out to the common mind, are unfit for

a republic. If in this way important national advanta-

ges should be sometimes lost, we ought to submit to

the evil as inseparable from our institutions, and should

comfort ourselves with thinking, that Providence never

bestows an unmixed good, that the best form of govern-

ment has Its inconveniences, and that a people, possess-

ing freedom, can afford to part w^ith many means of

immediate wealth. We have no fear, however, that a

people will ever suffer by a rigid application of our

rule. Legislators cannot feel too deeply the delicacy

of their work, and their great ignorance of the com
plicated structure and of the multiplied and secret re-

lations of the social state ; and they ought not to hasten,

nay, more, they ought to distrust, a policy, to the justice

and wisdom of which the suffrage of public opinion

cannot be decidedly and intelligently secured. In our

republic, the aim of Congress should be to stamp its

legislation with all possible simplicity, and to abstain

from measures, which, by their complication, obscurity,

and uncertainty, must distract the public mind, and

throw it into agitation and angry controversy. Let it

be their aim to cast among the people as few brands of

discord as possible ; and for this end, let the spirit of

adventurous theory be dismissed, and the spirit of mod-

esty, caution, and prudent simplicity preside over legis-
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lation. In these remarks we have not forgotten that

there are exigencies, in which government is compelled

to determine its course without delay, amidst great haz-

ards, and in a stormy, distracted state of the public

mind. But these are exceptions to the ordinary course

of human affairs, and to these, the principle which we

have advanced is not to be apphed.

We here proceed to another principle, still more im-

portant to the preservation of the Union. The General

Government should correspond to its name ; that is,

should be general, or universal, in its spirit and opera-

tions. It should be characterized by nothing so strik-

ingly as by impartiality, by the absence of sectional

feeling, by a sohcitude to distribute equally the public

burdens, and to extend equal benefits to all members

of the confederation. On this principle the Union

chiefly depends. In a free community the strongest of

all feelings is a jealousy of rights, and states cannot be

long held together, if it shall be thought that the power,

given for the general weal, is, through intrigue and self-

ish combinations, perverted to build up a portion of the

confederacy at the expense of the rest. No stronger

argument can be urged against a public measure, than

that it has the appearance of a partial or unequal bear-

ing on the country, or seems to indicate a disposition

in the majority to sacrifice the common good to factious

or sectional views. To guard against the jealousies of

the States, should be the most anxious desire of our

national legislators ; and, for this purpose, they should

aim to restrict themselves to general objects in which

all may find a benefit, to refrain from touching narrow or

local interests, especially those between which a rivalry

subsists, to proportion the pressure of taxation accord-
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irig to the most rigorous justice, to watch equally over

the rights of all, and to exact no sacrifices but such as

the common good plainly demands.

A weighty argument for limiting government to the

simple and general legislation which we have now rec-

ommended, though not intimately connected with our

main subject, deserves a brief notice. It is found in the

great and growing extent of the country. The attention

of Congress is already distracted and overwhelmed by

the multiplicity of affairs, and every session it is more

and more in danger of neglecting its proper objects and

doing nothing well. We fear, that the mcst pressing

business is the most frequently postponed. We refer

to the claims of individuals on the government ; and we

call these the most pressing concerns, because the man

who has been wronged by an unanticipated operation of

the law^s or of any public measures, has a right to im-

mediate redress, and because delay of justice may be

his ruin. Already we hear angry complaint and de-

rision of the inefficiency of Congress, and the evil will

increase, until that body shall select from a bewildering

crowd of appHcations, its appropriate objects, and shall

confine itself to a legislation demanded by the general

voice, and by the obvious wants of the community.

The principles of legislation now laid down, seem to

us to have an important bearing on two great questions,

which have already agitated the country, and which,

we fear, bode no good to the Union. We refer to the

restrictive system and to internal improvement. The

first, which proposes to protect certain branches of do-

mestic industry, seems to us singularly wanting in that

simplicity and impartiality, which, as we have said,

should characterize our legislation. It cannot be un-
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derstood by the mass of the people, and It will certainly

divide them. In the first place, the restrictive system

involves a Constitutional difficulty. We of this region,

indeed, generally concede to Congress the right of lim-

iting trade in general, or of annihilating particular branch-

es of it, for the encouragement of domestic industry
;

but the argument for a narrower construction of the

Constitution is certainly specious, and certainly strong

enough to give to those on whom a tariff may press

heavily, the consciousness of being wronged. In the

next place, the general question of the expediency of

restriction must be allowed by its advocates to be a dif-

ficult one. The growing fight of the age certainly seems

to oppose it, and the statements and. reasonings by which

it is defended, even if founded in truth, are yet so in-

tricate and so open to objection, that vast numbers even

of the enlightened cannot be satisfied of their vafidity.

But, supposing restriction to be admitted, the question

as to its extent, as to the kinds of industry which shall

be protected, as to the branches of trade which shall be

sacrificed, this question is the most perplexing which

can be ofiered to popular discussion, and cannot fail to

awaken cupidity, jealousy, and hatred. From the na-

ture of the case, the protection must be unequally ex-

tended, nor can any wisdom balance the losses to which

different States will be exposed. A restrictive tariff is

necessarily a source of discord. To some portions of

the country it must be an evil, nor will they suffer pa-

tiently. Disadvantages imposed by nature, communi-

ties will bear, but not those which are brought on them

by legislation. We have indeed various objections to

the whole system of protection. We believe it to be

deceptive throughout. We also oppose it, on the ground
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that our country, in adopting it, abandons its true and

honorable position. To this country, above all others,

belongs, as its primary duty and interest, the support

of hberal principles. It has nothing in its institutions

congenial with the maxims of barbarous ages, with the

narrow, monopolizing, restrictive legislation of antiquat-

ed despotisms. Freedom, in all its forms, is our life,

strength, prosperity ; and every system at war with it,

however speciously maintained, is a contradiction to our

character, and, wanting harmony with our spirit, must

take something, however silently, from the energy of the

institutions which hold us together. As citizens of the

world, we grieve that this country should help to pro-

long prejudices, which even monarchy is outgrowing
;

should, in imitation of meddling despotisms, undertake

to direct the industry and capital of the citizen, and es-

pecially should lose sight of that sublime object of phi-

lanthropy, the promotion of free, unrestricted commerce

through the world. As patriots, we grieve that a pre-

cedent has been afforded for a kind of legislation, which,

if persisted in, will almost certainly loosen, and may

rupture, the Union. The principal excellence of the

late tariff Is, that it is so constructed as to please no

one, that even its friends pronounce it an abomination ;

for, by offending and injuring all, it excites less animosity

in the principal sufierers. Tariffs never will be impar-

tial. They will always, in a greater or less degree, be

the results of selfish combinations of private and pubhc

men, through which a majority will be secured to par-

ticular interests ; and such is the blindness of avarice,

that to grasp a sliort-hved, partial good, the infinite bless-

ings of union will be hazarded, and may be thrown away.

If we may be allowed a short digression, we would

VOL. I. 30
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say, that we have no partiality to tariffs of any kind,

not even to those which are laid on imports for the pur-

pose of raising revenue. We suppose that they are

necessary at present, especially where they have be-

come the habit of the people, and we are not insensible

to the facility they afford for collecting the revenue.

But we should rejoice, if by some great improvement

in finance, every custom-house could be shut from Maine

to Louisiana. The interests of human nature require,

that every fetter should be broken from the intercourse

of nations, that the most distant countries should ex-

change all their products, whether of manual or intel-

lectual labor, as freely as the members of the same

community. An unrestricted commerce we regard as

the most important means of diffusing through the world

knowledge, arts, comforts, civihzation, religion, and lib-

erty ; and to this great cause we would have our coun-

try devoted. We w^Ill add, that we attach no impor-

tance to what is deemed the chief benefit of tariffs, that

they save the necessity of direct taxation, and draw

from a people a large revenue without their knowledge.

In the first place, w^e say, that a free people ought to

know what they pay for freedom, and to pay it joyfully,

and that they should as truly scorn to be cheated into

the support of their government, as into the support of

their children. In the next place, a large revenue is

no blessing. An overflowing treasury will always be

corrupting to the governors and the governed. A rev-

enue, rigorously proportioned to the wants of a people,

is as much as can be trusted safely to men in power.

The only valid argument against substituting direct for

indirect taxation, is the difficulty of ascertaining with

precision the property of the citizen. Happy would it
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oe for us, could tariffs be done away, for with them

would be abolished fruitful causes of national jealousies,

of war, of perjury, of smuggling, of innumerable frauds

and crimes, and of harassing restraint on that commerce

which should be free as the winds.

We consider many of the remarks made in reference

to tariffs as appHcable to internal improvements. These

also involve a Constitutional question of no small diffi-

culty ; and it seems impossible that they should be pros-

ecuted with any degree of impartiality. We will not

say, that an extensive system of internal improvements,

comprehending and connecting the whole country, and

promising great, manifest, and universal good, may not

be framed. But let Congress propose narrow, local

improvements, and we need no prophet to foretell the

endless and ever-multiplying intrigues, the selfish com-

binations, the jealousies, and discontents which will fol-

low by a necessity as sure as the laws of nature. An
irresistible temptation will be offered to unprincipled

bargains between states and legislators, and the treasury,

sending out partial streams, will become a fountain of

bitterness and discord.

Let it not be said, that most of the proposed im-

provements are designed to promote intercourse, and

that thus they favor what w^e conceive to be the great

end of government, by binding us together. We an-

swer, that the General Government already promotes

intercourse incomparably more than all other causes

combined, and we are unwilling to put to hazard this ac-

tual beneficent influence by striving to extend it. Gov-

ernment already does more for this object than all the

canals, railroads, and other internal improvements, which

human ingenuity can devise, and this it does by thai
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negative influence, which, as we have often said, is its

chief function. This it does by making us one people,

by preserving us from being broken into different com-

munities, by preventing those obstructions to a free in-

terchange of commodities, which, in case of disunion,

would at once rise up between us ; by preserving us

from national rivalries, from the war of tarifls, and from

open and ruinous hostility. We grant that cases may

occur, in which national advantage may be lost, or use-

ful objects delayed, for want of positive interference of

government in the work of internal improvement. But

the wisdom of nations, like that of individuals, con-

sists very much in a willingness to forego near and infe-

rior benefits for permanent security. We have, how-

ever, httle apprehension of much injury resulting from

the forbearance of government in this particular. Let

Congress hold us together, and keep us in peace, and

the spirit of the people will not slumber. It will pour

itself forth through our state governments, through cor-

porations, and through individual enterprise ; and who

that observes what it has already done can set limits to

its efficiency ? Since the adoption of the Federal Con-

stitution, nothing has contributed so much to extend in-

tercourse through the States as the invention of steam-

boats. No legislation, and no possible direction of the

revenue to public improvements, could have effected so

much as the steam-engine ; and this was contrived, per-

fected, and applied to navigation by the genius and

wealth of individuals. Next to this agent, the most im-

portant service to internal communication has been ren-

dered by the New-York Canal, and this was the work

of a State. With such examples, we need not fear,

that our progress will be arrested by the confinement of
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the General Government to general objects. We are

not sure, that, were every objection which we have

stated removed, we should be anxious to interest our

national legislature in public improvements. As a peo-

ple, we want no new excitement. Our danger is from

over action, from impatient and selfish enterprise, from

feverish energy, from too rapid growth, rather than from

stagnation and lethargy. A calm, sober, steady gov-

ernment is what we chiefly need. May it be kept from

the hands of theorists and speculators.

We have not yet exhausted the question, how gov-

ernment may best strengthen and perpetuate our Union.

There is one of its estabhshments, w^hich, in this point

of view, w^e highly value, and which we fear is not suf-

ficiently prized for the highest benefit which it confers.

We refer to the Post-office. The facihties which this

institution affords to the government for communication

with all parts of the country, are probably regarded by

many as the most im.portant national service which it

renders. But it does incomparably more for us as a

conamunity. It does much towards making us one,

by admitting free communication between distant parts

of the country, which no other channel of intercourse

could bring together. It binds the whole country in

a chain of sympathies, and makes it in truth one great

neighbourhood. It promotes a kind of society between

the seashore and the mountains. It perpetuates friend-

ships between those who are never to meet again. It

binds the family in the new settlement and the half-

cleared forest to the cultivated spot from which it emi-

grated. It facihtates, beyond calculation, commercial

connexions, and the interchange of products. On this

account, we always grieve to see a statement of the

30*
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revenue accruing to government from the Post-office.

It ought not to yield a cent to the treasury. It should

simply support itself. Such importance do we attach

to the freest communication between all parts of the

country, so much do we desire that the poor, as well

as rich, may enjoy the means of intercourse, that we

would sooner have the Post-office a tax on the revenue,

than one of its sources.

We pass to another method by which the government

is to strengthen the Union. We know not a more im-

portant one. It is, to give dignity and independence

to the National Judiciary. Let Congress feel, let the

people feel, that to this department the security of the

Union is especially committed, that it is the great pre-

servative power among our institutions, and that its

sanctity cannot be too jealously protected. Its office

is, to settle peacefully the questions between the differ-

ent States and their citizens, which, without it, would

be settled by arms. What beneficence and dignity be-

long to this function ! Nor is this all. It affords to

citizens, who feel themselves aggrieved by what they

deem an unconstitutional law, the means of peaceful re-

sistance. It gives them an opportunity of being heard

before a tribunal, on which the most solemn obligations

to justice are laid, and which is eminently fitted to be

an umpire between the citizen and the legislature. We
know not how government can contribute more efiectu-

ally to its own stability, than by reverencing and guard-

ing the rights of the National Judiciary. A Congress,

which should trench on its independence, ought to be

counted guilty of a species of sacrilege.

From considering the importance of the Judiciary to

our Union, we are naturally led to another department
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of the government, and one which is particularly worthy

of attention, because at the present moment it seems to

menace our confederation more seriously than any other

cause. We refer to the Executive Department. We
refer to the struggles which the election to the Presi-

dency has again and again provoked. These are too

solemn and fearful to be overlooked. A remedy must

be found, or the country will be thrown into perpetual

convulsions, and split into factions devoted each to a

chief. We shall waste ourselves in struggles for a few

leaders, who by their prominence will become dearer

to a people than their institutions, and in fighting for

our favorites we may become their slaves.

This evil we regard as a growing one ; and we know
but one remedy for it. The people must acquire a just

self-respect. This they w^ant. It has been repressed

by false notions about government, which have come

down from ages of monarchy. The spirit of freedom,

of which we so much boast, has not yet given a due

elevation of sentiment to the community ; and therefore

the community basely binds itself to leaders as if they

w^ere its superiors. A people should understand its own

greatness and dignity too well to attach much impor-

tance to any individual. It should regard no individual

as necessary to it, nor should it suffer any one to urge

his claims on its gratitude. It should ke\, that it has

a right to the services of its members, and that there

is no member with whose services it cannot dispense.

It should have no idols, no favorites. It should anni-

hilate with its frown, those w^ho would monopolize its

power, or bring it into subserviency to their own glory.

No man's name should be much on its lips. It should

bind up in no man its prosperity and honor.
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A free community, indeed, has need of a presiding

officer, but it depends on no individual as alone fitted

for the office ; and still more, it needs a President, not

to be its master, but to express and execute its own
will. This last thought is fundamental, and never to be

forgotten. The only law of a free people is the will of

the majority, or pubhc sentiment ; and to collect, em-

body, utter, and execute this, is the great end of its

civil institutions. Self-government is its great attribute,

its supreme distinction, and this gives to office in a free

state an entirely different character from what it pos-

sesses in despotic countries. The difl'erence, however,

is overlooked among us, and the same importance is at-

tached to office, as if it conferred absolute power.

We repeat it, the supreme law in a free state is its

own will, and consequently, among such a people, the

highest power does not necessarily belong to him who

is clothed with office, but to him who does most, in

whatever sphere, to guide and determine the public

mind. Office is a secondary influence, and indeed its

most enviable distinction consists in the opportunities

which it affords for swaying the opinions and purposes

of the community. The nominal legislator is not always

the real one. He is often the organ of superior minds,

and, if the people be truly free, his chief function is, to

give form and efficiency to the general will. Even in

monarchies, where a free press is enjoyed, the power

passes more and more from the public functionary to

the master-spirits who frame the nation's mind. Thus

the pen of Burke rivalled the sceptre of his sovereign.

The progress of freedom and of society is marked by

this fact, that official gives place to personal, intellec-

tual, and moral dignity. It is a bad omen, where office
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s thought the supreme good, and where a people sees

in the pubhc functionary, not an organ of its own will,

but a superior being, on whom its peace and happiness

depend.

We mean not to deny the necessity of office. We
know that the President fills an important place. We
know that the community has an interest in his integ-

rity and w^isdom, and that it is disgraced and injured

by placing an incompetent or unprincipled man in the

most conspicuous station. To the President are con-

fided important functions, but not such functions as can

be discharged only by one or two individuals in the

country, not such as ought to make him an object of

idolatry or dread, not such as should draw to him any

extraordinary homage, not such as to justify intense de-

sire in the candidate, or intense excitement in the people.

Under institutions really free, no office can exist, which

deserves the struggles of ambition. Did our Consti-

tution create such an office, it w^ould prove its authors

to have been blind or false to their country's dignity and

rights. But that noble charter is open to no such re-

proach. The Presidenc}^, the highest function in the

state, is exceedingly bounded by the Constitution, and

still more by the spirit of the community. A President

has been, and may often be, one of the least efficient

men in the government. We need not go far for proof.

In both houses of Congress there were men, whose in-

fluence over the country was greater than that of the last

President, He indeed contributed to keep the wheel

of government in motion. But we ask, What new im-

pulse did he give it ? What single important measure

did he originate ? Was there a man in office more

fettered and thwarted ? We talk of the administrations
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of Mr. Monroe and Mr. Adams. We ask, What im-

pression of themselves have they left on legislation and

on public affairs ? They gave no spring to the public

mind. A popular senator or representative did more

to sway the community. And this is as it should be.

We rejoice, that official influence is so restricted, that

the people are not mere echoes of a single voice, that

no man can master his fellow-citizens, that there is a

general, all-pervading intelligence, which modifies, con-

trols, and often neutrahzes, the opinion and will of the

highest public functionary.

We have spoken of the Presidency as it has actually

existed, and as it must in a great measure exist whilst

we are free ; and yet, through a delusion which has

come dow^n from past ages, this office, so limited in

power, so obstructed by the legislative branches and by

public opinion, which is conferred on the individual at

the longest but for eight years, and from which he re-

tires to a seclusion, where scarcely an eye follows, or

a voice of approbation cheers him, this office, to our

disgrace, is coveted by an insane ambition, as if it were

an hereditary throne, and the people are as much ex-

cited and disturbed, when called to fill it, as if they

were choosing a master for life at whose feet the country

was to be laid an unprotected victim. To our shame

be it said, for the last eight years every interest of the

nation has been postponed to the comparatively inferior

concern of choosing a President. The national legis-

lature, forgetting its appointment to watch over the gen-

eral weal, has wasted and w^orse than wasted its annual

sessions in intrigues for the advancement of rival can-

didates. The most important measures have been dis-

cussed and decided, not with reference to the country,
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but chiefly according to their bearings on what has been
called the Presidential election. So sadly have we
wanted the self-respect which belongs to freemen ! In
these disgraceful transactions, in this shameful excite-

ment spread through the community, we see, that, as

a people, we have not drunk as deeply as we imagine
into the lofty spirit of hberty. In proportion as a peo-
ple become free, in proportion as pubhc sentiment reigns,

office ceases to be a distinction, political ambition ex-
pires, the prizes of political ambition are withdrawn,
the self-respect of the people preserves it from bowing
to favorites or idols. Whilst it is the characteristic of
despotism, that the ruler is every thing and the people
comparatively nothing, the reverse is the grand distinc-

tion of a free state. This distinction we have yet to

learn
; and it cannot be learned too thoroughly. Un-

less we are preserved by a just self-respect from dividing

into factions for the elevation of leaders, we shall hold
our Union and our rights by a very uncertain tenure.

Better were it to choose a President by lot from a
hundred names to which each State shall contribute

its fair proportion, than repeat the degrading struggle

through which we have recently passed.

We close this topic by entreating our citizens to re-

member the great argument in favor of hereditary mon-
archy. It may be expressed in few words. ^' The
highest office in a nation," says the monarchist, "ought
to be hereditary, because it is an object too dazzhng
and exciting to be held up for competition. Such a
prize, offered to the aspiring, must inflame to madness
the lust of power, and engender perpetual strife. A
people having such a gift to bestow will be exposed
to perpetual arts and machinations. Its passions will
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never be allowed to sleep. Factions, headed by popu-

lar chiefs and exasperated by conflict, will at length

resort to force, and, in the storms which will follow,

the Constitution will be prostrated, and the supreme

power be the prey of a successful usurper. The peace

and stability of a nation demand, that the supreme power

should be placed above rivalry, and beyond the hopes

of ambition, and this can only be done by making it

hereditary." Such is the grand argument in favor of

monarchy. As a people, we have done too much to

confirm it. It is time that we proved ourselves more

loyal to freedom. We shall do well to remember, that

a republic, broken into parties wdiich have the chief

magistracy for their aim, and thrown into perpetual agi-

tation by the rivalry of popular leaders, is lending a

mournful testimony to the reasonings of monarchists,

and accelerating the fulfilment of their sinister fore-

bodings.

Much remains to be said of the means of perpet-

uating tlie Union, and of the dangers to which it is

exposed. But we want time to prosecute the subject.

The injuries with which the confederation is menaced

by party spirit and a sectional spirit, are too obvious

to need exposition. The importance of a national Ht-

erature to our Union and honor, deserves particular

consideration. But the topic is too great for our pres-

ent hmits, and we reserve it for future discussion.*

We intended to close this article with some remarks

on the conduct of the different parties in this country

in relation to the Union, for the purpose of showing

that all have occasionally been wanting in fidehty to

* [The " Remarks on National Literature," p. 243, having been sub-

sequently written, ought to have followed the present article.— £d.]
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it. But the subject would necessarily expand itself

beyond the space allowed us. Still we cannot wholly

abandon it. One branch of it is particularly recom-

mended to us by the Correspondence at the head of

this review. The merits or the demerits of the Federal

party in respect to our Union, seem to be in a measure

forced on our consideration ; and we are the more wil-

ling to give a few thoughts to the topic, because we

think that we understand it, and because we trust that

we can treat it dispassionately. Our attachment to this

party we have no desire to conceal ; but our ideas of the

allegiance due to a party are exceedingly liberal. We
claim the privilege of censuring those with whom we

generally agree ; and we indignantly disclaim the obliga-

tion of justifying in the mass whatever they may please

to do. Of the Federalists therefore we shall speak

freely. We have no desire to hide what we deem to

be their errors. They belong now to history, and the

only question is, how their history may be made most

useful to their country and to the cause of freedom.

Before we proceed, however, we beg to remark, that

in this, as in every part of the present review, we write

from our own convictions alone, that we hold no com-

munication with political leaders, and that we are far

from being certain of the reception which our views will

meet from our best friends.

A purer party than that of the Federahsts, we be-

lieve, never existed under any government. Like all

other combinations it indeed contained weak and bad

men. In its prosperity, it drew to itself seekers for

office. Still, when we consider that it enjoyed the con-

fidence of Washington to his last hour ; that its leaders

were his chosen friends ; that it supported and strength-
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ened his whole administration ; that It participated with

hlra in the proclamation and system of neutrality, through

which that great man served his country as effectually

as during the revolutionary war ; when we consider,

that it contributed chiefly to the organization of the

Federal Government in the civil, judicial, financial,

military, and naval departments ; that it carried the coun-

try safely and honorably through the most tempestuous

days of the French Revolution ; that it withstood the

frenzied tendencies of multitudes to alliance with that

power, and that It averted war with Great Britain dur-

ing a period, when such a war would have bowed us

into ruinous subserviency to the despot of France ; when

we consider these things, we feel, that the debt of this

country to the Federal party is never to be extin-

guished.

Still we think, that this party in some respects failed

of its duty to the cause of the Union and of freedom.

But it so failed, not through treachery ; for truer spirits

the w^orld could not boast. It failed through despond-

ence. Here was the rock on which Federalism split.

Too many of its leading men wanted a just confidence

in our free institutions and in the moral ability of the

people to uphold them. Appalled by the excesses of

the French Revolution, by the extinction of liberty In

that republic, and by the fanaticism with which the

cause of France was still espoused among ourselves,

diey began to despair of their own country. The sym-

pathies of the majority of our people with the despo-

tism of France, were indeed a fearful symptom. There

seemed a fascination In that terrible power. An insane

admiration for the sworn foe of freedom, joined with as

deadly a hatred towards England, so far pervaded the
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country, that to the Federalists we seemed enhsted as

a people on the side of despotism, and fated to sink

under its yoke. That they had cause for fear, we think.

That they were criminal in the despondence to which

they yielded, we also believe. They forgot, that great

perils call on us for renewed efforts, and for increased

sacrifices in a good cause. That some of them con-

sidered the doom of the country as sealed, we have rea-

son to believe. Some, disappointed and irritated, were

accustomed to speak in bitter scorn of institutions,

which, bearing the name of free, had proved unable

to rescue us from base subserviency to an all-menacing

despot. The Federalists as a body w^anted a just con-

fidence in our national institutions. They wanted that

faith, which hopes against hope, and which freedom

should inspire. Here was their sin, and it brought

its penalty ; for, through this more than any cause, they

were driven from power. By not confiding in the com-

munity, they lost its confidence. By the depressed

tone with which they spoke of liberty, their attachment

to it became suspected. The taint of anti-republican

tendencies was fastened upon them by their opponents,

and this reproach no party could survive.

We know not in what manner we can better commu-

nicate our views of the Federal party, of its merits and

defects, than by referring to that distinguished man, who

w^as so long prominent In Its ranks ; we mean the late

George Cabot. If any man In this region deserved to

be called its leader, it was he, and a stronger proof of

its pohtical purity cannot be imagined, than is found in

the ascendency which this illustrious individual main-

tained over it. He was the last man to be charged

with a criminal ambition. His mind rose far above
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office. The world had no station which would have

tempted him from private life. But in private life, he

exerted the sway which is the worthiest prize of a lofty

ambition. He was consulted with something of the

respect which was paid to an ancient oracle, and no

mind among us contributed so much to the control of

public affairs. It is interesting to inquire by what in-

tellectual attributes he gained this influence ; and, as

his character now belongs to history, perhaps we may

render no unacceptable service in dehneating its lead-

ing features.

We think, that he was distinguished by nothing so

much as by the power of ascending to general principles,

and by the reverence and constancy with which he ad-

hered to them. The great truths of history and expe-

rience, the immutable laws of human nature, according

to which all measures should be framed, shone on his

intellectual eye with an unclouded brightness. No im-

patience of present evils, no eagerness for immediate

good, ever tempted him to think, that these might be

forsaken with impunity. To these he referred all ques-

tions on which he was called to judge, and accordingly

his conversation had a character of comprehensive wis-

dom, which, joined with his urbanity, secured to him

a singular sway over the minds of his hearers. With

such a mind, he of course held in contempt the tempo-

rary expedients and motley legislation of commonplace

politicians. He looked with singular aversion on every

thing factitious, forced, and complicated in policy. We
have understood, that by the native strength and sim-

plicity of his mind, he anticipated the lights, which phi-

losophy and experience have recently thrown on the

importance of leaving enterprise, industry, and com-
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merce free. He carried into politics the great axiom

which the ancient sages carried into morals, " Follow

Nature." In an age of reading, he leaned less than

most men on books. A more independent mind om*

country perhaps has not produced. When we think

of his whole character, when with the sagacity of his

intellect we combine the integrity of his heart, the dig-

nified grace of his manners, and the charm of his con-

versation, we hardly know the individual, with the ex-

ception of Washington, whom we should have offered

more willingly to a foreigner as a specimen of the men

whom America can produce.

Still we think, that his fine qualities were shaded

by what to us is a great defect, though to some it may

appear a proof of his wisdom. He wanted a just faith

in man's capacity of freedom, at least in that degree of

it which our institutions suppose. He inclined to dark

views of the condition and prospects of his country.

He had too much the wisdom of experience. He want-

ed what may be called the wisdom of hope. In man's

past history he read too much what is to come, and

measured our present capacity of political good too

much by the unsuccessful experiments of former times.

We apprehend, that it is possible to make experience

too much our guide ; and such was the fault of this dis-

tinguished man. There are seasons, in human affairs,

of inward and outward revolution, when new depths

seem to be broken up in the soul, when new wants are

unfolded in multitudes, and a new and undefined good

is thirsted for. These are periods, when the principles

of experience need to be modified, when hope and trust

and instinct claim a share with prudence in the guid

ance of affairs, when in truth to dare is the highest

31*
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wisdom. Now, in the distinguished man of whom we

speak, there was httle or nothing of that enthusiasm,

which, we confess, seems to us sometimes the surest

light. He Hved in the past, when the impulse of the

age was towards the future. He was slow to promise

himself any great mehoration of human affairs ; and,

whilst singularly successful in discerning the actual good,

which results from the great laws of nature and Provi-

dence, he gave little hope that this good was to be

essentially enlarged. To such a man, the issue of the

French Revolution was a confirmation of the saddest

lessons of history, and these lessons he applied too

faithfully to his own country. His influence in commu-

nicating skeptical, disheartening views of human affairs,

seems to us to have been so important as to form a part

of our history, and it throws much light on what we

deem the great political error of the Federahsts.

That the Federahsts did at one period look with an

unworthy despondence on our institutions, is true. Es-

pecially when they saw the country, by a declaration of

war against England, virtually link itself with that despo-

tism which menaced the whole civilized world, their

hearts sunk within them ; and we doubt not, that, in

some cases, their mixed anger and gloom broke fordi

in reckless speeches, which, to those who are ignorant

of the workings of the passions, might seem to argue

a scorn for the confederation and for all its blessings.

So far they failed of their duty ; for a good citizen is

never to despair of the republic, never to think free-

dom a lost cause.

The pohtical sin of the Federal party we have stated

plainly. In the other great party, examples of unfaith-

fulness to the Union might also be produced. Who-
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ever reverts to the language of Virginia on the subject

of the alien and sedition laws, or to the more recent

proceedings and declarations of Georgia in respect to

the Indian territories within her jurisdiction, or to the

debates and resolutions of the legislature of South Caro-

hna at its last session, will learn, that a sense of the

sacredness of the Union and of the greatness of its

blessings, is but faintly apprehended, even by that party

which boasts of unfaltering adherence to it.

In closing this article, we are aware that we have

said much, in which many of our fellow-citizens will

not concur. Men of all parties will probably dissent

from some of our positions. But has not the time come,

when the vassalage of party may be throw^n ofF.'^ when

we may speak of the past and present, without asking

whether our opinion will be echoed by this or that class

of politicians ? when w^e may cease to condemn and

justify in the mass ? when a more liberal and elevated

style of discussion may be introduced .'' when we may
open our eyes on the faults of our friends, and may
look at subjects w^hich involve our country's welfare, in

the broad, clear light of day ? This style of discussion

we are anxious to promote ; and we feel, that whoever

may encourage and diffuse it, will deserve a place among

the most faithful friends of freedom.
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American Annals of Education and Instruction. Edit»

ed by William C. Woodbridge. Boston. 8vo.

The work, of which we have placed the title at the

head of this article, is devoted to what is generally ac-

knowledged to be the most important interest of fami-

lies and of the State. It has, therefore, no ordinary

claims to patronage, especially as it is the only work of

the kind published in the country. We learn, however,

that the support now given it, not only falls short of its

just claims, but is so insufficient, that, unless its circu-

lation can be extended, it must be abandoned. We are

not only grieved at this, but somewhat disappointed

;

for, although we knew the ruhng passion in the commu-

nity for light and amusing reading, we did hope, that the

acknowledged importance of education, and the neces-

sity laid on every parent to watch over and guide the

young, would overcome the repugnance to mental labor,

and would communicate an interest to details, which,

separate from their end, would be dry and repulsive.

It seems, however, that the community are more dib-
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posed to talk of education in general than to enter pa-

tiently and minutely into its principles and methods,

more disposed to laud it than to labor for it ; and on this

account we feel ourselves bound to say something, how-

ever briefly and rapidly, of the obligation of regarding

it as the paramount object of society, and of giving en-

couragement to those, who make it their task or who de-

vote themselves to its promotion. We know that we are

repeating a thrice-told tale, are inviting attention to prin-

ciples which the multitude most courteously acknowl-

edge, and as readily forget. But all great truths are apt

to grow trite ; and if the moral teacher should fail to

enforce them, because they are worn by repetition, re-

ligious and moral teaching would well nigh cease.

One excellence of the periodical work before us is,

that it is pledged to no particular system of education,

but starts with the acknowledgment of the great defects

of all systems, and with the disposition to receive new

lights, come from what quarter they may. It is no par-

tisan. It is the instrument of no sect. It is designed

to improve our modes of training the young ; to give

more generous views of the objects of education and of

the discipline by which they may be attained ; to in-

crease the efficiency of existing institutions, and to aid

in forming new ones more suited to our age and coun-

try ; to unfold and diffiise those great, universal princi-

ples in which men of all parties may be expected to

agree, and to point out the apphcations of them in our

famihes and schools. Its pages are open to original

suggestions, to discoveries, to the zealous reformer, and

even to the too sanguine innovator. Its aim is, to be

a medium of communication for all who think on the

subject of education, to furnish new facts to the phi-
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losopher, and to make known the results of successful

experiments. Its liberality gives it one strong claim to

support.

Perhaps, if it were more confined in its views, if it

were designed to answer the purposes of a party or

sect, it would be better sustained. Were it to proscribe

one class, and to pander to the bad passions of another,

it would not perhaps be obliged to sue for more gen-

erous patronage. But is it true, that a work on edu-

cation cannot find readers witho"C laciiming the badge

of party ? Cannot the greatness of its object secure

attention to its teachings .'* In what class of society

ought it not to find friends ? What parent has not a

deep interest in the improvement of pubHc and private

education ^ What philanthropist does not see in this

the chief preparation of a people for his schemes of

usefulness ? What patriot does not see in this the main

security of free institutions ? This cause is commended

alike to our private and public afiections ; and must the

only periodical devoted to it die through neglect ?

We are aware, that there are some, who take an

attitude of defence, when pressed with earnest appli-

cations on the subject of education. They think its

importance overrated. They say, that circumstances

chiefly determine the young mind, that the influence

of parents and teachers is very narrow, and that they

sometimes dw^arf and distort, instead of improving the

child, by taking the work out of the hand of nature.

These remarks are not wholly unfounded. The power

of parents is often exaggerated. To strengthen their

sense of responsibility, they are often taught, that they

are competent to eflects, which are not wathin their

reach, and are often discouraged by the greatness of the
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task to which they are summoned. Nothing is gained

by exaggeration. It is true, and the truth need not be

disguised, that parents cannot operate at pleasure on the

minds and characters of the young. Their influence is

limited by their own ignorance and imperfection, by the

strength and freedom of the will of the child, and by

its connexion, from its breath, with other objects and

beings. Parents are not the only educators of their

offspring, but must divide the work with other and nu-

merous agents ; and in this we rejoice ; for, w^ere the

young confined to domestic influences, each generation

would be a copy of the preceding, and the progress of

society would cease. The child is not put into the

hands of paren.ts alone. It is not born to hear but a

few voices. It is brought at birth into a vast, we may

say, an infinite school. The universe is charged with

the office of its education. Innumerable voices come

to it from all that it meets, sees, feels. It is not con-

fined to a few books anxiously selected for it by parental

care. (Nature, society, experience, are volumes opened

everywhere and perpetually before its eyes. It takes

lessons from every object within the sphere of its senses

and its activity, from the sun and stars, from the flowers

of spring and the fruits of autumn, from every associ-

ate, from every smiling and frowning countenance, from

the pursuits, trades, professions of the community in

which it moves, from its plays, friendships, and dislikes,

from the varieties of human character, and from the

consequences of its actions. All these, and more than

these, are appointed to teach, awaken, develope the

mind of the child. It is plunged amidst friendly and

hostile influences, to grow by cooperating with the first,

and by resisting the last. The circumstances in which
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we are placed, form, indeed, a most important school,

and by their help some men have risen to distinction

in knowledge and virtue, with little aid from parents,

teachers, and books.

Still the influence of parents and teachers is great.

On them it very much depends, whether the circum-

stances which surround the child shall operate to his

good. They must help him to read, interpret, and use

wisely the great volumes of nature, society, and expe-

rience. They must fix his volatile glance, arrest his

precipitate judgment, guide his observation, teach him

to link together cause and effect in the outward world,

and turn his thoughts inward on his own more myste-

rious nature. The young, left to the education of cir-

cumstances, left without teaching, guidance, restraint,

will, in all probability, grow up ignorant, torpid in in-

tellect, strangers to their own powers, and slaves to

their passions. The fact, that some children, without

aid from parents or schools, have struggled into emi-

nence, no more proves such aid to be useless, than the

fact, that some have grown strong under physical ex-

posures which w^ould destroy the majority of the race,

would prove the worthlessness of the ordinary precau-

tions which are taken for the security of health.

We have spoken of parents, as possessing, and as

bound to exert, an important influence on the young.

But they cannot do the whole work of education. Their

daily occupation, the necessity of labors for the support

of their families, household cares, the duty of watching

over the health of their children, and other social rela-

tions, render it almost impossible for parents to qualify

themselves for much of the teaching which the young

require, and often deny thern time and opportunity for
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giving instruction to which they are competent. Hence

the need of a class of persons, who shall devote them-

selves exclusively to the work of education. In all so-

cieties, ancient and modern, this want has been felt; the

profession of teachers has been known ; and to secure

the best helps of this kind to children, is one of the

first duties of parents, for on these the progress of their

children very much depends.

One of the discouraging views of society at the pres-

ent moment is, that, whilst much is said of education,

hardly any seem to feel the necessity of securing to it

the best minds in the community, and of securing them

at any price. A juster estimate of this office begins to

be made in our great cities ; but, generally, it seems to

be thought that anybody may become a teacher. The

most moderate ability is thought to be competent to the

most important profession in society. Strange, too, as

it may seem, on this point parents incline to be eco-

nomical. They who squander thousands on dress, fur-

niture, amusements, think it hard to pay comparatively

small sums to the instructer ; and through this ruinous

economy, and this ignorance of the dignity of a teach-

er's vocation, they rob their children of aid, for which

the treasures of worlds can afford no compensation.

There is no office higher than that of a teacher of

youth, for there is nothing on earth so precious as the

mind, soul, character of the child. No office should be

regarded with greater respect. The first minds in the

community should be encouraged to assume it. Parents

should do all but impoverish themselves, to induce such

to become the guardians and guides of their children.

To this good, all their show and luxury should be sacri-

ficed. Here they should be lavish, whilst they straiten
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themselves in every thing else. They should wear the

cheapest clothes, live on the plainest food, if they can

in no other way secure to their families the best instruc-

tion. They should have no anxiety to accumuate prop-

erty for their children, provided they can place them

under influences, which will awaken their faculties, in-

spire them with pure and high principles, and fit them

to bear a manly, useful, and honorable part in the world.

No language can express the cruelty or folly of that

economy, which, to leave a fortune to a child, starves his

intellect, impoverishes his heart. There should be no

economy in education. Money should never be w^eighed

against the soul of a child. It should be poured out

like water, for the child's intellectual and 'moral hfe.

Parents should seek an educator for the young of

their families, who will become to them a hearty and

efficient friend, counsellor, coadjutor, in their work. If

their circumstances will allow^ it, they should so hmit

the school, that the instructer may know intimately

every child, may become the friend of each, and may

converse frequently with them in regard to each. He
should be worthy of their confidence, should find their

doors always open, should be among their most wel-

come guests, and should study with them the discipline

which the peculiarities of each pupil may require. He
should give the parents w^arning of the least obhquity

of mind which he discovers at school, should receive

in return their suggestions as to the injudiciousness of

his own methods in regard to one or another child, and

should concert with them the means of arresting every

evil at its first manifestation. Such is the teacher w^e

need, and his value cannot be paid in gold. A man

of distinguished ability and virtue, whose mind should
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be concentrated in the work of training as many chil-

dren as he* can thoroughly understand and guide, would

shed a light on the path of parents for which they often

sigh, and would give an impulse to the young, little

comprehended under our present modes of teaching.

No profession should receive so liberal remuneration.

We need not say how far the community fall short of

this estimate of the teacher's office. Very many send

their children to school, and seldom or never see the

instructer, who is operating daily and deeply on their

minds and characters. With a blind confidence, per-

haps they do not ask how that work is advancing, on

which the dearest interests of the family depend. Per-

haps they put the children under the daily control of

one, with whom they do not care to associate. Perhaps,

were they told what they ought to pay for teaching, they

would stare as if a project for robbing them were on

foot, or would suspect the sanity of the friend, who

should counsel them to throw away so much money in

purchasing that cheapest of all articles, that drug in

every market, instruction for their children.

We know not how society can be aided more than

by the formation of a body of wise and efficient educa-

tors. We know not any class which would contribute

so much to the stabihty of the state, and to domes-

tic happiness. Much as we respect the ministry of the

Gospel, we believe that it must yield in importance to

the office of training the young. In truth, the ministry

now accompHshes little for want of that early intellec-

tual and moral discipline, by which alone a community

can be prepared to distinguish truth from falsehood,

to comprehend the instructions of the pulpit, to receive

higher and broader views of duty, and to apply general
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principles to the diversified details of life. A body of

cultivated men, devoted, with their whole hearts, to the

improvement of education, and to the most effectual

training of the young, would work a fundamental revo-

lution in society. They would leaven the community

with just principles. Their influence would penetrate

our famihes. Our domestic discipline would no longer

be left to accident and impulse. What parent has not

felt the need of this aid, has not often been depressed,

heart-sick, under the consciousness of ignorance in the

great work of swaying the youthful mind !

We have spoken of the office of the education of hu-

man beings, as the noblest on earth, and have spoken

deliberately. It is more important than that of the states-

man. The statesman may set fences round our prop-

erty and dwellings ; but how much more are we indebted

to him, who calls forth the powers and affections of

those for whom our property is earned, and our dwel-

lings are reared, and who renders our children objects

of increasing love and respect. We go further. We
maintain, that higher ability is required for the office of

an educator of the young, than for that of a statesman.

The highest ability is that, which penetrates farthest into

human nature, comprehends the mind in all its capaci-

ties, traces out the laws of thought and moral action,

understands the perfection of human nature and how it

may be approached, understands the springs, motives,

applications, by w^hich the child is to be roused to the

most vigorous and harmonious action of all its faculties,

understands its perils, and knows how to blend and

modify the influences which outward circumstances ex-

ert on the youthful mind, j The speculations of states-

men are shallow, compared with these. It is the chief

32*
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function of the statesman to watch over the outward in-

terests of a people ; that of the educator to quicken its

soul. The statesman must study and manage the pas-

sions and prejudices of the community ; the educator

must study the essential, the deepest, the loftiest prin-

ciples of human nature. The statesman works with

coarse instruments for coarse ends ; the educator is to

work by the most refined influences on that dehcate,

ethereal essence, the immortal soul.

Nothing is more common than mistakes as to the com-

parative importance of the different vocations of life.

Noisy, showy agency, which is spread over a great sur-

face, and therefore seldom penetrates beneath the sur-

face, is called glory. Multitudes are blinded by official

dignity, and stand w^ondering at a pigmy, because he

happens to be perched on some eminence in church or

state. So the declaimer, who can electrify a crowd by

passionate appeals, or splendid images, which give no

clear perceptions to the intellect, which develope no gen-

eral truth, w^hich breathe no firm, disinterested purpose,

passes for a great man. How few reflect, that the

greater man is he, who, without noise or show", is wise-

ly fixing in a few minds broad, pregnant, generous

principles of judgment and action, and giving an im-

pulse which will carry them on for ever. Jesus, with

that aivine wisdom which separates him from all other

teachers, declared, that the first requisite for becoming

"great in his kingdom," which was another phrase for

exerting a great moral influence, was Humility ; by

which he meant a spirit opposed to that passion for

conspicuous station w^ith which he saw his disciples in-

flamed, a spirit of deep, unpretending philanthropy,

manifested in sympathy with the wants of the mind,
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and in condejjcension to any efforts by which the igno-

rant and tempted might be brought to truth and virtue.

According to these views, we think it a greater work

to educate a child, in the true and large sense of that

phrase, than to rule a state.

Perhaps the direction which benevolence is taking

at the present day, has some influence in turning from

the office of education the high honor vvhich is its due.

Benevolence is now directing itself very much to pubHc

objects, to the alleviation of misery on a grand scale, to

the conversion of whole nations, to the instruction of

large bodies, and in this form it draws the chief notice

and admiration of multitudes. Now we are far from

wishing to confine this action of charity. ( We respect

it, and recognise in it one of the distinctive fruits of

Christianity. But it must not be forgotten, that the

purest benevolence is that which acts on Individuals,

and is manifested in our particular, social, domestic

relations. It requires no great improvement in charity,

to sympathize with the degradation and misery, into

which the millions of India are sunk by the worship of

Juggernaut, and other superstitions. It is a higher ac-

tion of the intellect and heart, to study and understand

thoroughly the character of an individual who is near us,

to enter into his mind, to trace his defects and sufferings

to their true springs, to bear quietly and gently with his

frowardness and relapses, and to apply to him patiently

and encouragingly the means of intellectual and moral

elevation. It is not the highest attainment to be benev-

olent, to those who are thousands of miles from us,

whose miseries make striking pictures for the imagina-

tion, who never cross our paths, never interfere with

our interests, never try us by their waywardness, never
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shock us by their coarse manners, and whom we are to

assist by an act of bounty, vrhich sends a missionary to

their aid. (The truest mode of enlarging our benevo-

lence, is not to quicken our sensibihty towards great

masses, or wide-spread evils, but to approach, compre-

hend, sympathize with, and act upon, a continually in-

creasing number of individuals. It is the glory of God
to know, love, and act on, every individual in his infi-

nite creation. Let us, if w^e can, do good far and wide.

Let us send hght and joy, if we can, to the ends of the

earth. The charity, which is now active for distant

objects, is noble. We only wish to say, that it ranks

behind the obscurer philanthropy, which, vrhile it sym-

pathizes with the race, enters deeply into the minds,

wants, interests of the individuals within its reach, and

devotes itself patiently and wisely to the task of bring-

ing them to a higher standard of intellectual and moral

worth.

We would suggest it to those who are anxious to do

good on a grand and imposing scale, that they should be

tlie last to cast into the shade the labors of the retired

teacher of the young
;
( because education is the germ

of all other improvements, and because all their schemes

for the progress of society must fail without it. How
often have the efforts of the philanthropist been foiled,

by the prejudices and brutal ignorance of the community

wiiich he has hoped to serve, by their incapacity of un-

derstanding him, of entering into and cooperating with

his views ! He has cast his seed on the barren sand,

and of course reaped no fruit but disappointment. Phi-

lanthropists are too apt to imagine, that they can accom-

plish particular reformations, or work particular changes

in a society, although no foundation for' these improve-
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meiits has been laid in its intellectual and moral culture.

They expect a people to think and act wisely in special

cases, although generally wanting in intelligence, sound

judgment, and the capacity of understanding and apply-

ing the principles of reason. But this partial improve-

ment is a vain hope. The physician, who should spend

i]is skill on a diseased limb, whilst all the functions were

deranged, and the principle of life almost extinguished,

would get no credit for skill. ;^To do men permanent

good, we must act on their w^hole nature, and especially

must aid, foster, and guide their highest faculties, at the

first period of their developemeiitj) If left in early life

to sink into intellectual and moral torpor, if suffered to

grow up unconscious of their powers, unused to steady

and wise exertion of the understanding, and strangers to

the motives which ought to stir and guide human activity,

they will be poor subjects for the efforts of the philan-

thropist. Benevolence is short-sighted, indeed, and must

blame itself for failure, if it do not see in education the

chief interest of the human race.

One great cause of the low estimation, in which the

teacher is now^ held, may be found in narrow views of

education. The multitude think, that to educate a child

is to crowd into its mind a given amount of knowledge,

to teach the mechanism of reading and writing, to load

the memory with w^ords, to prepare a boy for the rou-

tine of a trade. No wonder, then, that they think al-

most everybody fit to teach, ^he true end of education,

as we have again and again suggested, is to unfold and

direct aright our whole nature. Its office is to call forth

power of every kind, power of thought, affection, will,

and outward action
;
power to observe, to reason, to

judge, to contrive
;
power to adopt good ends firmly,
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and to pursue them efficiently
;
power to govern our

selves, and to influence others
;
power to gain and to

spread happiness, i Reading is but an instrument ; edu-

cation is to teach' its best use. The intellect was cre-

ated, not to receive passively a few words, dates, facts-

but to be active for the acquisition of Truth. Accord-

ingly, education should labor to inspire a profound love

of truth, and to teach the processes of investigation. A
sound logic, by which we mean the science or art, which

instructs us in the law^s of reasoning and evidence, in

the true methods of inquiry, and in the sources of false

judgments, is an essential part of a good education.

And yet how little is done to leach the right use of the

intellect, in the common modes of training either rich or

poor ! As a general rule, the young are to be made,

as far as possible, their own teachers, the discoverers of

truth, the interpreters of nature, the framers of science.

They are to be helped to help themselves. They should

be taught to observe and study the world in which they

live, to trace the connexions of events, to rise from par-

ticular facts to general principles, and then to apply these

in explaining new phenomena. Such is a rapid outline

of the intellectual education, which, as far as possible,

should be given to all human beings ; and with this,

moral education should go hand in hand. In proportion

as the child gains knowledge, he should be taught how

to use it well, how to turn it to the good of mankind.

He should study the world as God's world, and as the

sphere in which he is to form interesting connexions

with his fellow-creatures. A spirit of humanity should

be breathed into him from all his studies. In teaching

geography, the physical and moral condition, the wants,

advantages, and striking peculiarities of different nations,
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and the relations of climates, seas, rivers, mountains, to

their characters and pursuits, should be pointed out, so

as to awaken an interest in man, wherever he dwells.

History should be constantly used to exercise the moral

judgment of the yo^mg, to call forth sym.pathy with the

fortunes of the human race, and to expose to indignation

and abhorrence, that selfish ambition, that passion for do-

minion, which has so long deluged the earth with blood

and woe. And not only should the excitement of just

moral feeling be proposed in every study. The science

of morals should form an important part of every child's

instruction. One branch of ethics should be particularly

insisted on by the government. Every school, estab-

lished by law, should be specially bound to teach the

duties of the citizen to the state, to unfold the principles

of free institutions, and to train the young to an enlight-

ened patriotism. From these brief and imperfect views

of the nature and ends of a wise education, we learn the

dignity of the profession to which it is intrusted, and the

importance of securing to it the best minds of the com-

munity.

On review^ing these hints on the extent of education,

v;e see that one important topic has been omitted. We
have said, that it is the office of the teacher to call into

vigorous action the mind of the child. He must do

more. He must strive to create a thirst, an insatiable

craving for knowledge, to give animation to study and

make it a pleasuce, and thus to communicate an impulse

which will endure, when the instructions of the school

are closed. The mark of a good teacher is, not only

that he produces great effort in his pupils, but that he

dismisses them from his care, conscious of having only

laid the foundation of knowledge, and anxious and re-
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solved to improve themselves. One of the sure signs

of the low state of instruction among us is, that the

young, on leaving school, feel as if the work of intellec-

tual culture were done, and give up steady, vigorous

effort for higher truth and wider knowledge. Our daugh-

ters at sixteen and our sons at eighteen or twenty have

finished their education. The true use of a school is,

to enable and dispose the pupil to learn through life ; and

if so, who does not see that the office of teacher requires

men of enlarged and liberal minds, and of winning man-

ners, in other words, that it requires as cultivated men

as can be found in society. If to drive and to drill

w^ere the chief duties of an instructer, if to force into

the mind an amount of Hfeless knowledge, to make the

child a machine, to create a repugnance to books, to

mental labor, to the acquisition of knowledge, were the

great objects of the school-room, then the teacher might

be chosen on the principles which now govern the school-

committees in no small part of our country. Then the

man who can read, write, cipher, and whip, and will

exercise his gifts at the lowest price, deserves the prece-

dence which he now too often enjoys. But if the hu-

man being be something more than a block or a brute,

if he have powers which proclaim him a child of God,

and which were given for noble action and perpetual

progress, then a better order of things should begin

among us, and truly enlightened men should be sum-

moned to the work of education.

Leaving the subject of instruction, we observe, that

there is another duty of teachers, which requires that

they should be taken from the class of improved, wise,

virtuous men. They are to govern as well as teach.

They must preserve order, and for this end must inflict
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punishment in some of its forms. We know that some

philanthropists wish to banish all punishment from the

school. We would not discourage their efforts and

hopes ; but we fear, that the time for this reform Is not

yet come, and that as long as the want of a wise disci-

pline at home supphes the teacher with so many lawless

subjects, he will be compelled to use other restraints

than kindness and reason. Punishment, we fear, can-

not be dispensed with ; but that it ought to be adminis-

tered most deliberately, righteously, judiciously, and with

a wise adaptation to the character of the child, we all

feel; and can it then be safely intrusted, as is too much
the case, to teachers undisciphned in mind and heart ?

Corporal punishment at present has a place in almost all

our schools for boys, and perhaps in some for girls. It

may be necessary. But ought not every parent to have

some security, that his child shall not receive a blow,

unless inflicted in wisdom, justice, and kindness ? And
what security can he have for this, but in the improved

character of the instructer ? We have known mournful

effects of injudicious corporal punishment. We have

known a blow to ahenate a child from his father, to stir

up bitter hatred towards his teacher, and to indispose

him to study and the pursuit of knowledge. We cannot

be too unwilling to place our children under the care of

passionate teachers, who, having no rule over their own

spirits, cannot of course rule others, or of weak and

unskilful teachers, who are obliged to supply by severi-

ty the want of a wise firmness. It is wonderful how

thoughtlessly parents expose their children to corporal

punishment. Our laws have expunged whipping from

the penal code, and the felon is exempted from this in

dignity. But how many boys are subjected to a whip-
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per in tlic shape of a schoolmaster, whose whole iiiys-
\

lery of discipline lies in ihe ferule. The discipline of a j

school is of vast importance in iis moral influence. A ^^

boy compelled for six hours each day to see ihe counle-
j

nance and hear the voice of an unfeeling, petulant, pas- 1

sionatc, unjust teacher, is placed in a school of vice. I

He is all the time learning lessons of inhumanity, hard-

heartedness, and injustice. The English arc considered !

by Ae rest of Kurope as inclined to cruelty. Their

connnon people are said to bo wanting in mercy to the

inferior animals and to be ferocious in their quarrels, and
j

their planters enjoy the bad prei ininence of being the '

worst masters in the West Indies, with the exception of

the Dutcii. It is worth consideration, whether these

vices, if they really exist, may not be ascribed in part

to the unrestrained, barbarous use of whipping in their

schools. Of one thing we are sure, that the discipline

of a school has an imj)ortant influence on the character '

of a child, and that a just, mild, benevolent teacher,
|

wlio procures order by methods which the moral sense
j

of his pu[)ils approve^;, is perpetually spreading around
|

him his own virtues. Should not our teachers then be |

sought from the class of the most enlightened and excel-

lent men ?

Our limits allow us to add but one more remark on

the qualifications of teachers. It is important, that they

should be able to cooperate with parents in awakening

the religious principle in the youns:. (We would not of
j

course admit into schools the peculiarities of the de- !

nominations which divide the Christian world. But

religion in its broadest sense should be taught. It should
;

indirectly mix with all teaching, j The young mind
j

should b^ guided through nature and human history to
|
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the Creator and Disposer of the Universe ; and still

more, the practical principles and spirit of Christianity-

should be matters of direct inculcation. We know no

office requiring greater wisdom, and none but the wise

and good should be invited to discharge it.

We know that it will be objected to die views now

given, that few, very few, will be able to pay for such

teachers as we recommend. We believe, however,

that there is a large class, who, if they had the wiU, and

would deny themselves as they ought, might procure

excellent instructers for their children ; and as for the

rest, let tliem do their best, let them but throw their

hearts into this cause, and improvements will be effected,

which have not been anticipated, perhaps not conceived.

We acknowledge, however, that our remarks have been

intended chiefly for the opulent. Let an interest in ed-

ucation be awakened in this class, and let more generous

means for its promotion be employed, and we are satis-

fied that the teaching of all classes will be advanced,

the talent of the country will be more and more directed

to the office of instruction, and the benefit will spread

through the whole community.

END OF VOL. I.
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